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Welina mai käkou a pau,

With the completion of our fifth volume of Hülili, join us in celebrating half a 
decade of new research publications on Hawaiian well-being! After five years, it 
seems fitting to shine a light on the strength in the sheer number of research articles 
published by, for, and with the Native Hawaiian community. A total of 56 articles 
have been published in this journal. Beginning with the first 13 in 2003, the number 
of articles ranges between 9 and 13 per volume, bridging health, environment, 
family, education, and writings in Hawaiian indigenous research perspectives and 
methods. Approximately 4,100 copies of the journal have made their way into K–12 
classrooms, workgroups, university seminars, libraries, schools, and education-
focused organizations, stimulating meaningful discussion and knowledge about 
who we are as Native Hawaiians. Many more readers have accessed the fruits of 
this labor online, where the work has supported grant proposals, new research, and 
program design and delivery to our communities. To support this effort, it takes a 
community. Some 160 peer reviews were written by colleagues in our communi-
ties here in Hawai‘i and in other states. This group of peers was asked to provide 
perspective and commentary on each manuscript submitted, thereby enhancing 
the work and also strengthening the chances for publication. In addition, some 30 
individuals have sustained our voluntary editorial board of 20 members, helping to 
guide the publishing team at Kamehameha Schools in the past five years. Indeed, 
we have accomplished much together and will continue to holomua.

This year, the journal also celebrates an array of strong contributions. Readers will 
find a holistic vision for Moloka‘i, written by community members seeking sustain-
able development of their island home. The question, “what is leadership,” is 
addressed in an article based on empirical research with today’s Hawaiian leaders. 
In a separate piece, authors explore the challenging terrain teenagers navigate in 
homes and schools as they struggle to make healthy choices for themselves. 

Volume 5 responds to increasing public attention on Hawaiian indigenous 
education with several inspired articles. Readers will discover an innovative tool 
to gauge culturally relevant teaching strategies called the HIER, as well as insights 
about the power of culture-based education in charter schools as political and 
educational arenas promoting Hawaiian well-being. Outlining ways to unlock 
the transformative potential of education is the key behind a T4 pedagogical 
framework highlighting hands-on, practical, and culturally relevant approaches to 
student learning.

from the editor
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The intimate connection between Hawaiians and ‘äina (land) is the focus of two 
articles this year. In a piece that weaves together scholarly research and personal 
mo‘olelo (storytelling), cultural beliefs about land, language, and community 
reveal strong implications for understanding Hawaiian well-being. Likewise, 
the importance of cultivating a strong sense of place among students and their 
families is emphasized within ‘Ike ‘Äina, a curriculum grounded in experiential 
learning and indigenous literacy.

This year is a mixture of joy and nostalgia personally, because it is my last year as 
editor as I turn the reins over to Brandon Ledward, who has been a diligent team 
member working to produce volumes four and five of this journal. Dr. Ledward 
ensures strong continuity for the journal, with his doctorate in cultural anthro-
pology from the University of Hawai‘i and his solid background in qualitative and 
quantitative research methods as part of the Research and Evaluation division 
at Kamehameha. We welcome his continued leadership and voice, along with 
Matthew Corry and Debra Tang, who have been critical team members supporting 
this work. I am grateful to the many hands and hearts who contributed to the 
success of this journal and for your support to me. Mostly, I am ever grateful 
and quietly celebrating our shared commitment to creating a space for Hawaiian 
research and voices and our combined efforts to shape a strong, healthy future for 
our lähui.

Na‘u me ka ha‘aha‘a a me ke aloha,

Shawn Malia Kana‘iaupuni 
Editor
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Welina mai käkou a pau,

With the completion of our fifth volume of Hülili, join us in celebrating half a 
decade of new research publications on Hawaiian well-being! After five years, it 
seems fitting to shine a light on the strength in the sheer number of research articles 
published by, for, and with the Native Hawaiian community. A total of 56 articles 
have been published in this journal. Beginning with the first 13 in 2003, the number 
of articles ranges between 9 and 13 per volume, bridging health, environment, 
family, education, and writings in Hawaiian indigenous research perspectives and 
methods. Approximately 4,100 copies of the journal have made their way into K–12 
classrooms, workgroups, university seminars, libraries, schools, and education-
focused organizations, stimulating meaningful discussion and knowledge about 
who we are as Native Hawaiians. Many more readers have accessed the fruits of 
this labor online, where the work has supported grant proposals, new research, and 
program design and delivery to our communities. To support this effort, it takes a 
community. Some 160 peer reviews were written by colleagues in our communi-
ties here in Hawai‘i and in other states. This group of peers was asked to provide 
perspective and commentary on each manuscript submitted, thereby enhancing 
the work and also strengthening the chances for publication. In addition, some 30 
individuals have sustained our voluntary editorial board of 20 members, helping to 
guide the publishing team at Kamehameha Schools in the past five years. Indeed, 
we have accomplished much together and will continue to holomua.

This year, the journal also celebrates an array of strong contributions. We invited 
Moloka‘i community members to share a holistic vision for the future of their 
island home. The perspectives reveal innovative, strong, and hopeful mana‘o for 
sustainable development of their ‘äina momona, shared here to encourage greater 
dialogue and understanding. A highly anticipated article on Hawaiian leadership 
provides a culturally powered, empirical view of the unique exemplary traits found 
in today’s Hawaiian leaders. We also hear sobering accounts from our young 
teenagers about the challenging terrain in our families and schools that Hawaiian 
youth navigate on a day-to-day basis as they struggle to make healthy choices. 
Several articles address Hawaiian indigenous education. Readers will find an inno-
vative tool to gauge culturally relevant teaching strategies called the HIER, as well as 
insights about the power of culture-based education in charter schools as political 
and educational arenas that promote our well-being, and inspired writings on the 

from the editor
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ancestral energy and force of our ‘äina, Hawai‘i nei, to nurture and strengthen 
our spirit. This year’s Hana Hou article shares a T4 pedagogical framework for 
educational approaches that are relevant, hands-on, and culturally meaningful.

This year is a mixture of joy and nostalgia personally, because it is my last year as 
editor as I turn the reins over to Brandon Ledward, who has been a diligent team 
member working to produce volumes four and five of this journal. Dr. Ledward 
ensures strong continuity for the journal, with his doctorate in cultural anthro-
pology from the University of Hawai‘i and his solid background in qualitative and 
quantitative research methods as part of the Research and Evaluation division 
at Kamehameha. We welcome his continued leadership and voice, along with 
Matthew Corry and Debra Tang, who have been critical team members supporting 
this work. I am grateful to the many hands and hearts who contributed to the 
success of this journal and for your support to me. Mostly, I am ever grateful 
and quietly celebrating our shared commitment to creating a space for Hawaiian 
research and voices and our combined efforts to shape a strong, healthy future for 
our lähui.

Na‘u me ka ha‘aha‘a a me ke aloha,

Shawn Malia Kana‘iaupuni 
Editor
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Molokai: Future of a Hawaiian Island

This vision statement was created by numerous groups of the Molokai community and largely based 
on work from the generations before us. There are too many contributors to list, but on page 52, there 
is a hui of ÿöpio and mäkua who are instrumental in carrying forward the vision of this document, and 
they may be contacted for further information.

In light of longstanding challenges to our ÿäina (land), cultural tradi-

tions, and lifestyle, community members joined together to articulate 

a vision for the future of Molokai. The process was innovative yet 

organic, bringing together individuals from different generations and 

with ÿike (knowledge) from a wide range of sources. The emerging 

document describes a desired state for the island, where the question 

of development is secondary to the promise to mälama (protect 

and nurture) natural and cultural resources. Utilizing a community-

based, holistic approach, “Molokai: Future of a Hawaiian Island” 

identifies critical needs and outlines specific steps to achieve change 

and sustainability.
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I ka wä ma mua, ka wä ma hope. 

The future is found in the past. 
 

—ÿÖlelo Noÿeau

Molokai1 was once known as ÿäina momona,2 the bountiful land. In more 
recent times, we have been seen as an activist island—community members 

protesting development plans and large land sales, always saying no. We are a 
community now ready to say yes—yes to our ideas, our plans, our Molokai. We are 
ready to say yes once again to the original vision for Molokai, ÿäina momona.

Over the past four decades of Molokai’s history, a familiar narrative has repeated 
itself: Large landowners and outside developers have tried to impose land-use 
plans and profit models on the island that are incompatible with the essence of 
Molokai. In reaction, our community has continually advocated for preservation 
of the island’s integrity. But Molokai is ready to redefine this historical narrative, 
to act instead of react. Since the shutdown of Molokai Ranch in March 2008, which 
ended a century of controversial corporate rule, we are not just defending our 
island from outside threats but also working proactively to shape our own future 
through grassroots community planning.  

When confronted with development plans, this community has often been torn 
between promised benefits and proposed sacrifices. Gaining more jobs, new 
infrastructure, and industry growth often meant compromising the very things 
the community has fought to protect. These include a rural lifestyle, a close-knit 
community, a distinctly Hawaiian heritage, unspoiled lands, undeveloped coast-
lines, subsistence food sources, and a sustainable water supply. 

In an attempt to huli (reverse) this old planning model that asked what the 
community was willing to give up in order to survive under outside influences, 
community members began asking a new question: What resources can we 
nurture, and what initiatives can we create ourselves so the entire island can return 
to pono (balance) and thrive in abundance? 
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*The first printing of “Molokai: Future of a Hawaiian Island” was in May 2008. The original 
document is available online at http://www.themolokaidispatch.com/molokai.pdf.

“Molokai: Future of a Hawaiian Island” opens this dialogue (see image below).* It is 
meant to be a living document and a guiding vision statement that will evolve with 
the community. Incorporating manaÿo (thoughts, ideas, insights) from various 
community plans and studies generated over the last 30 years, it also includes 
new material generated from community members. Molokai is collectively deter-
mining what we value and what we envision for our island by drawing on the 
manaÿo of everyone from young children to our cherished küpuna (elders).

The life of this Hawaiian island depends 
on the community’s active role in shaping 
our own future. It is our hope that the next 
seven generations and beyond will once 
again thrive on Molokai and live the true 
meaning of ÿäina momona.

Cover page of 
“Molokai: Future of 

a Hawaiian Island”
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Molokai Vision Statement

Molokai is the last Hawaiian island. We who live here choose not to be strangers 
in our own land. The values of aloha ÿäina and mälama ÿäina (love and care for the 
land) guide our stewardship of Molokai’s natural resources, which nourish our 
families both physically and spiritually (see Appendix A for more on these values). 
We live by the historic legacy of pule oÿo (powerful prayer) left to us by our küpuna. 
We honor our island’s Hawaiian cultural heritage, no matter what our ethnicity, 
and that culture is practiced in our everyday lives. Our true wealth is measured by 
the extent of our generosity. 

 

“this vision is not something 

for us to fight about. this 

is something for us to talk 

about. It’s the starting place 

for a discussion. So my hope 

is that everyone will read 

this, underline the things you 

agree with, circle the things 

you disagree with, and then 

come together at the table 

and talk about it.”†  

 

—Kahualaulani Mick

• We envision strong ÿohana (families) who steadfastly  
 preserve, protect, and perpetuate these core  
 Hawaiian values.

• We envision a wise and caring community that 
takes pride in its resourcefulness, self-sufficiency, 
and resiliency and is firmly in charge of Molokai’s 
resources and destiny.

• We envision a Molokai that leaves for its children a 
visible legacy: an island momona (abundant) with 
natural and cultural resources, people who kökua 
(help) and look after one another, and a community 
that strives to build an even better future on the paÿa 
(firm) foundation left to us by those whose iwi (bones) 
guard our land.

Background

The people of Molokai are seeking a future that perpetuates and shares the 
elements that make Molokai so special. Most of the island’s residents are intent 
on preserving Molokai’s lifestyle and culture and are understandably wary of new 
development projects that may not be compatible with this goal. Molokai is not 
anti-development; rather, it is pro-lifestyle. 

†Personal reflections, in the form of quotations from a handful of contributors, appear in the text. These 
excerpts were gathered from oral presentations and written testimonials about the vision for Molokai.
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While there is shared concern about development on 
all parts of the island, Molokai’s largest challenges have 
historically been in West Molokai. Over the past 30 years—
since mainland and foreign-owned companies began 
acquiring ownership of Molokai Ranch—there have been 
serious conflicts between the ranch and the community 
about its development proposals.  

To date, these conflicts have resulted in escalating costs 
for Molokai Ranch, frustration in the community, and a 
stalemate in the planning process for the island. Therefore, 
we must either find landowners that recognize community 
knowledge as an asset and priority or become landowners 
as a community. (This is true not only for West Molokai 
but also for the entire island.) The stewardship of Molokai’s 
lands and resources must rest with the people of Molokai.

Despite the island’s economic challenges, her people are 
independent and deeply protective of Molokai’s environ-
ment and cultural heritage. We embrace our kuleana 
(responsibility) to walk in the pathways of pono illuminated 
by our küpuna.

Overview

The people of Molokai have a clear vision for the island’s future based on the 
values of pono and aloha ÿäina. Over the years numerous community plans have 
attempted to articulate this vision and have proposed projects aimed at creating a 
diversified and sustainable economy for Molokai (see References). This document 
brings many decades of planning into focus, and—using these past community 
plans as a foundation—it attempts to answer a question many have asked the 
Molokai community: “OK, so what do you want?” As we go forward in this effort, 
we are guided by a powerful Hawaiian proverb, “I ka wä ma mua, ka wä ma hope,” 
which reminds us that “the future is found in the past.” 

“when I look at the past, I think 

it can provide lessons for us 

now. what we are witnessing 

is the polarization of our 

community, and I ask myself, 

what is causing this polarization 

so that there are winners and 

losers? In the end we are all 

losers because a community 

that pits itself against itself 

will always lose. and so…we 

have to find ways to return back 

to each other.”  

 

—Malia Akutagawa
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Culture

Hawaiian culture is the foundation upon which we build the future of Molokai. 
The ÿäina (land) and all of its natural resources will be protected and preserved for 
future generations.

Education

In ancient times, Molokai was a renowned piko (center) of learning, one that 
produced experts of the highest level in all aspects of life. Today, Molokai’s living 
Hawaiian culture continues to provide a spiritual foundation for education. This 
spiritual foundation makes Molokai a unique place of learning and will help guide 
educational endeavors on the island. Molokai will be a place to learn Hawaiian 
culture—to live Hawaiian culture—and education will become one of Molokai’s 
economic pillars. 

Agriculture/Aquaculture 

Agriculture remains the most supported industry on the island. Molokai’s water 
limitations influence our decision to promote family farms, traditional food 
crops, diversified production, value-added products, the education of our youth, 
and—most importantly—the protection and best use of agricultural lands and 
water. The need for food security is critical if we are to survive in the middle 
of the Pacific, and a strong agriculture/aquaculture industry will ensure food 
sustainability for future generations.

Environment 

Our relationship to the natural environment is guided by the concept of aloha 
ÿäina. The land is not viewed as a commodity; rather, it is the foundation of our 
cultural and spiritual identity. We understand that it is our responsibility to 
mälama ÿäina; thus, we support projects that will protect and enhance our natural 
resources, such as reforestation, watershed protection, soil reclamation, greening 
of Molokai, wind breaks, renewable energy, and so forth. These projects will also 
create environmental job opportunities. 
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Subsistence

Subsistence is an important part of Molokai’s hidden economy and a key to food 
sustainability and self-sufficiency. This economy thrives on Molokai today, as 38% 

of our food is acquired through subsistence activities. The skills needed to perpet-
uate a subsistence economy are based in cultural knowledge, traditions, and rights. 
Therefore, subsistence needs to be recognized, protected, and enhanced through 
initiatives such as the creation of a Molokai Shoreline Management Plan. 

Tourism 

Tourism presents great challenges and also great potential returns for 
Molokai. Keeping Molokai Molokai through Hawaiian culture and community 
involvement is a priority. A clear plan to control speculative land sales, along 
with escalating land values and property taxes, is needed. Molokai also needs to 
recognize its limitations, such as water supply, airline seats, rooms, cars, and so 
forth in determining its tourism plan. We want to attract both local and out-of-
state tourists who come to enjoy the unique visitor experience Molokai offers; 
however, the island cannot accommodate the traditional industrialized tourism 
schemes based on volume. Tourism initiatives will use existing accommodations 
and infrastructure; any new infrastructure will be limited in size and capacity. 

Governance 

We will protect our lands from inflation/taxes through 
legislation, and we will mälama (care for) our natural 
resources by implementing the traditional ÿAha Moku 
system of land management. We need to begin the process 
of becoming our own county. 

This community vision—with its islandwide focus and 
cultural values—preserves Molokai as a Hawaiian island 
firmly rooted in its past and actively invested in its future. 

I ka wä ma mua, ka wä ma hope.

“[w]hat we do not advocate is 

one static pathway for change. 

what we advocate instead is 

an open and dynamic dialogue 

based on our strengths and 

based on the idea of unity.”  

 

—Napua leong
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Overall Objectives

See Appendix B for details of proposed projects that fit under these traditional 
categories.

ENVIRONMENT. Molokai’s environment will be clean, healthy, and protected from 
damage, pollution, and exploitation. Native species will flourish on land and in the 
sea. Watershed forests will thrive and expand their growth. Eroded lands will be 
green again, and coastal waters will be free of silty runoff. Molokai’s reefs will be 
healthy and its fish populations will thrive. The island’s historic cultural sites will 
be recorded, preserved, and restored. The people who live on this island will live 
in harmony with its natural resources, and those natural resources will in turn 
sustain the people. Molokai Nui A Hina: Great Molokai, Child of Hina.

PRODUCTIVITY. Molokai’s economy will be strong, diversified, and production-
based. Small businesses and individual entrepreneurs will build the economy, with 
agriculture and aquaculture as its cornerstones. The rich farmlands of Hoÿolehua, 
the lush verdant North Shore valleys, and the dozens of East End fishponds will be 
revitalized and productive once again. Molokai’s existing visitor accommodations 
will be filled with travelers who are comfortable with the island’s rural pace and 
who value its living Hawaiian cultural heritage. Everyone who wants to work on 
Molokai will have the opportunity to do so, and everyone who relies on traditional 
subsistence practices to feed their families will also be able to do so. Molokai ÿÄina 
Momona: Molokai, Land of Plenty.
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SELF-GOVERNANCE. Molokai’s future will be in the hands 
of the people who live on the island. Private ownership 
of Molokai’s lands will be vested in the community, 
either through resident ownership or through a Molokai 
community land trust. The island’s natural resources 
and land will have the highest degree of legal protection 
against opportunistic abuse by offshore interests, as well 
as property value inflation. Molokai will work toward 
becoming its own county and will incorporate traditional 
land management methods (such as the ÿAha Moku 
system). Molokai’s residents will have access to life-long 
learning opportunities, starting in early childhood and 
throughout adulthood. Cultural and community learning 
centers will provide children and their families with various 
educational opportunities, teach needed job skills, provide 
business training for entrepreneurs, and help guide 
young leaders to be wise in their stewardship of the island. 
Molokai Pule Oÿo: Molokai of the Powerful Prayers. 

HEALTHY COMMUNITY. Molokai’s families will be healthy 
physically, mentally, and spiritually. A strong health 
and human services network will provide a seamless 
continuum of preventive, therapeutic, and compassionate 
care for those who need it. Molokai’s cultural heritage will 
be nurtured, and its practice will be supported through 
appropriate facilities. The island will be linked to the world 
and become a partner in the Information Age through 
a telecommunications infrastructure that will support 
health, education, and economic uses. Every family will be 
able to own a home, if they are willing to work to build it. 
A wide variety of sports, recreational, and entertainment 
opportunities will be accessible to the entire community. 
Molokai Nö Ka Heke: Molokai Is the Greatest! 

“one of the things that kumu 

John [kaÿimikaua] talked about 

was a prophecy made at Päku‘i 

Heiau in ‘ualapuÿe. the chant 

[describes] the falling of the old 

system, the old ways, and [how] 

the common people will bring 

abundance and pono back to the 

land. we are everyday people, 

you and I, yet we have so much 

mana. we have the mana, we 

have the commitment, we have 

the ÿike [knowledge] to move 

forth and bring about solutions 

for molokaÿi. kumu John said 

that this prophecy would be 

fulfilled at the seventh genera-

tion. we are that generation now. 

we are the seeds that have to 

be planted.”  

 

—Malia Akutagawa
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Culture

Molokai Pule Oÿo (Molokai of the Powerful Prayers): Kupuna and ÿöpio (youths)
2007, todd yamashita

Cultural Statement

We seek to hold high and celebrate our culture, a culture based not only on the 
relationship between peoples but more importantly on the profound relationship 
with the ÿäina.

To be “as one with the land” was at the very heart of our culture. This interrelation-
ship is the central theme of the Kumulipo creation chants, which describe in poetic 
and cosmogonic form the union of Papa (mother earth) and Wäkea (sky father). It 
is also inherent in the traditional concept of the ÿäina, which is derived from the 
words ÿai, to eat or feed, and na, the act of. In addition, many traditional activities 
and laws of Hawaiians directly relate to use of the ÿäina.

Hawaiÿi was one with nature. Every star, cloud formation, wind, and other natural 
phenomenon was given a name. The ÿäina was a living being that would care for 
generations yet unborn. There were no secrets between the traditional people of 
Hawaiÿi and nature, only the understanding and harmony necessary for survival, 
intense respect for nature’s elements, and daily communication with nature that 
went far beyond words and vision.  
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Just as we and our culture are endangered, so are our traditional concepts. Aloha is 
an endangered word. It has been assaulted by commercialism and badly misused. 
Many dimensions of this document’s plan reflect a desire to practice love, care, 
and respect. We seek to promote aloha ÿäina, the essence of love for the land that 
sustains us.

Cultural Objectives 

HISTORIC PRESERVATION. Inventory of the historic sites of Molokai, such as:

• Makahiki Grounds of Näÿiwa

• Hula Piko of Käÿana

• Kälaipähoa of Maunaloa

• Nä Koÿi of Kaluakoÿi

• Wahi Pana of Ka Lae o Ka Läÿau

• Ka Ulukukui o Lanikaula of Hälawa

• ÿIliÿiliÿöpae of Mapulehu

 

CULTURAL/EDUCATIONAL CENTERS. Cultural education in areas such as:

• Language

• Ceremony/Protocol

• Läÿau Lapaÿau (medicine)

• Lomilomi (massage)

• Mele (song)

• Hula/Oli (dance/chant)

• Traditional Resource Management

• Cultural Arts
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Cultural Viewpoints

In Hawaiian tradition, descriptive sayings for each of the islands reveal the 
outstanding features, characteristics, and resources of the land and its people for 
which the island is well known and respected. Four of the most famous sayings for 
Molokai, discussed below, provide insight to the nature of the island, as well as an 
introduction to the time-honored values of her people and their close relationship 
to the land. 

MOLOKAI NUI A HINA: GREAT MOLOKAI, CHILD OF HINA. This saying affirms that 
Molokai was born to a mother and father: Wäkea, god of the sky, and Hina, 
goddess of the moon and weaver of the clouds. This traditional legend of origin 
establishes that the island of Molokai is a small and fragile child—unlike a large 
continent. The resources of an island are finite, and these finite resources need to 
be nurtured by the island’s “family” if the people are to grow strong, healthy, and 
prosperous. Many of the families of Molokai trace their roots on the island back 
to antiquity, making the island an integral part of their ancestral family. Molokai’s 
modern-day stewards have a kuleana to care for the island as they would care for a 
member of their own family.

MOLOKAI PULE O‘O: MOLOKAI OF THE POWERFUL PRAYERS. “Molokai Pule Oÿo” is 
another traditional name for Molokai. In ancient times this name inspired fear 
and respect throughout Hawaiÿi, because it was based on the island’s reputation 
as a training ground for the most powerful priests in the islands. Legends say 
that the people of Molokai drove invading armies from their shores simply by 
uniting in prayer. This name recognizes Molokai as an ancient center for learning 
and honors the spiritual strength of Molokai’s people and their historic sovereign 
control over the island. Although Molokai is not self-governing today, as discussed 
below, her people are nevertheless respected for their ability, thus far, to protect the 
Hawaiian culture, subsistence lifestyle, and the natural resources upon which they 
are dependent. They have accomplished this by combining an intimate knowledge 
of the island’s resources with strength of character and fearless determination 
to deal with threats to their environment and lifestyle. The enduring description 
of Molokai as “the last Hawaiian island” affirms the success of the community 
in protecting the Hawaiian way of life as the core of the island’s multiethnic, 
close-knit society.
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MOLOKAI ‘ÄINA MOMONA: MOLOKAI, LAND OF PLENTY. 
Before Western contact, the economy of Molokai was agri-
cultural and centered on inshore aquaculture, the cultiva-
tion of ÿuala (sweet potato) and kalo (taro), fishing, hunting, 
and gathering. As a result of the industry of her people, 
Molokai—with its lush verdant valleys, extensive reefs, 
and productive fishponds—gained a reputation as the land 
of “fat fish and kukui nut relish.” The “fat fish” came from 
Molokai fishponds and the waters surrounding the island. 
The mention of “kukui nut relish” (relish made from 
the nuts of candlenut trees) refers to the lush resources 
of the land. The island as a whole was popularly called 

“ÿÄina Momona,” or “Land of Plenty,” in honor of the great 
productivity of the island and its surrounding ocean. 

MOLOKAI NÖ KA HEKE: MOLOKAI IS THE GREATEST, THE 

FOREMOST. “Molokai Nö Ka Heke” is a famous boast 
about the island of Molokai. It is the traditional Molokai 
rejoinder to Maui’s boast of “Maui Nö Ka ÿOi,” or “Maui 
is the best.” “Molokai Nö Ka Heke” means “Molokai is 
better!” This saying reflects the pride that Molokai’s people 
have in their island and their community. The strength 
of this community is dependent on the physical, mental, 
cultural, and spiritual health of the people.

“I am reminded of a moÿolelo 

that was told by our küpuna 

[ancestors]. and in this moÿolelo 

they liken each child born to a 

bowl of light. and each of us 

is like that bowl of light. and 

sometimes we go about life and 

something comes along that 

causes us ÿeha, hurt or fear or 

doubt, and when that happens 

it’s like dropping a stone into 

that bowl of light, and the light 

becomes blocked. we are at a 

time here on molokaÿi, a very 

special time, and it is time to 

huli that bowl and to release 

that ÿeha so that the light of 

our people and the light of our 

island can shine once again. 

molokaÿi has a very important 

destiny.…look around, the 

whole world is hurting. many 

indigenous people are hurting. 

and molokaÿi has a purpose, a 

special purpose, to be a light 

to the world and to lead the 

way for Hawaiÿi and for the 

honua, the earth.”  

 

—Kauwila Hanchett
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Education
 

Keiki o ka ‘Äina (Children of the Land): Molokai youth show off  
the fruits of their labor
2007, hawaiian learning center

Education Statement

Education is like a waÿa (canoe); it is a vessel through which all elements of this 
vision (“Molokai: Future of a Hawaiian Island”) will be promoted. In addition, 
education will become a cornerstone of our economic strategy.

As stated in the previous section, the value of Molokai to the state and the rest of 
the world is its Hawaiian culture. Here in this rural place, Hawaiian values are 
not mere words but a way of life. Indeed, it is our living culture that provides a 
spiritual foundation for education and makes Molokai a unique place of learning.

The phrase Molokai Pule Oÿo describes Molokai as a place of deep spiritual mana 
(supernatural power). In ancient times, the island was also known as a famous 
piko of learning, one that produced experts of the highest level in all aspects of 
life. Molokai was a place of knowledge and light; and hoÿöla (bringing life) was 
a key to learning. Today, by integrating the Hawaiian concept of hoÿomanamana 
(spirituality) with education, we firmly link curriculum and culture together.
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Hawaiian education emphasizes the idea of “külia i ka nuÿu” (striving for the 
highest), which requires discipline, hard work, and commitment. In old Hawaiÿi, 
this search for advanced knowledge led to the extensive production of taro and 
poi, unique fishpond aquaculture, exquisite tapa, beautiful 
dance, and a melodic Hawaiian language. It also created a 
deep and vibrant culture able to protect island resources 
for thousands of years. 

At the heart of the culture are skills and values that center 
on the growing and gathering of food from the land and 
sea. Fishponds and taro patches will become important 
educational “classrooms,” along with our mountains, 
forests, oceans, and reefs. 

Through education, we learn that it is our kuleana to 
protect these resources for future generations, as well as to 
kökua and give back to our community. This promotes not 
only a strong individual identity but also greater identity 
within our ÿohana, community, islands, and world. 

“We need a place…we can’t teach hula in some shopping 
center!” said Kumu hula (hula teacher) Kawaikapuokalani 
Hewett. Molokai is that place. It is a place to build and 
enhance our culture; a place for kumu to grow, create, and 
teach. Molokai is a cultural repository. Special sites will 
be designated for our greatest cultural practitioners to 
reside and pass on their knowledge. Molokai is a place you 
come to learn Hawaiian culture—to live Hawaiian culture. 
Indeed, as Molokai kupuna Aunty Clara Ku has stated so 
clearly about the island of Molokai: “We have a lot to teach 
the world.”

By perpetuating traditional knowledge systems, remembering and treasuring our 
history, and evolving with modern technology, we will be preparing ourselves and 
our children for the future of Molokai.

“I am poÿopuaÿa [head pupil] for 

ka Pa Hula ÿo Hina ÿo ka Po 

laÿilaÿi…I am a child of Hina. 

molokaÿi is my home. Hula is a 

part of this island as it is a part 

of who I am. I’ve been studying 

hula for nearly 27 years of my 

life.…I have students under my 

training from ages 3 to küpuna 

and [in our dances] we utilize 

molokaÿi, the traditions, the 

ceremonies, the ÿäina, from 

ma uka to ma kai.…although 

hula has been utilized to bring 

in tourists in the past century, 

with grass skirts and the 

image of a young maiden with 

a coconut bra, I’d like to see 

molokaÿi utilize hula to increase 

education in [Hawaiian] history, 

agriculture, life outside of four 

walls, and gathering medicine.”  

 

—Kanoe Davis
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Educational Objectives, Values, and Projects

Cultural and Community learning Centers.

ObjECTIVES/VALUES

1. Build on a Hawaiian cultural foundation with a Molokai perspective.

2. Honor our ancestors.

3. Make Molokai a repository for all Hawaiian cultural things. 

4. Seek and attain knowledge to sustain family.

5. Contribute to the well-being and flourishing of the Hawaiian language. 

6. Promote ÿimi ÿike (seeking knowledge for life).

7. Practice ma ka hana ka ÿike (Through doing one learns).

8. Value indigenous ways of knowing and learning and experiential knowledge.

9. Perpetuate traditional cultural protocol (for gathering, ceremonies, etc.), as 
well as subsistence skills and values.

10. Support alternative routes of education. Opportunities for learning 
are everywhere.

11. Promote education as a primary component of tourism.

12. Extend education islandwide with various outreach centers.

13. View the whole island as our classroom by utilizing place-based 
learning sites. 

14. Teach young leaders to be wise in their stewardship of the island.
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PROjECTS

1. Create community-controlled life-long learning 
centers throughout the island.

2. Develop cultural/educational centers in areas such as 
language, ceremony/protocol, healing, läÿau lapaÿau, 
lomilomi, mele, hula/oli, traditional resource 
management, and cultural arts.

3. Create a Hawaiian educational complex on the West 
End, in addition to the cultural and community 
learning centers across the island.

4. Support educational programs to propagate/raise 
traditional resources (kalo, ÿuala, fish, medicinal 
plants, etc.).

5. Encourage and support programs that teach the skills 
and values of subsistence living.

6. Create and promote additional job skills and busi-
ness-training programs. 

7. Create place-based curriculum.

 

“I’m a product of molokaÿi. I 

graduated from molokaÿi High 

School. I’m also a graduate of 

maui Community College.…I 

now work there [at mCC] as a 

financial aid advisor.…we have 

over 250 students enrolled in 

our molokaÿi Education Center 

and 75% of them are Hawaiian. 

at the maui Community 

College molokaÿi Ed Center we 

offer 2-year [degrees], 4-year 

degrees, and master’s degrees 

through distance learning via 

uH–Hilo, uH–west oÿahu, and 

uH–mänoa. through initiatives 

such as the Back-to-School 

program serving workers laid 

off from molokaÿi Ranch and 

ÿohana Grants designed to 

provide laptop computers to 

college students in need, we are 

hoping to expand postsecondary 

education on molokaÿi.”  

 

—Sybil lopez
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department of Education/Public Schools.

ObjECTIVE/VALUES

Embrace open communication among islandwide schools to promote seamless 
transitions/coordination of programs and transparency.

PROjECTS

1. Work with the Department of Education to provide additional learning 
opportunities for all Molokai residents. This may include opening resources, 
such as public school computer labs and libraries, to the greater community.

2. Create excursion programs at place-based learning sites.

3. Encourage policymakers to expand the charter school program and provide 
equitable funding.

4. Encourage schools to serve food from local producers.

Community College, Vocational, and Continuing Education.

ObjECTIVE/VALUES

1. Enable graduates to become proficient in their practices.

2. Give graduates the opportunity for continuing education and employment 
on Molokai.

3. Support educational activities for our farmers and youth that promote 
sustainable food production for the island. 

4. Support vocational training.

5. Promote education/learning opportunities in renewable energy, sustain-
ability, and self-sufficiency.

6. Provide access to professional development opportunities (i.e., training, certi-
fications, degrees, apprenticeships, internships, etc.).
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PROjECTS

1. Support the continued expansion of the community college on Molokai. 

2. Promote workshops that empower our community (Hawaiian rights, 
land-use laws, water rights, community, political processes, etc.).

3. Support efforts to create a performing arts center and theater.

4. Establish and support additional educational opportunities, such as 
vocational schools.

 
VOCATIONAL SKILL AND DEVELOPMENT

Too many of Molokai’s practical vocational jobs are being filled by skilled off-
island workers. These are essential jobs necessary in maintaining the existing 
infrastructure of Molokai and are not necessarily related to new construction or 
development. Typically these jobs pay far above minimum wage. It is essential 
that Molokai develop a practical training institution either as a stand-alone facility 
or in conjunction with other on-island learning facilities. The purpose of the 
Vocational Skill Development Program would also include aiding students who 
may have to reside off-island temporarily to complete education in such skills. 
Even if temporary relocation is necessary, the intention of this program is always 
to see Molokai’s own people returning back home to fill these jobs. 

Examples of vocational skills include general construction, plumbing, electrical, 
roofing, AC/refrigeration, solar/renewable energy, automobile maintenance 
and repair, computer repair, landscaping/nursery, heavy equipment operating, 
masonry, flight maintenance, and civil service (police and firefighting).
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Agriculture/Aquaculture

Agriculture/Aquaculture Statement

In ancient times, the people of Molokai were renowned for their ability to produce 
abundant quantities of food. In honor of the great productivity of the island and its 
surrounding ocean, Molokai was frequently referred to as ÿäina momona. Through 
careful stewardship, Molokai’s people were able to maintain a sustainable and 
self-sufficient food supply for thousands of years. 

Today, it is Molokai’s long-term goal to protect our isolated existence in the middle 
of the Pacific Ocean from outside interests that conflict with the island’s values. To 
achieve this objective, it is imperative that the agriculture and aquaculture sector on 
Molokai thrive, apart from the notion that we should import all that we consume. 
With only 2 weeks of food inventory in the state, attaining food self-sufficiency is a 
major priority, not only for Molokai but for all of Hawaiÿi. 

Molokai ÿÄina Momona (Molokai, 
Land of Plenty): Ka Honua 
Momona’s ÿöpio volunteers 
harvesting fish from Aliÿi 
Fishpond 
2007, bill harby
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The ability to secure a sustainable food supply, and to create a diversified economy 
for our island and state, will depend on our capacity to provide farmers with an 
agriculture/aquaculture-friendly production environment. By focusing on produc-
tion-based economic strategies that work toward this goal, such as agriculture and 
aquaculture initiatives, Molokai can both perpetuate our rural lifestyle and once 
again become a true ÿäina momona.

Agricultural/Aquaculture Objectives

1.  Protect and manage natural resources, land, and water for  
 agriculture/aquaculture food production.

2. Recognize the limited availability of water as a primary factor in prioritizing 
suitable agricultural food crops.

3. Promote and support family farms on Molokai to 
protect agriculture/aquaculture resources from 
commercial exploitation.

4. Support diversified agriculture that advocates for 
diversity in food crop production, diversity in family 
farm sizes, diversity in farm location, and diversity in 
marketing style.

5. Encourage and support organic and environmentally 
friendly farming methods/techniques.

6. Encourage and support the production of kalo 
and ÿuala.

7. Promote cooperative activities for our family farms to 
become more efficient and competitive in producing 
our food supplies through agriculture/aquaculture 
educational activities for our farmers and youth.

8. Promote activities and incentives that will help 
support the economic security of our farm families.

“[t]here’s been very few children 

that have been raised to be 

farmers. a lot of children are 

raised to be business people, 

and there’s a whole generation 

that’s been skipped as farmers, 

and there’s very few young 

people our age that are willing 

to go out there and break their 

back to farm their own food. 

But if they had incentives, if 

they had money, if they had 

something to put the food on 

the table, or to pay for the roof 

over their heads, they’d be 

more willing to go out there 

and do the work that their 

ancestors did.”  

 

—Malia Waits
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9. Promote and support marketing activities for products produced on Molokai.

10. Support “agro-tourism” endeavors.

11. Support the production of value-added products.

12. Support activities and incentives that will make our fishponds and reefs 
productive and sustainable.

13. Support fruit tree and native plant nurseries.

14. Support the farming of certified organic and/or non-GMO (genetically 
modified organism) crops.

15. Support fuel crops that are byproducts of food crops.

16. Support continued livestock-raising operations on Molokai that use sustain-
able land/water management practices to minimize the risk of erosion and 
to protect Molokai’s limited water resources.
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Environment

Keawanui Fishpond: A testament to the balance that Hawaiians shared with 
their environment 
ca. 1990s, tom coffman

Environmental Overview

The environment on Molokai is relatively unspoiled compared with more urban 
areas in the state. The beaches are clean and open to public access, and there is 
relatively little air or water pollution. Molokai’s eastern valleys have year-round 
streams that are rated some of the most pristine in the state. Molokai’s upper 
mountain ranges are home to native rainforests housing native birds and insects, 
and Olukuÿi mountain is known as the most pristine, untouched place in Hawaiÿi. 
Among the natural scenic attractions are the magnificent sea cliffs on the North 
Shore, which are the highest ocean cliffs in the world.

Although Molokai is less developed than the rest of Hawaiÿi, its natural resources 
are increasingly threatened by the pressures of commercial exploitation, poor 
land-use planning, unwise management, and benign neglect. The island’s environ-
ment is not beyond repair, however, and there are many opportunities to restore 
our environment and to protect those resources that remain intact.
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West Molokai is dominated by nonnative species, but the topography and rainfall 
patterns indicate that, at one time, the area was lowland dry forest and shrub. The 
vegetation of this landscape includes mostly grasses and shrubs, with few species 
of trees. However, over 90% of the Hawaiian low shrublands have been lost to 
development or displacement by alien vegetation. These native ecosystems were 
permanently altered by cattle grazing followed by the cultivation of sugarcane and 
pineapple. These activities caused severe degradation and erosion. The terrain is 
now dominated by invasive species such as the kiawe tree and Christmas berry, 
which have spread throughout the area. A few small areas of native coastal dry 
shrubland and grassland communities still exist in the region.

The endangered Hawaiian monk seal frequents the beaches of the West End, 
especially near Läÿau Point. Molokai is committed to protecting this and other 
endangered species.

The Kamakou Forest Reserve and the West End of the island both contain rare 
and endangered plant species as well as an important native-dominated montane 
mesic forest and wet forest.

Regarding aquatic resources, Molokai has the longest contiguous fringe reef system 
in all of the United States and its protectorates. The reef begins at Hale o Lono and 
extends east along much of the southern shore of the island. The inshore areas 
along this area are also important fishponds, hatcheries, and breeding grounds 
for many key subsistence marine fish species. This is confirmed by many koÿa 
(fishing ground) locations. Inshore marine species are still abundant along the 
rugged coastline and tidal pool systems. These resources and reef systems need to 
be protected from siltation and pollution.  

Erosion

Eroding lands are one of the most significant problems on Molokai, particularly on 
the West End. A substantial portion of Maunaloa lands have bare soils that erode 
during seasonal storms. The worst problems occur along the south shore from 
Punakou to Hälena as the inner reef waters are red from land-based sedimenta-
tion. However, the entire West End is relatively dry and in need of protection from 
erosion and excessive runoff. The continued health of the coral reef and marine 
ecosystem is dependent on implementation of erosion control measures, and this 
requires immediate attention. 
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Environmental Objectives and Key Projects

Molokai can become known worldwide as a community committed to the sustain-
able management of its land and natural resources. Below are some of the key 
projects to help protect Molokai’s environment, which will also provide extensive 
job opportunities:

1. West End Erosion Control: This project proposes aggressive erosion 
control measures in the main gulch that flows into the Moÿomomi area, 
Kakaÿaÿaukuÿu gulch. These measures will include rock dikes (gabions), 
hedgerow plantings, siltation ponds, and reforestation at the top of the 
Maunaloa mountain. The project should be expanded to other West End 
gulches if these measures work at Kakaÿaÿaukuÿu.

2. Soil Reclamation: Erosion has caused massive soil runoff into the ocean, 
fishponds, and streams. Reclamation will remove the soil from these areas 
and restore it to the land for agricultural use. 

3. Green Molokai: This project calls for the “greening” of the entire island of 
Molokai. It complements the reforestation and windbreak projects proposed 
at specific sites for environmental and/or economic reasons. A native plant 
nursery could produce the plants needed for this project, as well as for 
other projects.

4. Watershed Protection for East End Native Forests: Molokai’s last native 
forests are disappearing as a result of damage by goats, deer, and pigs. These 
forests on the East End of Molokai serve as the watershed for the rest of the 
island. This project combines fencing with open access for hunters in areas 
where private landowners are willing to enter into conservation partnerships. 
These measures are aimed at protecting the native flora and fauna in our 
forests, so that our watershed remains healthy.

5. Hoÿolehua Wind Breaks: Although the Hoÿolehua plain has extremely fertile 
soil and access to irrigation water, its high winds cause crop damage and loss 
of water due to evaporation. This project will build on an existing Hoÿolehua 
windbreak plan and will extend the established Pälaÿau reforestation project. 
The windbreaks will be planted along the coastal pali (cliffs), around the 
central plain, and eventually along individual farmers’ lots. Native trees and 
trees with secondary market value (fruit trees and hardwoods) will be used in 
the windbreaks.
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6. Reforestation of Dryland Forests: Dryland forests, especially on West 
Molokai, have been destroyed by years of ranching. This project focuses 
on replanting uplands in West Molokai to restore native plants and 
native forests. 

7. Environmental/Marine Research Center: This project establishes a culturally 
sensitive environmental/marine research center in conjunction with educa-
tional and environmental agencies around the world. An initial focus of the 
center could be the impacts of erosion, global warming, and rising sea levels 
on the pristine and diverse marine ecosystems of Molokai. These include the 
intact near-shore marine environments of Läÿau Point, the highly productive 
Penguin Banks, and Molokai’s pristine reef environment. The center could 
also focus research on restocking these ocean reefs with fish. All research 
must be conducted in a culturally appropriate manner and be consistent 
with the values of the Molokai community.

These projects would all provide educational and economic opportunities for 
our community to help sustain Molokai’s environmental resources for future 
generations.

Energy Self-Sufficiency

In striving to accomplish the goal of creating a self-sufficient Molokai, supplying 
our own energy needs and reducing residential utility costs are key objectives. Oil 
prices continue to fluctuate at alarming rates while oil supplies appear to be dimin-
ishing. Should delivery of imported diesel, gasoline, and other petrol products 
become prohibitively expensive or cease altogether, we would be without the 
ability to transfer and pump water or to power our homes, businesses, and motor 
vehicles. Currently Molokai is 100% reliant on energy from petroleum sources.
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Energy Objectives

1. Home and Business

• Create programs that help to finance stand-alone power systems for 
homes and businesses.

• Develop a Molokai power grid that is less dependent on fossil fuels 
and more reliant on viable renewable energy sources, including solar 
and wind. 

• Integrate renewable energy components into new home and 
business construction.

2. Transportation

• Convert to renewable transportation. The scale of Molokai’s roadways 
and the limited number of destination points make conversion 
to renewable transportation feasible. Although there are several 
alternatives on the horizon, affordable technology for rechargeable 
electric automobiles generated through renewable energy sources 
such as wind and solar is a technology that is available now. Charging 
the batteries to power these cars could take place at home or at 
collective charging stations in each community.

• Develop infrastructure to support rechargeable electric automobiles.

• Build community charging stations at Maunaloa, Kaunakakai, 
Kualapuÿu, and Manaÿe.

• Support businesses providing parts, sales, conversions, maintenance, 
and repair for renewable energy vehicles.

• Create programs to help finance automobile conversions 
and purchases.

• Promote public transportation powered by renewable energy. 

• Seek grants to help facilitate research and design.

• Explore other viable energy sources for transportation. 
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3. Water Transmission

• Convert/build wells and pumps for water transmission powered by 
renewable energy, including wind, solar, and in-line hydro water 
turbine generators.

• Convert/build backup generators powered by biodiesel or other fuel 
sources that can be produced locally on a limited scale.

Potential Renewable Energy Source: Wind Farm

The tale of The Wind Gourd of Laÿamaomao illustrates the ancient power and the 
cultural significance of winds on Molokai. Molokai is an excellent wind resource, 
and gathering this energy to generate electrical power is one way to help “keep 
Molokai Molokai.” Wind energy is a marriage between cutting-edge technology 
and the ancient Hawaiian practice of utilizing a natural resource while preserving 
it for future generations; thus, a wind farm could serve as an educational tool to 
teach these concepts. By converting to wind power, Molokai could be a local and 
international leader in renewable energy.  

Benefits of wind Power

1. No water is required for the operation of a wind farm.

2. It leaves a small environmental footprint, especially when compared with 
traditional real estate development.

3. It can help provide sustainable energy for Molokai.

4. It does not create an inflow of new residents (i.e., population increase).

5. It prevents traditional real estate development on Molokai lands, while 
creating a new “economic engine” and source of revenue for the Molokai 
community (through annual lease payments).
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6. All preexisting land uses can be continued once 
construction is complete and windmills are in 
operation.

7. Wind companies are required to remove equipment 
and restore the area at end of their lease. 

8. It has many global benefits such as reducing depen-
dence on oil, contributing to cleaner air, and helping 
to relieve global warming (due to less carbon dioxide 
and sulfur dioxide entering the atmosphere).

• 1 megawatt hour (MWh) wind prevents 
approximately 1,700 pounds of carbon dioxide 
from entering the atmosphere per year. 

• A 50 megawatt (MW) project prevents 150,000 
tons of carbon dioxide from entering the 
atmosphere per year.

• A 50 MW project saves the equivalent of 
277,400 barrels of oil per year.

“For several months [following 

my husband’s termination 

from molokai Ranch], many of 

my friends and I talked story 

to figure out what we can do 

on our own, within our own 

capacities. From that was born 

an entity called apu a Hina, a 

nonprofit organization.…we 

started looking around, what 

do we need? okay, we need to 

eat, we need to increase food 

production, we need to increase 

solar energy, and decrease our 

reliance on fossil fuels.…So we 

submitted a grant looking to 

increase solar energy produc-

tion on homesteads. when you 

get 40 acres, you can definitely 

make the space to dedicate one 

acre to serious solar energy 

production. [we’re] looking at 

the creation of ÿawa farms with 

room to expand to ÿuala and 

kalo and other crops because 

we have friends out there who 

are willing to come and lend 

their expertise to develop 

these farms.” 

 

—Mikiala Ayau Pescaia
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Subsistence

‘Öpio throw net in rough waters near Lä‘au Point
2007, todd yamashita

Definition of Subsistence

Subsistence is the customary and traditional use by Molokai residents of wild and 
cultivated renewable resources for direct personal or family consumption as food, 
shelter, fuel, clothing, tools, transportation, culture, religion, and medicine; for 
barter or sharing; for personal or family consumption; and for customary trade. 

Ahupuaÿa (land division) tenant rights were further expanded in 1978 by the 
Hawaiÿi State Constitutional Convention when it included Article XII, Section 7 in 
the Hawaiÿi State Constitution, which reads as follows: 

 
The State reaffirms and shall protect all rights, customarily 
and traditionally exercised for subsistence, cultural and 
religious purposes and possessed by ahupuaÿa tenants who 
are descendants of native Hawaiians who inhabited the 
Hawaiian Islands prior to 1778, subject to the right of the 
State to regulate such rights.
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Implementation of HRS 7-1 of Hawaiÿi State Law:

 
Where the landlords have obtained, or may hereafter obtain, 
allodial titles to their lands, the people on each of their lands 
shall not be deprived of the right to take firewood, house-
timber, aho cord, thatch, or ki leaf, from the land on which 
they live, for their own private use, but they shall not have 
a right to take such articles to sell for profit. The people 
shall also have a right to drinking water, and running water, 
and the right of way. The springs of water, running water, 
and roads shall be free to all, on all lands granted in fee 
simple; provided that this shall not be applicable to wells 
and watercourses, which individuals have made for their 
own use.

Subsistence Background

Many families on Molokai continue to rely on subsistence fishing, hunting, 
gathering, and/or cultivation to provide a significant portion of their families’ 
food needs. Indeed, many Molokai families supplement their regular household 
income through subsistence activities. Therefore, the continued availability 
and protection of the island’s natural resources is essential to perpetuate these 
subsistence practices.

Subsistence has also been critical to the persistence of traditional Hawaiian cultural 
values, customs, and practices. Cultural knowledge, including place names, fishing 
koÿa, methods of fishing and gathering, and the reproductive cycles of marine and 
land resources, has been passed down from one generation to the next through 
training in subsistence skills. The sharing of foods gathered through subsistence 
activities has continued to reinforce good relations among members of extended 
families and with neighbors. 

Results From the Molokai Subsistence Study

Molokai continues to be a rural island where subsistence is one of the basic 
economic activities. Among a random sample group surveyed across the entire 
island, 28% of the food is acquired through subsistence activities. Among the 
Hawaiian families surveyed, 38% of their food is acquired through subsistence 
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activities. Among the respondents, 76% ranked subsistence as very important and 
somewhat important to their own families. Virtually every respondent believed 
that subsistence was important to the lifestyle of Molokai.

The three major problems identified were:

1. Off-island people who take too much

2. Taking undersized juveniles from the food supply

3. Lack of access

Subsistence Trends and Issues

Subsistence on Molokai will continue to be essential to the lifestyle of the people. 
A major facet to the perpetuation of subsistence activities—and the protection of 
the necessary natural resources—is the recognition of subsistence as an essential 
and viable sector of the overall economy. Therefore, it is essential to balance 
future economic development/growth on the island to assure its continuation. See 
Appendix C for a list of identified subsistence activities and products.

Shoreline Management Plan

Molokai needs a comprehensive shoreline management plan based on successful 
programs, such as the Moÿomomi subsistence fishing area model.

Reefs and Fishponds

Molokai’s south shore features Hawaiÿi’s most extensive coastal reef system, with 
offshore reefs stretching over 14,000 acres. Native Hawaiians built numerous stone-
walled fishponds within this protective reef barrier prior to Western contact, and 
64 of these ancient fishponds are still intact. These fishponds were highly valued 
for intensive food production. Today there is great potential for rebuilding and 
restocking these ponds as a source of food for Molokai. An average-sized 15-acre 
fishpond could yield 600 lbs of fish per acre annually. If Molokai’s fishponds were 
brought back into production, the total annual yield could be over 600,000 lbs. 
Fishponds could also function as holding areas for restocking the reefs, not only 
on Molokai but also across the island chain.
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Tourism
 

Tourism Redefined: Volunteers from O‘ahu learn Hawaiian culture at Kaloko‘eli Fishpond
2007, todd yamashita 

Tourism Overview

Our island community’s greatest assets to host visitors are the hospitality of its 
people, our environment and natural resources, and our rich cultural heritage 
and traditions. 

In the final analysis, the challenge is to “keep Molokai Molokai” while allowing 
visitor activities that will diversify and enhance a sustainable economy for the 
island of Molokai. Molokai needs to actively manage its visitor industry without 
making tourism the primary economic industry. 

Molokai residents want visitors to truly appreciate our traditional subsistence 
lifestyle while at the same time respecting our customs and traditions by not 
moving to Molokai and exploiting our lifestyle and our land. Land speculation will 
manipulate property costs and assessments, and ultimately drive up land values.
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Tourism Objectives

1. Support a tourism industry based on authentic Hawaiian culture and values.

2. Promote community and employee “ownership” in the industry.

3. Protect ourselves from rising land prices and taxes.

4. Protect our natural resources and wildlife.

5. Establish methods to control and monitor tourism to ensure 
cultural integrity.

6. Create a specific marketing plan that projects Molokai’s tourism policies 
and objectives. 

7. Partner with Molokai Visitor Association, guidebooks, and travel agents to 
ensure distribution of appropriate information.

8. No expansion of airport and harbor infrastructure to accommodate large-
scale tourism agendas, such as those prevalent on other islands.

9. No pohö (waste). Make use of the existing infrastructure and/or zoning 
already built or in place on the West End (and elsewhere on the island).

10. Reopen the Kaluakoÿi hotel, either as a hotel or as a Hawaiian 
Educational Complex.

11. Create a limited luxury tourism complex, possibly using Kona Village 
as an example.

12. Reopen the Lodge.

13. Use bed-and-breakfasts and other local infrastructure as 
additional accommodations.

14. Implement the Mälama Cultural Park plan (a park in Kaunakakai with 
cultural, educational, and recreational activities for residents and visitors).

15. No new golf courses. 

16. Support the existing Ironwoods golf course and its affordable fees for 
public play. 
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17. Reopen the Kaluakoÿi golf course for public play 
contingent on implementing design, operations, and 
maintenance plans to eliminate fertilizer/pesticide 
runoff and to minimize the total use of water by: 

• Using 100% of the grey water generated from 
the Kalaukoÿi sewage treatment system toward 
fulfilling course irrigation needs, 

• Employing drought-resistant plants in the 
landscape scheme, 

• Reducing excess turf areas, and

• Applying innovative green technologies 
to perpetuate environmental 
protection standards.

18. Recognizing Molokai’s limited water resources, seek 
a legally binding prohibition on further subdivision 
of the large agricultural lots in Päpöhaku and Moana 
Makani residential subdivisions.

Principles to Guide Tourism 

1. Hawaiian Culture 

• Hawaiian culture, both traditional and how it is lived on Molokai 
today, is the foundation for activities including tourism.

• On Molokai we want to share our authentic Hawaiian culture, not 
sell it.

• The Molokai küpuna play an essential role in keeping the integrity of 
the Hawaiian culture.

• Molokai can offer Hawaiian culture in a modern-day setting based on 
the past.

“[w]e need to create a positive 

image to the outside world 

of molokai because we have 

so [many] strengths on this 

island.…[t]he outside world 

sees us as this place that’s 

divided, that’s full of contro-

versy, that’s sometimes angry 

and sometimes not under-

standing of each other, but 

that’s not the molokai I know, 

that’s not the molokai I grew up 

in, and that’s not the molokai I 

think we are today either.”  

 

—Matt Yamashita
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2. Community Involvement

• Development for tourism must be kept to a more intimate scale for 
quality experiences for both community and visitors.

• Exposure to the Molokai rural lifestyle and the local community can 
enrich visitors’ experience.

• We should encourage personal and interactive modes of 
communication and education with visitors.

3. Education

• Education is an integral component of tourism.

• Education has always been a major foundation in Molokai’s history 
(Molokai Pule Oÿo). 

4. Conversion of Existing Tourism Infrastructure

• Converting the existing tourism infrastructure to “best use” is 
essential to the island’s tourism economy.

• Tourist activities should have an authentic Hawaiian essence and an 
educational component for resource protection.

• Design and landscaping of tourist facilities should harmonize with 
the local environment, ecology, and culture.

Separating Real Estate Sales From Tourism

Rising above the varied tourism issues on Molokai is the expanding sale of Molokai 
properties at escalated prices. Tourism in Hawaiÿi has been inextricably linked to 
the sale of real property. This has driven the cost of land beyond the reach of 
many residents, especially Hawaiÿi’s new young families. Property taxes have also 
increased, placing a burden on longtime island residents. This bumper sticker 
sums up the sentiment of most of the longtime residents of Molokai: “Molokai: 
Not for Sale. Just Visit. Our economy and lifestyle depend on it.” In order for 
tourism to be supported on Molokai, it needs to be separated from the sale of real 
property on the island.
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Tourism Target Markets

Molokai’s tourism will focus on niche markets of visitors interested in Molokai’s 
unique environment and culture—a range of individuals and/or groups from 
local kamaÿäina (residents) to environmental volunteers (“voluntourism”) to those 
seeking limited luxury accommodations. The overall marketing effort would 
target visitors who respect the island’s uniqueness and the people who live here, 
while managing the number of visitors that is right-sized for Molokai’s infrastruc-
ture. This will allow Molokai to both share and protect the elements that make 
Molokai—and the Molokai lifestyle—so special. 

1. Kamaÿäina: Locals from neighbor islands who appreciate the value of 
Molokai as a unique and special island. 

2. Those seeking health and healing experiences and/or training: The healing 
places and spirit of the island can attract visitors to Molokai, as can specific 
healing programs, centers, and training (such as for lomilomi).

3. Indigenous people and their supporters: We want to reach out to the 
Hawaiian community and other indigenous communities, who will come 
to experience, respect, and be a witness to the island rather than wanting to 
change Molokai. These groups can work at various cultural sites (such as 
fishponds and taro loÿi or irrigated terraces) while appreciating the experi-
ence of being on Molokai.

4. Environmental and community service volunteers: A younger demographic 
can appreciate what the environment offers and promote environmental 
preservation and giving back to the land (“voluntourism” and “agro-tourism” 
rather than “ecotourism”). Volunteers could plant native plants, help clean 
the forests, or help restore the fishponds. 

5. Locals who moved away, nostalgic visitors: Kamaÿäina who now live in the 
continental United States, as well as other kamaÿäina in the baby boomer age 
bracket, can come to experience Molokai as the Hawaiÿi they once knew. 

6. Low-impact visitors: Visitors in the ecological, spiritual, cultural, and 
educational markets would leave the smallest footprint on the environment, 
infrastructure, and resources. 
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7. Those seeking a safe, quiet, and relaxed place: Attract 
visitors who like a slow pace and what the Molokai 
lifestyle has to offer, as well as those who appre-
ciate the environment and seek R&R or spiritual 
relaxation in a safe place. This may include limited 

“luxury tourism.”

8. Sports enthusiasts: Organizers of sports tourna-
ments should be encouraged to host a tournament 
on Molokai, as has been done in the past. Molokai 
can be a venue for sports camps. 

9. Those who won’t buy a home on Molokai: 
Molokai residents want visitors who won’t buy 
a home on Molokai. This message needs to be 
carefully conveyed.

“Please, I ask you, try not to 

separate us into groups. Just 

as molokai is not a poor 

welfare island, neither are we a 

community split in two at odds 

with one another. today, I am 

as hopeful as ever. our younger 

generations are crossing bound-

aries. we’re coming together 

and we’re trying to unify 

molokai by finding common 

goals. and that work starts in 

a very, very simple and honest 

place. we want molokai to be a 

healthy and happy place for all 

of us to share for our ÿohana and 

our future ÿohana.”   

 

—Todd Yamashita
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Governance

Governance Background/ÿAha Moku System

The most effective management and use of an island ecosystem takes into 
account the natural distribution of resources throughout the landscape, using 
wedge-shaped divisions called ahupuaÿa that extend from mountain tops/ridges 
down through valley bottoms and out along the reef-sheltered shores. The typical 
ahupuaÿa includes an ocean fishery and beach, a stretch of kula (open cultivatable 
land), a fresh water source, and a forest area. Molokai has more than 60 ahupuaÿa.

In ancient times, these ahupuaÿa were managed through a place-based system of 
governance called the ÿAha Moku. Within each ahupuaÿa a council of respected 
expert practitioners and elders would make decisions for the area, especially 
regarding the use of natural resources. Each person was viewed as a single aho 
(cord) woven together with many others to form an ÿaha (braided cord; council). 
A moku was a larger district containing many different ahupuaÿa. Each moku 
(district) was governed by a council of representatives from its various ahupuaÿa, 
and similarly, the entire island was governed by a council of representatives from 
its various moku. Finally, representatives from each mokupuni (island) would join 
together to make decisions for Hawaiÿi as a whole. 

Under this ÿAha Moku form of governance, the land flourished and the people of 
Molokai were able to live in harmony with the natural environment—and with 
each other—for generation upon generations.

Governance Objectives

1. Support the ongoing creation of state and county  
 laws that have special conditions to reflect and  
 preserve the unique nature of Molokai.

2. Support legislation efforts to create a separate Molokai county code. 

3. Support legislation to create a special “State Cultural District” for 
Molokai under the Hawaiÿi Community Development Authority.
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4. Implement Special Management Area (SMA) 
designation for the entire island.

5. Encourage policymakers to embrace utilization 
of agricultural lands to contribute to our 
food self-sufficiency.

6. Work toward becoming our own county.

7. Implement the traditional ÿAha Moku system.

“thanks to 40 years of struggle 

by the generation before us, 

today we retain a common 

foundation of key Hawaiian 

values. this is ultimately what 

the generation before us fought 

to preserve. For 30 years they 

laid these values out in various 

community plans. they used 

them as the inspiration that kept 

them going during the toughest 

of battles, and they delivered 

them to us in our schools, 

homes, and communities. these 

values are clearly articulated 

in this plan. and what we find 

is that they equal a vision 

of sustainability.”  

 

—Matt Yamashita
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Contacts

Malia Akutagawa 
Molokai Project Director, Molokai Rural Development Project 
Email: malaku@hotmail.com

Malia was born and raised on Molokai. She is a lawyer specializing in environ-
mental and Hawaiian rights law. She volunteers on a number of boards, commis-
sions, and community groups on land and water use issues, caring for iwi kupuna, 
education, and cultural and traditional stewardship. She is currently the director 
for the Molokai Rural Development Project, which provides workforce training 
and supports rural economic development initiatives in collaboration with the 
Maui Community College Molokai Education Center and various partners in the 
public, private, and nonprofit sector.

 
Kauwila Hanchett 
Community Advocate 
Email: kauwila2@yahoo.com

Kauwila Hanchett was raised in two rural Hawaiian communities: Molokai and 
Kaupö, (Häna), Maui. She is the middle child in a large family that relied heavily 
on the land and sea to provide for their needs. Her deep love for Hawaiÿi’s culture 
and people led her to become a student of Hälau Na Mamoaliÿi O Kaÿuiki, where 
she continues to learn from her kumu and küpuna. She has a BEd and teaching 
certificate from the University of Hawaiÿi–Mänoa and has worked with youth in 
various capacities both in and out of the classroom. 

 
Napua leong 
Writer, Community Advocate 
Email: napua.leong@gmail.com

From the ahupuaÿa of Kawela, Napua is a Molokai keiki o ka ÿäina and an advocate 
for a pono and sustainable future for the island.
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Kahualaulani Mick 
Community Advocate 
Email: kahualaulani2@yahoo.com

Kahualaulani Mick was born on O‘ahu and raised in Kailua. At the age of 4 he 
became a student of Aunty Emma deFries, respected kupuna and spiritual/cultural 
leader of Hawaiÿi. He has a degree in Hawaiian studies from the University 
of Hawaiÿi–Mänoa and has been deeply involved over the years with Hawaiÿi’s 
voyaging canoes, the Protect Kahoÿolawe ÿOhana, the Hawaiian charter school 
movement, and the Hawaiian Language Newspaper Indexing Project. He espe-
cially enjoys surfing, playing Hawaiian music, and spending time with his wife, 
Kauwila, and his daughter, Kamalamakamahaookalani.

 
Josh Pastrana 
Director, Akaku Molokai Media Center 
Email: molokaijoshyboy@hotmail.com

Keiki o ka ÿäina, Josh is a worker of the land and sea. He strives to protect, educate, 
and perpetuate Hawaiian culture and values.

 
Harmonee Williams  
Environmental and Community Planner 
Email: harmoneew@gmail.com

Harmonee has a BA in history from Yale University and a masters in urban and 
regional planning from the University of Hawai‘i. She is the owner of Markline 
LLC, a planning firm based on Molokai. Markline works primarily with community-
based projects that seek a balance between environment, culture, and economy.

 
Matt N. Yamashita 
Owner, Quazifilms Media 
Email: molokaimatt@hotmail.com

A third-generation Molokai resident, Matt has a BFA in film/TV production from 
Chapman University, Orange, California. Matt served as director of the nonprofit 
Akaku Molokai Media Center for 5 years. He currently owns and operates 
Quazifilms Media, a grassroots video production company that focuses on accurate 
representation of the stories and peoples of Hawaiÿi.
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Noelani (lee) Yamashita 
Executive Director, Ka Honua Momona International 
Email: noelanilee@gmail.com

Noelani has an AB from Princeton University in anthro-
pology and an MA from the University of Hawaiÿi–Mänoa in 
Pacific Islands studies. As a Native Hawaiian, she believes 
deeply in Ka Honua Momona’s philosophy: to develop 
indigenous education systems by revitalizing natural and 
cultural resources, perpetuating traditional knowledge 
and stewardship, and evolving with modern technology, 
which will result in a model of self-sufficiency.

 
Todd Yamashita 
Owner/Editor, The Molokai Dispatch 
Email: molokaitodd@gmail.com

Raised in Kauluwai on Molokai, Todd has returned home 
to give back to the island that raised him. Through The 

Molokai Dispatch, Molokai’s only newspaper, Todd has 
championed the right for the Molokai community to 
define their own destiny. 

Notes

1 Molokai is synonymous with Molokaÿi. Both terms are used by Hawaiians to 
refer to the same island. The latter term is made distinct by a glottal stop, or ÿokina, 
in its utterance. 

2 Throughout this article, Hawaiian words are not italicized because Hawaiian 
is the ancestral language of the authors and of the place from which this 
document emerges.  

“we are not a formal group 

because we do not wish to 

exclude anyone. we want to 

include everyone.…Each one of 

us has a different background 

in this community and each 

of us is involved in different 

ways in moving our community 

forward, but…we all have a 

shared kuleana as keiki o ka 

ÿäïna [children of the land] who 

commit to making a better 

molokai for seven generations 

and beyond.”  

 

—Napua leong
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Appendix A 
Survey of Molokai Values

In 1981, a team of University of Hawaiÿi graduate sociology students conducted a 
survey of Molokai residents as part of a study for the Molokai Data Book. Survey 
participants were asked to rank a number of values that had been given positive 
connotations in interviews with a sampling of Molokai residents. The outcome 
of this study was a prioritized list of the values most important to the Molokai 
community. Those values were, in order of priority:

Highest Values

1. Family togetherness

2. Education

3. A rural lifestyle

4. Everyone knows everyone

5. Land

6. Slow pace

7. Jobs

8. Ability to live off the land (subsistence)

9. Hawaiian culture

10. Sports

Lowest Values

1. Development

2. Higher prices

3. Tourism
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The top values on this list are still paramount in the life of the community, and 
the Molokai Vision Statement reflects these values. The statement’s concern for 
the health of the island’s people, its environment, and its Hawaiian culture is self-
evident. Its message as to economic change is more subtle but is best introduced 
by the Hawaiian term aloha ÿäina.

The concept of aloha ÿäina is based on the traditional Hawaiian perspective that 
the ÿäina is alive and must be respected, treasured, nurtured, and protected if it is 
to be productive. In return for this good stewardship, Hawaiians believe that the 
land will sustain the people who care for it. (If the people are pono, the land lives; 
if the land lives, the people live.) For instance, in ancient times an abundance of 
water was regarded as the highest symbol of wealth, and thus, fresh water sources 
were stringently protected. In return for their protection of the land, the people of 
Molokai became renowned for their ability to produce abundant quantities of food, 
and the island acquired the name ÿäina momona. 

The Molokai Vision Statement expresses our community’s belief that we can 
restore this island’s legendary productivity if we become more vigilant guardians 
of its resources. Indeed, this sacred, mutually dependent relationship between the 
land and the people sustained the island of Molokai for thousands of years, and 
the Molokai Vision Statement affirms that this relationship is the bedrock value on 
which Molokai’s economic strategy will be founded.

The Molokai Sustainable Development report of 1995 expressed the concept of 
aloha ÿäina on Molokai in a modern-day context: 

 
Sustainability, although not known by this name, was 
the economic theory behind the traditional Hawaiian 
subsistence way of life. To Hawaiians, this meant not 
taking too much today because if you do, it won’t be there 
tomorrow. It meant sharing with family and friends, and 
taking care of the land in the same way that the land takes 
care of you. Molokai has kept its traditions of caring for the 
land and the community…in spite of repeated attempts to 
impose development projects which gave little thought to 
the living standard of the next generation.
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The economic future envisioned by this community is one that builds on these 
principles by creating a sustainable, production-based economy. Thus a number 
of the projects given top priority by the community relate to protecting the island’s 
natural resources, since the success of production-based industries like agricul-
ture and aquaculture is heavily dependent on the health of these resources. Other 
projects are aimed at instilling aloha ÿäina values in the generations who now live 
on the island through cultural and community education.

Appendix B 
Proposed Molokai Projects

Environmental Protection Projects

TAbLE b1  Environmental Protection Projects

Project Goal

Watershed Protection Protect at least 3,000 acres of watershed.

Water Management Plan and Water 
Transfer Moratorium

Develop a sustainable water supply for 
the community.

Native Plant Nursery Have a viable nursery industry that employs local 
families and is able to meet the plant materials 
demands of local and statewide commercial and 
public planting needs.

Erosion Control on the West End Reduce soil sediment runoff entering the ocean 
along Molokai’s western coastline.

Hoÿolehua Windbreak Planting increase crop production in central Molokai.

Historic Sites inventory Have a comprehensive survey, interpretation, 
and multimedia presentation on archaeological, 
cultural, and natural sites.

Waste Management Plan Reduce the volume of waste that is produced, 
reuse items rather than throw them away, and 
recycle items that are no longer usable.

Green Molokai Make all of Molokai green.
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Economic Productivity Projects

TAbLE b2  Environmental Productivity Projects

Project Goal

Taro Production initiative Have a fully operational taro industry that will 
provide job opportunities, minimize economic 
risk to growers, and complement the subsistence 
lifestyle of Molokai’s residents

Aquaculture Development Have a fully operational aquaculture industry that 
will provide jobs and complement a subsistence 
lifestyle for residents of Molokai.

Hoÿolehua Multi-Service Center Develop a community commercial kitchen for 
family entrepreneurs. 

Agriculture Cooperatives Provide needed services and supplies that are 
currently unavailable on Molokai.

Disinfestation Facility increase fruit production and exports by Molokai 
fruit growers through the construction of a fruit 
disinfestation facility.

Molokai Electric Co. Brownfield Clean-Up 
and Redevelopment

Clean the old electric company brownfield site 
and turn it into a business/recreational complex 
that provides a telecommunication hub, job 
opportunities, and recreational activities for 
community residents.

Slaughterhouse increase Molokai livestock sales to local and 
off-island markets.

Molokai logo/Group insurance Have a logo for producers of quality Molokai 
products to help them with marketing, and pro-
vide access to group insurance when they qualify 
to use the logo.
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Self-Governance Projects

TAbLE b3  Self Governance Projects

Project Goal

Community land Trust Establish greater community control over island 
resources through the creation of a community 
land trust that will seek to acquire Molokai lands 
from nonresident owners.

Youth leadership Encourage young adults to actively participate as 
leaders in community affairs.

learning Centers Provide life-long learning opportunities in acces-
sible locations for preschoolers to adults.

Shoreline Management Area (SMA) 
Designation for island

Protect coastal resources by designating 
the entire island of Molokai as a Shoreline 
Management Area.

Traditional land-Use Designation Establish a traditional land-use designation for 
the island of Molokai.

Fisheries Management Designation Protect Molokai’s nearshore coastal resources 
through designation of the island as a communi-
ty-based fisheries management area.

Hawaiian Rights Education Help residents of Molokai understand the legal 
rights of Native Hawaiians and minimize contro-
versy over these rights.

long-Distance learning Provide learning opportunities via telecommuni-
cations to the Molokai community.

Education Coordinator Coordinate learning activities to ensure 
maximum effectiveness.
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Healthy Community Projects

TAbLE b4  Healthy Community Projects

Project Goal

Multidisciplinary Human Services Complex Build a local, integrated, comprehensive 
health and human services system to support 
Molokai residents.

Dialysis Treatment Center improve the delivery of dialysis health services 
on Molokai.

Malama Cultural Park Provide an environment for the learning 
and sharing of Hawaiian history, traditions, 
and practices.

Visitor Coordinator increase Molokai hotel occupancy rates.

Self-Help Housing loan Fund Provide opportunities for home ownership for 
low-income families.

New Kaunakakai Recreation Center Build a new recreational center with modern 
equipment and sports facilities.

Theater Create a performing arts facility that may also be 
used for community meetings and conferences.

Molokai Museum Expansion improve the facilities at Molokai’s only museum.

improve Transportation On and Off-island Provide Molokai residents with access to conve-
nient and low-cost transportation options both 
on Molokai and between the islands.

Kaunakakai Harbor improvements improve the harbor for recreational use by canoe 
paddlers and other ocean-based activities.

improve Access for Subsistence Activities Create better access to hunting, fishing, gather-
ing, and other subsistence activities.

Molokai General Hospital information System Create a telemedicine system for long-distance 
health care and a computer information system 
for research and patient management.
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Appendix C 
Identified Subsistence Practices and Resources

Subsistence Practice Resource

Fishing/Diving ÿahi (yellowfin tuna), aku (skipjack tuna), akule (bigeye 
scad), ÿäweoweo (Hawaiian bigeye), enenue (chub), hïnälea 
(wrasse), kähala (amberjack), käkü (barracuda), kala 
(unicorn fish), kawakawa (little tunny), kole (surgeonfish), 
kümü (white saddle goatfish), küpïpï (damselfish), lai 
(leatherback), mahimahi (dolphin fish), mamo (damselfish), 
manini (convict tang), uÿu (squirrelfish/menpachi), moana 
(manybar goatfish), moi (threadfin), ÿamaÿama (mullet), 
ÿöÿio (bonefish), ÿulaÿula (red snapper/onaga), ono (wahoo), 
ÿöpakapaka (pink snapper), ÿöpelu (mackerel scad), palani 
(surgeonfish), päpio/ulua (trevally), kamanu (rainbow run-
ner), taape (blue striped snapper), toau (black tail snapper), 
uhu (parrotfish), uouoa (false mullet), weke (goatfish)

Ocean/Shoreline Gathering heÿe (squid), küpeÿe (marine snail), leho (cowry shell),  
limu (seaweed), loli (sea cucumber), ÿopihi (limpet),  
paÿakai (salt), päpaÿi (crab), pipipi (mollusk), ula (lobster), 
wana (sea urchin)

Fishpond/Aquaculture ÿamaÿama (mullet), limu (seaweed/ogo), moi (threadfin)

Hunting birds, deer, goats, pigs

Stream Gathering hïhïwai/püpü (snail), ‘oÿopu (goby), ÿöpae (shrimp), prawns

land/Forest Gathering ‘aÿaliÿi tree, ÿähinahina, ÿäkala (raspberry), ÿawa (kava), 
häpuÿu (fern), hau tree, kuawa (guava), lauhala (pan-
danus leaf), ÿilima (native shrub), kaunaÿoa (native dodder 
vine), kiawe (algaroba/mesquite tree), koa tree, koali 
(vine), köÿokoÿolau (beggar tick plants, such as those used 
medicinally in tea), kou tree, kukui (candlenut), liko/lehua 
(flower of the ÿöhiÿa tree), maiÿa (banana), mangrove, milo 
tree, ‘öhi‘a ‘ai (mountain apple), niu (coconut), noni (indian 
mulberry), palapalai (fern), papaya, pepeiao, plum, pöpolo 
(black nightshade herb), ti leaf/root, ÿulu (breadfruit)
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The desire to improve educational delivery and outcomes has 

prompted significant advancements in culture-based education as a 

foundation for community-driven, place-based, relevant educational 

approaches that more effectively engage children and their families in 

lifelong learning and leadership. This article shares the early process 

and tools of a large-scale, community-participatory project developed 

to understand the use of culture-based teaching strategies in Hawai‘i 

and associated outcomes for students (7th–10th grade). Specifically, 

this work documents the initial planning and theoretical development 

that resulted in a Hawaiian Indigenous Education Rubric (HIER) from 

a teaching perspective. The HIER tool provides a building block in 

our efforts to understand what indigenous education looks like in 

the teaching environment and is shared here to encourage further 

research and development. Future publications will document the 

results of the broader project based on teacher and student data.

*Individuals from the Nä Lei Naÿauao Native Hawaiian Charter School Alliance, Kamehameha Schools, 
University of Hawaiÿi–Mänoa and Hilo, Hawaiÿi State Department of Business, Economic Development & 
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the Hawaiian Cultural Influences in Education study.
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The wind is slightly breezy, the sky is scattered with billowy clouds, and the 
ocean is peaking in swells of gentle sets. It’s a perfect day for an ocean voyage. 

As the paddlers gather together, they bring with them their own set of experiences, 
talents, and strengths that will contribute to the success of the journey. First, they 
will pule (pray) to ask for strength, endurance, patience, and focus throughout the 
journey and to ensure safe arrival at the destination. As they place the waÿa (canoe) 
into the water, they take heed of the environment around them, the signs in the 
atmosphere, the wind, and the ocean conditions. The paddlers climb into the waÿa 
and sit quietly waiting for the call from the steersman, “E kaupë aku nö i ka hoe” 
(put forward the paddle). The time has arrived, the call to action has begun, “E kö 

mai nö i ka hoe, e hoe” (draw the paddle toward you, paddle). Now is the time. The 
paddlers place their mind, body, and spirit into a collective position on the goal, 
the destination. Together they will strive to stay on course, to be synchronized 
in timing and rhythm of the stroke, to ÿonipa‘a (be steadfast) through the fatigue 
and challenge of the elements, and to stay on course and collective in their goal. 

“E lauhoe a pae aku ka wa‘a” (to paddle together until the canoe lands).

And so, too, is it a journey toward a Hawaiian indigenous educational framework. 
As part of this immense journey there is a need to turn directly to the paddlers 
themselves for the many stories, the information, and diverse journeys that make 
up the Hawaiian educational experience. It is from within these many voices that 
we begin to see the alignment of school goals and practices to their outcomes; and 
the communities, and populations that they serve.  

Momentum is building among Hawaiian indigenous educators and supporters of 
change to redefine education through strategies building upon a cultural framework 
for education. This work includes realigning educational goals, adapting classroom 
strategies through cultural indigenous methods and in some cases larger transfor-
mations of school ideology. It is the journey of rediscovery to reclaim an indig-
enous sense of well-being through the language, culture, values, and traditions; a 
groundswell that directs improved educational outcomes and school success for 
Native Hawaiians. It is the call that repositions teachers, schools, families, and 
communities together as they collectively work toward a common destination.  

As one small piece of the journey, this article shares initial learnings from a 
research project about culture-based education from a Hawaiian indigenous 
perspective. The project arose out of ongoing discussions among educators in 
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culture-based settings about the need for empirical measures and information to 
assess progress and learner outcomes. A committee was gathered to share ideas 
and thoughts, leading to the larger focus of the project to describe the impact of 
culture-based education on the outcomes of Native Hawaiian and other school 
children. In pursuing the project, the research team immediately encountered a 
major area of struggle facing researchers in indigenous education, or any other 
research project for that matter, which is to define what it is that we are studying: 
what is indigenous education? 

What is Indigenous Education?

This question seems a simple one, and it is clear that to understand the impact 
of culture-based education, we must be able to articulate and understand the 
approaches and philosophies used by indigenous educators. The benefits of 
doing so are critically important to the field of education; namely, to be able to 
promote, share, and develop culturally responsive educational strategies, learning 
approaches, and systems that presumably benefit all children, especially indig-
enous children. Perhaps even more important, however, is that we as indigenous 
peoples are involved with the creation, discussion, and evolution of our own defini-
tions and methodologies; that we participate in the production and documentation 
of knowledge.

That said, research proposing definitions may invoke a certain tension, because 
in defining comes the possibility of limiting that which is being defined, in this 
case indigenous education and/or the ancestral knowledge systems from which it 
stems. In our experiences as indigenous peoples there is good reason for caution, 
making it even more important that we share the intent of this work and our desire 
to communicate it. As such, this article conveys the early work products resulting 
from our ongoing research project. Specifically, it outlines a definition of culture-
based education used for this study and a heuristic tool describing Hawaiian indig-
enous education that has been validated as a reasonable starting point by various 
stakeholders and practitioners of indigenous education.1 It is not meant to offer 
the right answer or the only answer, but is proposed as an initial step in achieving 
greater understanding and new viewpoints in mainstream education. We offer it 
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here as a useful point of departure for others engaged in similar kinds of research, 
program delivery, or the development of educational models. We also seek to 
document and share it as part of our promise to the participants involved in its 
creation as a community-based product. Our hope is that this model contributes 
to the work of others just as we have benefited from earlier scholarship and the 
work of those before us. Finally, our intent is that by sharing this work, we provide 
opportunities for further dialogue and endless new perspectives. 

A Community-Based Education Research Project 

This article originates in a community-based participatory research project, repre-
senting a collaborative effort of the Hawaiÿi Department of Education, several 
Hawaiian organizations, and Native Hawaiian and other charter schools in the 
state.2 The overall objective is to understand and describe culturally relevant 
education and its impact on students to inform the development and advancement 
of meaningful educational strategies. 

The first step in addressing this research topic was to articulate a definition of 
culture-based education in the context of Native Hawaiian education. The next 
step in the research process was to create a framework that theoretically captures 
the educational approaches that might operate in Native Hawaiian culture-based 
settings. The guiding question was: If we were to observe teaching and learning 
in a Hawaiian indigenous educational setting, what would it look like? Using a 
community participatory process, this research yielded a rubric, which we call the 
Hawaiian Indigenous Education Rubric (HIER). The rubric was used as a heuristic 
tool and guiding framework to our study of culture-based education. The present 
article seeks to document the process of creating the tool and to share it for broader 
community use. Note that future publications will delve into the broader study’s 
objectives to understand the use and impact of the culture-based educational strat-
egies that the HIER helped frame.
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A Proposed Definition of Culture-Based Education 

Our definition of culture-based education emerged based on an extensive review 
of the literature. Mounting research documents the growth in culture-based 
education perspectives and practice (Aguilera, 2003; Demmert, Grissmer, & 
Towner, 2006; Demmert & Towner, 2003), including its positive impact in Hawaiÿi 
(see Kanaÿiaupuni, Malone, & Ishibashi, 2005). Studies document the educational 
advantages of relating to the learners’ prior experiences, home language, and 
culture, and the need for culturally relevant pedagogy (Kawaiÿaeÿa, 2009; Ladson-
Billings, 1995a, 1995b; Mohatt, Trimble, & Dickson, 2006; Osborne, 1996; Sherman, 
2003; Stairs, 1994; Tharp, 2006; Yap et al., 2005). 

Perhaps most simply, culture may be defined as shared ways of being, knowing, 
and doing. The educational literature describes the role of culture in education in 
various ways. Many treatments refer to cultural styles or sensitivity approaches 
that stress teaching respect and tolerance for other cultures and ways of learning, 
including staff, student, and faculty training (e.g., Gutierrez & Rogoff, 2003). 
Others detail the helpful strategies that teachers can use to be culturally attuned 
and responsive to their student needs (Gay, 2002; Castagno & Brayboy, 2008). 

Our use of the term culture-based education is consistent with more in-depth treat-
ments referring to the grounding of instruction and student learning in the values, 
norms, knowledge, beliefs, practices, experiences, places, and language that are 
the foundation of a culture, in this case Hawaiian indigenous culture. Culture-
based education may include teaching the traditions and practices of a particular 
culture, but it is not restricted to these skills and knowledge. More important, 
culture-based education refers to teaching and learning that are grounded in a 
cultural worldview, from whose lens are taught the skills, knowledge, content, and 
values that students need in our modern, global society.
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One example of how this comes together is revealed in Kawakami and Aton’s 
(2001) research on the education of Native Hawaiian children, developed over 
the years through the Kamehameha Early Education Project and other programs. 
From their work emerges a set of culturally focused characteristics, which can be 
summarized as follows:

 

CONTExT

• Allow for/promote cultural protocol in school.

• Integrate cultural values in school operations.

• Provide venues/sponsor events in the community that allow sharing 
of cultural knowledge and traditions.

• Foster participation of küpuna (elders) in all aspects of 
education process.

MEDIUM OF INSTRUCTION

• Provide Hawaiian language immersion program. 

• Offer special activities/events where participants can be immersed 
in Hawaiian language (e.g., Hawaiian language day, forums, 
chat rooms, etc.).

• Make available Hawaiian language books, resource materials, etc.

CONTENT FOCUS

• Include Hawaiian language, history, and culture classes.

• Integrate traditional knowledge with modern disciplines throughout 
the curriculum (e.g., astronomy and navigation).

• Use culturally based materials to enrich the curriculum (e.g., using 
Hawaiian stories to teach math, language arts, history, etc.).

• Promote learning about traditional stewardship.
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PEDAGOGICAL STYLE

• Use traditional/culturally appropriate teaching strategies 
(e.g., apprenticeships, project-based learning, small group work).

• Honor and incorporate indigenous “talk story” type sessions.

PERSPECTIVE ON DATA AND ACCOUNTAbILITY

• Use a variety of assessment strategies and tools.

• Include traditional/culturally appropriate assessments, such as 
portfolios and höÿike (show, exhibit).

 
These categories are generally consistent with teaching guidelines proposed by 
Klump and McNeir (2005) for creating culturally responsive environments. These 
we categorize as follows:

 

PEDAGOGY

• Provide group-centered instruction (a.k.a. student-centered 
instruction).

• Link culture and school learning (linking student language, culture, 
values to academics).

• Approach teacher as facilitator.

• Communicate high expectations.

CURRICULUM

• Provide culturally mediated instruction (curriculum integrated with 
knowledge, language, culture).

• Reshape the curriculum (to include multimodal styles of learning).

PARENTS/FAMILIES

• Value parents, families, and community in the educational process. 
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Research by Demmert and colleagues offers a useful broad definition of culture-
based education, based on a national study of native language schools, including 
Native Hawaiian, Navaho, Blackfeet, Y’upik, and Ojibwe. This work yielded the 
following definitional elements (Demmert, Hilberg, & Rawlins, 2008):

 

language: Recognition and use of Native American (American Indian, 
Alaska Native, Native Hawaiian) languages (this may include use 
bilingually or as a first or second language). 

Pedagogy: Pedagogy that stresses traditional cultural characteristics 
and adult–child interactions as the starting place for education (mores 
that are currently practiced in the community and that may differ from 
community to community). Pedagogy in which teaching strategies are 
congruent with the traditional culture as well as contemporary ways of 
knowing and learning (opportunities to observe, opportunities to practice, 
and opportunities to demonstrate skills). 

Curriculum: Based on traditional culture that recognizes the importance 
of native spirituality and places the education of young children in a 
contemporary context (e.g., use and understanding of the visual arts, 
legends, oral histories, and fundamental beliefs of the community). 

leadership: Strong native community participation (including parents, 
elders, other community resources) in educating children and in the 
planning and operation of school activities. 

assessment: Knowledge and use of the social and political mores of 
the community.  

 
Based on the consistencies in the research literature, we define five critical compo-
nents of culture-based education (Figure 1). The look and feel of these five compo-
nents vary from setting to setting, depending on cultural ways of being, knowing, 
and doing. Note that the components may describe any culture-based educational 
effort, including English-speaking cultural groups, such as commonly found in 
mainstream schools (because all education is culture-based, after all, including 
Western-based education systems).
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FIGURE 1  Key components of culture-based education

language Recognizing and using native or heritage language.

Family and Community
Actively involving family and community in the development of 
curricula, everyday learning, and leadership.

Content
Making learning meaningful and relevant through culturally 
grounded content and assessment.

Context
Structuring school, classroom, and other learning interactions in 
culturally appropriate ways.

Assessment and Accountability
Gathering and maintaining data using various methods to 
ensure student progress in culturally responsible ways.

Toward a Hawaiian Indigenous Education 
Teaching Framework

Based on this broad definition, an indigenous framework was needed to operation-
alize culture-based teaching within the specific context of Hawaiian culture and 
community. The questions we asked to create the framework were twofold: what 
does Hawaiian indigenous culture-based teaching look like from the teacher’s 
perspective, and what teaching behaviors might we expect to see at different levels 
of intensity? 

The Community Participatory Process

The framework was created in community partnership comprised of a multifaceted 
research advisory group including a Kamehameha Schools curriculum coordinator, 
professors of teacher education from in-state university campuses (University of 
Hawaiÿi at Hilo and Mänoa), members of the Kamehameha Schools Research 
& Evaluation Division, ÿAha Pünana Leo, and the Hawaiÿi State Department of 
Education’s (HIDOE) testing and evaluation offices. A core research workgroup 
at Kamehameha Schools created a first draft of the rubric dimensions after 
conducting an extensive literature review. This draft became a working document 
that underwent an extensive discussion and revision process by the advisory group 
via many long hours over a period of months. 
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The results of subsequent drafts were then vetted by a leadership group repre-
senting the Nä Lei Naÿauao Native Hawaiian Charter School Alliance. This group 
analyzed each dimension and provided feedback and insights for revisions, in 
several cases also calling for complete reconceptualization of some core pieces. 
The Kamehameha work team went back to the table and drafted another version 
based on this feedback. The newly revised version was reviewed by the research 
advisory group, which spent long hours with each word in the rubric. From there, 
the rubric underwent an intensive process of validating, piloting, and revising with 
input from various community participants, including private school teachers 
at two private school campuses, teachers in several different Hawaiian medium 
school settings, teachers in conventional public school settings, and the Nä Lei 
Naÿauao Native Hawaiian Charter School Alliance leadership group. 

A central agreement was that the same community also would be part of the 
process of sharing and interpreting the results, prior to the presentation of the 
results and outcomes to other audiences. The latter has occurred via PowerPoint 
presentations, initial tables of preliminary reports, and detailed updates to charter 
school audiences, and shorter updates via postcards to the 600 participating 
teachers and thousands of families involved. Initial teacher and student outcomes 
have been presented to respective groups (charter data to charter schools, private 
school data to private schools, etc.) for discussions about the findings and inter-
pretations before sharing publicly. Charter school members have also been part of 
the presentation teams to formal audiences. Aggregate data as well as school-level 
data have been provided to them for their own presentations and related work. The 
HIDOE’s evaluation and testing office has been an ongoing part of the conversa-
tion, though it has been harder to be as inclusive with the larger public school 
teacher group. Future efforts are forthcoming to continue to share findings with 
and gather input from students and public school principals and teachers.

The HIER 

The HIER is organized into the five components defined in Figure 1, each 
containing a set of critical indicators that tie directly to the experience of teachers. 
In turn, these indicators are attached to a series of descriptors that increase 
in intensity, categorized into none, emerging, developing, and enacting (see 
Figure 2). Both the critical indicators and corresponding descriptors are focused 
on behaviors to illustrate the continua of different levels of Hawaiian indigenous 
teaching strategies. 
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The first column, None, identifies practices that might be most closely associ-
ated with industrial-era education models (reflecting key descriptors such as 
classroom-based, textbook-driven, teacher-focused, lecture, paper-and-pencil 
tests, standardized testing, English only, Western culture, individually-oriented). 
The last column, Enacting, attempts to capture a picture of fully implemented 
Hawaiian indigenous education (with descriptors such as ÿölelo Hawaiÿi [Hawaiian 
language], community-based, spirituality, cultural values and knowledge, ÿohana 
[family]-based, intergenerational, place-based, höÿike, culturally purposeful). As is 
true of most models, the enacting category is an “ideal” type, and it may not be 
the case that any existing school identifies itself as enacting across all continua of 
the rubric.3 

Note that the objective of the tool is not to devalue non-Hawaiian indigenous 
approaches to teaching and learning but to define and articulate teaching behaviors 
and philosophies specifically from a Hawaiian indigenous education perspective. 
For this reason, when the questionnaires were developed from this framework, all 
items were designed to collect the frequency of each behavior defined within each 
cell of the continua. In other words, a teacher may practice an item in the None 
column not at all, sometimes, or a lot. That same teacher may use a strategy in 
the Enacting column not at all, sometimes, or a lot. With this design, the resulting 
tools can capture a highly individualized use of culture-based strategies.

FIGURE 2  Developing a framework: The Hawaiian Indigenous Education Rubric (HIER)

None Emerging Developing Enacting

CONTiNUUM 
AREA 

 
Critical indicators

Using this framework, we can begin to describe Hawaiian indigenous education 
from a teacher’s perspective. The HIER is displayed in full in Table 1. In this 
section we provide an overview of each continuum. The first component focuses 
on language, where teachers may include very little Hawaiian language content, 
use it occasionally, or employ it as the primary medium of instruction. Teachers 
may range in believing that Hawaiian language has little to do with their teaching, 
to feeling that some exposure to it is important, or to believing that it is central to 
what they do as teachers. 
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The second continuum is about ÿohana and community involvement. Teachers 
may have little expectation of relationships with students outside the usual open 
house events. They may extend their contact with families to include lots of 
feedback about positive and negative student matters. Or they may be the ones 
who put significant effort into integrating ÿohana and community into the learning 
environment and work on establishing relationships outside of school.

The third area examines content, including culturally based curriculum and 
materials, place-based content and strategies, and the overall philosophy about 
culture at school. The continuum ranges from teachers who feel that their instruc-
tion should be kept very neutral and mostly rely on vendor-developed textbooks, 
benchmarks, and materials (often the case in restructuring public schools), to 
those who use lots of local examples and hands-on learning, to those who specifi-
cally embed Hawaiian knowledge, practices, and place into the content and/or 
who ultimately teach to preserve and perpetuate Hawaiian culture within the 
global context. 

Fourth is context. Here, teachers assess whether their teaching methods have 
little to do with Hawaiian culture, focus heavily on academic achievement, and 
are largely defined and directed by the teacher. The next step in the continuum 
includes those who incorporate universal Hawaiian values like ÿohana and use talk 
story methods, and who also view social development as an important part of their 
job. The next level integrates some Hawaiian practices, such as mele (song) or oli 
(chant), encourages peer teaching and learning, and views teachers’ roles to include 
building cultural identity and self-worth. The most intensely culturally relevant 
teaching strategies under the Enacting column include those rooted fundamen-
tally in Hawaiian beliefs, intergenerational learning, student-directed community 
engagement, and a strong sense of kuleana (responsibility) for ensuring students’ 
cultural identity and value of place.

The last continuum looks at data and accountability, primarily focusing on assess-
ment and the purpose of education. The options range from multiple-choice 
tests, to assessments that involve projects or performances, to those that examine 
creative problem solving and knowledge application in diverse situations, and 
finally to assessment that looks for student learning that is culturally purposeful 
and valuable to the community and Hawaiian culture.
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Internal Reliability and Validity

The five continua of the rubric were evaluated for internal reliability using standard 
procedures (see Table 2). The Cronbach’s alpha for each was high, ranging from 
.64 to .94, indicating an adequate to high degree of internal reliability (generally, .60 
is considered a lower acceptable threshold, .70 is satisfactory, and .80 is high). 

Data were also collected to validate the continua against an external benchmark 
for standards in effective teaching, using standards developed by the Center for 
Research on Education, Diversity, and Excellence4 at the University of California, 
Berkeley. Specifically, data on three of the CREDE standards were gathered for 
validation, including (a) using language across the curriculum, (b) creating 
joint learning activities, and (c) making connections to home and community. 
Canonical correlations were used to assess the relationship between the set of 
variables defining each HIER continuum and the CREDE set, where .30 or higher 
suggests a correlation of interest (see Garson 2008 for an overview). As shown in 
Table 2, correlations were high, ranging from .52 to .78. Together, this informa-
tion provides statistical assurance that the dimensions of the rubric are internally 
reliable and that the types of practices being captured are consistent with universal 
standards of effective teaching.

TAbLE 2  Internal reliability and correlation with effective teaching benchmark

Continuum N Raw α Std α

Correlation 
with Effective 

Teaching 
Standards

language 598 .94 .94 .52

ÿOhana and community 597 .80 .80 .74

Content 585 .78 .78 .78

Context 585 .75 .76 .75

Assessment and accountability 592 .64 .71 .58

All items combined 578 .93 .93
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Discussion: Uses and Next Steps

The HIER is but one segment in our ongoing journey to develop, theorize, practice, 
refine, and share culture-based educational strategies. It provides a theoretical 
framework based on the work of many hands and voices. Honoring community 
participation in the construction of the rubric was central to creating a useful tool 
that could be used in a variety of settings and for a variety of purposes. A few 
considerations include the use of the HIER

 
• as a guide for teachers and schools to assess against their  
 own practices

• as a tool for aligning school and classroom practices with the school 
mission and outcomes

• as a framework to adapt and revise as part of a school growth plan

• as a discussion tool to assist teachers with culturally 
relevant strategies

• as a model to include in teacher preparation and professional 
development activities, including integrating cultural lenses 
and approaches with existing teacher development models 
(i.e., Danielson, 2007, and others)

• as a tool to assess changes in culture-based practice and the 
movement across the categories over time

• as a way to inform school-based action research projects

• as a platform for policy discussions, guiding the move toward shared 
indicators across Hawaiian education and community programs 
seeking federal funding

• as work that stimulates further research, refinement, understanding, 
and constructive discussion about culturally relevant teaching 
and education
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Out of this work of many hands, several research strands were developed and 
put into motion. In relation to the larger project that surrounded the HIER, the 
tool provided a framework for the study’s objectives to understand outcomes 
related to culture-based education. For example, based on this framework, several 
instruments were created to carry out the study, including questionnaires to 
gather input from teachers (Culture-Based Education Teacher Tool–CBETT), 
students (CBEST), parents/caregivers (CBEPT), and principals or heads of schools 
(CBEPP). The teacher and principal tools were composed of items directly from 
the HIER. The parent and student tools were created using participatory methods, 
including a team representing charter school teachers, HIDOE evaluation depart-
ment, Kamehameha Schools, and university researchers in psychology, sociology, 
Hawaiian language, and education. These tools were validated and piloted among 
similar participating groups during the research process. 

In addition to research instruments and data collection, the HIER has been used to 
frame analyses to understand the impact of culture-based education. The ongoing 
research has yielded a better understanding of the range of cultural strategies that 
teachers use in classrooms across the state (Kanaÿiaupuni, Ledward, & Takayama, 
2009; Ledward, Takayama, & Kahumoku, 2008). These efforts provide much-
needed information to guide program development and teacher training modules 
for culture-based education as research-based practice.

Related research from this project also delves into understanding a wider range 
of student outcomes from a culture-based perspective, including sense of self-
worth, cultural identity, connections to family, and connections to community, in 
addition to academic achievement. These student measures arose out of a growing 
need from charter schools and other Native Hawaiian programs to understand 
student impact in a more holistic way, beyond reading and mathematics test 
scores. Stemming from this work are fresh developments in creating a student-
level measure of cultural assets. The measure can be used to gauge growth over 
time from a strengths-based perspective (Medeiros & Tibbetts, 2008; Tibbetts, 
Kahakalau, & Johnson 2007). Together, these research developments add to the 
growing base of knowledge and practice that empowers us as a community, 
providing new perspectives and approaches to aid our journey forward as we seek 
to strengthen and grow our Hawaiian lähui (nation).
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Although the voyage is part of a longer journey that began long before us and will 
continue beyond the final phases of the project, additional evidence will need to be 
collected. This evidence will include the stories, work samples, ideas, and feedback 
from the multitude of participants that provide the paddling strokes that move the 
canoe forward through the channels and into the open ocean. These pieces will 
assist in describing the full picture of the storyboard as outlined in this article.

As we continue to work closer with teachers, parents, administrators, schools, and 
communities, a clearer understanding of the impact of culture-based education 
is beginning to emerge. The quest will require each member of our schools and 
communities to participate as that of a paddler pulling through the changing 
currents until we collectively reach the destination where all of our children are 
engaged, active, and successful learners. “E lauhoe mai nä waÿa; i ke kä, i ka hoe, i 

ka hoe, i ke kä; pae aku i ka ÿäina” (Everybody paddle the canoes together; bail and 
paddle, paddle and bail, and the shore is reached; Pukui, 1983). We are on the way, 
and as we arrive at each destination, we must tell the story of the journey from our 
own words and through our own ideas as indigenous educators.  
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Notes

1 Note that future publications will examine the data gathered using these tools as 
a framework for understanding culture-based education, its use among teachers, 
and associated student outcomes (see Kanaÿiaupuni, Ledward, & Takayama, 2009). 

2  This project is entitled the Hawaiian Cultural Influences in Education (HCIE) 
Study, launched in 2005 by Kamehameha Schools.

3 In the field of sociology, an ideal type is formed from characteristics and 
elements of the given phenomena but it is not meant to correspond to all of the 
characteristics of any one particular case. Attributable to Max Weber, an ideal type 
is not meant to refer to perfect conditions, moral ideals, or statistical averages but 
rather to stress certain elements common to most cases of the given phenomena.

4 For more information, see http://crede.berkeley.edu/index.html.
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This article details the development of an inventory of exemplary 

Hawaiian leadership behaviors. The behaviors are based on Hawaiian 

cultural values and are distinct from global leadership behaviors. 

Previous efforts to identify Hawaiian values were accomplished by 

inferring the values from Hawaiian oral and written traditions. By 

contrast, the present study surveyed a sample of the Hawaiian popula-

tion to identify a set of exemplary leadership behaviors. The behaviors 

were shown to be statistically different from leadership behavior 

expected from exemplary non-Hawaiian leaders. Factor analysis was 

used to demonstrate the uniqueness of these behaviors. The analysis 

further summarized the inventory into four distinctive leadership 

traits: acknowledgment of Hawaiian culture as the source of leader-

ship, authority through responsible behavior, Hawaiian worldview, 

and personal aptitude for leadership. A new method for determining 

the cultural significance of research in the native community is also 

proposed in this study. 
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The exemplary Hawaiian leader has a strong self-identity rooted in his or her 
genealogy and the rich background of Hawaiian culture. 
 

— Anonymous participant in study

Hawaiian leaders of today should draw on traditional and contemporary 
Hawaiian cultural values to make pono (proper) leadership decisions. An 

inventory of exemplary Hawaiian values-based leadership behaviors can contribute 
to the development of pono (balanced) Hawaiian leaders and leaders of Hawaiian 
organizations. (For a glossary of Hawaiian words and phrases used in the article, 
see Appendix A.) 

There are examples of Hawaiian leaders displaying leadership behaviors anecdot-
ally defined as being “Hawaiian.” However, there is no Hawaiian analog to the 
multitude of statistically significant inventories of Western values-based leader-
ship behaviors. Given that cultural variations exist among leadership behaviors 
(Ayman, 1993), it can be reasonably concluded that an inventory of leadership 
behaviors based on Hawaiian cultural values can be defined. If Hawaiian values-
based leadership behaviors can be defined, then an inventory of exemplary 
behaviors can be developed to (a) create leadership curricula that are keyed to 
Hawaiian cultural values and (b) identify Hawaiian cultural values-based lead-
ership behaviors in emerging Hawaiian leaders and candidates for leadership 
positions. The purpose of the study is to develop an inventory of exemplary 
Hawaiian leadership behaviors that are both culturally and statistically significant. 

Previous Studies

The literature on leadership development was used to show that leadership 
behaviors can be learned, are values-based and culturally dependent, and are 
observable. In addition, the emerging academic discipline of indigenous research 
methodologies makes a strong argument for establishing the cultural significance 
of research by (among other things) demonstrating that the principal investigator, 
Guy H. Kaulukukui, had rightful access to the culture in question.
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Leadership Principles Can Be Learned

Kouzes and Posner (1987) conducted over 200,000 surveys among successful leaders 
to evaluate the behaviors and practices being used by leaders when they were at 
their best. The authors concluded that leadership can be learned by everyone and 
can be simplified into a set of observable practices. These practices were iden-
tified in their Leadership Practices Inventory (LPI). Additionally, their research 
showed that these practices were evident in leaders from every culture and could 
be learned by all individuals.  

Leadership Behaviors Are Values-Based and Culturally Dependent

A significant amount of research in the field of leadership development has 
focused on the role of personal values in understanding leadership behavior 
(Bennis & Nanus, 1985; Deal & Kennedy, 1988; Haire, Ghiselli, & Porter, 1966; 
Hughes, Rao, & Alker, 1976; Peters & Austin, 1984; Pezeshkpur, 1975; Senger, 1970; 
Sikula, 1971). The research has consistently demonstrated a strong relationship 
between a leader’s personal values and his or her decision-making process 
(Bjerke, 1999).

Personal values are derived from cultural values that are learned and reinforced 
in families and schools (Derr, Roussillon, & Bournois, 2002). Cultural or “national” 
values are the set of deep-seated nonconscious assumptions that provide the foun-
dation for the behaviors of a leader (Bjerke, 1999; Derr et al., 2002; Trompenaars, 
1994). The research showed a strong correlation between an individual’s personal 
values and the culture in which he or she was raised.

Ayman (1993) provided additional support for this finding by demonstrating that 
people of different regions hold different work-related values and that people of 
a region have a common implicit leadership theory that affects their evaluation 
of a leader. In support of this argument, Ayman reported that responses to a 
leader behavior questionnaire by leaders from Hong Kong, Japan, Great Britain, 
and the United States revealed similar factors across cultures, but the behaviors 
that contributed to each factor varied from one culture to another. Triandis (1993) 
reported that one of the most important dimensions of cultural variation in lead-
ership behaviors is individualism versus collectivism. These two constructs are 
cultural paradigms that reflect attitudes, beliefs, norms, roles, self-definitions, and 
values that contrast two types of cultures. 
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Recent research has demonstrated the importance of culture-based, societal, or 
national values in the development of a leader and his or her decision-making 
process. Schein (2004) indicated that national culture is derived from a set of basic 
assumptions rooted in early childhood experiences, language, religion, philosophy, 
geography, and other variables linked expressly to a homogeneous society. Derr et 
al. (2002) identified national culture as an intervening variable in leadership devel-
opment that significantly affects leaders by shaping the self-definition of a leader 
and the cultural filters through which they perceive the world of work and leader-
ship development. The authors further asserted that national culture is the most 
determinant factor in influencing a leader’s cognition by providing a framework 
for the leader’s basic assumptions. 

The Global Leadership and Organizational Behavior Effectiveness (GLOBE) 
program identified cultural variables that strongly influenced the ways in which 
people think about leaders (House, Hanges, Javidan, Dorfman, & Gupta, 2004). 
Although the study conducted in 60 countries showed a high degree of univer-
sally endorsed leadership behaviors (e.g., charismatic/values-based leadership 
and team-oriented leadership), House et al. also identified 35 leadership behaviors 
that were viewed as contributors to effective leadership in some countries and as 
impediments in other countries.

Leadership Behaviors Are Observable

Kouzes and Posner (1987) developed a Leadership Practices Inventory (LPI) that 
included a set of 30 behavioral statements cast on a 5-point Likert scale. Preliminary 
forms of the LPI were administered to more than 3,000 business managers and their 
subordinates. Analysis of these data resulted in the final version of the LPI that had 
an internal reliability of .83 and a test–retest reliability of .94. Factor analysis of the 
data revealed five factor structures with eigenvalues in excess of 1.0. Contrary to 
the findings of other researchers, Kouzes and Posner reported that cross-cultural 
(United States, Australia, Germany, England, Netherlands) comparisons of LPI 
administrations did not reveal statistically significant cultural differences. 
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Research Methodology Must Be Culturally Significant

In an introspective doctoral dissertation by Gabrielle Welford (2003) titled Too Many 

Deaths: Decolonizing Western Academic Research on Indigenous Cultures, the author 
criticized “White academic ways of thinking” and encouraged Western scholars to 
leave the analysis of indigenous cultures to the people within the culture. Welford, 
who identified herself as a “haole Euroamerican woman,” allowed for the possi-
bility of conducting research on indigenous cultures when asked to do so by legiti-
mate voices representing the culture, in which case the researcher must do his or 
her best to fulfill the responsibilities that come with accepting the request. 

Welford’s view is a refreshing change to the empirical research models used by 
Western social scientists as the methodology of choice for drawing inferences about 
human behavior. The model suggests that observable behaviors can be defined in 
a manner that is empirically obvious and empirically true. That is to say, rational 
observers would draw the same inferences without regard to their own identity, 
cultural or otherwise. Recent research by Mäori and Hawaiian scholars challenged 
this paradigm, and the methodologies they subsequently proposed were built on 
an indigenous worldview.

Linda Tuhiwai Smith (1999) argued that Western research is based on assumptions 
of knowledge systems, rules, and values that bias the research toward the Western 
worldview in the areas of race, gender, space, time, and the role of individuals 
and society. To counter these biases, Mäori researchers have proposed models 
for developing indigenous research that structure assumptions, values, concepts, 
orientations, and research priorities in a Mäori worldview. 

The Mäori methodology, Kaupapa Mäori, is a growing initiative that abandons 
the Western model in favor of an authentic approach to defining Mäori behaviors. 
Graham Smith (1990) reported that Kaupapa Mäori research (a) is related to being 
Mäori, (b) is connected to Mäori philosophy and principles, (c) is concerned with the 
struggle for autonomy over Mäori cultural well-being, and (d) takes for granted the 
validity, legitimacy, and importance of Mäori language and culture. Mataira (2004) 
emphasized the importance of Kaupapa Mäori, reporting that emerging Mäori 
research methodologies place equal emphasis on the message and the messenger. 
Mäori researchers are aware that their technical expertise is balanced against the 
legitimate right of access. 
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A similar trend toward developing research methodologies based on an indigenous 
worldview has been proposed by Hawaiian researchers. Meyer (1997) identified a 
Hawaiian epistemology with the following philosophic structures: (a) spirituality 
and knowing, (b) culturally defined senses, (c) relationships and knowledge, (d) 
utility and knowledge, (e) words and knowledge, and (f) the naÿau. The naÿau is the 
seat of both thinking and feeling for Hawaiians. It is that part of what we “know” 
that is attributed to instinct, rather than intelligence as defined by the five common 
senses. In this respect, naÿau is the acknowledgment of the sixth—or uncommon—
sense as a distinct and legitimate part of a Hawaiian epistemology. Meyer noted that 

“identity is linked to culture, and culture defines epistemology” (p. 22). Therefore, 
research on exemplary leadership behaviors based on Hawaiian cultural values 
must be viewed through the filter of Hawaiian knowledge systems.

In his doctoral dissertation, Kamanaÿopono Crabbe (2003) developed the Hawaiian 
Ethnic Identity (HEI) scale as a means for assessing acculturation and identity 
in people of Hawaiian ancestry. The HEI scale extended the work of previous 
researchers (Hishinuma et al., 2000; Howard, 1974; Rezentes, 1993) whose assess-
ments of ethnic identity among Hawaiians lacked the psychometric properties 
necessary to determine the statistical validity and reliability of their survey instru-
ments. By contrast, Crabbe provided evidence to show that the HEI scale is a valid 
and reliable measure of Hawaiian ethnic identity. His study showed significant 
differences between Hawaiian and non-Hawaiian respondents, supporting the 
assumption that a survey instrument can be used to identify behaviors that are 
uniquely Hawaiian.

Kanaÿiaupuni (2004) argued for the adoption of a Hawaiian research method-
ology built on the strengths of the culture, not its deficiencies (Kaÿakälai Mäkau). 
Kanaÿiaupuni encouraged the pursuit of science from a Hawaiian worldview, 
and in a manner that reveals how cultural diversity and Hawaiian ways of 
knowing can strengthen scientific knowledge. Kanaÿiaupuni and her colleagues 
in Hui Hoÿokahua are attempting to build a foundation for a Hawaiian research 
paradigm that is both culturally and statistically significant.

Applying the notion of a Hawaiian epistemology and the Kaupapa Mäori 
framework to the study of exemplary Hawaiian leadership behaviors suggests that 
in order for a behavioral measurement instrument to be culturally significant, it 
must be (a) developed by someone who has a legitimate access to the information, 
(b) inclusive of the input of respected cultural experts, (c) worded in a way that 
reflects the richness of cultural values, (d) interpreted through a cultural filter, and 
(e) validated by cultural practitioners.
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Consequently, a review of the literature in leadership research supported the 
proposition that leadership behaviors are observable, values-based, and culturally 
dependent. Mäori and Hawaiian researchers are developing new research meth-
odologies based on these conclusions, and their preliminary results provided the 
foundation for the present study’s purpose of developing a culturally and statisti-
cally significant inventory of exemplary leadership behaviors based on Hawaiian 
cultural values.

Background

Identifying a unique set of exemplary Hawaiian leadership behaviors assumes the 
existence of a set of core Hawaiian values that anchors behavior considered to 
be uniquely Hawaiian. Although Hawaiians have occupied the pae ÿäina (archi-
pelago) of Hawaiÿi for 2,000 years, a common set of Hawaiian values is difficult to 
identify given the near annihilation of the culture. As can be imagined, when an 
entire people are almost obliterated from the face of the earth, their culture and 
cultural values hang in the balance, and the practice and continuation of their 
values become the kuleana (responsibility) of a very few people. 

The population of Native Hawaiians declined dramatically between Captain Cook’s 
ill-fated visit in 1778 and the dawning of the 20th century. Stannard (1989) estimated 
the pre-1778 population of Hawaiÿi to be upward of 800,000 people, and perhaps 
even as large as 1 million. By contrast, estimates made during the late 1700s placed 
the population closer to 200,000 or 300,000 people, although it is worth noting that 
most modern-day demographers believe these numbers to be understated. By 
the 1900 census, taken by the United States, the Native Hawaiian population was 
estimated at 40,000. Taking the pre-1778 population of 800,000 as a starting point 
yields a staggering 95% decline in the native population over 122 years. Taking 
the conservative pre-1778 estimate of 200,000 people yields a decline of 80% in the 
native population. The debate over the population in Hawaiÿi prior to Cook’s arrival 
continues, but the effects of his arrival are unambiguous. As a direct or proximate 
result of contact with Westerners and their diseases, between 8 and 9 of every 
10 Native Hawaiians died during the span of 122 years that Hawaiian physician, 
historian, and researcher O. A. Bushnell (1993) called “the time of dying.” The 
consequences of this catastrophe had a significant impact on the retention and 
sharing of cultural knowledge.
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The descendants of the 40,000 survivors of the time of dying have grown to 401,162 
today (U.S. Census Bureau, 2000). These people are the primary means for the 
transmission of cultural values and behaviors from the past to the present. These 
descendants are a minority in their own homeland and as such must survive 
among the dominant beliefs and value systems of the current society. 

However, the cultural values of an entire people have been perpetuated by the few 
individuals and families that survived while most succumbed to illness, disease, 
and philosophies introduced by foreigners. The present study sought to extract 
these values as they pertain to leadership behaviors by surveying the descendants 
of these survivors, the Native Hawaiian population of today.

Method

The development of an inventory of exemplary Hawaiian leadership behaviors 
was a three-step process that included (a) identifying a set of leadership behaviors 
practiced by exemplary Hawaiian leaders, (b) identifying the factors that underlie 
the behaviors, and (c) reducing the set of behaviors to the smallest number of 
items representing a uniquely Hawaiian factor or factors. The study solicited lead-
ership behavior items from Hawaiian leaders and emerging leaders and utilized 
a survey instrument to determine the degree to which a sample of the Hawaiian 
population agreed that the behaviors reflected exemplary Hawaiian leadership. 
Inferential statistical techniques and factor analysis were used to identify the 
exemplary behaviors, reveal their core values, and demonstrate their uniqueness. 

Identifying Exemplary Hawaiian Leadership Behaviors

developing a Culturally Significant Survey Instrument 

A survey instrument was developed to identify an inventory of exemplary Hawaiian 
leadership behaviors as determined by Hawaiian people whose experiences come 
from a variety of sources, including written and oral histories, family traditions, 
and ancestral memory. As an added goal, and to enhance its utility, the inventory 
was expected to be both statistically and culturally significant. The statistical signif-
icance of the inventory depended on strict adherence to a protocol of inferential 
statistics and factor analysis techniques. 
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In a similar fashion, the inventory’s cultural significance depended on adherence 
to cultural protocols. We proceeded with the follow protocols: establishing the 
kuleana of the researchers, seeking the advice and guidance of cultural experts, 
adopting a Hawaiian worldview by soliciting behavioral statements from Hawaiian 
leaders and emerging leaders, using key Hawaiian words to describe leadership 
behaviors, and seeking posttest validity from cultural practitioners.

ESTAbLISHING THE KULEANA OF THE RESEARCHERS. An overwhelming theme in 
the research of Hawaiian and Mäori scholars is the legitimacy or kuleana of the 
researcher (Kanaÿiaupuni, 2004; Mataira, 2004; G. Smith, 1990; L. T. Smith, 1999). In 
the present study, both of the researchers are Native Hawaiian. More specifically, 
the principal investigator, Guy H. Kaulukukui, has ancestral ties to Hawaiÿi and 
Maui. He has led community-based research projects on Molokaÿi (Moÿomomi) 
and Hawaiÿi (Mauna Kea, Waipiÿo Valley) and presided over numerous issues of 
cultural sensitivity and importance while serving as vice president for cultural 
studies at Bishop Museum. Kaulukukui has collaborated on six invited presenta-
tions on the subject of Hawaiian leadership models and served as an advisor on 
two university-level leadership programs for Hawaiian students. Additionally, he 
collaborated on the development of a Hawaiian leadership curriculum for students 
in Grades K–12. He holds a PhD in economic education, and his dissertation 
required the development of a valid and reliable psychometric scale for identifying 
anxiety-based performance inhibitors in college-level economics students. 

SEEKING THE ADVICE OF CULTURAL ExPERTS. A group of Hawaiian küpuna (elders) 
agreed to serve in an advisory capacity. The responsibilities of the group were to 
(a) identify the Hawaiian leaders and emerging leaders who provided the initial 
set of Hawaiian leadership behavioral statements for the pilot test of the inventory 
and (b) provide cultural guidance and oversight of the project from beginning 
to end. The advisory group consisted of eight members, divided evenly between 
men and women, whose ages fell within the range of 55 to 85 years. Each member 
is accomplished in their field and knowledgeable in Hawaiian cultural practices 
in varying degrees. Among them are educators and retired educators, Hawaiian 
activists, a retired judge, and a social worker. Their cultural expertise includes 
history, hula, oli (chanting), hoÿoponopono (to correct or make right), and loko iÿa 
(fishpond). Five of the members are from Oÿahu, and one each is from Hawaiÿi, 
Molokaÿi, and Kauaÿi.
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We introduced the project to the advisory group during a 3-hour meeting that 
included an opportunity for them to question us about the project’s basic assump-
tions, parameters, and methodology. We also asked the advisors to identify 
Hawaiian leaders and emerging leaders who, on the basis of their experience, 
would be able to provide us with the initial set of behavioral statements. The 
advisors provided the names and contact information for 37 individuals.

ADOPTING A HAWAIIAN WORLDVIEW bY SOLICITING bEHAVIORAL STATEMENTS FROM 

HAWAIIAN LEADERS AND EMERGING LEADERS. We mailed out a letter of introduction 
to the 37 Hawaiian leaders and emerging leaders identified by the advisory group. 
The letter provided a brief description of the project and informed the individuals 
that they had been identified as someone who would be able to provide us with 
statements that reflect Hawaiian leadership behaviors. Thirteen of the individuals 
were female and 24 were male. They resided on Hawaiÿi Island, Maui, Molokaÿi, 
Oÿahu, and Kauaÿi. The group represented a wide range of cultural knowledge, and 
their professions included the fields of education, medicine, law, business, religion, 
and the travel industry. They ranged in age from their late 20s to their 70s.  

A week later, a second letter was mailed to the 37 individuals providing a more 
detailed description of the project and requesting that they provide us with 
between 5 and 10 statements reflecting Hawaiian leadership behaviors. The letter 
included 5 examples of leadership behavioral statements from the LPI (Kouzes & 
Posner, 1987) as a guide. The individuals were asked to submit their behavioral 
statements to the research team within 2 weeks and were provided with a postage-
paid envelope to facilitate their response. In addition, the individuals were asked 
whether they wanted to participate in the project anonymously or if they were 
willing to be identified as a participant.

Fourteen of the 37 individuals responded to the request and submitted statements 
they believed reflected Hawaiian leadership behaviors. Of the respondents, 7 were 
male, 5 were female, and 2 preferred to participate anonymously. The respondents 
represented a range of Hawaiian cultural knowledge, including hula, religion, 
voyaging, fishing, and history. Their professions, or former professions, included 
education, law, medicine, social work, business, law enforcement, and religion. 
The respondents resided on Oÿahu, Kauaÿi, Maui, and Molokaÿi. Combined, the 
group submitted a total of 90 statements they believed to represent Hawaiian 
leadership behaviors.
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USING KEY HAWAIIAN WORDS. The respondents’ statements were transcribed word 
for word (see Appendix B) unless, when necessary, reworded so that they reflected 
an observable behavior (Appendix C). For example, the statement “A Hawaiian 
leader recognizes a higher power” was reworded as “A Hawaiian leader reacts to 
the presence of a higher power.” In all other cases, the statements were maintained 
from the original submission, including the use of Hawaiian words; for example, 
if the respondent used the word kuleana (right/responsibility) or naÿau (of the 
heart or mind) in their statement, we used it instead of translating the word into 
English. Although translating Hawaiian words into English would likely facilitate 
the non-Hawaiian speakers in the sample, it would undoubtedly lose the richness 
and kaona (hidden meaning) of the word, and therefore the meaning of the entire 
statement, as it was presented (and perhaps intended) by the individual who 
submitted the original statement. Further, Hawaiian words do not always have a 
proper corresponding English word that might convey the nuance and distinction 
intended by the original submission. In the end, most of the Hawaiian words used 
on the behavior statements were commonplace and well known by any long-time 
resident of Hawaiÿi. In addition, the full statements were descriptive enough that 
the meaning of any unfamiliar Hawaiian words could be inferred through the 
context and remainder of the sentence. 

SEEKING POSTTEST VALIDITY. The final step in determining the cultural significance 
of the Inventory of Exemplary Hawaiian Leadership Behaviors was to validate it 
by seeking the manaÿo (thoughts) and feedback from two groups. The first group 
comprised the küpuna who served in an advisory capacity; they were provided 
with a draft copy of the study’s results in advance of a meeting held approximately 
1 year after the group’s first meeting to discuss the project. The second group 
comprised participants at two conferences—the Kamehameha Schools 2005 
Research Conference held in Honolulu and the 2005 World Indigenous People’s 
Conference on Education in Aotearoa (New Zealand)—in which the methodology 
and results of this study were presented.

Pilot-test Survey of the Inventory of Exemplary Hawaiian  
leadership Behaviors

We conducted a pilot test of the survey of exemplary Hawaiian leadership behaviors. 
The 90 behavioral statements from the previous phase of the study were reviewed, 
5 redundant statements were omitted (Items 26, 31, 32, 67, 78), and the remaining 
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items were retained on the inventory. The pilot-test survey of the Inventory of 
Exemplary Hawaiian Leadership Behaviors included 85 leadership behavior items. 
Additionally, 10 leadership behavior items from the LPI (Kouzes & Posner, 1987) 
were included in the present survey to provide variation in the responses and to 
confirm a distinction between the existence of uniquely Hawaiian behaviors and 
the standard business leadership principles common to most leaders. Each of 
the items on the survey was cast against a 5-point Likert scale, and respondents 
were asked to rate the degree to which they agreed that an exemplary Hawaiian 
leader or an exemplary non-Hawaiian leader display the behavior. This allowed 
for further research using discriminate analysis. Finally, an additional set of 
questions was also included in the instrument to capture a variety of demographic 
and Hawaiian identity data that we used to more closely examine the nature of the 
responses generated by both the pilot and final administrations of the inventory. 
The Hawaiian identity items were intended to measure the degree to which the 
respondents identify with their Hawaiian ethnicity. The 6 items were selected 
from the Hawaiian Culture Scale (Hishinuma et al., 2000). 

The pilot-test survey was mailed to the 37 Hawaiian leaders and emerging leaders 
previously identified by the project’s küpuna, and an additional 17 individuals with 
ties to various Hawaiian organizations received an electronic version of the survey. 
The respondents were asked to record their ratings directly on the survey sheet 
provided and mail their responses back in a postage-paid envelope, or e-mail their 
responses, within 2 weeks. 

RESULTS OF THE PILOT-TEST SURVEY. Nineteen of the 54 individuals who received 
the pilot-test survey responded during the allotted time period. A frequency distri-
bution of their responses showed enough variation between ratings for exemplary 
Hawaiian and non-Hawaiian leaders on a given item to infer that data collected 
by the final administration of the survey could potentially yield the Inventory 
of Exemplary Hawaiian Leadership Behaviors sought by the present study. The 
frequency distribution also revealed that the differences between mean ratings for 
exemplary Hawaiian and non-Hawaiian leaders on a given item were greatest for 
those items that were highly specific to Hawaiian values and vice versa. This result 
is illustrated in Table 1.
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TAbLE 1  Mean ratings for five items with the largest difference and five items with the 
smallest difference

Mean rating

Item
Hawaiian 

leader
Non-Hawaiian 

leader
Difference

Demonstrates grounding in core cultural 
values of their Hawaiian ancestors, especially 
aloha, lökahi, and ÿohana.

4.74 2.59 2.15

Acknowledges teachings from ancestors. 4.79 2.76 2.03

Draws upon the legacy of their ancestor’s 
strengths, successes, failures, and limitations 
in fulfilling their own fate and destiny.

4.32 2.47 1.85

Treasures and participates in Hawaiian cul-
tural activities, embraces them as his/her own, 
and demonstrates an understanding of the 
importance of their proliferation.

4.37 2.53 1.84

Is concerned with the greater good of the 
Hawaiian community.

4.61 2.81 1.80

Sees possibilities before they become obvious. 4.26 3.94 (0.32)

Takes initiative to overcome obstacles. 4.39 4.19 (0.20)

Sets goals and continues through to 
successful completion.

4.42 4.24 (0.18)

Experiments and takes risks. 3.95 4.06 (0.11)

Demands excellence and accountability. 4.21 4.18 (0.03)

 
Note: items in boldface originated from the Kouzes and Posner (1987) leadership Practices 
inventory. Values in parentheses represent the mean difference in average rating for Hawaiian and 
non-Hawaiian leaders.

The results of the pilot survey indicated that the survey instrument provided suffi-
cient variation between responses to infer differences between exemplary Hawaiian 
and non-Hawaiian leaders in a given behavior. Further, the results showed that 
behaviors that appeared to be related more closely to Hawaiian cultural values 
tended to vary by a larger amount between ratings of exemplary Hawaiian and non-
Hawaiian leaders than behaviors that appeared to be more global in nature. The 
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first 5 behavioral items in Table 1 reflect the former, and the second 5 behavioral 
items reflect the latter. Two of the 10 behavioral items from Kouzes and Posner’s 
(1987) LPI showed up in the bottom 5 ratings in Table 1. The Western leadership 
behaviors were included in the survey to test the uniqueness of the present study’s 
results. These initial results tended to support that conclusion and provided an 
indication that the final administration of the survey would do likewise. 

The pilot administration of the survey indicated that the study could proceed with 
slight modifications to the survey instrument. Besides correcting errors in the 
age groupings in Part I (Background), we added a free-response section to the 
survey so respondents could identify the names of two individuals whom they 
considered to be exemplary Hawaiian and non-Hawaiian leaders. This addition 
had a twofold purpose: (a) to focus the respondent on a real person as opposed to 
an idealized leader while they completed the survey, and (b) to provide us with an 
idea of who respondents considered to be exemplary leaders in order to classify the 
type of leader by industry, occupation, or age for further research on differences in 
expected leadership behavior. 

administration of the Final Survey 

The final survey of the Inventory of Exemplary Hawaiian Leadership Behaviors 
(Appendix D) was mailed to over 2,000 households selected from (a) a database of 
Hawaiian Civic Club members maintained by the Association of Hawaiian Civic 
Clubs (n = 1,200), (b) a list of Hawaiian participants recruited from a statewide 
study of randomly selected adults conducted by Kamehameha Schools (n = 271), 
and (c) a list of participants recruited from a survey of Kamehameha Schools 
post-high school financial aid recipients conducted by Omnitrak Group (n = 583). 
Each survey was accompanied by a postage-paid return envelope, and respondents 
were asked to return the completed surveys within 30 days. The sample for the 
present study was drawn from these three populations, and although the sample is 
not random in the strictest sense, it does represent a certain degree of randomness 
within the populations.

THE SAMPLE. Two-hundred seventy-six completed surveys were returned by the 
deadline. The 13% response rate compared favorably with standard response rates 
for surveys conducted via the mail. The responses were scanned into a database, 
and reports were generated for each of the 7 demographic, 6 Hawaiian identity, 
and 95 survey items.
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The sample of 276 respondents included 90 (33%) men and 186 (67%) women. Half 
of the sample was over the age of 56, with 29% falling within the range of 56 and 
70 years of age and 22% of the sample older than 71 years of age. An additional 30% 
of the sample fell within the range of 36 and 55 years of age. Ten percent of the 
sample fell within the range of 26 and 35 years of age, and the remaining 9% were 
between 18 and 25 years of age. 

Eighty-eight percent of the sample indicated that they have lived in Hawaiÿi for 
more than half their life. The majority of the sample resided on Oÿahu (67%), 
with Hawaiÿi (16%), Maui (6%), Kauaÿi (4%), and Molokaÿi (2%) also represented. 
No responses were received from Länaÿi or Niÿihau. An overwhelming majority 
(88%) of the sample indicated that they were of Hawaiian ancestry, and less than 
half (41%) indicated that their Hawaiian parent was still living.  

HAWAIIAN IDENTITY DATA. The six Hawaiian identity items were selected or gener-
alized from the Hawaiian Culture Scale (Hishinuma et al., 2000). The items were 
intended to measure the degree to which the sample identified with Hawaiian 
ethnic identity. The survey asked respondents to select a score on a 5-point Likert 
scale that represented their response to the identity items. 

The responses to the Hawaiian identity items indicated that the sample identi-
fied with Hawaiian ethnicity to a high degree. For example, if we combine the 
scores of 5 and 4 on the scale and interpret that as indicating a mostly affirma-
tive response, then we can infer that a large majority of respondents placed a 
high value on Hawaiian beliefs (86%) and a premium on maintaining Hawaiian 
cultural traditions (90%). Additionally, the respondents were largely familiar with 
Hawaiian customs and beliefs (63%), activities (76%), and lifestyles (64%). By 
contrast, the respondents indicated that they were somewhat to not at all familiar 
with the Hawaiian language (88%). Although this finding is disconcerting, it was 
not unanticipated given the total prohibition on speaking Hawaiian in Hawaiÿi 
schools in the early to middle 20th century. Table 2 summarizes the results from 
the Hawaiian identity items.
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TAbLE 2  Responses to Hawaiian identity items (N = 276)

Response

Item
Very 

5
 
4

Somewhat  
3

 
2

Not  at all  
1

How well do you understand  
the Hawaiian language?

3% 10% 45% 36% 7%

How much do you value  
Hawaiian beliefs, behaviors,  
and attitudes?

58% 28% 12% 2% —

How important is it to you  
to maintain Hawaiian  
cultural traditions?

69% 21% 8% 1% .4%

How familiar are you with  
Hawaiian customs and beliefs?

29% 34% 27% 9% .4%

How familiar are you with  
Hawaiian activities?

39% 37% 17% 7% .4%

How familiar are you with  
Hawaiian lifestyles?

30% 34% 28% 7% .4%

Identifying the Factors That Underlie the Behaviors

The 276 respondents in the sample were asked to rate the degree to which they 
thought an exemplary Hawaiian and non-Hawaiian leader would display the 
behaviors included in the survey. Mean ratings for the 95 behavioral items were 
calculated for each item and across all respondents. In every instance, the mean 
rating for exemplary Hawaiian leaders exceeded the mean rating for exemplary 
non-Hawaiian leaders. More important, the difference between the mean ratings 
was statistically significant at the 95% level for every item except one. Item 40 
(“demands excellence and accountability”) had mean ratings of 4.5 and 4.4 for 
exemplary Hawaiian and non-Hawaiian leaders, respectively, indicating that 
respondents rated this item as equally important for both leaders. 
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The results of this analysis indicated that respondents felt that each behavior, 
except for Item 40, was more representative of exemplary Hawaiian leaders 
than exemplary non-Hawaiian leaders. Assuming that an “exemplary” leader 
is exemplary because he or she displays these leadership behaviors with high 
frequency, all of the items except for Item 40 are reflective of exemplary Hawaiian 
leaders to a greater degree than exemplary non-Hawaiian leaders. The 16 items with 
the largest mean difference (greater than .9) all included references to ancestors, 
spirituality, language, cultural values, cultural practices, and caring for others. The 
13 items with the smallest mean difference (less than .2) tended to include general 
behaviors, although 2 of the items (Items 49 and 50) included Hawaiian words or 
phrases in the description of the behavior. Three of the 10 behavioral items from 
the LPI were represented in the set of items with the smallest mean difference. 

Table 3 and Table 4 show 16 items with the largest mean differences and 13 items 
with the smallest mean differences, respectively. Greater mean differences 
between these leaders indicated that the item was more likely to reflect Hawaiian 
leadership behaviors, and smaller mean differences indicated behaviors that may 
be more global in nature. The analysis of the mean ratings of the behavior items 
indicated all of the items in the survey except one reflected behaviors representative 
of exemplary Hawaiian leaders and could be included in an inventory of leader-
ship behaviors practiced by exemplary Hawaiian leaders. However, the foregoing 
analysis did not indicate whether the behaviors reflected unique Hawaiian cultural 
values. The next two steps of the analysis addressed this issue.
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TAbLE 3  Mean ratings for 16 items with the largest difference

Mean ratings

Item
Hawaiian 

leader
Non-Hawaiian 

leader
Difference

Is trained in Hawaiian language, songs, and 
dances in preparation to represent our people.

4.3 2.7 1.6

Is knowledgeable of Hawaiian culture past  
and present.

4.7 3.5 1.2

Makes decisions utilizing proven  
kupuna knowledge.

4.6 3.5 1.1

Treasures and participates in Hawaiian cul-
tural activities, embraces them as his/her own, 
and demonstrates an understanding of the 
importance of their proliferation.

4.7 3.6 1.1

Demonstrates a grounding in the core cultural 
values for their Hawaiian ancestors, especially 
aloha, lökahi, and ÿohana.

4.8 3.7 1.1

Obtains the input of küpuna before making  
a decision.

4.4 3.4 1.0

Considers the impact their signature will have 
on the values of Hawaiian culture. 

4.7 3.7 1.0

Applies the kupuna values of aloha ÿäina. 4.7 3.7 1.0

Is able to bring people together  
to hoÿoponopono.

4.6 3.7 .9

Considers the spirituality of their deliberations 
and decisions.

4.7 3.8 .9

Is knowledgeable of the history and genealogy 
of their birthplace.

4.7 3.8 .9

Looks and listens to the land with the eyes and 
ears of their feelings.

4.6 3.7 .9

Gives thanks to ancestors, culture, and elders. 4.8 3.9 .9

Acknowledges teachings from ancestors. 4.7 3.8 .9

Is concerned with the greater good of the 
Hawaiian community.

4.8 3.9 .9

Shows an appreciation of the forces of 
genealogy and the importance of its 
recognition in leadership activities.

4.6 3.7 .9
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TAbLE 4  Mean ratings for 13 items with the smallest difference

Mean ratings

Item
Hawaiian 

leader
Non-Hawaiian 

leader
Difference

Experiments and takes risks. 4.2 4.0 .2

Takes initiative to overcome obstacles. 4.6 4.4 .2

Exhibits the posture and physical appearance 
of a leader.

4.6 4.4 .2

Is a great communicator. 4.7 4.5 .2

Is decisive. 4.6 4.4 .2

E külia i ka nuÿu, tries to be the very best at 
what they are doing.

4.8 4.6 .2

Fulfills their kuleana to the best of their ability. 4.8 4.6 .2

Is enthusiastic and positive about the future. 4.6 4.4 .2

Is strategic and disregards the paths of confu-
sion and resistance.

4.4 4.2 .2

Displays a grasp of the global perspectives of 
a problem even if it only affects a tiny portion 
of the community.

4.3 4.1 .2

Is able to disagree with someone without 
insulting their status or contributions.

4.4 4.2 .2

Is not afraid to take a stand. 4.7 4.6 .1

Demand excellence and accountability. 4.5 4.4 .1

 
Note: items in boldface originated from the Kouzes and Posner (1987) leadership Practices inventory.
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Factor analysis

The purpose of factor analysis is to discover simple patterns embedded in a set of 
variables. In particular, it attempts to determine whether the observed variables 
can be explained by a smaller set of variables called factors. In the present case, we 
used factor analysis to identify the common factors among the 95 behavioral items 
and to reduce the set to the smallest number of items reflecting unique Hawaiian 
leadership behaviors. It was anticipated that behavioral items that were based on 
(a) Hawaiian values, (b) local values, (c) global values, and (d) a combination of all 
three values would be extracted from the data, thus a minimum of four factors was 
hypothesized a priori. 

We factor analyzed the data from the 276 respondents in the present study using 
the principal-components method with a varimax rotation and Kaiser normaliza-
tion. Missing data were removed from the analysis listwise; that is, the reported 
statistics are based on cases with no missing values for any variable. The propor-
tion of cases (n = 276) to the 95 variables far exceeds the minimum requirements 
for using this statistical technique, given that with factor analysis it is even accept-
able to have more variables than cases. The program was set to extract 4 factors 
and converged in 8 iterations. The 4-factor model was selected based in part on the 
a priori hypothesis of 3 salient factors and after running an unconstrained analysis 
of the data that revealed 15 factors, of which 5 were interpretable but convoluted 
and confusing. 

The factor analysis of the data revealed four well-structured factors with interpre-
table factor loadings (greater than .300). The combined factors explained 61% of 
the variation in the data. Factor 1 accounted for 49.4% of the total variation by itself 
and proved to be the most robust factor. Factors 2 through 4 explained 5.4%, 3.6%, 
and 2.7% of the total variation, respectively, adding little additional interpretation 
to the analysis. Table 5 summarizes these results and identifies, by item number, 
the items that loaded on each of the four factors. The items are listed in the order 
of their factor loadings within factor. 
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TAbLE 5  Factor loading for four-factor model

Factor 1: Exemplary Hawaiian Leadership Behaviors

Considers the impact their signature will have on the values of Hawaiian culture

Makes decisions utilizing proven kupuna knowledge

Shows an appreciation of the forces of genealogy and the importance of its recognition in 
leadership activities

Draws upon the legacy of their ancestors strengths, successes, failures, and limitations in fulfilling 
their own fate and destiny

looks and listens to the land with the eyes and ears of their feelings

Applies cultural values in dealing with people

is knowledgeable of Hawaiian culture past and present

Understands and respects the spiritual role of their naÿau in leadership activities

Applies the kupuna values of aloha ÿäina

is mindful of the use and management of their mana

Seeks spiritual guidance before taking on important tasks

Displays a respect for the decisions of those who came before us

is concerned with the greater good of the Hawaiian community

is knowledgeable of the history and genealogy of their birthplace

Treasures and participates in Hawaiian cultural activities, embraces them as his/her own, 
and demonstrates an understanding of the importance of their proliferation 

Obtains the input of küpuna before making a decision

is trained in Hawaiian language, songs, and dances in preparation to represent our people

Gives thanks to ancestors, culture, and elders

Considers the spirituality of their deliberations and decisions

Demonstrates a grounding in the core cultural values for their Hawaiian ancestors, especially aloha, 
lökahi, and ÿohana

Knows who they are in terms of their culture, religion, and skills

listens to their naÿau

Acknowledges teachings from ancestors  
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TAbLE 5  continued

 
Reacts to the presence of a higher power

Knows his/her own ÿäina

Considers success as belonging to an individual as well as the individual’s family

is ‘onipaÿa in adversity

Stresses education and knowledge of the environment for the future of mankind

Displays an understanding that the Creator’s spirit is in all beings and is good

Accepts their kuleana to lead 

Factor 2: Interacting With Others

Draws upon the legacy of their ancestors strengths, successes, failures, and limitations in fulfilling 
their own fate and destiny

Treats people with dignity and respect

Treats people with aloha

Gives team members appreciation and support

Treats everyone with respect and honor

Displays patience, understanding, compassion, and humility

is cooperative

is passionate in their desire to serve without personal glory or gain

Demonstrates a sense of aloha

Demonstrates high standards that apply to everyone equally

is respectful of elders as if they are their own

is knowledgeable, accessible, and dependable

Behaves in a pono manner 

Considers the effect of decision-making on their people before considering themselves

Empowers others to succeed

Allows enough time to ensure that people they work with feel as if they are the most important 
person in the world 

increases another person’s feelings of self-worth 
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TAbLE 5  continued

 
Demonstrates a willingness to share, teach, and guide

Displays integrity and loyalty

Displays a belief in goodness and human potential

Demonstrates haÿahaÿa, qualities of humility

Demonstrates that they think of future generations

is compassionate and caring to people’s problems

Honors and values relationships 

Factor 3: General Leadership Behaviors

is collaborative

is strategic and disregards paths of confusion and resistance

is enthusiastic and positive about the future

Appeals to others to share their dream of the future

is the best example of what he or she wants to see in others

Displays a balance between idealism and pragmatism

Sees possibilities before they become obvious

Develops cooperative relationships

Focuses on excellence in all aspects of their life

Praises people lavishly and criticizes sparingly and thoughtfully

is decisive

Displays a grasp of the global perspective of a problem even it only affects a tiny portion 
of the community

Experiments and takes risks

Doesn’t mistake kindness for weakness or passion for anger 

Takes initiative to overcome obstacles

Undertakes deep spiritual examination and analysis before making a decision

is courageous in their leadership and willing to take risks to effectively serve 
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TAbLE 5  continued

 
Exhibits the posture and physical appearance of a leader

Places the welfare of the people foremost

Continually builds their cache of wisdom

Considers the impact their decisions will have on the environment

is able to bring people together to hoÿoponopono

is a great communicator

Demonstrates humility in words and deeds

is able to disagree with someone without insulting their status or contributions

is aware of boundaries that should never be violated 

Factor 4: Accountability and Dependability

is not afraid to take a stand

Stands firmly and with resolve in the face of adversity

Sets the example by doing

E külia i ka nuÿu, tries to be the very best at what they are doing

Sets goals and continues through to the successful completion

is responsible for their role as a leader

Demonstrates the knowledge of their kuleana and knows where it begins and ends

Fulfills their kuleana to the best of their ability 

Demonstrates competency in their field and shares experience

Follows through on promises and commitments

is wise, knowledgeable, and respectable

Sets an example of what is expected

is not afraid to stand and fight for what they think is pono

inspires others to dedicate themselves to small tasks to achieve large goals

Demands excellence and accountability 
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FACTOR 1. Factor 1 was composed of 30 behavioral items with factor loadings 
between .788 and .369. The factor included 9 of the 10 items in the survey that 
referenced küpuna or ancestors (e.g., “acknowledges teachings from ancestors” 
and “obtains input of küpuna before making a decision”). The lone remaining 
item, “is respectful of their elders as if they are their own,” loaded on Factor 2. 
Similarly, the factor also included seven of the eight references to spirituality in 
the survey (e.g., “reacts to the presence of a higher power” and “listens to their 
naÿau”), with the remaining item loading on Factor 3. The remaining items 
loading on this factor made reference to culturally based personal values (7 items), 
specific cultural practices (5 items), and a relationship to the land (2 items; e.g., 

“stresses education and knowledge of the environment for the future of mankind” 
and “knows his/her own ÿäina”). 

Cross-referencing Factor 1 items with those previously identified as having the 
largest mean differences showed that the factor included 15 of the 16 items with 
mean differences in excess of .9, indicating a great deal of overlap between these 
two analyses. Additionally, Factor 1 included 19 of the 23 items with the lowest 
mean ratings (<4.0) for exemplary non-Hawaiian leaders (i.e., items in which 
non-Hawaiian leaders reflected the described behaviors relatively less than they 
did other behaviors in the inventory). This finding supported the inference that 
Factor 1 captured the items in the survey that are most uniquely associated with 
exemplary Hawaiian leadership behaviors. Further, the factor did not include any 
of the 10 LPI behaviors included in the survey. Based on this analysis, Factor 1 was 
tentatively identified as Exemplary Hawaiian Leadership Behaviors.  

FACTOR 2. Factor 2 comprised 24 behavioral items with factor loadings between 
.784 and .502. The factor included 20 items that did not reference Hawaiian values 
and 4 that did. All of the items represented leadership behaviors as they pertained 
to how leaders treated other people (e.g., “praises people for a job well done” and 

“empowers others to succeed”). Additionally, 3 of the 10 LPI behaviors loaded on this 
factor. The items in this factor that reflected Hawaiian values (Items 16, 18, 29, 79) 
included two references to aloha (e.g., “treats people with aloha” and “demon-
strates a sense of aloha”), as well as references to pono and haÿahaÿa (e.g., “behaves 
in a pono manner” and “demonstrates haÿahaÿa, qualities of humility”). 
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It was interesting that four items referencing well-known Hawaiian values loaded 
on Factor 2. However, cross-referencing these items with their mean differences 
showed that respondents did not distinguish much between exemplary Hawaiian 
and non-Hawaiian leaders on these behaviors. For example, the data show just 
a .4 difference between leaders on Item 16, “treats people with aloha,” and a 
.6 difference on Item 79, “demonstrates haÿahaÿa, qualities of humility.” These 
items appeared to load on this factor because of their reference to behaviors as they 
relate to interacting with other people, and given this underlying theme Factor 2 
was tentatively identified as Interacting With Others.

FACTOR 3. Factor 3 was composed of 26 behavioral items with factor loadings 
between .670 and .392. The factor included a single reference to a Hawaiian 
attribute, “is able to bring people together to hoÿoponopono,” and a reference to 
spirituality, “undertakes deep spiritual examination and analysis before making a 
decision.” Both of these items had relatively large mean differences for exemplary 
Hawaiian and non-Hawaiian leaders (.9 and .7, respectively), but they did not have 
strong enough factor loadings to be interpreted in Factor 1 where they might have 
been expected to load.  

The remaining items represented attributes and behaviors that were generally 
stated and void of specific (cultural or otherwise) context. The factor also included 
5 of the 10 LPI behaviors included in the survey. Factor 3 was tentatively identified 
as General Leadership Behaviors.

FACTOR 4. Factor 4 included 15 behavioral items with factor loadings between .752 
and .458. The factor included four references to Hawaiian values (e.g., “is not 
afraid to stand and fight for what they think is pono,” “fulfills their kuleana to the 
best of their ability,” “demonstrates the knowledge of their kuleana and knows 
where it begins and ends,” and “e külia i ka nuÿu, tries to be the very best at what 
they are doing”). These items also had relatively small mean differences between 
exemplary Hawaiian and non-Hawaiian leaders, indicating that respondents did 
not discriminate between leaders on these items. The remaining 11 items loading 
on this factor included the final 2 LPI behaviors embedded in the survey and repre-
sented attributes of accountability and dependability, and the factor was identified 
as such. 
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Reducing the Set of Behaviors to the Smallest Number of Items Representing a 
Uniquely Hawaiian Factor or Factors

Factor 1 accounted for almost half of the variation in the data (49.4%) and included 
a majority of the items that referenced Hawaiian values, spirituality, and the role 
of the ancestors in exemplary leadership behavior. It was also strongly correlated 
with the items displaying the largest mean difference between exemplary Hawaiian 
and non-Hawaiian leaders. For instance, 15 of the 30 items loading on this factor 
also appeared in the top 16 items with the largest mean difference, indicating that 
respondents discriminated to a relatively large degree between Hawaiian and non-
Hawaiian leaders on these items. On the basis of these findings, Factor 1 was 
assigned the rubric Exemplary Hawaiian Leadership Behaviors. 

Predictive Validity

We conducted a discriminate analysis to reconfirm the validity of the items selected 
for Factor 1. As mentioned earlier, Factor 1 contained 15 of the 16 items with the 
largest mean difference between exemplary Hawaiian and non-Hawaiian leaders. 
A larger mean difference indicates items that would more likely reflect Hawaiian 
leadership behaviors. A multivariate analysis of variance extends this precept 
by creating a function that relates the behavior items (independent variables) 
to whether the respondent is describing a Hawaiian leader or a non-Hawaiian 
leader (dependent variable). The resulting function is then applied to additional 
data to test whether the function can accurately classify a non-Hawaiian leader 
or a Hawaiian leader. Therefore, if the narrowed list of behaviors (Factor 1) are 
behaviors unique to Native Hawaiian leaders, then a function composed of those 
items should be able to discriminate between Native Hawaiian leaders and non-
Hawaiian leaders with reasonable accuracy.
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The results of the discriminate analysis show that the 30 items in Factor 1 created 
a function that correctly classifies responses 81.3% of the time. As shown in table 
6, the function was able to accurately predict Hawaiian leaders as belonging to 
the Hawaiian leader group 89.8% of the time and predict non-Hawaiian leaders as 
belonging to the non-Hawaiian leader group 69.4% of the time. The analysis also 
shows that non-Hawaiian leaders will be classified as Hawaiian leaders 30.6% of 
the time. This is understandable given that effective leaders of Native Hawaiians 
should also possess some qualities of Hawaiian leaders even if they are not ethni-
cally Native Hawaiian. This additional discriminate test adds further validation 
that the 30 core items are a unique set of behaviors that describe the exemplary 
Native Hawaiian leader.

TAbLE 6  Classification results

Predicted group  
membership

Total 

Hawaiian 
leader  
indicator Non-Hwn Hwn

Cases selecteda  
(cases used to 
create the function)

 

Original Count Non-Hwn 47 22 69

  Hwn 11 97 108

 % Non-Hwn 68.1 31.9 100.0

  Hwn 10.2 89.8 100.0

Cases not selectedb  
(cases used to test  
the function’s ability  
to predict)

Original Count Non-Hwn 43 19 62

  Hwn 9 79 88

 % Non-Hwn 69.4 30.6 100.0

Hwn 10.2 89.8 100.0

 
Note: Non-Hwn = non-Hawaiian; Hwn = Hawaiian. 
a 81.4% of selected original grouped cases correctly classified. 
b 81.3% of unselected original grouped cases correctly classified.
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Post Hoc analysis: Categorizing the leadership Behaviors

Factor 1 included 15 of the 16 items with the largest mean difference between 
exemplary Hawaiian and non-Hawaiian leaders and did not include any of the 10 
items from Kouzes and Posner’s (1987) LPI. The LPI items were included in the 
survey to provide the ability to differentiate the Hawaiian leadership behaviors 
from more universal leadership behaviors. The fact that none of these items loaded 
on Factor 1 was critical to initially inferring the uniqueness of the Hawaiian lead-
ership behavior items. Taken together, these results strongly suggested that Factor 
1 represented a reduced set of behavioral items that reflected exemplary Hawaiian 
leadership behaviors. 

A second factor analysis was conducted on the data but only limited to those items 
that loaded on Factor 1. This was done to identify any plausible relationships and 
interpretations among the 30 items in the original Factor 1. The second factor 
analysis converged in seven iterations and produced four distinctive factors (see 
Tables 7 and 8). 

The 30 items that composed the Inventory of Exemplary Hawaiian Leadership 
Behaviors reflected four distinct categories of behaviors. The behaviors can be 
classified as (a) source of knowledge, (b) authority through responsible behavior, 
(c) Hawaiian worldview, and (d) personal aptitude. The items showed that the 
exemplary Hawaiian leader acknowledges the Hawaiian culture as the source of 
leadership. Additionally, the exemplary Hawaiian leader must be able to apply 
cultural values in leadership activities and understand the balance of relation-
ships that support a thriving community for future generations. These exemplary 
Hawaiians are also leaders who are guided by a higher power. Finally, exemplary 
Hawaiian leaders must exhibit a personal strength and aptitude for leadership.
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TAbLE 7  Second-pass factor loading

Survey item 1 2 3 4

Category 1: Ka ‘ike X

Q72a is knowledgeable  of Hawaiian culture past 
and present

0.841 0.185 0.047 0.201

Q54a is knowledgeable of the history and genealogy of 
their birthplace

0.766 0.315 0.096 0.093

Q75a Applies the kupuna values of aloha ÿäina 0.765 0.242 0.18 0.121

Q73a Applies cultural values in dealing with people 0.761 0.226 0.17 0.165

Q55a looks and listens to the land with the eyes and 
ears of their feelings

0.732 0.305 0.232 0.162

Q70a Considers the impact their signature will have on 
the values of Hawaiian culture

0.713 0.274 0.339 0.148

Q51a Gives thanks to ancestors, culture, and elders 0.678 0.288 0.054 0.041

Q68a Obtains the input of küpuna before making 
a decision

0.656 0.168 0.349 0.135

Q69a Displays a respect for the decisions of those who 
came before us

0.655 0.278 0.288 0.311

Q56a Knows who they are in terms of their culture, 
religion, and skills

0.610 0.202 0.162 0.405

Q76a Stresses education and knowledge of the 
environment for the future of mankind

0.565 0.174 0.349 0.190

Q86a Makes decisions utilizing proven 
kupuna knowledge

0.558 0.457 0.354 0.169

Q52a is trained in Hawaiian language, songs, and 
dances in preparation to represent our people

0.543 0.163 0.257 0.059
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TAbLE 7  continued

Survey item 1 2 3 4

Category 2: Ka mana X

Q98a Shows an appreciation of the forces of geneal-
ogy and the importance of its recognition in 
leadership activities

0.497 0.495 0.371 0.119

Q85a Knows his/her own ÿäina 0.276 0.730 0.005 0.337

Q100a Demonstrates a grounding in the core cultural 
values for their Hawaiian ancestors, especially 
aloha, lökahi, and ÿohana

0.207 0.691 0.192 0.259

Q101a Considers success as belonging to an individual 
as well as the individual’s family

0.230 0.684 0.214 0.178

Q87a is concerned with the greater good of the 
Hawaiian community

0.332 0.653 0.314 0.142

Q102a Draws upon the legacy of their ancestors 
strengths, successes, failures, and limitations in 
fulfilling their own fate and destiny

0.415 0.632 0.37 0.240

Q97a Understands and respects the spiritual role of 
their naÿau in leadership activities

0.459 0.619 0.268 0.329

Q99a Treasures and participates in Hawaiian cultural 
activities, embraces them as his/her own, and 
demonstrates an understanding of the impor-
tance of their proliferation

0.432 0.562 0.290 0.133

Q15a Acknowledges teachings from ancestors 0.187 0.551 0.229 0.431

Q103a is mindful of the use and management of 
their mana

0.481 0.545 0.261 0.327

Category 3: Ke akua X

Q92a Seeks spiritual guidance before taking on 
important tasks

0.324 0.328 0.728 0.120

Q14a Reacts to the presence of a higher power 0.160 0.322 0.545 0.361

Q33a Displays an understanding that the Creator’s 
spirit is in all beings and is good

0.318 0.269 0.531 0.152

Q67a Considers the spirituality of their deliberations 
and decisions

0.561 0.167 0.519 0.229
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TAbLE 7  continued

Survey item 1 2 3 4

Category 4: Ke kanaka X

Q19a Accepts their kuleana to lead 0.202 0.298 0.148 0.754

Q20a is ‘onipaÿa in adversity 0.208 0.484 0.161 0.663

Q17a listens to their na‘au 0.184 0.486 0.280 0.578

 
Note: Extraction method: principal axis factoring; rotation method: varimax with Kaiser normalization; 
rotated factor matrix. Rotation converged in seven iterations. 

TAbLE 8  Second-pass factor analysis: Total variance explained

Initial eigenvalue Extraction sums of squared loading

Factor Total % Variance Cumulative % Total % Variance Cumulative %

1 16.166 53.887 53.887 15.830 52.768 52.768

2 2.482 8.273 62.160 2.144 7.148 59.916

3 1.222 4.072 66.232 0.876 2.920 62.836

4 1.064 3.546 69.777 0.726 2.421 65.257

SOURCE OF KNOWLEDGE. The first category, ka ÿike, is composed of 13 individual 
items. A few of the words that frequently occurred in this set included culture, 
küpuna, and history. The first category indicates that exemplary Native Hawaiian 
leaders are distinguishable because they readily acknowledge a unique Hawaiian 
culture, past and present. Their decisions and actions are founded on the 
knowledge, understanding, and comprehension of Hawaiian cultural values. The 
respondents felt that leaders must be deeply engrossed in the Hawaiian culture 
through appropriate training and understanding. Leaders must also respect and 
heed Hawaiian cultural values, such as listening to the needs and caring for the 
land and environment, as well as honor and respect of ancestors and their legacy 
as reflected in genealogy. Furthermore, these leaders recognize that küpuna are 
the embodiment of the past and present culture. In Hawaiian culture, the küpuna 
are literally the generation of the grandparents. However, in a figurative sense the 
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küpuna also include all ancestors (living or deceased) of any generation without 
regard to a blood relationship above that of the makua (parent). In traditional 
times it was the role of the küpuna to care for the generation of the children and 
to convey to them cultural knowledge and family traditions. Therefore the finding 
that the küpuna, as the source of ancestral knowledge, contribute significantly to 
the behavior of the exemplary Hawaiian leader is not surprising. An exemplary 
Native Hawaiian leader develops a deeper understanding of the Hawaiian culture 
from the wisdom and guidance of nä küpuna. 

AUTHORITY THROUGH RESPONSIbLE bEHAVIOR. The second category, ka mana, 
reflects an honorable perspective for the future. Exemplary Native Hawaiian 
leaders are driven, not for their own personal gain, but for the greater good of the 
Hawaiian community. The exemplary Hawaiian leader, by definition, is the living 
example of all the attributes or behaviors considered to reflect Hawaiian leader-
ship. He or she leads by example and is a practitioner of cultural customs and the 
personification of cultural values. Exemplary leaders strive to grow and strengthen 
the lähui or nation: the people, the land, and the culture of the Hawaiian people. 
These leaders understand their role in society and their place in the Hawaiian 
world. They also acknowledge that communities are supported through a complex 
array of relationships, and their actions must be mindful of the delicate harmony. 
The Hawaiian leader makes leadership decisions within the context of a cultural 
value, such as being mindful of the use and management of mana. Mana, or 
supernatural spirit, can be thought of as being inherited or acquired. Inherited 
mana flows to a leader from his or her genealogy and is attributable to the status 
and good works of ancestors. Acquired mana is earned by a leader through good 
works. Mana can be gained, lost, or stolen, and exemplary leaders must be careful 
in how they use or manage their endowment of mana. Hawaiian leaders must 
make leadership decisions that allow them to maintain or add to their mana and 
avoid those that result in the loss of mana. Moreover, the leaders must be wary of 
situations and individuals that seek to steal their mana.

HAWAIIAN WORLDVIEW. The third category, ke akua, emphasizes that spirituality 
separates Native Hawaiian leaders from other types of leaders. Native Hawaiian 
leaders are unique because their actions are guided by a higher power. Leaders 
are humble enough to accept direction from a source beyond their control. These 
leaders do not consider this trait a weakness but as a means of strengthening their 
abilities beyond the physical realm. In both traditional and contemporary times, 
it is not unusual for Hawaiian leaders to consult the gods or family gods when 
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making a leadership decision. The relationship between Hawaiian leaders and the 
gods is a means of ensuring both pono behavior and pono decisions because the 
leader’s actions reflect on the gods and affects the way in which the gods look upon 
or favor the leader. As was the case with the küpuna, spirituality is a significant 
part of the life of Hawaiians and especially exemplary Hawaiian leaders.

PERSONAL APTITUDE. The final category, ke kanaka, describes a deep inner strength 
that drives a person to succeed. Whereas the first three categories describe the 
foundations for good decision making, this grouping shows that an exemplary 
Native Hawaiian leader must also have attributes that will result in successful 
ventures. Leaders do not turn away from challenges; they persevere because it is 
the pono (righteous) thing to do.

Discussion and Implications

The present study solicited 85 Hawaiian leadership behavioral items from a 
sample of the Hawaiian population. A survey was developed to identify the subset 
of these items that are associated with exemplary Hawaiian leaders. An analysis 
of the results showed that all of the items except one were more representative of 
exemplary Hawaiian leaders as compared with exemplary non-Hawaiian leaders. 
These results were significant at the 95% level, meaning that there was only a 
5% chance of misinterpretation of the findings. The subsequent factor analysis 
of the data revealed four interpretable factors, with Factor 1 explaining half of the 
total variation in the responses.

This study was prompted by the notion that exemplary Hawaiian leaders display 
behaviors that are based on Hawaiian cultural values. However, scholarship in the 
disciplines of leadership development and Hawaiian cultural practices or values 
had not previously turned its attention to identifying exemplary Hawaiian leader-
ship behaviors. The present study filled this void in the literature by developing 
an Inventory of Exemplary Hawaiian Leadership Behaviors that are culturally and 
statistically significant. Along the way it proposed a new method for determining 
cultural significance that may provide other researchers with a foundation from 
which to make the same determination in their research involving native people. 
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Where’s the Aloha? 

Aloha is the most well-known word in the Hawaiian vocabulary and is one of a 
few Hawaiian words included in English dictionaries. In spite of this, aloha is only 
mentioned twice in the Inventory of Exemplary Hawaiian Leadership Behaviors. 
Aloha, and the values associated with the word, have long been considered funda-
mental to the very nature of Hawaiian society and is evident in many aspects of 
both the traditional and commercial versions of Hawaiian cultures. By contrast, 
a cursory review of the Inventory of Exemplary Hawaiian Leadership Behaviors 
suggested that aloha may not play as significant a role in the behavior of exemplary 
Hawaiian leaders. Specifically, the word is used once to describe the “kupuna 
values of aloha ÿäina” and again as one of the core cultural values of “aloha, lökahi, 
and ÿohana.” 

A closer look at both the original submission of behavioral statements and the 
items that comprised the final inventory revealed that in each instance just 6% 

of the items included the word aloha. This single finding of the present study 
proved to be the most provocative. After several follow-up discussions regarding 
this result, a consensus began to emerge. Although there is no statistical evidence 
in the present study to support the claim, an overwhelming number of Hawaiians 
queried seemed to think that aloha is most certainly an attribute of an exemplary 
Hawaiian leader. In attempting to explain its relative absence from the inventory, 
their rationale tended toward two possible explanations. It was strongly suspected 
that aloha may not actually be a behavior but instead is a way of life, an intangible 
attribute, deeply embedded in the being of a Hawaiian leader. Additionally, it 
was believed that aloha actually underlies all behaviors of an exemplary Hawaiian 
leader. In this case, aloha is more a “why” or “how” and not a “what.” That is to say, 
aloha captures why or how one does something rather than what one does.   

Feedback by Küpuna and Conference Participants

During the posttest validity meeting, the küpuna provided thoughtful feedback and 
asked probing questions. The focus of their review centered on the composition 
of the inventory and the meaning of each of the 30 items. Although they did not 
question the methodology of the study, they openly wondered what the contribu-
tors of each item meant by the phrases they submitted. For example, there was 
considerable discussion about the definition of the terms mana and ÿäina. And 
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the sentiment was expressed that perhaps a set of exemplary Hawaiian leadership 
behaviors could not be expressed within a context and a language (English) biased 
by Western or “colonized” thought. Overall, however, the study was well received 
by the küpuna, and they encouraged a wider distribution of its results in hopes of 
fostering leadership development in the Hawaiian community. As one kupuna 
advisor put it, “We must nurture existing leaders or our society will self-destruct.”

As was the case with the kupuna advisors, the participants at both the Kamehameha 
Schools 2005 Research Conference in Honolulu and the 2005 World Indigenous 
People’s Conference on Education in Aotearoa tended to focus their comments 
on the items of the inventory and seemed particularly interested in the relative 
absence of the concept of aloha from among the 30 items. Once again, the 
comments regarding the study were favorable, and its application in leadership 
development for Hawaiians and Mäori was encouraged. 

Taken together, the inventory appears to have gained a measure of posttest validity 
in that a section of the greater Hawaiian and Mäori populations indicated that its 
results resonated with them, was consistent with their understanding of Hawaiian 
and Mäori cultural values, and was relevant to their lives.

Conclusion

The Inventory of Exemplary Hawaiian Leadership Behaviors included 30 items that 
describe exemplary leadership behaviors based on Hawaiian cultural values. These 
items distinguished between exemplary Hawaiian and non-Hawaiian leaders and 
were distinct from all of the Western leadership behaviors that were included in 
the study. The items showed that the exemplary Hawaiian leader acknowledges 
the Hawaiian culture as the source of leadership. Additionally, the exemplary 
Hawaiian leader must be able to apply cultural values in leadership activities and 
understand the balance of relationships that support a thriving community for 
future generations. These exemplary Hawaiians also are leaders who are guided 
by a higher power. Finally, exemplary Hawaiian leaders must exhibit a personal 
strength and aptitude for leadership.

The study generated an inventory of exemplary leadership behaviors on which 
Hawaiian leaders of today can draw to make pono leadership decisions. The items 
in the inventory can be used in leadership development programs and curricula, 
as well as a means for identifying emerging Hawaiian leaders. The present 
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study showed that the items on the inventory discriminated between exemplary 
Hawaiian and non-Hawaiian leaders and were distinct from the Western lead-
ership behaviors included in the study’s survey. On the basis of these results, 
the inventory’s items were inferred to represent Hawaiian leadership behaviors. 
However, the study did not directly test the hypothesis of the uniqueness of the 
items. Specifically, subsequent research on these items should determine whether 
they are distinct enough behaviors to load on unique factors when combined with 
global leadership behaviors and subjected to factor analysis. The evidence from the 
present study led to the conclusion that follow-up analysis would tend to support 
the inference that the 30 behavioral items in the inventory are unique to exemplary 
Hawaiian leaders.
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ÿÄina Land or earth

Akua God, goddess, spirit, divine, 
or supernatural

Aloha ÿäina Love of the land or of 
one’s country

Haÿahaÿa Humble, unpretentious, 
or modest

Haole White person, such as an 
American or English person

Hoÿoponopono To correct or 
make right

Hula Traditional dance of 
Native Hawaiians

ÿIke To see, know, or feel

Kalo Taro plant

Kanaka Person

Kaona Hidden meaning

Kuleana Privilege and responsibility

Külia i ka nuÿu To strive for the 
summit, or to reach for excellence

Kupuna Grandparent, elder, 
or ancestor

Lähui Nation

Lökahi Unity, agreement, or accord

Loko iÿa Fishpond

Mahalo Thanks

Makua Parent

Mana Supernatural or divine power

Manaÿo Thought, idea, belief, opinion

Naÿau Intestines, mind, heart, 
or affections

ÿOhana Family

Oli Chant

‘Onipaÿa Fixed, immovable, or steadfast

Pae ÿäina Group of islands or archi-
pelago

Pono Goodness, uprightness, morality, 
or proper

Appendix A 
Glossary of Hawaiian Words and Phrases
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Appendix B 
Hawaiian Leadership Behavioral Statements

The following are Hawaiian leadership behavioral statements received from 
14 Hawaiian leaders and emerging leaders:

1. Recognizes a higher power.

2. Acknowledges the teachings from ancestors.

3. Treats people with aloha.

4. Listen to your naÿau.

5. Strives to behave in a pono manner.

6. Accepts kuleana to lead.

7. ‘Onipaÿa in adversity.

8. Demonstrates humility in word and deed.

9. Responsible for his/her role as a leader.

10. Characteristics include wisdom, knowledge, and respectability.

11. Must exhibit the posture and physical appearance of a leader and 
should be physically fit.

12. Must have integrity and loyalty.

13. Must be a great communicator to his/her people and to others.

14. Should have a sense of aloha.

15. Must be competent in the field in which he/she is a leader and 
share his/her expertise.

16. Treats everyone with respect and honor.

17. Inspires others to dedicate themselves to small tasks to achieve large 
transcendent goals.

18. Understands the Creator’s spirit is in all beings and is good.
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19. Believes in goodness and human potential.

20. Undertakes deep spiritual examination and rigorous intellectual 
analysis before making decisions that may adversely impact the lives 
of others.

21. Is the best example of what he or she wants to see in others.

22. Is lavish with praise, spare and thoughtful with criticism.

23. Effectively balances ideals with pragmatism.

24. Sets high standards which apply to everyone equally.

25. Demands excellence and accountability.

26. Respects others.

27. Empowers others to succeed.

28. Works toward collaboration.

29. Works cooperatively.

30. Is able to act out and upon decisions, “walks the talk.”

31. Shows by doing.

32. Walk, talk, share aloha (unconditional love), just remember that 
aloha is reciprocal. If you are giving and receiving nothing in return, 
don’t feel bad to move on and share your aloha with someone who 
will aloha you back.

33. Respect elders as if they were your own, with kindness, courtesy, 
and aloha.

34. Don’t be afraid to stand for righteousness, and fight for what you 
think is pono.

35. Külia i ka nuÿu, always try to be the very best in whatever you are 
doing. Don’t be afraid to win.

36. Fulfill your kuleana to the best of your ability, and don’t do 
something you know you can’t do.
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37. We must give thanks to our ancestors, culture, elders, all real 
reasons why we are standing here as Hawaiians today.

38. Our young leaders must be recognized, and trained sufficiently 
in our language, songs, dances, all in preparation for any 
representation of our people and culture on any/all travels.

39. Don’t mistake kindness for weakness and don’t exaggerate passion 
for anger.

40. The person who does not know the history and lacks the genealogy 
of their birthplace and other enlightened lands is a recognizable fool.

41. To understand our islands as our ancestors did, we must look and 
listen to the land with the eyes and ears of our feelings.

42. Has a high level of self-knowledge, knowing who they are in terms 
of their culture, religion, and skills and how these elements interact 
and affect the way they lead.

43. Has vision. They see the possibilities before they become obvious.

44. Is motivated by a passionate desire to serve and not a desire for 
personal glory or gain.

45. Increases a person’s feeling of worth, they grow in your presence.

46. Has the courage to lead, knowing they will not always be popular 
but willing to take risks to effectively serve.

47. Will focus on excellence in everything they do, in all aspects of 
their lives.

48.  Are strategic, they discard the paths that lead them nowhere like the 
paths of resistance and confusion.

49. Are consummate leaders who continually build their cache 
of wisdom.

50. Before making a decision he/she considers the impact it would have 
on the environment.
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51. Gives full consideration to the spirituality of his/her 
deliberations/decision.

52. In most instances he/she would get the input of the küpuna before 
the decision.

53. Whenever possible he/she respects the efforts/decisions of those 
who came before.

54. Would measure and consider the impact his/her signature would 
have on the basic values of the Hawaiian culture.

55. Being compassionate and caring to people’s problems.

56. Having the knowledge and wisdom of the Hawaiian culture, past 
and present.

57. Able to apply cultural values in dealing with people.

58. The ability to bring people together to hoÿoponopono to make 
things right.

59. Having the wisdom to apply the kupuna values of aloha ÿäina.

60. Being able to stress education and knowledge of the environment 
for the future of mankind.

61. Will be able to grasp a global perspective of any problems which 
may at the time affect only a tiny portion of the community.

62. Recognizing a person’s status and history of contributions, while at 
the same time being able to disagree with them without insulting 
their standing.

63. Demonstrates haÿahaÿa, qualities of humility, which will go a long 
ways in a person’s leadership role.

64. Makes sure that he/she allows time so that people, with whom 
he/she works and is in contact with, will feel that they are the most 
important person in the world.

65. Keep the welfare of the people foremost.
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66. Be aware of boundaries that should never be violated.

67. Must be able to stand his/her ground.

68. Knows his/her own place (ÿäina).

69. Makes decisions utilizing knowledge from the past (proven 
kupuna knowledge).

70. Is concerned with the greater good of the Hawaiian community.

71. Is not afraid to take a stand.

72. Sets example by doing.

73. Always thinks of future generations.

74. Sets goals, then continues through to completion (success).

75. Seeks spiritual guidance before taking on important tasks.

76. Honors and values relationships.

77. Stands firmly and with resolve in the face of adversity.

78. Sets the example by actions.

79. Considers the effect of decision-making on people before 
considering himself/herself.

80. Demonstrates the knowledge and knows where his/her kuleana 
begins and ends.

81. Understands and respects the spiritual role of his/her naÿau in 
leadership activities.

82. Appreciates the forces of genealogy and importance of its 
recognition in leadership dealings.

83. Treasures and participates in Hawaiian cultural activities, 
embracing them as his/her own and demonstrating the importance 
of their proliferation.

84. Is grounded in the core cultural values of their Hawaiian ancestors, 
especially aloha, lökahi, and ÿohana.
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85. Sees success as theirs as an individual as well as the success of 
their family.

86. Draws upon the legacy of their ancestor’s strengths, successes, 
failures, and limitations to fulfill their fate and destiny.

87. Is mindful of the use and management of their mana.

88. Has patience, understanding, compassion, and humility.

89. Is knowledgeable, accessible, and dependable.

90. Willing to share teach and guide.

Appendix C 
Reworded Behavioral Statements

An exemplary Hawaiian leader:

1. Reacts to the presence of a higher power.

2. Acknowledges the teachings from ancestors.

3. Treats people with aloha.

4. Listens to their naÿau.

5. Behaves in a pono manner.

6. Accepts their kuleana to lead.

7. Is ‘onipaÿa in adversity.

8. Demonstrates humility in words and deeds.

9. Is responsible for their role as a leader.

10. Is wise, knowledgeable, and respectable.

11. Exhibits the posture and physical appearance of a leader.
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12. Displays integrity and loyalty.

13. Is a great communicator.

14. Demonstrates a sense of aloha. 

15. Demonstrates competency in their field and shares expertise.

16. Treats everyone with respect and honor.

17. Inspires others to dedicate themselves to small tasks to achieve 
large goals.

18. Displays an understanding that the Creator’s spirit is in all beings 
and is good.

19. Displays a belief in goodness and human potential.

20. Undertakes a deep spiritual examination and analysis before 
making a decision.

21. Is the best example of what he or she wants to see in others.

22. Praises people lavishly and criticizes sparingly and thoughtfully.

23. Displays a balance between idealism and pragmatism.

24. Demonstrates high standards that apply to everyone equally.

25. Demands excellence and accountability.

26.	 Is	respectful	of	others.

27. Empowers others to succeed.

28. Is collaborative.

29. Is cooperative.

30. Is decisive.

31.	 Shows	by	doing.

32.	 Walks,	talks,	and	shares	aloha.

33. Is respectful of elders as if they are your own.
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34. Is not afraid to stand and fight for what they think is pono. 

35. Külia i ka nuÿu, tries to be the very best at what they are doing.

36. Fulfills their kuleana to the best of their ability.

37. Gives thanks to our ancestors, culture, and elders.

38. Is trained in our language, songs, and dances in preparation to 
represent our people.

39. Doesn’t mistake kindness for weakness or passion for anger.

40. Is knowledgeable of the history and genealogy of their birthplace.

41. Looks and listens to the land with the eyes and ears of their feelings.

42. Knows who they are in terms of their culture, religion, and skills.

43. Sees possibilities before they become obvious.

44. Is passionate in their desire to serve without personal glory or gain.

45. Increases another person’s feelings of self-worth.

46. Is courageous in their leadership and willing to take risks to 
effectively serve.

47. Focuses on excellence in all aspects of their life.

48. Is strategic and disregards paths of confusion and resistance.

49. Continually builds their cache of wisdom.

50. Considers the impact their decisions will have on the environment.

51. Considers the spirituality of their deliberations and decisions.

52. Obtains the input of küpuna before making a decision.

53. Displays a respect for the decisions of those who came before us.

54. Considers the impact their signature will have on the values of 
Hawaiian culture.
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55. Is compassionate and caring to people’s problems.

56. Is knowledgeable of Hawaiian culture past and present.

57. Applies cultural values in dealing with people.

58. Is able to bring people together to hoÿoponopono.

59. Applies the kupuna values of aloha ÿäina.

60. Stresses education and knowledge of the environment for the future 
of mankind.

61. Displays a grasp of the global perspective of a problem while it only 
affects a tiny portion of the community.

62. Is able to disagree with someone without insulting their status 
or contributions.

63. Demonstrates haÿahaÿa, qualities of humility.

64. Allows enough time to ensure that people they work with feel as if 
they are the most important person in the world.

65. Places the welfare of the people foremost.

66. Is aware of boundaries that should never be violated.

67.	 Stands	their	ground.	

68. Knows his/her own ÿäina.

69. Makes decisions utilizing proven kupuna knowledge.

70. Is concerned with the greater good of the Hawaiian community.

71. Is not afraid to take a stand.

72. Sets the example by doing.

73. Demonstrates that they think of future generations.

74. Sets goals and continues through to successful completion.
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75. Seeks spiritual guidance before taking on important tasks.

76. Honors and values relationships.

77. Stands firmly and with resolve in the face of adversity.

78.	 Sets	the	example	by	actions.

79. Considers the effect of decision-making on their people before 
considering themselves.

80. Demonstrates the knowledge of their kuleana and knows where it 
begins and ends.

81. Understands and respects the spiritual role of their naÿau in 
leadership activities.

82. Shows an appreciation of the forces of genealogy and the 
importance of its recognition in leadership activities.

83. Treasures and participates in Hawaiian cultural activities, embraces 
them as their own, and demonstrates an understanding of the 
importance of their proliferation.

84. Demonstrates a grounding in the core cultural values of their 
Hawaiian ancestors, especially aloha, lökahi, and ÿohana.

85. Considers success to belong to an individual as well as the 
individual’s family.

86. Draws upon the legacy of their ancestor’s strengths, successes, 
failures, and limitations in fulfilling their own fate and destiny.

87. Is mindful of the use and management of their mana.

88. Displays patience, understanding, compassion, and humility.

89. Is knowledgeable, accessible, and dependable.

90. Demonstrates a willingness to share, teach, and guide.

 
Note: The items in boldface were omitted from the pilot-test survey of the inventory of Exemplary 
Hawaiian leadership Behaviors because they were worded in a similar fashion with other items that 
were retained on the inventory.
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Appendix D
Final Survey of the Inventory of Exemplary  
Hawaiian Leadership Behaviors
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Written by educators working in the Hawaiian charter school 

movement, this article discusses Hälau Kü Mäna New Century Public 

Charter School’s (HKM) project- and community-based approach to 

social studies. In describing HKM’s high school level curriculum, the 

authors problematize U.S. occupation of Hawai‘i and the ways that 

occupation has been naturalized through schools for more than a 

century. The authors argue that educating youth to think critically and 

speak out about social issues impacting Hawaiian lands and commu-

nities is crucial to nurturing a healthy lähui Hawai‘i. Vigorous political 

engagement, informed community participation, and a commitment 

to aloha ‘äina are hallmarks of a vibrant Hawaiian social body. The 

curriculum described, grounded in aloha ‘äina and kuleana, is offered 

as a path to lead Native Hawaiians out of “huikau,” confusion.
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E iho ana o luna. E pi‘i ana o lalo. E hui ana nä moku. E kü ana ka paia.1

 

We concur with Kumu Jonathan Osorio’s (2006) suggestion that contempo-
rary Känaka Maoli2 are more “huikau” about our collective identity than our 

küpuna who lived through the 1893 overthrow. It is not surprising that we have 
become confused about our political identity as a lähui, a nation, a people. We are 
surviving against more than 100 years of American-centric, assimilatory education 
that has aimed to change the way we live and see ourselves in relation to our 
land, our history, and our country. Since 1893, schools in Hawai‘i have not been 
in the business of teaching Känaka about our capacity to self-govern, as a thriving 
and independent people. For the most part, they have been too busy preparing 
us to be compliant subjects, welcoming lei-greeters, and productive workers for 
a country not our own, and under this regime, we have fared at the bottom in 
almost all major indicators of community health. This article is about banishing 
the confusion, and associated poor health, that come from such an education.

In this article, we offer a means to begin untangling the huikau, through a social 
studies curriculum grounded in aloha ‘äina3 and kuleana. If vigorous political 
engagement, informed community participation, and a commitment to aloha 
‘äina are hallmarks of a vibrant Hawaiian social body, schools must prepare our 
‘öpio to actualize such a society. Here, we describe a high school level social studies 
curriculum, developed and implemented at Hälau Kü Mäna New Century Public 
Charter School (HKM), that engages students in (a) rigorous and critical study of 
history, highlighting the ways histories are politicized, (b) practices of mälama 
‘äina, and (c) inquiry and intervention in timely social issues affecting Kanaka 
Maoli communities.

HKM is 1 of 13 Hawaiian-focused public charter schools created at the dawn of the 
21st century aiming to change the cultures and purposes of contemporary schooling. 
In the last 8 years, Kanaka Maoli communities have utilized New Century Public 
Charter Schools as vehicles for asserting educational self-determination—that is, 
Native Hawaiian designed and controlled education for Hawaiian families and 
others interested in perpetuating Hawaiian culture.4 Throughout most of the 
20th century, Hawaiian culture-based education was relegated to supplemental, 
remedial, and special education when included at all. In contrast, these charter 
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schools make indigenous knowledges—such as navigation, fishpond restoration, 
taro cultivation, chant, and dance—centerpieces for cultural revival, community 
networking, and academic pursuit.5 

Located between Papakölea and Maunalaha in Honolulu, HKM serves ‘öpio in 
Grades 6–12 who come from various districts on O‘ahu.6 Like other Hawaiian-
focused charter schools, HKM has limited autonomy in creating and implementing 
culturally relevant curriculum, yet the school still operates within the state public 
school system under the umbrella of the U.S. political system. Thus, one shouldn’t 
mistake our described curriculum or the work of our school as unfettered expres-
sions of Hawaiian sovereignty or self-determination. This is not our claim. What 
we do claim is that a community-based and place-based social studies education 
will lead to a stronger Hawaiian social body, which may be able to take the next 
steps in resurrecting our nation. 

Too often Hawaiian education is considered remedial, “special ed,” or unintellec-
tual. We want to be clear that the kind of social studies—grounded in a Hawaiian 
worldview—we advocate here is, in fact, more rigorous because it draws on the 
most current academic debates taking place in the field of Hawaiian history and 
politics, requires investment in and accountability to communities beyond the 
classroom walls, and allows students to integrate and apply their learning.

The first section below serves two purposes. It simultaneously outlines the founda-
tional aspects of our “Modern Hawaiian History” course, and in that process, also 
educates readers about the framework of “occupation” discourse. We highlight 
some important legal and political dimensions of Hawai‘i’s establishment as an 
independent country and discuss the illegal U.S. occupation. Here we draw on 
recent research on the political relationship between the lähui Hawai‘i and the 
United States, which calls researchers and teachers to consider this situation in 
terms of prolonged, “belligerent occupation” under international law (Craven, 
2004; Perkins, 2006; Sai, 2004).

The next section extends the analysis of prolonged occupation to suggest the 
multiform ways this occupation manifests itself in our lives today. We teach and 
live our lives both within and against these conditions of occupation. This section 
provides some key questions for a critical and robust, Hawaiian-inflected social 
studies. Such a field must include both connecting historical legacies with the 
contemporary realities of everyday people and, conversely, historicizing pressing 
social problems so as to think about their root causes. 
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The back half of the article addresses the issue, “now what?” If the frame of 
occupation helps us analyze historical and contemporary problems facing 
Känaka Hawai‘i, what then do we do to address those problems? The curricular 
solutions we suggest include grounding students in the values and practices of 
aloha ‘äina and kuleana. The section on “Aloha ‘Äina/Mälama ‘Äina” elaborates 
the way this fundamental value is conceptualized and communicated to students. 
While mälama ‘äina undergirds the entire curriculum at Hälau Kü Mäna, this 
article specifically highlights the interdisciplinary high school course called 
Papa Lo‘i, which focuses on lo‘i kalo, or taro cultivation.

Finally, in “‘Kü i ka Pono, Kü‘ë i ka Hewa’: Teaching Politics and Community 
Activism,” we discuss the integration of grassroots community action into 
Papa Lo‘i. This section explicitly addresses the question: “Does political action 
belong in a school environment?” Detailed attention is given to describing student 
involvement in community actions surrounding the genetic modification and 
patenting of kalo. 

Taken together, we believe these four aspects of a community- and project-based 
approach to social studies will help to banish huikau and nurture a vibrant 
lähui Hawai‘i.

Prolonged Occupation: A Legal History

According to the Hawai‘i Content and Performance Standards (HCPS), to which 
all public schools are held, only a single semester of “Modern Hawaiian History” 
is required throughout a student’s high school career. The scope of the typical 
Modern Hawaiian History course, which essentially begins with the end of the 
Kingdom era and the beginning of American annexation, suggests that Hawai‘i 
does not become fully “modern” until it is incorporated into the United States. The 
HCPS call teachers of this course to cover the period spanning the 1893 overthrow 
to the present. Additionally, the standards and benchmarks are littered with histor-
ical inaccuracies regarding Hawai‘i’s political status in the 19th and 20th centuries, 
reinforcing a prolonged U.S. occupation and ignoring significant developments of 
19th-century Hawaiian Kingdom law and governance.
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In contrast, HKM’s “Modern Hawaiian History” begins in the year 1810 with the 
unification of the islands under King Kamehameha I, to provide the context and 
framework in which the Hawaiian Kingdom emerges as a modern nation-state. 
By drawing on recent research on the independent Hawaiian state, students 
are able to explore commonly misunderstood terms, such as nation, state, and 
nationality (Craven, 2004; Osorio, 2004; Perkins, 2006; Sai, 2004; Young, 2006). We 
talk about what constitutes a country and how domestic laws, which govern the 
internal workings of a country, differ from treaties and international law, which 
govern the relations between countries. In that process, students learn that 
Hawaiian sovereignty was unequivocally recognized on an international scale by 
the mid-1800s. The HKM course is year-long and integrated within an interdisci-
plinary project focused on Hawaiian ocean-based technologies such as loko i‘a and 
wa‘a—fishponds, navigation, and sailing.  

As an important part of this curriculum, students become familiar with primary 
historical documents rather than simply relying on textbook interpretations.7 
For example, in studying the Hawaiian Kingdom government and international 
relations, we look at the strategic diplomacy of King Kamehameha III, Kauikeaouli. 
In 1843, Kauikeaouli dispatched three envoys representing the Hawaiian 
Kingdom—Timoteo Ha‘alilio, George Simpson, and William Richards—to meet 
with the sovereigns of Belgium, Great Britain, France, and the United States to 
secure recognition of the independent Hawaiian state. As a result of their efforts, 
Hawaiian diplomats secured the Anglo-Franco Proclamation from the govern-
ments of Great Britain and France. This document states: 

 
The government of the Sandwich Islands ought to be 
respected; that no power ought either to take possession 
of the Islands as a conquest or for purpose of colonization, 
and that no power ought to seek for any undue control over 
the existing Government, or any exclusive privileges or 
preferences with it in matters of commerce.8 

 
Through this course, we also discuss the ways histories are subjugated and buried 
for political reasons.9 For example, through Kauikeaouli’s diplomatic efforts 
Hawai‘i became the first non-European country to be inducted into the Family of 
Nations, and consequently, November 28 came to be recognized and celebrated 
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as Ka Lä Kü‘oko‘a (Hawaiian Independence Day). Formally observed for 50 years, 
this Hawaiian national holiday was suppressed when the so-called “Republic of 
Hawai‘i” government came into power following the United States’ illegal inter-
vention in 1893. In an effort to supplant Hawaiian national pride and history, the 

“Republic” proclaimed that the American holiday Thanksgiving would replace 
Hawaiian Independence Day. To this day the majority of Hawaiians celebrate 
Thanksgiving and are completely unaware that a national holiday such as Ka Lä 
Kü‘oko‘a existed.

Curriculum focusing on the continuity of Hawaiian sovereignty is itself evidence of 
a suppressed history rising to the surface. In recent years, more detailed research 
articulating and affirming ongoing Hawaiian independence has emerged. However, 
because such intellectual work has yet to become mainstreamed as conventional 
knowledge, it is not found in most high school curricula in Hawai‘i.

A curriculum acknowledging Hawai‘i’s history as an independent state challenges 
the perpetual myth of Hawai‘i as the 50th (federated) state of the United States. 
Questioning those deeply held beliefs, especially when they are based on outdated 
and mistaken understandings of the past, is essential in a rigorous and faithful 
study of history. Currently, we know of only a very small number of high school 
Hawaiian history classrooms in the islands that are utilizing this recent schol-
arship on the continuity of Hawaiian sovereignty and the prolonged occupation. 
Perhaps the erroneous interpretations found in the HCPS are, at least in part, due 
to the limited usage of current academic research pertaining to Hawai‘i’s political 
and legal history.

In the current climate of considering federal recognition for Native Hawaiians, a 
clear understanding of our collective national identity is particularly important. Yet 
much conventional Hawaiian history curricula frame Känaka Maoli as an ethnic, 
rather than a national, group. On the contrary, by beginning from the fact that 
U.S. annexation of Hawai‘i was never accomplished through a treaty process but 
only through a domestic law of the United States, students can critically interro-
gate a genealogy of U.S. federal legislation that has strategically categorized Native 
Hawaiians as domestic wards. In his discussion of the implications of research on 
the continuity of Hawaiian statehood, Perkins (2006) asserted,
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The consideration of Hawai‘i as an independent state 
leads to a different outcome regarding the relationship 
of Hawaiian sovereignty and land. This conception and 
its outcome—that Hawaiian sovereignty is maintained 
and Hawaiians retain a one-third interest in all land in 
Hawai‘i—should be taught along side the prior colonial 
conception. (p. 111)

 
A responsible Hawaiian-focused social studies must consider these ideas and 
allow students to explore the debates about Hawaiian history in the context of 
their political stakes today. 

In our Hawaiian history course, as one way to provoke debate and deeper under-
standing of the framework of prolonged U.S. occupation and ongoing Hawaiian 
sovereignty, students are asked to critique and debate a statement made by Iraqi 
president Saddam Hussein in 1990, comparing Iraq’s occupation of Kuwait with 
the U.S. occupation of Hawai‘i. In his interview with journalist Bernard Shaw, 
Hussein suggested the likelihood of Iraq withdrawing from their occupation of 
Kuwait was as likely as the United States withdrawing from Hawai‘i.10

 
“Mr. President…” Bernie began, “to prevent the embargo from 
destroying your country, will you withdraw from Kuwait?” 

“If an embargo could lead the American people to withdraw 
from Washington, or the British people to withdraw from 
any city…if an embargo could force the Americans to 
withdraw from Hawai‘i, it would probably lead the Iraqis 
to think…” “So your answer is no?” Bernie followed up. 

“Naturally,” said Saddam. (Wiener, 2002, p. 152)

 
This statement further provides an entry point from which students begin to 
unpack the similarities and differences of U.S.-occupied Iraq and U.S.-occupied 
Hawai‘i. Both were clearly recognized as independent states at the time occupa-
tion began, although the historical contexts are different. Students understand 
that although Hussein’s government was overthrown, the country of Iraq still 
exists, and although the population is composed of different ethnicities and 
religious affiliations, we still refer to the Iraqi citizens as Iraqi nationals. That has 
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not changed, despite occupation. Students are asked to think about the parallels 
between these circumstances and a prolonged occupation in Hawai‘i, where 
sovereignty continues even though the formal governing body is not in place.

Unlike the occupation in Hawai‘i, the U.S. occupation of Iraq receives constant 
media attention and is watched by the world. It is a hypervisible occupation. On 
the contrary, the occupation of Hawai‘i has been covert, naturalized by making 
invisible. Thus, it is essential in a rigorous Hawaiian history course to draw on 
recent scholarship that challenges the long-held myth that Känaka Maoli did not 
resist, that they passively accepted, U.S. annexation and imperialism (Basham, 2007; 
Silva, 2004). This legacy of aloha ‘äina—love for the land, for our nation, and 
for our country—continues today. Yet, the ongoing impacts of occupation also 
continue, and the next section deals with those contemporary issues as well as 
ways to engage those issues in a Hawaiian-focused social studies course. 

Multiform Impacts of Occupation

The collective survival and well-being of Känaka Maoli is dependent on expanding 
our critical understanding of the occupation. Education must be a part of this 
work. This section, discussing the multiform impacts of occupation, is offered 
both as a way to sketch the larger context in which our schools function, as well as 
to pose important questions to be addressed in a Hawaiian-focused social studies 
classroom. Placing “occupation” and “‘äina” at the center of analysis produces 
a rich field of possibility for interdisciplinary inquiry in courses and research 
projects of all kinds.

When we say we are “teaching amid occupation,” we refer not only to the prolonged 
illegal occupation of Hawaiian national territory by the U.S. state and its military. 
We also draw on the layered meanings of the term occupation to signal the 
continuing social, economic, cultural, and spiritual impacts of an American way 
of life and national consciousness on our lands and people. Despite the temporary 
loss of a functioning aupuni, or governing apparatus, the lähui survives. The collec-
tive imaginary formed through our people’s historical, cultural, and genealogical 
connections remains. However, the lähui is not a stagnant entity, always already in 
existence. It takes a tremendous amount of individual and collective cultural work, 
both psychic and material, to sustain a lähui amidst continued occupation and 
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onslaught by U.S. imperial forces, including its military and corporate mass media 
culture. These multiple forms of occupation aim to structure our relationships to 
our ‘äina and to each other in ways that are violent and unhealthy, both in the short 
and long term. The manifestations suggested here include (a) the occupation of 
our collective cognitive, emotional, and spiritual health; (b) the occupation of the 
realm of economic possibility; and (c) the occupation of intellectual production 
and mass media representation of the islands and our cultures. 

Our cognitive, emotional, and spiritual health as a people has been severely 
affected by assimilationist schooling practices, but schooling should not be seen 
uniformly as a foreign imposition on Hawaiians, nor as a wholly oppressive 
colonizing process. The first schools in the Hawaiian Kingdom were seminaries, 
set up by Protestant missionaries, to train Hawaiian men as religious assistants, 
teachers, and future statesmen for a modernizing Hawai‘i (Benham & Heck, 1998; 
Osorio, 2002; Wist, 1940). Female seminaries, established as a corollary to the male 
seminaries, aimed to produce proper Christian wives for the graduates of church-
run schools like Lähainaluna or Hilo Boarding School (Beyer, 2003). These early 
schools were aimed at an adult student body. Between 1824 and 1827, nearly the 
whole adult population went to mission station schools, and by the end of that 
decade, 387,000 copies of 22 books had been printed in the islands, representing 
some 10,287,800 pages in the Hawaiian language. Enrollments in the missionary 
schools reached their height in 1832, when there were more than 53,000 pupils in 
900 schools (Wist, 1940). But Känaka Maoli did not remain the kind of pupils for 
which missionaries may have hoped. They came for what they wanted—to learn to 
read and write—and then they left. Only 5 years after the high enrollment of 1832, 
the number of pupils was down to about 2,000 (Wist, 1940).

Thus, the competing modernization projects of missionaries and ali‘i shifted 
focus toward schooling children. The codification and institutionalization of 
public schooling was adjunct to the creation of the first Hawaiian constitu-
tion in 1840, transforming the Kingdom from an absolute to a constitutional 
monarchy. Compulsory schooling was seen as an indispensable part of educating 
proper subjects for a modern nation-state. By 1842, education in reading, writing, 
geography, and arithmetic was required for anyone to be married or hold high 
office (Benham & Heck, 1998). By 1852, there were 535 “public free schools taught 
by natives in the Hawaiian language” with 15,842 scholars. Additionally, the corpus 
of Hawaiian schoolbooks and other literature amounted to over 80 million pages 
(Hawaiian Kingdom, 1852, p. 1). 
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The development of the public school system was embedded in a larger struggle 
for hegemony over the systems of formal education, governance, and economy 
in Hawai‘i. For example, while White men representing the nexus of missionary 
and sugar business interests were attempting to build the Kingdom’s public 
school system as a way of sorting and segregating racialized citizen-subjects for 
an oppressive plantation society, Native Hawaiian statesmen and community 
leaders were separating public schools from church affiliation, promoting literacy 
in the Hawaiian language, and increasing funding for the “common” schools—
those serving working-class Hawaiian and Asian pupils.11 Furthermore, teachers’ 
salaries at English schools—positions filled by nonnatives—were markedly 
higher, and the availability of teachers in Hawaiian language was curtailed when 
the courses of study at Lähainaluna Seminary and Hilo Boarding School, which 
trained many of the native teachers, were changed from Hawaiian to English 
(Hawaiian Kingdom, 1884).12 

Once the U.S. military stepped in to support the sugar oligarchy in usurping 
control of the lawful Hawaiian government, formal political control of the national 
education system was wrested from the Hawaiian Kingdom, and governance of 
public instruction became wholly centralized, a phenomenon that continues in 
Hawai‘i to this day. In 1896, the self-proclaimed “Republic of Hawai‘i” passed a 
law mandating that all instruction in schools, both public and private, be given in 
English. The law absolutely cut schools off from public funding and recognition 
if they taught in Hawaiian (Lucas, 2000). For the bulk of the 20th century, under 
prolonged U.S. occupation, there wasn’t a single school in the islands that made 
the indigenous Hawaiian language or culture central to its curriculum until the 
advent of Hawaiian language immersion schools in the 1980s. 

Instead, public schooling took on the function of naturalizing U.S. occupation, 
cultural assimilation, and capital expansion, much like in other U.S. imperial terri-
tories. It is not surprising, then, that huikau about our collective political identity 
became the norm over the course of the last hundred years. Schools failed to teach 
an ancestral language to ground us. Importantly, they also failed to teach us a 
language of political analysis with which to name, explain, and resist the alien-
ating conditions of occupation and dispossession, which we instinctively knew, 
even when we didn’t have the means to speak about it. These failures of main-
stream education in Hawai‘i and their impacts continue today. This discussion 
of the multiform manifestations of occupation is a beginning for reinvigorating 
and building upon a language of political analysis in our thinking, teaching, and 
dialogue with our students. 
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The ongoing occupation of our cognitive, emotional, and spiritual health is evidenced 
in the status of ‘Öpio ‘Öiwi in the public school system. While important gains 
have been made in rebuilding Hawaiian language and culture-based schooling, 
the majority of Kanaka Maoli students remain in the mainstream public school 
system in the islands. Within this system indigenous Hawaiians not only make 
up the largest single ethnic group,13 we are also more often labeled “special ed” or 

“behaviorally handicapped.”14 In fact, since the 2000–2001 school year, the Hawaiian 
share of special education enrollment has increased at a faster pace than the 
Hawaiian share of total Department of Education enrollment. Thus, both the total 
number and the proportion of Hawaiians enrolled in special education in Hawai‘i 
public schools is growing (Kana‘iaupuni & Ishibashi, 2003). Furthermore, Hawai‘i 
mainstream public schools that have a predominantly Native Hawaiian popula-
tion tend to be of poorer quality than other public schools, with more teachers 
who have less experience and no tenure (Kana‘iaupuni & Ishibashi, 2003).

‘Öpio ‘Öiwi Hawai‘i, Native Hawaiian youth, have the highest rates of self-reported 
drug use, the highest rates of youth arrests for all types of crimes, and high rates of 
teen pregnancy and relationship violence.15 These symptoms of collective cognitive, 
emotional, and spiritual dis-ease are directly related to the formal educational 
systems in the islands. Schools transmit culture, whether consciously or uncon-
sciously. Seizing control of the health of our ‘öpio will depend on asserting further 
control of the schools where they spend a significant portion of their waking hours. 
Moreover, students should be engaged in thinking about ways to address pressing 
social problems through the skills they are learning in school. Thus, education 
becomes relevant and valuable for students and their communities, while ‘öpio 
also develop a sense of kuleana and empowerment.

For example, decades of health research have established the link between the 
health of a people and socioeconomic status.16 Social class is the single best 
predictor of health. Yet an examination of the links between socioeconomic status 
and health is completely absent from most economics courses in Hawai‘i high 
schools. By the same token, an investigation of the links between the history 
of U.S. imperialism in Hawai‘i and contemporary conditions of health among 
Känaka Maoli is absent from the vast majority of Hawaiian history courses. Where 
do students get to discuss and address the large-scale social issues (like suicide 
rates, mortality rates from chronic diseases, sexual violence, etc.) that have almost 
certainly touched their lives and their families? 
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Here, inquiry around the rubric of “land” and “occupation” might be framed 
as investigations of the occupation of economic possibility. In a place where the 
military of the occupying government controls at least 20% of the land on the 
most populated island, and land values are raised because of widespread specula-
tive investment from outside of Hawai‘i coupled with increasing settlement of 
newcomers into the islands, Native Hawaiians have the lowest rate of homeowner-
ship among the major ethnic groups in the islands in 2000 (Kana‘iaupuni, Malone, 
& Ishibashi, 2005, p. 82). In 2007, the median home resale price on O‘ahu was 
$650,000, having doubled in the previous 5 years (Wu, 2007). According to the U.S. 
Department of Housing and Urban Development’s Fair Market Rent system, a 
person living in a one-bedroom apartment in metropolitan Honolulu would have 
to earn $25.92 hourly to meet living wage standards for 2008. In the least expensive 
of the nonmetropolitan areas of Hawai‘i, the lowest living wage is in Hawai‘i 
county, where one would still have to earn $17.10 an hour.17 Within this intolerable 
situation, Native Hawaiians are severely overrepresented among the homeless.18 

Schools in Hawai‘i can no longer simply train young people to “get good jobs” in 
order to fit into the current economy. We need to prepare young people to think 
critically and imaginatively to create ways out of this occupation of our economic 
possibilities, which attempts to make it impossible for Känaka to thrive on our 
own homelands. What are the other economic possibilities that a curriculum 
focused on aloha ‘äina might open up, such that we don’t see the only solution 
to this problems being individual Hawaiians getting “better jobs” to make more 
money? The next section on HKM’s curriculum based on mälama ‘äina begins to 
address this question. 

Finally, it is important that a critical Hawaiian-focused social studies interrogate 
what we call the occupation of intellectual production and mass media representations. 
This is an occupation that aims to stifle vigorous political debate and to shrink the 
possibilities of thinking and acting as nä po‘e aloha ‘äina. Signs and symptoms 
of the occupation abound. Two recent instances illustrate this point and serve as 
examples of current events that have proved fruitful for investigation and debate 
in the classroom. 

In the first example, the University of Hawai‘i (UH) Board of Regents voted 
in September 2007 to approve a contract with the U.S. Navy to set up an Allied 
Research Lab, commonly known as a UARC (University Allied Research 
Center), despite long-standing protests from major UH constituent groups. The 
3-year agreement will fund the lab, likely focusing in areas such as astronomy, 
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oceanography, advanced electro-optics systems, lasers, remote sensing detection 
systems, and communications (Cole, 2007). The UH administration argued 
that the agreement would bring in millions of dollars of funding. However, 
people within the university community raised opposition based on concern 
about weapons and restricted research, as well as about the incompatibility 
between the goals of such a facility and the stated mission and vision of the 
university, as early as 2 years prior.19 In 2005, community protests against the 
UARC included a lock-in at UH’s Bachman Hall administrative offices, and the 
Associated Students of the University of Hawai‘i, the University of Hawai‘i 
Faculty Senate, and the Kuali‘i Council—representing Hawaiian programs 
on campus—all passed official resolutions opposing the UARC.20 Despite a 
commitment to a transparent process that would keep all groups informed, 
the UH administration buried the issue from public scrutiny and then 
slipped the decision in 2 years later, without including the UH community 
and the larger public in the process or giving adequate notice to allow for 
meaningful public comment and debate when the contract was suddenly up for 
discussion again. 

In studying the UARC case, students could be asked to think about the purposes of 
public education and knowledge production. They could be called to think beyond 
simplistic economic reasoning (i.e., “we need the money”) and to think about the 
implications of “classified research.” They might also be asked to historicize the 
University of Hawai‘i as a land grant institution or its location on national lands of 
the Hawaiian Kingdom.

Similarly, students should be given the analytical tools and opportunities to 
critique mass media representations of Hawai‘i as a tourist paradise. Trask (1999), 
Kaomea (2000), and Ferguson and Turnbull (1999) have critiqued the ways Hawai‘i 
has been framed as a site that should be open, welcoming, inviting, beckoning 
military use and associated business investment. Using such analyses, students 
could think about the controversies around our second example, the Hawai‘i 
Superferry in 2007.

The subject of heated community debate and public protest, the Hawai‘i Superferry, 
a 350-foot high-speed catamaran with the capacity to transport 900 passengers and 
300 cars, was given approval to begin operation in August 2007 without completing an 
environmental assessment.21 The primary owner of the Superferry is J. F. Lehman, 
former Secretary of the Navy and member of the 9/11 Commission, whose invest-
ment companies specialize in naval and aerospace defense technologies. When 
hundreds of protesters on surfboards and canoes blocked the ferry from entering 
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a Kaua‘i harbor, the Coast Guard was called by emergency order to remove them 
from the water and establish a security zone which when violated is punishable by 
10 years in prison. Police arrested protestors on shore, and Governor Linda Lingle 
threatened parents of minors who had been involved in the protests with child 
welfare investigations, using state child protective services as a coercive tool to 
silence dissent and elicit compliance.

The public debate and media coverage provide a wealth of material for students to 
critically engage. In thinking about the debates over whether the Superferry should 
be allowed to run without an environmental assessment, students could be asked 
to think about how political decisions are made.22 What is prioritized? What voices 
and interests matter most and in what instances? In thinking about the special 
legislative session convened or the threat made by Governor Lingle to parents of 
minors who had been involved in the protests with child welfare investigations, 
students might discuss, “what are legitimate uses of state power?”23 Students 
could also be prompted to analyze the arguments and tensions between the idea 
that “Hawai‘i is one state, and thus there should be equal access to all resources for 
all people,” versus the idea that access depends on kuleana and that island-specific 
communities should have more localized control over their own resources.24

The issues and questions outlined in this section are suggestions for teachers of 
Hawaiian history, economics, and other social studies courses to engage. They also 
demonstrate that the problems of our world demand critical and interdisciplinary 
courses of study and action for our ‘öpio. Reflective teaching amid (and about) 
the occupation opens up many possibilities for a rigorous and socially invested 
practice of learning and living. The next sections take this discussion further by 
describing the ways HKM teachers make mälama ‘äina and community activism 
foundational in our curriculum. In the midst of occupation, under the cover of 
this haze, Känaka are planting for another future, healing the wounded, raising 
children to act based on their familial connections and obligations to the ‘äina.
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Aloha ‘Äina/Mälama ‘Äina

‘O Wäkea ke käne, ‘O Papa ka wahine, ua noho pü läua a hänau mai ‘o Hawai‘i 
he moku, ‘o Mäui he moku, ‘o Ho‘ohökükalani ka wahine. ‘O Wäkea ke käne, ‘O 
Ho‘ohökükalani ka wahine, ua noho pü läua a hänau mai ‘o Häloanakalaukapalili 
ke keiki alualu, ke kalo, ‘o Häloa ke käne, ke ali‘i mua loa.25

Aloha ‘äina and mälama ‘äina are the root of HKM’s curriculum. In contrast to 
most conventional public schools, HKM offers a vastly different, culturally driven, 
project-oriented program for its students. School consists of time spent engaged in 
multidisciplinary, year-long projects that are thematically organized. Each project 
is environment and culture based, addressing all the core academic standards. As 
such, traditional core courses are integrated into the projects rather than taken 
as separate classes, and students and teachers are responsible for meeting and 
exceeding state and school standards. The projects also integrate community 
service, life skills, and technology instruction. Additionally, all students are 
required to take both Hawaiian language and hula/oli at least twice a week.  

Projects are set up by age cluster (Grades 6–8 and 9–12). Thus, the school is divided 
according to Kaikaina, our middle schoolers, and Kua‘ana, our high schoolers. At 
the Kaikaina level, students are introduced to the foundational concepts of the 
Ahupua‘a system, a social, environmental, and economic model for sustainable 
living. Kua‘ana students work in one of three projects for an entire academic 
year: Wa‘a, which focuses on the canoe as the principal vessel of travel for Känaka 
Hawai‘i; Loko I‘a, which focuses on the fishpond as the principle technology for 
protein production in traditional Hawaiian society; and Lo‘i, which focuses on 
the production of kalo, the staple food of Hawaiian society. In their senior year, 
students also take on increased responsibility, helping teach younger students at 
times, conducting more independent research, and completing a senior project. 

Regular physical practice of land and ocean stewardship in outdoor lab environ-
ments is crucial to the whole curricular framework and approach to learning. 
Some of these learning sites include Haukulu and ‘Aihualama (at the Harold L. 
Lyon Arboretum) in Mänoa Valley, Kewalo Net Shed located at the shoreline of the 
Waikïkï Ahupua‘a, and He‘eia and Waikalua fishponds on the windward side of 
O‘ahu. The remainder of this article focuses on the interdisciplinary high school 
course on lo‘i kalo, referred to as Papa Lo‘i or Lo‘i Project. Through HKM’s Papa Lo‘i, 
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high school students have made significant and historic contributions to the resto-
ration and care of lo‘i kalo in Mänoa Valley. In this way, we are building alterna-
tives to the occupation described in the first two sections of this article. Creating 
viable and sustainable ways of living from the ground up allows Känaka Hawai‘i 
to survive and thrive so as to make the occupation obsolete. 

Results from the Hawaiian Cultural Influences in Education study shed light on 
the impact of culturally relevant teaching and learning strategies on students.26 
Survey data show that HKM students report significantly higher rates of knowing 
about and caring for their immediate natural environment and community than 
do students in other public schools. At HKM, ‘öpio acquire a deeper sense of place 
through a curriculum that emphasizes a familial connection to the ‘äina. Likewise, 
stronger community ties are reflected in higher rates of mälama ‘äina, whereby 
HKM students practice environmental stewardship more often (see Figures 1 
and 2).

FIGURE 1  Students gain in-depth community knowledge  
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FIGURE 2  Students practice mälama ÿäina and environmental stewardship 
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Papa Lo‘i is organized around the physical work, the science, the arts, and the 
philosophies of taro cultivation. Ka Papa Lo‘i o Känewai, on the UH–Mänoa 
campus, was the original training grounds for the first Lo‘i classes at HKM. Since 
2003, HKM’s Papa Lo‘i has worked to restore an ancient terraced system at the 
back of Mänoa Valley. Through the efforts of various community experts, HKM 
teachers, a handful of Lyon Arboretum staff, and the students themselves, lo‘i that 
had been dormant for over 100 years are now living again. The haumäna drove 
every step of the development of this renewed lo‘i system, carving the features of 
the lo‘i and literally moving tons of material with little more than their hands. This 
system of lo‘i was given the name ‘Aihualama, after the ‘ili in which it sits and the 
stream from which it draws its water.

Approximately 1 acre in size, ‘Aihualama was dense with brush and large trees 
that canopied the sunlight when we first trudged through its thick muddy floor. It 
seemed to staff and students alike an impossible place to restore lo‘i. However, in 
2004, after many months of chant and prayer, a heavy storm blew through Mänoa 
Valley, taking down a number of the tallest trees, standing at nearly 100 feet. Their 
unexpected but propitious descent was seen as a hö‘ailona, a sign that Papa Lo‘i 
was to take on the kuleana of caring for this beautiful place exposed to us by auspi-
cious winds. The story of ‘Aihualama’s birth continues to be told to each new batch 
of students every year. It is a way to emphasize that hö‘ailona are a means for our 
ancestors to communicate with us and to give us directions about our kuleana.

Papa Lo‘i’s curriculum introduces the cultural and spiritual concept of mälama 
‘äina from the outset of the course; it is the first idea students engage and grounds 
the rest of the curriculum throughout the year. The essential question framing 
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the course is “what is mälama ‘äina, or aloha ‘äina?” From this foundation spring 
various philosophical discussions and analyses about the layered meanings 
of mälama ‘äina and aloha ‘äina. During the first week, students learn the 
‘Öpükahönua chant that opens this section of the article. This chant establishes 
a familial connection with the islands of the archipelago and with Häloa, as both 
elder sibling and staple food source. Students analyze the way the ethic of mälama 
‘äina is communicated in the story of Papahänaumoku and Wäkea. For example, 
the genealogy of Häloa serves as a reminder that we are ‘ohana to the kalo as well 
as the ‘äina. Students are encouraged to think about the interconnection of all 
things. As Känaka, we are undoubtedly related to everything that exists, and we are 
accountable to the well-being of all things. This mo‘olelo about Häloa, both kalo 
and kanaka, not only represents the genealogical descent of Känaka Maoli and 
the interconnectedness of all existing entities and substances but also provides a 
metaphor for the smaller ‘ohana unit. 

One of the early lessons at the lo‘i is the parts of the kalo plant. Besides memorizing, 
diagramming, and identifying parts of the plant, students learn to distinguish 
between different varieties of kalo based on observation of the various characteris-
tics. In talking about the piko of the plant, we also teach our ‘öpio about our own 
piko: our piko po‘o connecting us to our ‘aumäkua, our piko ‘öpü connecting us to 
our present, and our piko ma‘i connecting us to future generations. All aspects of 
the curriculum reinforce the notion that students should be able to reflect on how 
their learning is relevant to them in terms of the various piko. This gives them a 
strong sense of self and strong sense of identity upon which they can build. ‘Öpio 
are asked to think about the ways each part of the kalo represents the members of 
the ‘ohana. Hawaiian terminology provides natural metaphors for discussing the 
relationships between parents and offshoots, whether plant or human. When kalo 
is mature and harvested, the leaves and corm are cut off from the stem leaving the 
huli, which is then replanted in the ‘äina to start a new ‘ohana. Genealogy becomes 
a central way for students to think about their kuleana in class and beyond. They 
can consider their responsibilities and obligations within their own families as 
parallels to the way our genealogical ties to Papahänaumoku bind us in a relation-
ship to the land based on reciprocity.

Thus, in revisiting our essential question, we understand mälama ‘äina to mean 
more than simply “taking care of the land” or occasionally cleaning beaches, more 
than picking up rubbish or recycling, more than cleaning the ‘auwai or repairing 
the kuauna. All of these practices may be part of what we do in Papa Lo‘i, yet 
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mälama ‘äina is much, much more. In the way we contextualize this concept for 
our students, we are the ‘äina too. Mälama ‘äina extends beyond the confines of 
the land itself and can be interpreted as taking care of your own health, securing 
the well-being of your family and friends, and participating in the protection and 
care of your community. This includes political, social, and environmental issues 
that directly affect Hawai‘i, Hawaiian people, and our cultural integrity. As kumu, 
we emphasize to the students that to effectively care for the ‘äina, each of us needs 
to care for ourselves. In essence, as individuals we need to be healthy in order to be 
pono. If we are pono then our community is pono. To illustrate these connections, 
we talk about how various Hawaiian traditions emphasize that Känaka do not just 
have a relationship with the ‘äina or the Akua; Känaka are ‘äina and Akua. 

For example, according to some traditions, Keakahulihonua was the first human 
woman. She was drawn out onto the dirt where Käne bestowed his hä (breath) upon 
her, bringing her to life. Thus, she is physically made of ‘äina. Further, Hawaiian 
cosmogonic genealogies reaffirm that Känaka Maoli are born of chiefly as well 
as Akua lineages. There are numerous mo‘olelo about mortals having offspring 
as a result of mating with an Akua. The shark god Kamohoali‘i marries a woman 
named Kalei, and together they bear a son, Nanaue. Hawaiian traditions also tell 
of the ways humans become Akua. Upon his passing, the ali‘i Kahekili becomes 
Känehekili, the Akua of thunder and lightning. Pele, Kamapua‘a, and Mäui are 
other examples of kupua that take on human forms. Students also consider that 
the human body is made primarily of water, a kinolau or bodily form of Käne, and 
all of our bodily secretions then are also his kinolau. 

‘Öpio are asked to think about how these various philosophies and metaphors 
for the relationships between humans, deities, and environment relate to their 
own frameworks of belief within their ‘ohana. The aim is not to create a single 
structure of belief but to explore ways of thinking about the ‘äina and themselves 
with which they may or may not be familiar. Moreover, educating our ‘öpio from 
the perspective of our traditions is invaluable to their empowerment. Mele, oli, 
and mo‘olelo are pillars of the Papa Lo‘i curriculum, since our oral and literary 
traditions reinforce the cultural values learned through actual practices of culti-
vating the land. Additionally, we utilize ‘ölelo no‘eau to convey values and guides 
for appropriate behavior within our class (Pukui, 1983). Each one is discussed in 
terms of its literal meaning, as well as the ways it is interpreted in our classroom 
context for providing guidelines for pono, proper behavior (see Table 1). 
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TAbLE 1  Selected ÿölelo noÿeau used regularly in classroom context  

ÿÖlelo noÿeau  
(and English translation)

Interpretation and usage for our classroom context

Ma ka hana ka ‘ike. 
In doing, one learns.

This ÿölelo noÿeau validates the core reason our school 
is project based. In the actual physical labor, we see the 
manifestation of our philosophy. Students see, nurture, 
and taste the lessons we speak and read about, as they 
cultivate, harvest, share, and eat kalo.

Maikaÿi ke kalo i ka ‘öhä. 
The taro is only as good as the stalk.

We remind ÿöpio of this ÿölelo noÿeau when they misbehave 
and when they act appropriately. Whatever they do, good 
or bad, is a reflection of their ÿohana and their kumu. This 
reinforces the notion of familial accountability.

Hoÿokahi leo, ua lawa. 
One voice is enough. 
To say something once is enough.

When the ÿöpio interrupt a speaker, the kumu says: 
“Hoÿokahi leo,” and they finish with “ua lawa.” This pro-
vides a cue to let them know that their talking out of turn 
is unacceptable and disrespectful. The call and response 
allows us to refocus.

Aÿohe pau ka ‘ike i ka hälau hoÿokahi. 
Not all knowledge is taught in  
one school.

This ÿölelo noÿeau teaches makawalu or many perspectives. 
Having many versions of the same story is not wrong. 
Each version offers a different perspective. Similarly, many 
different ways of thinking, learning, and expressing are 
valuable. We use this ÿölelo noÿeau to validate the diverse 
ways students gain and demonstrate understanding.

I ka ÿölelo no ke ola, i ka ÿölelo no  
ka make. 
In the language there is life and in the 
language there is death.

Känaka Maoli believe what we say has a great impact on 
everything around us. Our küpuna could kill by simply 
chanting a person to death. On another level, without our 
language our culture would not be able to survive. In the 
classroom, we use this ÿölelo noÿeau to remind ÿöpio to be 
aware of what they say to one another.

Mai kaula‘i nä iwi o nä küpuna i ka lä. 
Don’t lay the bones of the küpuna in 
the sun.

It is deemed bad to leave the bones out to dry because our 
bones contain our mana. Anyone could take your mana if 
they got a hold of your bones. We implement this ÿölelo 
noÿeau into our class by explaining to the haumäna that 
our ÿike or knowledge is our mana. Whenever we give class 
handouts, the haumäna must be responsible for them 
and put them away. They should also have pride for their 
own work. If papers are left around and someone should 
happen to pick it up, they could use it for themselves and, 
in doing so, they are taking your mana. Knowledge is pre-
cious and powerful, deserving of respect and care. 

O ka ÿäina ke aliÿi, o ka makaÿäinana 
ke kauwä. 
The land is the chief and commoners 
are her servants.

We are just stewards of our ÿäina, and we need to give re-
spect by attending to the needs of the environment and by 
always giving first to the ÿäina before taking for ourselves. 
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In addition to the ethics and values expressed by ‘ölelo no‘eau, the wisdom of our 
küpuna is also conveyed through the cultural protocols. For example, protocol 
guides and frames the work at ‘Aihualama lo‘i. Chants set the tone for the day’s 
work and ask for the physical, mental, and spiritual protection of all. Students, staff, 
and guests always oli when entering ‘Aihualama. The students of Papa Lo‘i learn 
Oli Mänoa, composed by Kumu Kamuela Yim specifically for use by the Lo‘i class 
and for entering ‘Aihualama because the chant speaks of the specific names and 
physical features of Mänoa. Chants for planting and growth are also memorized 
and practiced. These give a deeper meaning to the regular work at the lo‘i, which 
includes daily maintenance of the irrigation system, water-level management, 
stream study and survey, kuauna repair, mulching, planting, clearing, reforesta-
tion of native trees and shrubs, and moving of ‘öpala. In addition to the work 
done at ‘Aihualama, haumäna are also exposed to other farms. Through these 
visits, they learn the kuleana of visitors to new places, including proper protocols 
to ask for permission to enter, to recognize and give thanks to the ‘äina as well as 
the people and akua of that place, and to give back to each place through hana—
helpful work.

The physical practices, orature, literature, and behavioral expectations we have 
described here all mutually reinforce each other as parts of our integrated, culture-
based curriculum. Through this work, one of the primary goals of Papa Lo‘i is for 
all to realize and deepen our awareness that our collective survival is dependent on 
mälama ‘äina. Practicing mälama ‘äina is both an expression of our deep aloha for 
Papa, and, if we take care of her, she will provide us with ‘ai or food. Our familial 
relationship is both a spiritual and a practical one. Some students have an easier 
time connecting these lessons to their own lives than others. For example, when 
HKM moved to its permanent campus at Makiki for the 2007–2008 school year, 
the ‘öpio were engaged in planting dryland mäla or gardens at the new campus. 
During one of the planting sessions, two students excitedly shared their own expe-
riences of harvesting kalo in their own yard: “Ho, Aunty, you should’ve seen it! It 
was bigger than my head! It was so good, Aunty, and I hope these get big like that 
one. Yeah, Rusty? Was big ah?” one student called to his classmate, “Come help 
me and Aunty dig this hole.”

As the other boy approached and joined in the work, he agreed enthusiastically. 
“Yeah, Aunty, we dug it up and it was huge! It was like this big,” he said holding 
his hands up to frame his head. “It fed everyone, Aunty. It was yum! I’m getting 
hungry just thinking about it. Do you think our kalo is gonna get big like that? 
Let’s dig. Come on! Come on, Aunty!”
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For these students, mälama ‘äina at school reinforces the values they are already 
practicing in their own home, with their own ‘ohana. Thus, it is somewhat easier 
for them to make the connections that we have kuleana, or responsibilities and 
accountabilities to one another and to our ‘äina. Hawaiian genealogies are an 
expression of those reciprocal relationships, and they allow us to see ourselves 
within our collective identities as ‘ohana and lähui. Our genealogies give identity, 
purpose, and kuleana. As a class, Papa Lo‘i students learn that each person never 
stands alone. Instead, we must think of the ways all our decisions and actions 
bear upon our friends, our kumu, our ‘ohana, our ancestors, and the generations 
yet unborn. 

Through practice and reflection ‘öpio learn that kuleana is heavy and difficult 
at times, yet most importantly is an honor. Many of our students already carry 
significant kuleana in their own families, and they are able to reflect on these 
responsibilities and privileges as a way to thinking about larger kuleana they may 
take on in their communities throughout their lives. Furthermore, we emphasize 
to students that with knowledge comes responsibility. To ignore that responsibility 
is negligent, and it is not a sustainable mindset suitable for an island society. Thus, 
with all they learn, haumäna are asked to think about the kuleana they will carry 
as a result of holding particular sets of skills or understandings, like farming kalo, 
dancing hula, or speaking Hawaiian.

Not all haumäna take to these skills and values easily, or accept them at all. We are, 
of course, talking about teenagers. Resistance ranges from normal complaining to 
swearing and name-calling, and from a healthy questioning of teachers’ opinions 
to angry outbursts, like one student’s comments to his kumu:

 
What the hell is Hawaiian going to do for me? How can 
you make money by learning it? What kind of job can I get 
with it? I don’t want to be a Hawaiian Language teacher for 
minimum pay at a stupid school! When am I ever going to 
use it? No one speaks Hawaiian!

 
This sentiment is reflected in the world around us, sometimes by our own family 
members, neighbors, and others. It is not uncommon for people to still be unable 
to see the value in Hawaiian cultural learning or to understand that those who 
speak Hawaiian or who mälama ‘äina can have a wide range of careers.
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As kumu, we use various strategies to address students’ resistance to completing 
assignments or participating in mälama ‘äina work. For some ‘öpio, it just takes 
a lot of time and patience. For example, Kumu Kaleilehua had the privilege of 
working with one student who came into her class with the reputation of being a 
complainer, especially about any physical mälama ‘äina work in which she would 
get dirty or sweaty. Her peers referred to her as “prissy.” Whenever the class went 
on hikes she would pout and ask frequently, “Are we there yet? How much longer 
until we reach there?” There were multiple times when she would flat out refuse 
to do anything outside. On those days, Kumu Kaleilehua would work right beside 
her while doing the assigned task, like weeding the mäla, and talk to her about the 
importance. At other times, the kumu would simply ignore the girl’s complaints 
and continue the task at hand. Then one day, months later, Kumu Kaleilehua 
noticed that the girl wasn’t complaining about anything. In fact, she was knee 
deep in mud touching all of the things she swore she would never touch—like frog 
eggs. That day, kumu thanked her and told her she was proud of her actions. 

Toward the end of the year on the last hike the class took, as the student was in the 
middle of complaining she suddenly came to a realization and yelled, “Dammit, 
no use already! I complain and complain, and it’s just making me all out of breath 
and I’m tired. Aunty doesn’t care. I’m just not gonna say anything already.” The 
whole class burst out into laughter, including the student. Kumu Kaleilehua never 
would have guessed that this same student would be the one to start inquiring 
about what she should do if she had a mäla with kalo in it. Over time, the ‘öpio 
admitted that she had started a mäla at home and was worried that her plants 
would die. Thus, we as kumu must be patient and steadfast with communicating 
to our haumäna about the importance of mälama ‘äina, because we can never 
tell when and how students will internalize and begin practicing these things on 
their own. 

Papa Lo‘i kumu and haumäna continue to practice regular care of ‘Aihualama 
lo‘i. Our students have cleared terraces, reestablished the ‘auwai irrigation system, 
flooded the lo‘i, and planted kalo, along with all kinds of other useful native plants. 
In 2007, the students harvested their first crop from the initial planting. Validating 
cultural protocols as foundational in this process, ceremonies were conducted the 
night before that very first planting. Under a sky lit by the full Mähealani moon, ‘awa 
was ceremonially served to members of the HKM ‘ohana, including the students 
and their families. Our haumäna expressed pride in the fact that they participated 
in something of such traditional reverence as planting in accordance with the 
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moon phases as did our ancestors centuries ago. The ceremony also provided an 
important opportunity for each person to reflect on and share about the importance 
of this work to themselves personally, as well as to the larger community. We have 
found that through these practices, most students, though not all, learn and bring 
their own expressions to the values of mälama ‘äina and kuleana. Moreover, they 
see the usefulness and application of “social studies.” The final section focuses 
more specifically on the political aspects of social studies. 

“Kü i ka Pono, Kü‘ë i ka Hewa”: Teaching Politics and 
Community Activism

 
Call me a radical for I refuse to remain idle. I will not have the foreigner 
prostitute the soul of my being, and I will not make a whore of my soul 
(my culture). 
 

—George Jarrett Helm

Does political action belong in a school environment? We believe that all education 
is political, whether or not the teachers and students are conscious of the politics 
embedded in the learning. To be Hawaiian in Hawai‘i, to maintain our distinct 
culture and collective identity as a people, is political. To speak our language, once 
banished by those who established the illegal U.S. occupation, is a political gesture. 
By reliving our cultural protocols and giving breath to our oli, we have already 
engaged in the political struggle to enrich our lähui Hawai‘i and restore national 
pride. As kumu, aloha ‘äina starts with us. And yet the hegemonic cultural, 
economic, and political systems occupying our islands operate in ways that are 
antithetical to the ethics and practices of aloha ‘äina and mälama ‘äina. As a conse-
quence, it is undoubtedly political to become an educator advocating for Hawaiian 
cultural values and traditions.

In HKM’s Lo‘i Project, taro farming and the associated cultural traditions comprise 
the hands-on, service-learning focus of the class, as well as providing the anchor 
for core academic standards-based instruction. Thus, the project integrates 
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language arts, science (with a focus on earth and life science strands), and social 
studies. Through completion of this year-long project, students meet social 
studies standards in anthropology, geography, and U.S. history. Engagement with 
community organizing and political action gives students an opportunity to see 
the intersections of these various fields in action.

In the last several years, one controversial matter exemplifies this opportunity 
most clearly: the fight over the genetic modification (GM) and patenting of kalo. 
Kalo farmers and Hawaiian academics were among the most vocal in voicing 
opposition to University of Hawai‘i scientists patenting Hawaiian kalo varieties 
and conducting genetic modification upon Häloa. When this issue came to the 
forefront of the local news media, our haumäna had already begun working in 
the lo‘i and had become exposed to the full spectrum of taro cultivation from 
clearing land to eating the fruits of their labor. As a class, we had drawn upon 
the wisdom and guidance of farmers who have engaged in both the cultural and 
political aspects of kalo farming: ‘Anakala Eddie Ka‘ananä, Danny Bishop, Walter 
Ritte, and Paul and Charlie Reppun. Such personal relationships and mentoring 
are essential to a Hawaiian process of learning and apprenticeship.

Because HKM staff and students had already begun to establish informal part-
nerships with many taro farmers in the islands, it was a natural connection for 
students to become interested in the patenting and GM kalo issue. In addition, 
having their own close relationships with kalo through the practice of mälama 
‘äina and having digested mo‘olelo Hawai‘i about kalo and ‘äina, our ‘öpio wanted 
to move beyond mere interest to full participation. They wanted to know what the 
issue was all about and how they could become involved. 

It is critical to any subject matter, especially when dealing with community issues 
and political action, that students have a full understanding of the facts and the 
range of positions and that they themselves develop a pilina, or relationship, to 
the issue. Caring deeply about the real outcome of a controversial issue motivates 
in-depth learning. Once a pilina has been established, it is important to flood 
students with information. And as ‘öpio develop their own positions on political 
issues, they need to be able to explain and defend their positions. As kumu, we used 
the opportunity of their interest in the GM kalo issue to suggest critical questions 
they could ask: What is genetic modification? What are the impacts of patenting? 
Who is making the decisions? What are their interests? Who bears legitimate 
authority and kuleana to make decisions about kalo, something to which the ‘öpio 
themselves feel so strongly connected? 
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Particularly when dealing with heated community-based issues and actions, the 
kumu must balance a fine line between information and prejudice. Makawalu: 
show all sides of the story. When tackling the GM kalo issue, we found that it was 
a daunting task to remain objective. It was important to be transparent about our 
own political positions and biases and to explicitly reassure the haumäna that they 
need to make their own conscious choices independently.

During the period of time when the University of Hawai‘i was on the political 
hot seat, the local news media provided almost daily material for group reading, 
viewing, and discussion. We first addressed the issue of bias, and we looked at 
various sources that provided commentary on perceived pros and cons for geneti-
cally modifying and patenting kalo. A simple T-graph is suitable for such an 
exercise at the initial level. Haumäna were then asked to interpret the information 
and choose for themselves what they believed to be pono or hewa. After having 
gained as much knowledge as we could, we divided the class in half and practiced 
thesis writing focused on the positions they had developed on the subject. 

Another form of assessment utilized was a speech and debate unit on the contro-
versy. Again, pilina is important because once the haumäna care about an issue 
and then become confident in the facts, their motivation grows in leaps and 
bounds. To encourage even further growth beyond their own comfort zones and 
to develop a deeper sense of kuleana and accountability, invite outside guests 
from the community (in this case, taro farmers, scientists, university profes-
sors, or administrators) to sit on the panel assessing student speeches. Create 
a formal atmosphere, and the haumäna rise to the occasion. This is a form of 
authentic assessment.

An even deeper form of authentic assessment with respect to this issue included 
the opportunity for all HKM students and staff to take part in two community 
actions related to this issue. In the spring of 2006, the entire school joined with kalo 
farmers and Hawaiian cultural practitioners in marching down Dole Street from 
Ka Papa Lo‘i o Känewai (the Känewai lo‘i system, which is part of the University 
of Hawai‘i) to Bachman Hall, the center of decision making for the UH system, to 
press for the end of UH patents on kalo. We met at Känewai, where students were 
addressed by various farmers and community leaders. Chris Kobayashi, a mahi‘ai 
kalo from Hanalei, Kaua‘i, expressed the farmers’ position this way:
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As a farmer, I strongly object to patents on taro or any 
other crop. Why should farmers have to pay for huli [the 
upper part of the root, used for replanting]? Our taxes have 
helped to fund UH. Some of us have been co-operators 
with UH on different taro research programmes including 
breeding, cultivation and diseases. More importantly, how 
can anyone claim ownership of plants that have evolved and 
been selected or bred by farmers for specific environmental 
conditions and desirable properties over generations? 
(Quoted in Ritte & Freese, 2006)

 
And Kanaka artist-activist Alapa‘i Hanapï put it more succinctly: 

 
Ownership of taro is like slavery…we have demanded the 
UH give up its taro patents and return these varieties to 
Hawaiians. We are the custodians who have guided the 
appropriate use of kalo for millennia as a benefit for all 
people of Hawai‘i. (Quoted in Ritte & Freese, 2006)

 
Encouraged and validated by the words of various speakers, in Hawaiian and in 
English, some of the ‘öpio painted their faces with the lepo from the lo‘i to display 
their physical and spiritual connection to their ancestor, Häloa. When the proces-
sion began, it was led by respected kupuna Eddie Ka‘ananä from a vehicle guarded 
by younger Kanaka demonstrators. With our oli filling the air and our signs held 
high, the collective sentiment was clear. 

The procession arrived at Bachman Hall, meeting with nearly 200 others gathered 
to oppose the patents. HKM’s sister school, Hälau Lökahi, stood at the top of the 
entranceway in full traditional dress, chanting in greeting to the marchers and 
in resistance to university administrators. With mana that flowed there that day, 
aloha ‘äina materialized in a whole new way for many of our haumäna. It became 
real rather than rhetoric. They were able to witness social movement firsthand and 
to see that political action is a crucial part of aloha and mälama ‘äina. Moreover, 
they were able to palpably experience Hawaiian collective identity and kinship. 
Such an experience could never have been replicated in a classroom. Two years 
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later, many of our haumäna still talk about the feelings of pride and power they 
experienced that day. They were also encouraged to hear that their participation 
may have had an impact; UH voluntarily agreed to rescind and rip up its patents. 

A few months later, HKM participated in a follow-up community event, Lä Kükahi. 
Organized by Kalaniäkea Wilson, the intent of this event was to establish a 
permanent Hawaiian presence at Bachman Hall. However, the tone was decidedly 
to ho‘oulu, nurture growth, and to ho‘omana küpuna, to honor the elders and 
ancestors, rather than just to kü‘ë, or protest. Thus, HKM brought our entire 
‘ohana—students, families, staff, and related community members—to participate 
in the ceremonies and celebration. The primary hana, or task, was to pass stones 
from hand to hand along the mile-long stretch of road between Känewai and 
Bachman Hall. Through this physical work, participants were able to experience 
kükahi and lökahi, coming together for a common purpose of building a stone altar 
to honor our küpuna. The ahu, whose construction was led by Moloka‘i Känaka, 
Walter Ritte, Kalaniua Ritte, and Hanohano Naehu, still stands in the center of the 
Bachman Hall garden, right outside the front doors, to remind decision makers 
that the küpuna Hawai‘i are always present to provide guidance and accountability. 
To this day, as a part of Papa Lo‘i, we continue to visit this ahu to ho‘omana with 
our oli, pule, and ho‘okupu. This is our ongoing kuleana. 

Essential to the process of learning, reflection completes the cycle of critical 
inquiry and action. After the excitement and intensity of each of these community 
actions and back in the relative quiet of the classroom environment, students were 
asked to write and talk about their reactions, thoughts, and feelings. Reflective 
journaling is an important part of the process of debriefing any involvement in 
political events and community activism. A few examples of reflective questions 
that have been posed to our haumäna include:

 
• Was this event an expression of aloha ‘äina? Describe why or why not.

• Have your actions been executed with pono? Use specific examples.

• How has your participation helped your community, people,  
and/or ‘äina?

• What difference do you feel you have made? 

• What was the greatest lesson that you have learned through  
this experience?
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Following our public involvement in the kalo issues at UH–Mänoa, after reading 
the news media coverage about our active presence in a clearly political action, 
students wrote in response to the prompt, “Does political action belong in a 
school environment?” The closing words of one of our recent graduates sums up 
the sentiments expressed by students for that assignment and by the authors in 
this article:

 
So it comes down to this: Does political action belong in 
a school environment? I’ll give you a simple answer. Hell 
yes!…If in schools the teachers do not take political action, 
or discuss politics and recent issues, all they’re doing is 
graduating ignorant fools.…And we all know that ignorant 
fools leading ignorant fools leads to senseless and illegal 
actions [like] the Iraqi War. Make sure that the political 
actions around the world aren’t hidden from our youth 
because forgotten knowledge is useless. Make sure the 
youth [are] not ignorant to the world around them. 

— Kalani L. D. Aldosa, 12th grade, 2007

 
The following year, students in Papa Lo‘i studied the same issue, although they 
participated in different political actions. This time, they attended proceedings 
at the Hawai‘i State Capitol as legislators considered a measure that would put 
a 10-year moratorium on genetic engineering of kalo and several bills that would 
affect charter school funding. When we posed the same question to this class, 
over half of their reflections mirrored Kalani’s sentiments above. Some of the 
responses included below were framed within the context of our school needing 
to strongly advocate for equitable funding for all charter schools as public schools. 
Here are a few excerpts of the students’ responses to the question of whether or 
not politics belongs in schools. 
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I feel that politics does belong in school because we get to 
exercise our beliefs through protesting.…It also teaches us 
to be open about our opinions when it comes to political 
issues. We are not only learning about Math and English 
we are now learning about what happens in the real world 
and what will affect our lives in the future.

—Kukahi Lua, 9th grade, 2008

 
I think it’s good that teachers are involved in politics and that 
they share their mana‘o (perspective) with their students.…I 
think it’s important for us to protest and fight for what we 
believe in. It’s also good for the politicians to hear our voice 
and know that whatever the problem is, [it] is affecting us.

—Victoria Tom, 10th grade, 2008

 
It’s good to be aware of your political problems in your 
area. Usually no other schools but charter schools go to 
the Capitol to fight for what they want. Sometimes we’re 
educated more on certain problems than our parents.

—Lakela Duque, 11th grade, 2008

 
The things we get to do in school [are] pretty amazing. 
Going down to the Capitol and fighting for the things we 
believe in is a good way to show the people that we stand up 
for what is right.

—Willy Kaina, 9th grade, 2008

 
There is no doubt in my mind that the strongest leo (voice) 
is that of the haumäna (student). I strongly believe that 
political issues do belong in school because it is the future 
[of] the students that most of today’s disputes will affect.

—Noeau Paalani, 11th grade, 2008
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I believe that students and schools have a lot of power, in 
fact I know this. Just look at the Civil Rights movement. 
Many of those protestors and leaders were students in high 
school and college, and they made a world of a difference.

— Ashton Dozier, 9th grade, 2008

 
We enjoy learning about issues impacting our school and 
we enjoy being a part of a change.

—Tiare Kalani, 12th grade, 2008

 
It teaches the youth, before they become taxpayers, that 
they have the right to be involved in politics.…We’re taught 
to recognize when a wrong is committed and [to] also [do] 
all in our power to remedy that.…The State Capitol isn’t 
something to fear, somewhere that feels forbidden. It’s 
somewhere that represents the struggle we go through not 
only as Hawaiians, but as human beings, always fighting 
for what we deserve.…Learning of politics early would prove 
for a better, more stable future.

—Pomaikai Freed, 12th grade, 2008

 
Survey findings from the Hawaiian Cultural Influences in Education study further 
support this anecdotal data, as HKM students demonstrate significantly higher 
rates of familiarity and active engagement with contemporary sociopolitical issues 
impacting the Hawai‘i community. As Figure 3 reveals, HKM students are more 
likely to possess knowledge and opinions about a wide range of issues affecting 
Känaka Maoli than their counterparts in other public schools. The gap between 
these groups widens substantially when students are asked whether they have 
ever done something about these issues (see Figure 4). The curriculum and 
teaching approaches established at HKM ensure that students are given oppor-
tunities to apply their learning in areas that are relevant to them and their fellow 
community members. 
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FIGURE 3  Students’ knowledge/familiarity with Hawaiian and local issues  
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FIGURE 4  Students’ active engagement with Hawaiian and local issues 
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Teachers must decide the extent to which they can integrate relevant political issues 
and actions into their courses. We have certainly found that students’ reactions 
are overwhelmingly positive, and we have been consistently impressed by our 
students’ abilities, for example, to deliver testimony of their own thoughts and 
experiences with clarity, confidence, and conviction at legislative hearings, confer-
ences, and other public venues. There is no shortage of relevant political issues to 
cover with which to encourage dialogue and practice of kuleana and aloha ‘äina 
through social studies courses. Perhaps the biggest challenge is for teachers to be 
kumu—living examples who practice these foundational values rather than simply 
lecturing about them. We are grateful to have the opportunity to keep challenging 
ourselves in that regard.

Ka Ha‘ina 

E iho o luna. E pi‘i o lalo. E hui nä moku. E kü maoli nö ka paia. 

As a result of nearly 110 years of U.S. occupation in Hawai‘i, it has become all too 
easy for Hawaiians to resemble Americans and disregard or forget the cultural 
identity that makes us Känaka Hawai‘i. Too many of us have Americanized our 
thoughts, our style, our language, our values, our habits, and our nationality. This 
huikau jeopardizes the integrity and survival of our collective identity and existence 
as a lähui Hawai‘i. Our survival amid occupation depends on our continual 
practice of our culture. If we do not speak our language, dance our dances, chant 
our chants, pray to our gods, and grow food on our land and in our waters, we 
risk cultural extinction. The curriculum we have outlined in this article is offered 
as a path to lead our people out of huikau. 

Vigorous political engagement, informed community participation, and a commit-
ment to aloha ‘äina are hallmarks of a vibrant Hawaiian social body. Therefore, to 
nurture a healthy lähui Hawai‘i, we must teach our youth to think critically and 
speak out about social issues impacting Hawaiian lands and communities. We 
must equip our ‘öpio with a language of political analysis, a toolbox of practical 
mälama ‘äina skills, and the wisdom of our küpuna passed to us in our mo‘olelo 
and ‘ölelo no‘eau. Our young people are no strangers to the major social ills 
Känaka Maoli face as a result of over a century of prolonged occupation. They 
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must be prepared to address these issues we face as a people, and we can begin to 
give them this preparation through robust, project- and community-based social 
studies as described here.  

In our own homeland, where temporary residence of a prolonged occupation 
pollutes our perception of truth and fallacy, of identity and nationality; where 
foreign authorities claim the legitimacy to assess our cultural visions and 
missions; where economic dependency ensnares our political, economic, and 
educational independence; where purportedly “rigorous” educational standards 
dictate the ways we teach our children; where a C-minus president can prescribe 
the educational whitewashing of a separate and illegally occupied Hawaiian 
nation;27 on our own homeland, Hawaiian culture-based education is literally 
under the gun. Yet we continue to fight. Not with arms but with edification. Not 
with bombs but with our leo. Not with hate but with aloha. 

For the four of us, Hälau Kü Mäna has been our pu‘uhonua, our bastion, our 
refuge, the place from which we set sail. We seek to cultivate positive changes 
in the minds, bodies, and spirits of our ‘ohana. We work for healing against 
more than a century of occupation. We are motivated and passionate about the 
education of our own people because it is our kuleana. We see HKM as one of a 
growing number of pu‘uhonua where young, brilliant, beautiful Hawaiian women 
and men give their lives, their families, their joy, and their pain to Huli Ao, to turn 
over the time of our suppression and bring our Känaka Maoli into a new era of 
pride and power. We are here to Huli Ao, to turn dark into light. We hope you will 
join us.  
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Notes

1 Hawaiian is the ancestral language of the authors and of the place from which 
this research emerges. Thus, in this article, Hawaiian words are not marked as 
different or foreign to the text by italicization. The exceptions are when words are 
used as specific titles, as in names of courses at Hälau Kü Mäna. For readers who 
do not understand the Hawaiian language, a glossary is provided in the Appendix. 
We feel this small act of turning the pages to look for a definition reminds readers 
that learning and teaching about Hawai‘i demand the effort to learn the native 
language rather than have it immediately translated into English.  

2 In this article, a number of terms are used interchangeably to refer to the indig-
enous people of Hawai‘i, people who are genealogically connected to Ka Pae ‘Äina 
‘o Hawai‘i since time immemorial: Känaka Maoli, ‘Öiwi, ‘Öiwi Hawai‘i, Känaka 
Hawai‘i, Hawaiian, and Native Hawaiian. Preference is given to native terms. 
However, “Hawaiian” and “Native Hawaiian” are often deployed in popular and 
scholarly usage.

3 Beyond its literal translation as “love for the land,” we use the term aloha ‘äina 
in the fullness of its usages by Hawaiian nationalists from the 19th century onward. 
The term was used both by Hawaiian patriots who led a massive protest movement 
against U.S. annexation (see Basham, 2007; Silva, 2004) and by activists of the 1970s 
who engaged in land occupations to protect the ‘äina from destruction by military 
and tourist industry exploitation (see Aoude, 1999; Morales, 1984).

4 The term New Century Public Charter Schools comes from Hawai‘i’s Act 62, 
which allowed for the creation of start-up charter schools and capped the total 
number of charter schools allowed in the state at 25. Act 62 was signed into law on 
May 27, 1999. Since that time, a limited number of additional charter schools, both 
start-up and conversion, have been allowed.

5 Känaka Maoli are one among many Native peoples who have used the U.S. 
charter school model of education reform to create schools utilizing indigenous 
cultural knowledges and practices as their educational foundations. Rural and 
urban charter schools have been founded by diverse Native Alaskan and Indian 
communities, including but not limited to Yupik, Inupiaq, Tlingit, Hopi, Blackfoot, 
Seminole, Navajo, Pueblo, Northern Cheyenne, Dakota, Chippewa, Arapaho, the 
confederated tribes of the Umatilla reservation, the Barona band of Mission 
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Indians, and several pan-Indian networks in large metropolitan centers. More 
than 50 Native charter schools exist across territories controlled by the United 
States, including Wisconsin, Minnesota, Michigan, Arizona, New Mexico, Alaska, 
Oregon, Utah, North Carolina, and California.

6 For more information on Hälau Kü Mäna’s mission, values, and program, see 
the school’s website at www.halaukumana.org.

7 A significant number of treaties and other primary documents of the Hawaiian 
Kingdom are easily accessible for teachers and researchers at http://www.hawai-
iankingdom.org/index.shtml. 

8 Anglo-Franco Proclamation of Hawaiian Statehood (1843, November 28). 
Available at http://www.hawaiiankingdom.org/treaties.shtml.

9 Osorio (2002) and Silva (2004) presented book-length works that bring to light 
previously suppressed histories of the Hawaiian Kingdom era and Kanaka Maoli 
resistance to American imperialism.

10  This interview is documented in Live From Baghdad: Making Journalism History 

Behind the Lines, by former CNN journalist Robert Wiener (2002, p. 152). Limited 
preview of the book is available on Google Books at http://books.google.com/book
s?id=DZ38HeRbRaQC&pg=PP1&dq=live+from+baghdad&sig=2Gu5KM1bqpkW
ryISrrUTrgSEjXo#PPA152,M1. 

11  For instance, Mataio Keküanaö‘a, as head of public education in the Kingdom, 
urged an increase in funding for common schools in the 1866. On the other 
hand, Charles R. Bishop, who served as president of the Board of Education 
(BOE) throughout the 1870s and early 1880s, exacerbated the difference in funding 
between select English-language schools and Hawaiian-medium schools. See 
Benham and Heck (1998) and Goodyear-Ka‘öpua (2005) for further discussion 
of the role of school systems in producing hierarchies of inequality in Hawai‘i, 
particularly with respect to Känaka Maoli.

12  The Hawaiian legislature was aware of and concerned about the discrepancy 
between teacher salaries at English-medium and Hawaiian-medium schools. In 
1890, Representative Kahookano introduced a resolution, passed by the entire body, 
for an accounting of all the school teachers and their salaries in the Kingdom. The 
resolution also asked for an explanation of why school teachers were being sought 
from outside of the islands and the native population. BOE president Bishop 
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provided a listing that shows that foreign teachers were paid 6 to 10 times more 
than Kanaka Maoli teachers. See Answers by the President of the Board of Education 
(Hawaiian Kingdom, 1890). 

13  According to the 2000 U.S. Census, Native Hawaiians make up about 20% of 
the state’s and of O‘ahu county’s total population. Yet, Hawaiian youth make up 
32% of public school students in the state. In the last 20 years, the number and 
proportion of Hawaiian students in public schools have increased significantly. 
Between 1980 and 2000, the number of Hawaiian students increased by 44%, while 
the number of Japanese and Caucasian students declined by more than 30% each 
(Ishibashi, 2004). In other words, the number of Hawaiian students attending 
public schools is growing faster than the other major ethnic groups in the state.

14  In 2000–2001, 18.1% of Hawaiian students in public schools were enrolled 
in special education, as compared with only 11% of non-Hawaiian public 
school students. That same period, 35.4% of special education enrollment were 
Hawaiian students. 

15  For collected statistics on youth drug use, sexual activity, and criminality, see 
Kana‘iaupuni and Ishibashi’s (2003) Left Behind? report and the Office of Hawaiian 
Affairs’ (2002) Native Hawaiian Data Book. Both of these reports draw on infor-
mation from other studies, including Hawaiian Students’ Performance on the 1999 

Youth Risk Behavior Survey (Lai & Saka, 2000), Hawai‘i Student Alcohol, Tobacco, and 

Other Drug Use Study (State of Hawai‘i Department of Health, 2002), and Crime in 

Hawai‘i 2001: A Review of Uniform Crime Reports (State of Hawai‘i Department of 
Attorney General, 2001).

16  Sponsored by Alu Like (1985), the E Ola Mau Health Needs Study first docu-
mented the scope of mental health needs among Native Hawaiians, including 
alcohol and substance abuse, depression, suicide, physical abuse and neglect, 
incarceration, and disruptive disorders. Broader health research has also estab-
lished the strong link between socioeconomic status and health. Evans, Barer, and 
Marmor (1994) provide an excellent overview. See also Blaisdell (1993) and, for more 
contemporary work, the Native Hawaiian Mental Health Research Development 
Program’s website for a listing of their research cadre’s body of work on Native 
Hawaiian and Pacific Islander mental health: http://www.hawaiiresidency.org/
NHMHRDP/publications.html. 
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17  The U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development estimates “fair 
market rents” for each fiscal year. These statistics were taken from the document 

“Proposed Fair Market Rents for Fiscal Year 2008 for the Housing Choice Voucher 
Program and Moderate Rehabilitation Single Room Occupancy Program” (U.S. 
HUD, 2008). They are available on the U.S. HUD website at http://www.huduser.
org/datasets/fmr/fmrs/index.asp?data=fmr08, as well as at http://www.universal-
livingwage.org/fmrtables_2008/HI_FMR2008.htm.

18  While it is difficult to determine a precise number or percentage of the 
homeless who are Native Hawaiian, there are several sources that point to the 
overrepresentation of Hawaiians among the homeless. See, for example, the 
Office of Hawaiian Affairs (2006) press release that states, “of the roughly 
4,000 homeless citizens currently in Leeward Oahu, as many as 60–70 percent are 
Native Hawaiian,” based on a state survey of 331 families living on the beaches of 
West O‘ahu in 2006. Available at http://www.oha.org/index.php?Itemid=152&id=
244&option=com_content&task=view. The University of Hawai‘i’s Center on the 
Family produces Homeless Service Utilization Reports annually (Ripke, Crespo, 
Kim, Yuen, & Yuan, 2007).

19  See coverage in The Honolulu Advertiser for a summary of the protests and 
arguments. For example, see Creamer (2005) and Nakaso (2005) at http://the.hono-
luluadvertiser.com/article/2005/May/01/ln/ln07p.html.

20  The University of Hawai‘i–Mänoa Faculty Senate’s committee reports 
studying potential impacts of a UARC facility and their resolution opposing an 
Allied Research Lab at UH can be found at http://www.hawaii.edu/uhmfs/uarc/. 
The Faculty Senate argued that the agreement would set up an institutional rela-
tionship with the Department of Defense that is structurally different and incon-
sistent with the university’s mission statement. They raised concerns about an 
increased level of classified research and that research requiring security clearance 
would impede free inquiry and create two classes of researchers. Furthermore, the 
Faculty Senate did not feel that the proponents of the UARC made a persuasive 
case that costs of the proposal to UH are outweighed by benefits to the university.

21  In 2008, the state auditor completed a report that discussed Hawai‘i SuperFerry 
executives’ pressuring and influencing the Lingle administration to exempt the 
ferry from environmental laws. The full report, “Performance Audit on the State 
Administration’s Actions Exempting Certain Harbor Improvements to Facilitate 
Large Capacity Ferry Vessels From the Requirements of the Hawai‘i Environmental 
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Impact Statements Law: Phase I” (State of Hawai‘i Office of the Auditor, 2008) 
can also be downloaded at http://hawaii.gov/auditor/Years/2008reports.htm. See 
a summary of the report at http://www.honoluluadvertiser.com/apps/pbcs.dll/
article?AID=/20080417/NEWS01/804170348.

22  See The Honolulu Advertiser article, “Lingle Keeps Lid on Superferry Records” 
at  http://www.honoluluadvertiser.com/apps/pbcs.dll/article?AID=/20080610/N 

EWS01/806100355. The article discusses the Lingle administration’s unwilling-
ness to publicly release documents related to its decision to exempt the Hawai‘i 
Superferry project from environmental review (DePledge, 2008).

23  See DePledge (2007), “Warnings Raise Ire of Hawaii Ferry Protesters” at 
http://the.honoluluadvertiser.com/article/2007/Sep/30/ln/hawaii709300367.html. 

24  For example, The Honolulu Advertiser reported on June 15, 2008, that screeners 
found an significant increase in restricted items like ‘opihi and lobsters, after 
the ferry reported record sales the previous month (Wilson, 2008). See “Vehicle 
Inspections Net Contraband” at http://www.honoluluadvertiser.com/apps/pbcs.
dll/article?AID=/20080615/NEWS09/806150340. 

25  This version of the ‘Öpükahönua genealogy is adapted from Kame‘eleihiwa (1992). 

26  Hawaiian Cultural Influences in Education is a collaborative research study 
done by Kamehameha Schools, the Hawai‘i Department of Education, and Nä Lei 
Na‘auao alliance of Hawaiian-focused charter schools. Data reported here pertain 
to 8th and 10th graders surveyed in school year 2006–2007 and is limited to HKM 
students (n = 39) and participating noncharter pubic school students (n = 1,202). 
Items shown in charts are statistically significant at the p = .05 level. For more 
study information, visit http://www.ksbe.edu/spi/cbe. 

27  This article was written during George W. Bush’s presidency of the United 
States.
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Ahu Altar, shrine

Ahupua‘a Land division, usually 
extending from the mountains to  
the ocean

‘Ai Food

‘Äina Land; literally, that which feeds

Akua A general term for god. 
Sometimes refers to the primary 
Christian deity

Aloha Love, compassion

Ali‘i Ruler, royal, noble

Ao Light, daylight, dawn; enlighten

‘Aumakua Family or personal god, 
deified ancestor

Aupuni Government, particularly of 
the Hawaiian Kingdom established by 
the Kamehamehas

‘Auwai Irrigation ditch, particularly for 
lo‘i kalo

‘Awa Kava

Hä Breath

Hälau Meeting house, place of 
learning; also refers to the people 
who make up a group of teachers and 
students, as a hälau hula

Häloa Kalo and elder sibling of 
Känaka Maoli

Hana Work, task

Haumäna Students

Hewa Wrong

Hö‘ailona Sign, symbol

Ho‘okupu A tribute, ceremonial gift, 
offering; also means to cause growth, 
to sprout

Ho‘omana Honor

Ho‘oulu Nurture, inspire

Huikau Confused; unsure

Hula Dance

Huli Taro top; also means to turn or 
reverse; to change, as an opinion or 
manner of living; revolution

‘Ike Knowledge

Appendix 
Glossary of Hawaiian Words

Definitions in this glossary draw from and expand on those offered in the revised 
and enlarged edition of Pukui and Elbert’s Hawaiian Dictionary (1986). In partic-
ular, they define the words as they are used in the context of the Hälau Kü Mäna’s 
school culture.
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‘Ili Land section, usually a subdivision 
of an ahupua‘a

Kaikaina Younger sibling, usually of 
the same sex; this term is used at HKM 
to refer to students of the equivalent to 
a middle school division. 

Kalo Taro

Kanaka Person (without specific 
gender reference), subject, 
population, private individual 
or party as distinguished from 
the government, humanity

Känaka Plural of kanaka

Känaka Maoli Native Hawaiians

Ka Pae ‘Äina ‘o Hawai‘i The Hawaiian 
archipelago

Kinolau Many-bodied, usually the body 
form or manifestations of different 
gods or deities

Kïpuka A variation or change of form, 
as a calm place in a high sea, deep 
place in a shoal, opening in a forest, 
openings in cloud formations, and 
especially a clear place or oasis within 
a lava bed where there may  
be vegetation

Kü One of the major male akua

Kua‘ana Elder sibling, usually of the 
same sex. This term is used at HKM to 
refer to students of the equivalent to a 
high school division

Kuauna Bank or border of a lo‘i kalo or 
a stream

Kü‘ë To oppose, resist, protest

Kükahi Stand together as one

Kuleana Right, responsibility, authority

Kumu Teacher; intellectual; source; 
reason or cause

Kupua Demigod

Kupuna Ancestor, grandparent, or one 
of the grandparents’ generation

Küpuna Plural of kupuna

Lähui Nation, people

Lei A garland, often of flowers, 
feathers, or shells; figuratively refers to 
a beloved child or lover

Leo Voice

Lepo Dirt

Lo‘i Irrigated terrace; wetland taro field

Lökahi Unity, agreement, accord

Loko i‘a Fishpond

Mahi‘ai Farmer; to farm

Ma‘i Genitals

Makani Wind

Makawalu Numerous, many; literally, 
eight eyes
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Mäla Garden

Mälama To care for, attend, 
preserve, protect

Mana Supernatural, spiritual, or divine 
power; life force or energy

Mäna A chewed mass; a trait acquired 
from those who raised a child; also 
short for haumäna or student

Mana‘o Perspective, thought,  
idea, opinion

Maoli Native, aboriginal, genuine, real

Mele Song

Mo‘olelo A mode of representing 
events of the past; story, history, 
tradition, literature

‘Ohana Family

‘Öiwi Native

‘Ölelo No‘eau Proverb, wise saying

Oli Chant that is not accompanied by 
a dance 

‘Öpala Trash, rubbish

‘Opihi Limpet

‘Öpio Young person, generally adoles-
cent or preadolescent

‘Öpü Stomach

Piko Navel, summit, crown of head

Pilina Relationship

Po‘e People

Pono Balance, goodness, wellness, 
morality, excellence, integrity, justice

Po‘o Head

Pule Prayer

Pu‘uhonua Place of refuge, sanctuary, 
or asylum

Ua Rain

Wa‘a Canoe
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‘Ike ‘Äina: Native Hawaiian Culturally Based  
Indigenous Literacy

ku‘ualoha ho‘omanawanui

correspondence may be sent to:  
ku‘ualoha ho‘omanawanui, Department of English, University of Hawai‘i–Mänoa 
Kuykendall 402, 1733 Donaghho Road, Honolulu, Hawai‘i 96822 
Email: kuualoha@hawaii.edu 

‘Ike ‘Äina (knowledge from/about land) is a culturally rooted Hawaiian 

approach to place-based learning that is useful in teaching writing and 

cultivating indigenous literacy. This article explores one instructor’s 

experience with implementing ‘Ike ‘Äina as culturally based literacy 

promoting the goals of the Native Hawaiian education movement. 

A discussion of differences between ethnic, cultural, and indigenous 

literacy is included, and specific Hawaiian examples are provided. By 

providing students with experiences on the ‘äina (land) and incor-

porating it into the reading/writing process, a deeper understanding 

of how our ancestors related to the ‘äina, expressed in their oral and 

written compositions, is gained, strengthening both in the process. 

Thus developing ‘Ike ‘Äina as part of a culturally relevant curriculum 

supports a more well-rounded idea of indigenous literacy, nurturing 

and solidifying cultural links between student, family, and ‘äina. 
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Jumping off the pier 
Sun sinking into deep seas 
Relaxing day’s end

Up the hill we climb: 
Rising like the distant sun— 
Holomoana

Holomoana, 
Heiau of our küpuna 
Who are still with us

The currents ripple, 
Form a directional path 
To ancient homelands 
(ho‘omanawanui, 2003, p. 50)

This article focuses on utilizing ‘Ike ‘Äina, a form of place-based learning as an 
indigenous Hawaiian approach to teaching writing and cultivating culturally 

based literacy with Native Hawaiian and other haumäna (students).1 The develop-
ment of this approach is inspired by the work of other indigenous scholars who 
have addressed the issue of indigenous models of education, such as Meyer (2003), 
Kahakalau (2004), Kaiwi and Kahumoku (2006), and McDougall (2006). The primary 
research questions around which this approach was developed are: What is indig-
enous literacy in a Native Hawaiian context? What kinds of models and contexts 
can be developed to inspire and educate Hawaiian learners? And lastly, how can its 
implementation have positive outcomes for Hawaiian communities?

The first part of this article explores ‘Ike ‘Äina and the concept of indigenous 
literacy. I begin by discussing the varying definitions of literacy as used in educa-
tional settings, including the differences among ethnic, cultural, and indigenous 
literacy. The second part provides specific examples of how I have implemented 
and adapted Native Hawaiian culturally based indigenous literacy for different 
ages and learning levels.

The term ‘Ike ‘Äina can be translated as knowledge (‘ike) about land (‘äina), which 
suggests the Western discipline of geography or geology. From an indigenous 
Hawaiian perspective, however, the term includes, as Meyer (2003) wrote, “learning 
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from the land” (p. 8). This mana‘o (thought) is reflected in the ‘ölelo no‘eau (proverb) 
He ali‘i ka ‘äina, he kauwä ke kanaka, “The land is the chief served by the people” 
(Pukui, 1986, p. 62). ‘Ike ‘Äina emphasizes oral traditions, cultural memory, and 
experience or a relationship with the ‘äina, aspects of our traditional literature 
that are recognized and encouraged in the development of Native Hawaiian 
creative writing curriculum (McDougall, 2006). Research on indigenous literacy in 
Australia supports this concept. Williams-Kennedy (2004) wrote,

 
For many Indigenous cultures, their lore explains how the 
land was shaped by the creation beings as these creatures 
traversed the land. The stories of these feats have been orally 
handed down continuously to each successive generation 
for more than 40,000 years.

The natural features within the homelands of each 
indigenous cultural group are therefore the symbols that 
contain important information. Indigenous people have 
drawn on this information to explain their origins, to make 
sense of their world and to practice and maintain their 
cultures. Reading the land is therefore only possible within 
the context of stories, lores, and ways of relating to each 
other and their homelands. (p. 89)

 
One way this connection between Native Hawaiian and ‘äina is demonstrated 
is through the myriad compositions from ancient to modern times of mo‘olelo 
(history/story), oli (chant), and mele (song). It is embodied in the integral cultural 
concept of aloha ‘äina (love of the land or of one’s country), “a very old concept, 
to judge from the many sayings (perhaps thousands) illustrating deep love of the 
land” (Pukui & Elbert, 1986, p. 21).

In my experience as writer and teacher, I believe it is important to incorporate as 
fully as possible the concept of ‘Ike ‘Äina into the learning environment. As such, 
I have effectively implemented ‘Ike ‘Äina as an approach to promote literacy from 
an indigenous perspective in multiple environments with different age groups. 
While focusing on the Native Hawaiian learner, I have used it in my classrooms 
with non-Hawaiian students with positive results.
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As we educate students in a globalized 21st century, one may ask why teaching, 
incorporating, or promoting literacy from a Native Hawaiian perspective is 
important, or how it is beneficial to student success. The inclusion of such content 
serves several important purposes. First, it supports a sense of well-being and 
encourages positive self-esteem of Native Hawaiian students. In studying the incor-
poration of Mexican American literature into mainstream classrooms on the conti-
nental United States, Gollnick and Chinn (1990) discovered that “positive ethnic 
affiliations…greatly influence individual development in many ways, including: 
lifestyle choices, values, opinions, attitudes, and approaches to learning” (quoted 
in Escamilla, 1996, p. 272). Australian research confirms that the lack of utilizing 
indigenous knowledge in Western school systems is detrimental to students. Fleer 
(2001) stated, “Too often schooling for Indigenous children has concentrated on the 
school [Western] culture only, with indigenous children having to learn the rules 
of school. Very little cultural knowledge is shared or used to build teaching and 
learning programs” (quoted in Williams-Kennedy, 2004, p. 81). Moreover, when 
indigenous culture and learning processes are ignored in the classroom, it has a 
detrimental effect on the indigenous learner, resulting in “learning becom[ing] 
secondary or even irrelevant when a child feels they are not understood or accepted 
as a member of their cultural group” (Williams-Kennedy, 2004, p. 86).

Next, it is not just a “feel good” movement but a reeducation of what is culturally 
important to know, to learn, and to pass on, a thought on the minds of our küpuna 
(elders) as well. In 1867, J. N. Känepu‘u, a school teacher from Pälolo, O‘ahu, 
published an article in the Hawaiian newspaper Ke Au ‘Oko‘a about this very 
topic. “Ka‘ahele ma Moloka‘i” (Traveling Around Moloka‘i) details a huaka‘i (trip) 
taken where different wahi pana (places celebrated through stories) and cultur-
ally important sites were visited. In the article, rain and wind names and other 
detailed information about the ‘äina were specifically included. In his “Mana‘o 
Hope” (Closing Thoughts), Känepu‘u concluded,

 
Here is my challenge: if the school teachers of this 
archipelago are willing, they should write the stories of 
different lands and publish them...it would be a great 
benefit to enlighten people…we [the teachers] would…select 
the ones to teach the students in the manner of the foreign 
lands.…If we all did this—teach the students about the 
different aspects of our lands—the points, the mountains, 
the plains, the craters, the seas, the winds, the Käne stones, 
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the heiau, the places where the chiefs lived, the springs, 
the rivers, the peninsulas, the ravines, the storied places, 
the places recorded in legend, etc.; if we all contributed to 
doing this, then we would have a new geography for the 
Hawaiian islands.…[It] will take some time if there are ka‘ao 
stories for specific places, stories about travels there, and 
other storied places, and the kupua of this place, such as 
the deeds of La‘amaikahiki at Kualoa, and the amazing 
works of Kamapua‘a in the uplands of Kaliuwa‘a, and the 
story of Käneipolu in Kailua. If these things are edited 
appropriately, then they can be published. Aloha to you all, 
and mahalo to the editors and publishers.2 (Känepu‘u, 1867, 
p. 4; my translation)

 
As Känepu‘u’s article demonstrates, a reclamation of Hawaiian knowledge 
through a “new geography” or renewed understanding of the specificities of ‘äina 
known by our ancestors has been on the mind of Hawaiian educators for over a 
century as a key element in Native Hawaiian education. It is a call to educators 
in Hawaiian education today to throw off the suffocating cloak of colonial 
education and reconnect ourselves and our students once again to the ‘äina, 
inviting us to renew our relationship and implying new ways of learning about 
‘äina. Through the process of decolonizing and reestablishing Native Hawaiian 
cultural knowledge, positive educational experiences foster future leadership and 
land/cultural reclamation. The connection between känaka (people) and ‘äina is 
genealogical, cultural, social, and political, and discussed by many scholars and 
practitioners (Holmes, 2002; Kame‘eleihiwa, 1992; Kanahele, 1986; Kana‘iaupuni & 
Malone, 2006; Meyer, 2003).

These points are connected to the more recent success of Native Hawaiian learners 
within revamped, culturally based educational settings. They are particularly 
important in Native Hawaiian education movements, from indigenous language 
immersion classrooms (e.g., Pünana Leo, Kula Kaiäpuni), expanded Hawaiian 
studies and Hawaiian language programs and degree options (e.g., Ka Haka ‘Ula 
o Ke‘elikölani College of Hawaiian Language at University of Hawai‘i [UH]–Hilo, 
Hawai‘inuiäkea School of Hawaiian Knowledge at UH–Mänoa), culturally rooted 
public charter schools (as exemplified by Nä Lei Na‘auao3), and a stronger cultural 
focus at educational institutions such as Kamehameha Schools work to erode the 
colonial educational system that has devastated Native Hawaiian positive self-
identity for generations.4
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In the charter schools, for example, “place-based learning is a pillar of educa-
tional reform” (Kana‘iaupuni & Malone, 2006, p. 297). One result is increased 
positive experiences—and success—of Native Hawaiian learners in the classroom. 
Kana‘iaupuni and Malone (2006) wrote,

 
[T]hese innovative schools…boast academically rigorous 
project-based and place-based curricula for children, 
integrating community, culture, language, and the natural 
environment. Students engage in authentic experiences 
at particular wahi pana…that serve as outdoor learning 
laboratories.…In this way, connections to the land create 
the space for Native Hawaiians to maintain traditional 
practices that nourish spiritual, physical, and educational 
well-being. (p. 298)

 
Kawakami and Aton (2001) reported that “studies show that best practices 
among successful teachers of Native Hawaiian students include experience-
based, authentic activities” (quoted in Kana‘iaupuni & Malone, 2006, p. 298). Data 
from other studies demonstrate that “Hawaiian charter schools evidence higher 
attendance and achievement scores than exhibited by Native Hawaiian students 
in conventional public schools” (Kana‘iaupuni & Ishibashi, 2005, quoted in 
Kana‘iaupuni & Malone, 2006, p. 298). Furthermore, Yamauchi (2003) reported 
that “evaluation research finds higher levels of engagement (attendance, timely 
completion, postsecondary aspirations) among Native Hawaiian students enrolled 
in public school-within-school models that offer hands-on experiences at signifi-
cant places within students’ communities such as streams, freshwater ecosystems, 
and ancient burial grounds” (quoted in Kana‘iaupuni & Malone, 2006, p. 298). 
Because of similarities in land relationships within other indigenous cultures, 
not surprising, these findings “are consistent with research on other indigenous 
groups” (Kana‘iaupuni & Malone, 2006, p. 298).

It is also beneficial to educate non-Hawaiian learners about the rich depth of Native 
Hawaiian culture to help them appreciate and respect the indigenous people of 
Hawai‘i. In their work on Mexican American students by Gollnick and Chinn 
(1990) quoted above, they concluded that “it is not enough for…students…to learn 
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only about their own cultural heritage and history. They must learn to appreciate 
and respect other cultural groups” (Escamilla, 1996, p. 272). They encouraged the 
implementation of “ethnic literacy” for all students.

Ethnic literacy is defined by Banks and Banks (1989) as 

 
a knowledge of the role and function that ethnicity plays in 
our daily lives, in our society, and in our transactions locally, 
regionally, and transnationally. Ethnic literacy allows all 
students to understand their uniqueness, to understand the 
complexities of ethnicity and culture, and to take pride in 
who they are as a people. (quoted in Escamilla, 1996, p. 272) 

 
Ethnic literacy is the basis of multiethnic literature school-based reading programs 
across the United States, which highlights literature that teaches about different 
cultural practices. Thus, research in different multiethnic settings supports and 
encourages literacy that better reflects and represents students of different and 
diverse cultural backgrounds. There is tremendous potential to create positive 
learning experiences that extend beyond the learner, culture, and region. Yet, is 
indigenous literacy the same thing as ethnic or cultural literacy, and does it mean 
the same thing for indigenous learners and the cultures/communities they come 
from? Simply put, no.

Within Western culture, the basic definition of literacy is “the ability to read and 
write” (www.dictionary.com5). Within the context of education, what constitutes 
literacy is more complex. For example, the Summer Institute of Linguistics 
International (SIL International) recognizes that around the world, “literacy [is 
often] intertwined with larger issues such as social and political history, educa-
tional development, educational priorities, and even such questions as social equity 
and the responsibility of the state to redress past patterns of discrimination” (www.
sil.org). This definition acknowledges the historical context in which indigenous 
literacies exist, including damage to literacy in the indigenous language as a result 
of colonialism, as well as reclamation and decolonizing movements on the part of 
the indigenous people affected.
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Street (1984) identified two primary models of literacy: autonomous and ideological. 
Bielenberg (1999) described an autonomous model as 

 
one which considers literacy to be a neutral technology…that 
can easily be detached from social context…[where] literacy 
can be isolated as an independent variable, thereby allowing 
the predicted cognitive effects of literacy to be examined….
The “autonomous” model attempts to distinguish literacy 
from schooling, and sets up a dichotomy between written 
and oral modes of communication. (p. 104) 

 
SIL International states that the notion of autonomous literacy as simply a 
cognitive skill is “the oldest and now most outdated understanding of literacy” 
(www.sil.org).

In contrast, the ideological model “concentrates on the social practices of reading 
and writing, [recognizing] that these practices are culturally embedded, that literacy 
is a socially constructed practice and thus has different meanings for different 
groups. This mode envisions an overlap of oral and literate modes” (Bielenberg, 
1999, p. 104). Furthermore, ideological literacy “requires that we view literacy as 
much more than the ability to decipher or encode messages on paper” (www.sil.
org). Thus the ideological model of literacy is much more relevant to indigenous 
contexts of literacy, which are socially and culturally constructed. It is also clearly 
demonstrated in the examples later in this article.

A Note on Cultural Literacy—Whose Culture?

I identify ‘Ike ‘Äina as cultural literacy based on and within Native Hawaiian 
cultural practice. However, cultural literacy and the cultural literacy movement are 
nationally recognized terms that are commonly defined by educator E. D. Hirsch 
Jr. and utilized in a completely different context. Therefore, it is important for 
me to distinguish between my use of the term cultural literacy and Hirsch’s. 
Hirsch’s cultural literacy has been described as 
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the ability to converse fluently in the idioms, allusions and 
informal content which creates and constitutes a dominant 
culture. From being familiar with street signs to knowing 
historical reference to understanding the most recent slang, 
literacy demands interaction with the culture and reflection 
of it.…[C]ultural literacy requires the broad range of trivia 
and the use of that trivia in the creation of a communal 
language and a collective knowledge. (http://en.wikipedia.
org/ wiki/Cultural_literacy) 

 
Hirsch speaks to mainstream America, as “the concept of cultural literacy implies 
a national culture” (Hirsch, 2002, p. vii). Native Hawaiian and other indigenous 
perspectives support Hirsch’s idea that literacy entails communal (or shared) 
language as well as collective knowledge. However, Hirsch’s cultural reference is 
not ethnic or indigenous; it is based in the explicitly stated dominant colonizing 
culture, upholding hegemonic Western concepts of knowledge.6 As such, it is the 
antithesis of ethnic, multicultural, and indigenous literacies.

Indigenous Literacy

In contrast, indigenous literacy not only incorporates literature about indigenous 
peoples but also focuses on the process of literacy, that is, what makes one literate, 
how and what is “read,” and the context(s) in which literacy/reading occurs. It is 
based in the indigenous culture (meaning it is also rooted in place or ‘äina), and 
it advocates and assumes a level of multiple literacy. Fleer and Williams-Kennedy 
(2001) wrote that multiple literacy is something that “many Indigenous children 
experience within the context of their home cultures” (quoted in Williams-
Kennedy, 2004, p. 83). This occurs prior to entering a formal school environment, 
as well as during the process. Williams-Kennedy identified these multiple litera-
cies as involving 

 
speaking, listening, reading natural and man-made symbols, 
recording language in lore, stories, song, dance, rituals and 
traditions, and observing body and sign language, combined 
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with intuitive and critical thinking. Religious and spiritual 
beliefs, values, customs and traditions are embedded within 
all of these elements. (pp. 89–90) 

 
Differences in home and school perspectives can be confusing and damaging for 
indigenous children in school environments that refuse to validate the indige-
nous-based multiple literacies learned in the home environment. One example 
of this contrast is found in Haunani-Kay Trask’s essay, From a Native Daughter. 
She begins,

 
When I was young the story of my people was told twice: 
once by my parents, then again by my school teachers. 
From my ‘ohana (family) I learned about the life of the old 
ones: how they fished and planted by the moon; shared all 
the fruits of their labors, especially their children; danced 
in great numbers for long hours; and honored the unity 
of their world in intricate genealogical chants. My mother 
said Hawaiians had sailed over thousands of miles to 
make their home in these sacred islands. And they had 
flourished, until the coming of the haole (whites). At school, 
I learned that the “pagan Hawaiians” did not read or write, 
were lustful cannibals, traded in slaves, and could not sing. 
Captain Cook had “discovered” Hawai‘i, and the ungrateful 
Hawaiians had killed him. In revenge, the Christian god 
had cursed the Hawaiians with disease and death. (Trask, 
1999, pp. 113–114)

 
Definitions of indigenous literacy are wide ranging. On one end of the spectrum, 
indigenous literacy is defined as “the ‘technologies’ of reading and writing the 
indigenous language” (Bielenberg, 1999, p. 111, fn. 2).7 This narrow view of indig-
enous literacy can be problematic. Van Broekhuizen (2000) argued that “expanding 
[the] notion of literacy to include first-language literacy in indigenous communities 
significantly increases the number of issues to be addressed and the complexity of 
the topic” and, as such, “Literacy in first languages in indigenous communities is 
a topic that generates lively discussion” (p. 1).
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Most indigenous languages are non-dominant languages. 
There is usually an official language that prevails in one 
way or another by virtue of its prestige status, use in wider 
communication, or status as the accepted standard dialect 
and a factor in upward mobility. Nevertheless, indigenous 
languages throughout the world continue to struggle for 
survival. And many consider literacy to be essential to their 
continued existence. (Van Broekhuizen, 2000, p. 1)

 
Because of the complexities of the issues surrounding indigenous language literacy, 
I will not be addressing it directly in this article, as it is an important topic worthy 
of a separate study. Yet I do not argue that indigenous literacy in English can 
be completely separated from ‘ölelo Hawai‘i (Hawaiian language) because of its 
historical and cultural connection.8 I propose here that culturally based Hawaiian 
literacy can transcend the indigenous language, although it is certainly based in it 
and is (or should be) highly inclusive of it.9 Because language and culture reflect 
each other, there is an inseparability in the relationship between ‘ölelo Hawai‘i 
and contemporary Hawaiian literacy in English.

It is important to make this point, as it acknowledges the reality that Native 
Hawaiians (like many other indigenous groups worldwide) have been colonized 
and thus speak, to different degrees, English, a dominant colonially imposed 
language. Because of the imposed banning of Hawaiian language instruction in 
Hawai‘i for over a century, English is, for the vast majority of Native Hawaiians, 
the default language of contemporary culture. As such, the discussion of Native 
Hawaiian literacy in this article is how culturally based literacy functions in either 
language, with a focus on English.

So what is indigenous literacy? There are several components of it that are 
important to recognize. First, Williams-Kennedy (2004) identified indigenous 
literacy as being culturally constructed.10 She wrote, “in order to understand 
what Indigenous Australian literacy might entail, we first need to consider the 
accumulated experience we call indigenous culture and the belief that literacy 
development is essentially a collaborative social process rather than an individual 
activity” (p. 89).
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Aside from reading and writing text, the ability to “read” or decode visual and 
verbal signs is a form of literacy within a specific environment, which is culturally 
based. One example is the decoding or “reading” of visual signs such as the inter-
pretation of cloud formations as specific hö‘ailona (signs, symbols) in a Hawaiian 
cultural context, or the interpretation of ocean currents and tides.11 When these 
experiences are synthesized and rendered into oli, mele, or mo‘olelo (which can 
then be interpreted through a performance mode, like hula), it can be added to 
the body of orature or “oral literature” of a culture that supports collective Native 
Hawaiian experience with the ‘äina. It also embraces the social-political relation-
ship of kanaka and ‘äina through the practice of cultural memory, as “The impor-
tance of place to Hawaiian identity is powered not only by ancestral genealogy, 
but also by the collective memory of a shared history” (Kana‘iaupuni & Malone, 
2006, p. 291). Thus while the emphasis in modern Western society is on defining 

“literacy” as the ability to read and write text, the oral component of hearing, storing, 
remembering, and retelling or passing on information through oral means—
typically referred to as “oral traditions” or “oral history,” is an important mode of 
indigenous literacy.

For the numerous generations of Native Hawaiians prior to Western contact, 
communication was primarily oral.12 As with other indigenous cultures, oral 
tradition forms the foundation of literacy and writing (Momaday, cited in Meyer, 
2003, p. 75). Hawaiian language professor Rubellite Kawena Johnson describes 
Hawaiian orature as being taught and learned in formal and informal settings, both 
of which continue today. Formal traditions included the composition, memoriza-
tion, and recitation of chiefly mo‘okü‘auhau (genealogies), such as those composed 
for Kamehameha, ko‘ihonua (creation chants) like Kumulipo, and various oli, 
mele, hula, speeches, and storytelling, on a wide range of topics from chiefly or 
godly exploits to the naming of specific places (wahi pana), to the development of 
cultural practices (Johnson, n.d., p. 1).

For example, the place name Lë‘ahi (“forehead of the tuna fish”) recalls our cultural 
past—a fishing heritage, a location of a heiau (temple) utilized by Kamehameha, 
for example; its modern replacement, “Diamond Head,” prompts the telling of 
a completely different (and fallacious) one. Our beloved queen Lili‘uokalani also 
carried the name Kamaka‘eha, “smarting eyes,” to commemorate an affliction 
suffered by a close family member at the time of her birth. These are relatively 
simple examples of a process applicable to most, if not all, Hawaiian personal and 
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place names; any loss or absence of mo‘olelo is more likely due to a disruption in 
the transmission process (whether via memory, verbal, or written transmission) 
than a lack of mo‘olelo connected to the personal or place name.13

Because it is so encompassing, Williams-Kennedy (2004) acknowledged that 
indigenous literacy 

 
involves speaking, listening, reading natural [land] and 
man-made symbols [text], recording language in lore, 
stories, song, dance, rituals and traditions, and observing 
body and sign language, combined with intuitive and critical 
thinking. [Furthermore,] religious and spiritual beliefs, 
values, customs and traditions are embedded within all of 
these elements. (pp. 89–90) 

 
Fleer and Williams-Kennedy (2001, quoted in Williams-Kennedy, 2004, p. 90) 
recognized that

 
• Both spoken and symbolic language[s] are used by Indigenous people  
 in many different forms.

• Speaking, reading, writing (using Indigenous symbols and languages 
as well as English), painting, making music, singing, dancing, and 
storytelling are all included within these forms, with versions of 
representation vary[ing] according to context, purpose, and audience.

• Language is also contained within intangibles such as feelings 
[na‘au (gut feeling)] (made obvious through body language 
and actions), through pictures (images and visions) and word 
pictures and metaphors.

• Thought pictures, pictures and word pictures are multidimensional 
and at times intuitive representations that can be interpreted from 
many different perspectives. Words however, are usually more 
prescriptive symbols with a specific range of meanings which change 
only if placed and used in different contexts.

• Within Indigenous literacy, meaning is expressed through the 
people themselves.
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• Even though Indigenous peoples differ in their contemporary use 
of literacy, for many their skills and knowledge are still linked to a 
traditional view of the world. 

 
This last point is particularly important, as Williams-Kennedy wrote that most 
indigenous children come to their first experiences with Western education 
(school, preschool) 

 
already know[ing] how to listen and how to speak their 
mother tongue, in English, or in both languages…therefore, 
when [they] enter schools…they are second literacy learners. 
It is not surprising, then, that they may experience 
confusion and difficulty when learning a partially or 
completely new system of literacy—Western school literacy. 
(Fleer & Williams-Kennedy, quoted in Williams-Kennedy, 
2004, p. 97) 

 
They also come to schools multiliterate, as mentioned earlier, as indigenous 
literacy is multidimensional, involving more diversity of literacy skills.

With the larger conversation on indigenous literacy in a Native Hawaiian cultural 
context in mind, there is a critical need for it to be fostered more in classrooms 
and learning environments, particularly for Native Hawaiian learners. In 
this next section, I share a few examples of how I have done that in different 
classroom settings.

‘Ike ‘Äina: Three Classroom Examples of Native 
Hawaiian Pedagogy and Culturally Based Literacy

The following are three examples of three different classroom experiences 
in which I incorporated Hawaiian oral tradition, ‘Ike ‘Äina, and indigenous 
Hawaiian literacy into writing assignments to help students make better connec-
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tions between themselves and the greater world around them. This is not a 
comprehensive description of all course requirements; rather, I focus specifically 
on formal or required writing assignments. The first example is my English 100 
courses at the University of Hawai‘i–Mänoa (UHM). The second is a UHM College 
of Education course (TECS 314), “Indigenous Perspectives on Literacy,” which I 
taught as a part of the Kaho‘iwai Native Hawaiian Education cohort directed by 
Native Hawaiian Education Professor Kerri Ann Hewett. The third is my 2004 
Ho‘olauna Kaua‘i classes.14

Example 1: English 100/101: He ‘ili‘ili au  
(I am a Pebble)

Composition I or English (ENG) 100 is a required course for all freshman-level 
students at UHM. The course is meant to introduce students to the “rhetorical, 
conceptual, and stylistic demands of writing at the university level” (http://www.
catalog.hawaii.edu/courses/departments/eng.htm). On the course syllabus, I 
explain to students that 

 
The purpose of ENG 100 is to acquaint freshman to the 
rigors of academic writing at the collegiate level. But the 
physical act of writing—picking up a pen and putting it to 
paper, or sitting with one’s fingers industriously tapping 
away at a keyboard—is only part of it. The physical act 
of writing must be accompanied by critical thinking, 
reading, and discussion about the topic at hand. It is only 
by reading, talking, and thinking about a subject that 
one is able to productively write about it. Thus it doesn’t 
matter what your major is (or will be, if you haven’t yet 
decided), as these are all important whether you are 
majoring in math or music, accounting or art history. 
(ho‘omanawanui syllabus, Spring 2008)
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There is no forced standardization of what or how instructors teach or design 
their ENG 100 courses, as long as the basic concepts listed above are addressed 
in the classroom. As a graduate assistant, lecturer, and now assistant professor 
assigned to teach ENG 100 at UHM, the flagship campus bearing the Hawai‘i name, 
I felt it important to utilize a Hawaiian cultural foundation in my English courses 
whenever possible, in part because acknowledgment of Native Hawaiian culture 
and practice has recently been affirmed by the UHM educational strategic plan.15 It 
was also an opportunity to demonstrate to my students, peers, and colleagues that 
Hawaiian cultural knowledge and perspectives were not limited to the Hawaiian 
Studies or Hawaiian language classroom and did not need to be sectioned off 
in a particular course unit; it could be incorporated across the entire classroom 
experience. Thus the theme for my ENG 100 courses is “Hawai‘i, ka piko o ka 
Pakipika” (Hawai‘i, the center of the Pacific), a concept based on the UHM intro-
ductory course in Hawaiian Studies (HWNST 107) of the same name. Thus, in my 
ENG 100 course, the theme expresses an ‘ili‘ili pöhaku (stone pebble) philosophy of 
how haumäna will navigate through this course:

 
Everyone experiences the world from our own unique 
and individual perspectives; for Känaka Maoli (Native 
Hawaiians) and others living in Hawai‘i, that perspective is 
tempered by being rooted, if only temporarily, to this ‘äina 
(land). Thus your writing assignments will begin from the 
piko, the center, and move outward from yourself to your 
‘ohana (family); from the kaiäulu (community) to the lähui 
(nation) and beyond, to embrace ka honua ola (the living 
earth). (ho‘omanawanui syllabus, Spring 2008)

 
The culturally based teaching strategy I developed to teach ENG 100 is called “He 
‘Ili‘ili Au—I am a pebble.” The underlying premise is that wherever the student 
is in the world, not just geographically or physically, but in ability, mental, and/
or spiritual knowledge and preparation, among other factors is how that student 
will understand his or her place in the world, view, relate to, and interact with it. 
Metaphorically, the student is a pebble. To extend that metaphor, when a pebble is 
dropped into water, it sends ripples out into the world, touching things beyond its 
immediate grasp. Similarly, the student reaches outward from self, to family, to 
community, to the world. Sometimes, the ripples will hit the edge of the pond (or 
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in the case of the Pacific, the edge of the ocean) and bounce back. ‘Ili‘ili pöhaku is 
an appropriate cultural metaphor, as “stones form the foundation of our culture” 
(ho‘omanawanui, 2008, p. 153). Pöhaku (stones) connect us to Papahänaumoku 
(Mother Earth) and are born from her as we are; kalo (taro), the offspring of Häloa, 
our collective ancestor, is grown in lepo (soil), a relative of pöhaku; they are the 
relations of Pele, our Hawaiian volcano goddess and ancestor.

Therefore, instead of starting with ‘ike outside the self, the semester begins with 
the haumana. At first glance, this approach may appear to be culturally inappro-
priate, as it focuses on the individual and not the greater community. However, 
as Hawaiian students are typically uncomfortable and intimidated in the English 
classroom, it gives them an opportunity to begin the semester with something 
familiar and thus more comfortable—their ‘ohana (family) and their place within 
it. Once they are able to establish their foundation of who they are in the classroom, 
it grants them a level of confidence and allows them to make physical and intel-
lectual connections with the world around them.

The first assignment is a ho‘olauna (introduction of self). I use relatively simple 
readings, short essays and poems that discuss aspects of self and identity, such as 
Puanani Burgess’s poem “Choosing My Name,” Ho‘oipo DeCambra’s “I Come 
From a Place,” and even Latina writer Sandra Cisneros’s chapter “My Name” 
from The House on Mango Street (1984) to inspire haumäna in writing their own 
mo‘okü‘auhau. Beginning the course with a written mo‘okü‘auhau is culturally 
appropriate, as mo‘okü‘auhau is the foundation of Hawaiian origin and identity. 
As such, it is part of basic cultural knowledge and protocol from traditional times 
until today. In addition, by starting with themselves, students have no excuses not 
to begin writing—there is no book, no Internet source to blame for the inability to 
research the topic. It is an empowering position to begin the semester, as students 
are the primary source of ‘ike. It tangentially promotes collaborative and interfa-
milial and intergenerational learning, as haumäna often call home to ask parents, 
siblings, and other family members for some genealogical information; even 
when they know the information they need, it is often because of previous family 
mo‘olelo and interaction. This first assignment is a form of oral history, as well as 
a literary recounting of mo‘okü‘auhau.16

The readings and writing assignments move out from the self to immediate 
community and beyond. Each is designed to incorporate different skills all students 
should have to do basic research at the college level. Table 1 is a summary of the 
formal writing assignments.
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TAbLE 1  Writing assignments for English 100, “He ÿIliÿili Au”

Writing 
Assignment

Theme/Title Purpose

Paper 1 Self-Reflection / letter of 
introduction

Kuÿu Ola i Hawaiÿi Nei 
(My life in Hawaiÿi)

Moÿoküÿauhau, hoÿolauna 
(self-introduction)

Using the handouts/readings from the first day of 
class, write a 4- to 5-page essay about yourself. This 
could include:

• where you are from, 
• who your family is, 
• why you decided to come to UH–Mänoa, 
• what kinds of things you like to do, 
• what you are considering majoring in, and  
• what your professional goals are at this point  
 in your life.

Paper 2 Personal Biography

Pilina  
(solidifies relationships)

Write a 4- to 5-page essay on someone you know. 
You will interview them and incorporate the informa-
tion you discover into your paper. We will work 
together in class to formulate questions to share 
with interviewees.

Paper 3 Professional Biography

ÿimi naÿauao 
(seek knowledge)

Using the technique of interviewing and research, 
choose a professor in a field you are considering as a 
major. Write a 4- to 6-page essay on their  
professional life.

Paper 4 Community issues:  
Hawaiÿi Mälama ÿäina  
(caring for the land)

Write a 5- to 6-page essay on an issue affecting the 
Hawaiian community.

Paper 5 literary Analysis Choosing a poem or short story from ÿÖiwi, write 
a 5- to 6-page essay using techniques common to 
literary analysis.

The second paper is a Personal Biography, an interview with someone the student 
is familiar with, typically a family member or friend. We do similar readings and 
develop interview questions together from which the class can draw upon. Aside 
from getting to know this person in a new way, the interview is an important 
research skill. Again, this is oral (and family) history that often relates to larger 
historical events. Such an assignment often leads to heightened student interest 
in how their families were affected by or participated in such events as Hawai‘i’s 
annexation to the United States, or Japan’s attack on Pearl Harbor, for example.

Third, students write a Professional Biography on a professor in the field they 
are considering. Aside from the readings and questions we develop as a class, 
students must also do library and Internet research to find articles and/or books 
by and about that professor and/or his or her work. This not only gives them 
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a well-rounded perspective on the person and the field but also furthers their 
confidence level in public speaking (the interview), gives them practice in basic 
library and Internet research and evaluation of sources, and helps them determine 
whether or not they want to pursue that discipline. This is a different kind of 
oral history, in which the professor can be a prominent participant in significant 
events, research, or practice. This experience is often intimidating at first but is 
ultimately empowering to students. It allows for an understanding of what ma ka 

hana ka ‘ike (knowledge is gained in first-hand experience) means, when they do 
the research and work themselves with professionals who are similarly committed 
within their respective fields.

The fourth paper is a community issue, where haumäna explore and argue a 
perspective on an issue important to a Hawai‘i community. Students choose how 
narrow they want to define “community”: by geography (where they live, the UHM 
campus), social group (their freshman class or soccer team), cultural practice (hula 
hälau [school], Hawaiian language class), or ‘ohana. For this assignment, they can 
use interviews with community leaders or key players, including legislators or 
media representatives, articles, books, and Internet sources. More often than not, 
they submit their pieces, or modified portions, as letters to the editor or as legisla-
tive testimonies for or against bills. As part of the process, they are participating 
in living history and becoming involved citizens, a worthwhile literacy goal. In 
preparing for the assignment and participating in an investigation of a community 
issue, haumäna engage in a form of ho‘opäpä (informed debate), a cultural practice 
that values the display of intellect.

Because UHM requires students to take 200-level literature ILP (Intermediate 
Literature Program) courses, the fifth paper is a literary analysis. This paper is a 
helpful refresher for students who may not have written a literary analysis since 
high school, and an important skill for those who have never written such a paper 
prior to this class. We read literature in English and Hawai‘i Creole English 
(“pidgin”) written by Native Hawaiian and local writers. By using Hawai‘i-based 
literature, haumäna are often enthusiastic about their own insights and knowledge 
on the topics. Local students are also empowered to educate their peers in the class 
who are not from Hawai‘i but who are often very interested in learning more. 
Often, I will ask, “Where is ‘town’ referring to in this poem?” or “What’s an uhu 
(parrotfish)?” and they say, “Aw kumu (teacher), you know!” And I say, “I know, 
and you know, but does Sarah from Chicago sitting next to you know?” And Sarah 
will say, “No.” So I tell them, “Explain it to her.” This sharing leads to a peer-
mentored, rather than teacher-dominated, classroom. 
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Again, it is the oral sharing of perspectives on the written word. This is not new. 
What is new is focusing on culturally relevant texts. I tell students from other 
places, “You can go anywhere and read Shakespeare, Keats, Faulkner, or even 
Dave Barry. Stretch your mind and learn something new about this place you are 
living in. Then you can teach someone else. And then you can challenge yourself 
in applying these lessons to your own culture.” Therefore, we read selections from 

‘Öiwi: A Native Hawaiian Journal, Ho‘omänoa: An Anthology of Hawaiian Literature, 
or Ka Wai Ola o OHA. We read arguments on culturally based issues, such as 
Haunani-Kay Trask’s From a Native Daughter (1999) or John Dominis Holt’s On 

Being Hawaiian (1974). We compare different viewpoints on the same issue, such 
as Frances Frazier’s English translation of Pi‘ilani Ko‘olau’s Kaluaiko‘olau with 
Jack London’s Ko‘olau the Leper. I pull articles from Lee Cataluna’s Honolulu 

Advertiser column or Honolulu magazine so they can analyze how other Hawai‘i-
based writers write about issues and topics affecting all of us who live in Hawai‘i. 
When haumäna are not Hawaiian or not from Hawai‘i, I encourage them to look 
at the issues at hand from their perspectives, and I encourage discussion among 
all haumäna to examine the different sides of the argument to see if they can come 
to an alternative solution or conclusion.

Example 2: Kaho‘iwai—Perspectives on  
Indigenous Literacy

In the summer of 2003, I taught TECS 314, “Perspectives on Indigenous Literacy,” 
as part of Kaho‘iwai, the first UHM cohort of student teachers focusing on Native 
Hawaiian education and incorporating an indigenous Hawaiian cultural approach 
to education as described by Meyer (2003). The 6-week summer semester concluded 
with a week-long fieldtrip to the island of Hawai‘i. The intent of teaching literacy 
on the land was to put into practice what students were learning in the classroom, 
thus the theme for this huaka‘i was ‘Ike ‘Äina. For our class, ‘Ike ‘Äina meant that 
the ‘äina was the “textbook,” the source of knowledge and learning.

As the students were prospective school teachers about to graduate, I challenged 
them to not be passive observers who learned about the land or about the culture, 
but from the land and from the culture—ma ka hana ka ‘ike. Haumäna performed 
oli and hula on the hula pä (platform) at Kïlauea in the misty rain called forth 
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from their oli; gave ho‘okupu (offerings) at Halema‘uma‘u to Tütü Pele; worked in 
Waipi‘o valley lo‘i (taro garden); sailed the double-hulled canoe Makali‘i with Uncle 
Chad and Aunty Pomai Paishon and the Makali‘i ‘ohana at Kawaihae; cleaned the 
shoreline ponds with Uncle Mike Ikeda of Queen Lili‘uokalani Children’s Center 
at Papawai in North Kona, where they also dyed kïhei (rectangular-shaped outer 
garments); visited the battlegrounds of Kuamo‘o in South Kona; learned about 
celestial navigation and sea turtles at Punalu‘u in Ka‘ü with Aunty Keola Hanoa and 
her ‘ohana; and spent the afternoon with their peers from UH–Hilo, Kahuawaiola, 
the Hawaiian language student teachers cohort, at Ke Kula o Näwahïokalani‘öpu‘u 
in Kea‘au.

Through it all, these future teachers were encouraged to be active readers and 
writers, and to document their experiences through various modes of writing 
such as poetry, essay, and journals. At first they were reluctant; some lacked confi-
dence, uncomfortable with English and the formal writing process required in 
college. Others thought writing was a magical process that occurred in a special 
environment. The day we sailed on the wa‘a (canoe) Makali‘i, cohort members 
Hinaleimoana Wong and Ke‘ala Ching were aboard the escort boat Alaka‘i and 
composed an extemporaneous chant that recorded our experiences on our voyage. 
That night, they taught the mele as a hula to the class, who presented it as a 
makana (gift) to the Makali‘i crew (Ching & Wong, 2003). The next night, with 
the assistance of kumu hula (hula instructor) Vicky Holt Takamine, the hula was 
adapted into an oli for the Makali‘i crew as they sailed to Hilo:

 
‘O Makali‘i, he wa‘a kaulua 
Makali‘i, double-hulled voyaging canoe

‘O Makali‘i, i ka moana 
Makali‘i, set sail upon the ocean

‘O Makali‘i, ‘au i ke kai 
Makali‘i, forge onward upon the swells of the sea

‘O Makali‘i, o Kawaihae 
Makali‘i, at Kawaihae

‘O Makali‘i, holo i mua 
Makali‘i, forge onward
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‘O Makali‘i, me ke Akua 
Makali‘i, with peace and blessing

‘O Makali‘i, e ho‘i mai 
Makali‘i, return to us safely

‘O Makali‘i, me ke aloha 
Makali‘i, with unending love and respect for your great work

‘O Makali‘i, ‘o Makali‘i, ‘o Makali‘i ë 
(Ching, Wong, & Holt Takamine, 2003, pp. 104–105)

 
The Kaho‘iwai group drove from Papawai, Kona, back up the coast to surprise the 
Makali‘i ‘ohana with this oli, chanted to them, accompanied by rhythmic hand 
claps, as they sailed out of Kawaihae harbor to Hilo. Both oli were gifted to the 
Makali‘i ‘ohana to utilize as part of their own educational endeavors for their own 
students. These are prime examples of oral tradition still in practice.

That afternoon, I started scribbling in my notebook on the van ride to Kona. “What 
are you doing Kumu?” one of the students asked. “I’m writing a poem about our 
experiences today.” That evening, I shared the poem with my students, “Haiku 
Composed at Kawaihae, June 24–25, 2003.” The haiku can be read as a single 
haiku; read together, they form a longer poem in which each haiku documents a 
particular experience we had, in chronological order.17 

 
Oli kahea 
Rings out on the morning breeze 
Greeting with honi

Floating like honu 
Ka nehe o ke kai, and 
Sun-sparkled water

Kawaihae sunshine 
Makali‘i calmly waits 
I ke kai nani

Sailing past Waika 
Dolphin alaka‘i play 
Dancing off the bow
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Look—Keawewai 
Stands regally in the distance 
Watching over us

Across the channel 
‘Ewe ‘öpua reach out 
to Kanaloa

Haleakalä 
wears a white pä‘ü trimmed blue 
I ka ‘ehu kai

The navigator 
Holds the knowledge of the sea 
He ipu piha

Where the island turns 
‘Alenuihähä sweeps 
Off Mahukona

Steer the ancient path 
Pänï‘au and Mahina 
Praise Makali‘i

“Huki one, two, three” 
While ‘ohana steers wa‘a 
Gliding safely home

For Makali‘i 
The chant was composed 
As Alaka‘i sailed past 
 
.   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   . 
 
The sun peeks over 
Flooding the plains with new light 
At Mahukona

There Mauna Kea 
and Hualalai stand proud 
with Mauna Loa
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Crystal seas sparkle 
diamond-like, reflect bold colors: 
turquoise and aqua

Travis speared a Mu 
In the pristine blue waters 
Of Mahukona

Warm hugs and honi 
As we prepare to depart 
From new ‘ohana

Driving to Kona 
Fond memories of these past days 
Linger in our minds 
(ho‘omanawanui, 2003, p. 50)

 
While haiku is a Japanese form of poetry, its succinct nature and strict syllabic 
structure give students uncomfortable with writing specific guidelines to work 
with. I do not differentiate between ‘ölelo Hawai‘i and English in my writing and 
do not make it an issue with my students—if they are capable and comfortable to 
write in ‘ölelo Hawai‘i or English, it is their prerogative to choose.

The following day, students started handing in their writing. They were amazed 
that the process was not as difficult as they initially thought—it entailed riding a 
boat to compose a chant, and riding in a van to write a poem. That day, they stopped 
being passive recipients of literature. Instead, they became active participants 
documenting their experiences. Oral tradition. Indigenous literacy. ‘Ike ‘Äina.

The following example is excerpted from the poem, “Kïlauea,” composed by 
Kaho‘iwai cohort member Keomailani Case of Waimea, Hawai‘i. It was composed 
as part of our literacy course and was inspired by our experience at the volcano.

 
Clouds open up and shine your light on us— 
Let us feel the updraft of your might; 
Shower us with the voices of the past, 
Encircle us with your never-fading knowledge.
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Here I stand in the bone-chilling mist of the highlands 
Embraced by your touch, and drenched by your warmth; 
Sound of the slow-drifting drizzle echoes 
as it gently reaches out to touch faces of leaves— 
Astonished by your haze and grounded by your wonder, 
Here I stand at your command. 
 
.   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   . 
 
Carry my whisper to your great depths— 
Drink of the Waimea water I offer you; 
Let it replenish your energy, 
May it nourish all sides

Let it run through the uplands and lowlands, inward and out 
May you continue to grow and live forever. 
 
.   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   .   . 
 
Grounded by your presence my mind drifts towards another light— 
The pathway is shown through your eyes; 
Weave the way and I shall learn all I can, 
Create, generate and continue to dominate with your craft: 
Give life with your breath and live on.

Clouds open up and shine your light on us— 
Let us feel the updraft of your might; 
Shower us with the voices of the past, 
Encircle us with your never-fading knowledge. 
(Case, 2005, p. 135)

 
Through direct experience on the ‘äina and incorporating that in their writing 
process, haumäna gained a clearer understanding how our küpuna related to the 
‘äina while they recorded their mana‘o in oral and written compositions, strength-
ening both in the process. It also allowed them to better understand how to create 
their own forms of ‘Ike ‘Äina for their students, and to inspire their haumäna to 
be culturally literate.
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Example 3: Ka Ho‘olauna Kaua‘i

In 2004, Kamehameha Schools began a new Extension Education summer 
program in selected communities across the state called “Ho‘olauna;” I was a 
kumu for the inaugural “Ho‘olauna Kaua‘i” program. The Ho‘olauna program 
was designed as week-long cultural experiences for sixth graders similar to the 
popular Explorations summer program for fifth graders. Instead of being based 
on the Kapälama campus, however, the Ho‘olauna programs are placed in the 
communities they are designed around, with activities for each program across 
the state unique to each location. For Kaua‘i, students visit Hanapëpë Salt Pond 
and learn the process of salt-making; string Ni‘ihau shell pendants with Ni‘ihau 
families; visit Queen Emma’s gardens at Läwa‘i, where they carve ‘ohe käpala (ink 
stamps), dye kïhei, study indigenous plants, and sample traditionally prepared 
Hawaiian foods; study Hawaiian medicinal plants in Köke‘e; work in lo‘i and make 
poi at Waipä; and visit the sacred heiau and ali‘i (chiefly)-related sites at Wailua. 

The first day of the program, the 40 students attending—all Hawaiian, and all in 
the Department of Education—struggled with the preactivity test that was designed 
to assess their basic knowledge of Hawaiian culture. After participating in the 
week-long program, however, most students quickly and successfully completed 
the posttest with no difficulty.

As we began the week, I was disturbed to see so many Hawaiian keiki (children) 
born and raised on Kaua‘i lacking cultural knowledge of our beloved island. They 
didn’t know basic place names or meanings, or what Kaua‘i was famous for in 
traditional times. I was saddened because I saw myself at that age several decades 
prior; in all that time, nothing had changed in the public school curriculum to give 
them a positive cultural sense of self or place. As a kumu and writer, I thought 
about how to address the situation. Early one morning, inspired by my daily walks 
on the beach, I began composing the opening words and ‘ea (tune) for “E ö Kaua‘i” 
(Greetings to Kaua‘i):
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E ö Kaua‘i ‘äina kamaha‘o 
Greetings to Kaua‘i, a wondrous land

Kü kilakila i ka la‘i 
Standing proud in the calm 

Hemolele i ka mälie 
Perfect in the calm is

‘O Kamawailualani ë 
Kamawailualani indeed.

 
The concluding line of the mele states, “He keiki nö au o Kaua‘i lä ë!” (I am a child 
of Kaua‘i!). I quickly sketched out a framework for the poem, in which each place 
on the island could be represented. The first line for each paukü (stanza) was “E ö 
(place name) (Greetings to place name) / ‘äina (what it is famous for) (land of what 
it is known for).” The second line of the couplet would be some kind of statement 
relevant to that place. The first paukü I composed was for Wailua, the ‘äina where 
I was raised:

 
E ö Wailua ‘äina wai kini 
Greetings to Wailua, a land of many waters

I ka hälau Wai‘öpua ë 
In the heavy hälau-like Wai‘öpua rain

 
The oli begins at Wailua for several reasons. First, it is the eastern-most part of the 
island where the sun rises. Related to this is its significance in traditional times 
as an important spiritual place; there is a network of seven heiau here that extend 
from the point at Ala Kukui on the sea to Ka‘awakö at the summit of Wai‘ale‘ale; 
the heiau Hikinaakalä (“the rising sun”) is located here as well, and was an integral 
part of Hau‘ola, a pu‘uhonua (place of refuge) (ho‘omanawanui, n.d., p. 13; Joesting, 
1984, p. 10). Because of its spiritual significance, malihini (visitors) to the island, 
such as Hi‘iakaikapoliopele, stopped here first to pay their respects to the ‘äina 
(ho‘omanawanui, 2007, pp. xvi–xvii). Wailua is also the host site for the Ho‘olauna 
Kaua‘i program, thus the appropriate location on multiple levels as a location to 
begin the oli.
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Traditional kaona (poetic expression, veiled reference, or hidden meaning) is 
also utilized in the composition. For example, Kawaikini, the highest point on 
Wai‘ale‘ale, the main mountain of the area, is referred to poetically in the phrase, 

“‘äina wai kini,” the land of abundant water. Here are other paukü I composed that 
incorporate traditional reference points, such as acknowledging wind names, rain 
names, environmental qualities, or traditional activities of these places:

 
E ö Kapa‘a ‘äina pili kai 
Greetings to Kapa‘a, a land close to the sea

Kaulana i nä lawai‘a ë 
Famous to fishermen

E ö Kealia kai leo nui 
Greetings to Kealia, in the loud echo of the sea

Ke kai he‘enalu ë 
A surfing place

E ö Anahola ‘äina nani loa 
Greetings to Anahola, a very beautiful place

‘Äina ho‘opulapula ë 
Hawaiian Homestead land

E ö Kïlauea, ‘äina pali kai 
Greetings to Kïlauea, a land of sea cliffs

Lele i nä manu kai ë 
Where the sea birds fly

E ö Hanalei, ‘äina ua loku 
Greetings to Hanalei, a land of heavy rain

Kaulana i nä lo‘i kalo ë 
Famous for the taro patches

E ö Näpali, ‘äina pali loa 
Greetings to Näpali, a land of great cliffs

Ka malu o nä Ko‘olau ë 
The protectors of Ko‘olau and his family
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E ö Kekaha, kaha pili kai 
Greetings to Kekaha, the sandy plains near the sea

Kahi alohi kai la ë 
The place where the sea sparkles

E ö Waimea, ‘äina ‘ula‘ula 
Greetings to Waimea, a reddish-colored land

I ohi ‘ia nä kukui ë 
Where kukui nuts were gathered

E ö Hanapëpë, ‘äina makani 
Greetings to Hanapëpë, a windy land

Kaulana i ka pa‘akai ë 
Famous for sea salt

E ö ‘Ele‘ele, ‘äina i ka lä 
Greetings to ‘Ele‘ele, a land of bright sunshine

Kaulana i ke kaua ë 
Famous for a great battle there

E ö Läwa‘i, ‘äina uluwehi 
Greetings to Läwa‘i, a verdant land

‘Äina ho‘okipa ë 
A very hospitable land

E ö Lïhu‘e ‘äina maluhia 
Greetings to Lïhu‘e, a peaceful land

Kia‘i ‘ia e Hä‘upu lä ë 
Guarded by Hä‘upu (the mountain) there

E ö Hanamaulu, ‘äina momona 
Greetings to Hanamaulu, a fertile land

Kahi ho‘okipa lä ë 
A very hospitable place
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The oli also references activities the Ho‘olauna students participated in during 
the week. For example, at Waimea, haumäna gathered kukui nuts at the river 
mouth to make lei; at Hanapëpë, they toured the traditional salt pans and saw 
the process of salt-making from beginning to end; and at Läwa‘i, they made ‘ohe 
käpala, kapa (tapa) dyes, and dyed kapa with kupuna (elder) Sabra Kauka, learned 
about Hawaiian plants at Queen Emma’s gardens with kupuna Levon Ohai, 
and were treated to a variety of traditional Hawaiian foods prepared by kupuna 
Elroy Medeiros.

This mele was meant to inspire the students and instill pride for their ‘äina hänau 
(birthplace). One of the most important aspects of this oli kama‘äina (chant for 
the natives of the land) is its adaptability—it can be expanded or contracted to 
include additional places or target selected communities; it is a structure that 
can be adapted to other islands such as Ni‘ihau, for example, where some of our 
haumäna have close family ties:

 
E ö Ni‘ihau, ‘au i ke kai 
Greetings to Ni‘ihau, swimming in the sea

Kaulana no nä püpü nani ë 
Famous for its pretty shells

 
While I wrote paukü for different locations around the island, keeping the concept 
of ma ka hana ka ‘ike in mind, I wanted to give the students an opportunity to 
compose their own paukü for the places they live.

To prepare the students for this writing exercise, I shared a poem from Kaua‘i 
native Kaimalino Andrade called “Where I’m From”:

 
I’m from waking up in the morning to the sound of the ocean,

I’m from living in a house that my dad built with his own hands,

I’m from having my closest neighbor living five miles away,

I’m from looking out my window and seeing a group of pigs just stroll 
on by,
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I’m from walking around in the pasture, playing with the horses,

I’m from growing my own veggies and fruit,

I’m from eating papayas and avocados as a meal,

I’m from running around naked on the beach,

I’m from running away from cows,

I’m from running away from my sister’s killer pet geese,

I’m from running away from home, goin’ two blocks, and comin’ back,

I’m from playing monopoly alone (and I still cheat),

I’m from being teased because I look haole,

I’m from being teased because I’m Hawaiian,

I’m from burning rubbish in the evenings,

I’m from stomping out the flames with my rubber slippers when my 
mom set the pasture on fire,

I’m from making fire every night with my brother for a hot bath,

I’m from listening to my dad play slack key,

I’m from falling asleep to the sound of the ocean. 
(Andrade, 2002, p. 190)

 
I told the haumäna that Kaimalino wrote the poem when he was about their 
age. They were very impressed. I told them that he was from Kaua‘i and asked 
them if they could identify where Kaimalino was from, based on the clues in the 
poem. While no one could guess that he was from Pïla‘a in the moku (district) of 
Ko‘olau on the northeast side of the island, we discussed how this poem was a 
contemporary mele pana (poem celebrating place) that is important, as it is not a 
very populated area today. We discussed important cultural themes, such as the 
pilina (relationship) between members of the ‘ohana, laulima (the ‘ohana working 
together), and mälama ‘äina (caring for the land), and how it demonstrated ‘Ike 
‘Äina based on his experience with the ‘äina and growing up there.
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After discussing different elements of the poem, I grouped the haumäna according 
to where they lived (town, ahupua‘a [land division], or area) and had them map 
out important things about their communities. Some wrote words, others drew 
pictures. We used other relevant resource material, such as Place Names of Hawai‘i 
(Pukui, Elbert, & Mookini, 1986) and Kaua‘i, Ancient Place Names and Their Stories 
(Wichman, 1998) to help with cultural and traditional references. When we were 
pau (finished), each group contributed a thought for individual paukü for the 
mele. A hui (group) of three boys from Lïhu‘e proudly displayed their drawing of 
Vidinha stadium. “How is that important?” I asked. “It’s where we play football!” 
was their enthusiastic reply (it was impossible not to smile at their proud and 
enthusiastic faces). A discussion ensued about how important places to young 
Hawaiians today (like Vidinha stadium) are surrounded by important places to 
our küpuna—Hä‘upu mountain, for example, ‘Ahukini, or Näwiliwili bay, all wahi 
pana of the Lïhu‘e area.

I created a simple handout for students to help them make sensory connections 
to the wahi pana we visited, and to understand the importance of ‘Ike ‘Äina. The 
introduction states,

 
The term ‘Ike ‘Äina can be translated in several ways. ‘Ike 
means to “see” with your eyes. It also means to “know” 
or understand, with your na‘au (gut, heart). ‘Äina is land. 
Mary Kawena Pukui says that the word ‘äina is comprised 
of two parts, ‘ai (food), and the suffix na, meaning, “that 
which feeds.” Thus, ‘äina is the land that feeds and sustains 
us. ‘Ike ‘Äina means both to see the land, but also to know 
the land. Hawaiian cultural practice teaches “ma ka hana 
ka ‘ike,” or “knowledge is gained through experience.” 
Our küpuna were keen observers of nature and their 
environment. As we travel through different ahupua‘a, we 
will have opportunities to learn about and from the ‘äina, 
and the stories associated with it.

 
The assignment emphasizes the students’ multiple sensory interaction with the 
‘äina as they write about their experiences, answering the following questions: 
What place are you at? What do you see? What do you hear? What do you feel? 
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What other observations do you have about this place? How does being on the land 
provide insight into why our küpuna lived here or created mo‘olelo about this place? 
What is one thing about this place you feel is most special or important to you? 
What is one thing about this place that you would like to know more about?18

Haumäna had opportunities to write initial thoughts at the sites visited, as well as 
to reflect in their journal writing time later in the evening. The assignment helped 
them focus on their personal connection to the ‘äina, as well as enhance their 
observational skills. The questions were presented with an indigenous framework 
in mind, in that they embrace multiple senses (which form the basis of multiple 
literacies) rather than just privileging one type.

The following day, we visited Waipä in Hanalei, where we worked in the lo‘i and 
gardens and made poi. The rain poured the entire time. We joked, “Good thing we 
didn’t sing ‘Ka Ua Loku o Hanalei’ (The Heavy Rain of Hanalei) or we would have 
caused it to flood.” We wanted to compose a verse for our experience in Waipä, but 
the Waipä community was enthusiastic about composing the verse for their ‘äina, 
which seemed more pono (appropriate). When a new group of Ho‘olauna haumäna 
returned to Waipä during our summer sessions, kumu Mehana Blaich and her 
Waipä haumäna greeted the Ho‘olauna haumäna with their paukü for Waipä:

 
E ö Waipä, ‘äina uluwehi 
Greetings to Waipä, a verdant land

I ka malu o Mämalahoa 
In the protection of mount Mämalahoa

He hoa küpuna ‘o Häloanaka 
Häloanaka is the elder companion

I ka poli o Halele‘a ë 
In the heart of the Halele‘a district

 
This “lei mele” is adaptable to different situations and groups, and continues to 
grow. It is a primary example of the continuation of oral tradition, which today is 
woven with our written ones, as well as a cultural penchant for the community-
based, shared nature of cultural knowledge. Together, our oral and written tradi-
tions form the basis of a Hawaiian concept of cultural literacy formulated around 
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the concept of ‘Ike ‘Äina. The focus on ‘äina is culturally important. In an article 
on the “Connotative Values of Place Names,” Samuel H. Elbert (1976) stated that 

“traditional sayings, narratives, and songs indicate the values of a culture” (p. 130).

Ha‘ina (Conclusion)

The issue of indigenous literacy raises the question of purpose: Why do we want 
Hawaiian children to be culturally literate? Why is it important to recognize indig-
enous literacy as cultural practice? As discussed earlier, indigenous literacy helps 
perpetuate culture, important when cultural practice is under constant assault and 
commodification. It promotes culturally rooted identity and more positive self-
esteem among students, their families, and the communities to which they belong, 
resulting in increased well-being. It can also nurture or solidify links between 
student, family, and ‘äina, often leading to renewed interest in cultural practice 
or more political involvement with issues such as land preservation. Meyer 
(2003) wrote about the important role of place, history, and genealogy, as “culture 
strengthens culture…cultural practices…restore…a Hawaiian sense of health [and] 
identity” (p. 144). By working toward these connections, Native Hawaiians

 
will heal [as] we will be educated by ‘äina. This is key. We 
will, once again, be “fed” by the tides, rains and stories of a 
place and people made buoyant because this is how culture 
survives. This is how children learn best. This is how we all 
will survive. We will survive because excellence of being is 
found in the practice of aloha that…is an epistemological 
point. So, let us shape our school lessons by this ideal and 
let us shape our lives accordingly. (Meyer, 2003, p. 59)

 
Indigenous literacy is important because it is another representation of indig-
enous knowledge, perspective, and practice. It provides an alternative perspective 
to dominant colonial views and practices, which tend to be anti-indigenous, such 
as capitalism and globalization (see Anning, Cullen, & Fleer, 2004; Dei, Hall, & 
Rosenberg, 2002; Tuhiwai Smith, 1999). Relationship to ‘äina has always been 
important to Native Hawaiians. However, as Kana‘iaupuni and Malone (2006) 
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pointed out, with the constant assaults to Native Hawaiian identity (high rates 
of intermarriage with other ethnicities, high level of mobility, endangered native 
language, highly commodified culture), it is perhaps even more important today to 
teach ‘Ike ‘Äina, as “place is critical to the cultural survival and identity of…Native 
Hawaiians” (p. 282).

In addition, ‘Ike ‘Äina is one piece of an indigenous model of education developed 
by Kahakalau and others that follows and allows for pono cultural practices and is 
designed “for the benefit of this Hawaiian community, and with the help of this 
Hawaiian community” (Kahakalau, 2004, p. 31). It is an example of what Kahakalau 
argued for in her work, where “indigenous peoples can conduct quality scholarly 
research utilizing native ways of inquiry, and that such research can solve native 
problems and advance native knowledge” (p. 21). The importance of indigenous 
peoples finding our own solutions and positive outcomes for the benefit of our 
communities cannot be understated, particularly when indigenous knowledge 
and cultural practices are under continued attack from others who dismiss, abuse, 
co-opt, or claim their own indigenous knowledge and practices. 

In diverse areas of academia, from Geography to English departments (English 
including areas of literary studies, cultural studies, creative writing, and 
composition and rhetoric), focus on “cultural geography” is a growing topic of 
interest among mainstream, nonindigenous scholars. It is important, as indig-
enous scholars in these and many other fields—Indigenous Studies programs, 
Education, Urban and Regional Planning, and beyond—continue to reclaim 
indigenous knowledge and practices and create places for them within the 
confines of the academy, with the ultimate purpose of advancing and supporting 
our indigenous communities. In the area of composition studies, Reynolds 
(2004) called for the need of “cultural writing theories and material literacy 
practices that engage with the metaphorical—ways to imagine space—without 
ignoring places and spaces—the actual locations where writers write, learners 
learn, and workers work” (p. 3). In the field of education, Tuhiwai Smith (1999) 
acknowledged “Twenty-Five Indigenous Projects” that promote “the survival 
of peoples, cultures and languages”; included among them are storytelling, 
remembering, connecting, representing, reading, and writing (p. 142).

Today, Native Hawaiians continue to research and recite our genealogies, chant 
traditional oli for our beloved ali‘i, ‘äina, and things we cherish. We sing songs 
and dance hula. We talk story. Some of us compose new mo‘olelo, oli, and mele, 
choreograph new hula. And we still do all these things with thought and meaning. 
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We need to encourage more reading and writing. More important, we need to 
encourage those who teach to make reading and writing more culturally relevant, 
more interesting, and more palatable. We need to incorporate ‘äina, and learning 
from the ‘äina, not just about ‘äina (and not just in science classes), and develop 
and utilize curriculum and strategies in the arts and humanities classroom envi-
ronment in which students learn from Hawaiian compositions and create their 
own. This approach will support a more well-rounded idea of indigenous Hawaiian 
literacy, one in which students are not just consumers of ideas or materials from 
beyond our shores. If we truly want no Hawaiian child “left behind” (a highly 
inappropriate concept from an indigenous perspective, by the way), an indigenous 
view of literacy that is ‘äina-based and fosters a sense of connection between ‘äina 
and haumana as reader, writer, and ‘ohana is important. Through experience in 
difference class settings and age levels, I have had success with this approach. By 
starting with the culturally appropriate and nature-based metaphor of the haumana 
as a pebble, and allowing thoughts, discussions, readings, and assignments to 
ripple out in a sea of creativity, what ripples back can be pleasantly surprising. 
Utilizing such an approach to teach writing and promote learning is an effective 
way to foster and develop literacy from an indigenous perspective.
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Notes

1 This article was originally presented at a meeting of the State of Hawai‘i 
Department of Education (DOE) Literacy Coordinators, April 16, 2004, Kamehameha 
Schools Kapälama, under the title “Oral Traditions, History, and Literacy From a 
Hawaiian Perspective.” Mahalo to Mikahala Roy for extending the invitation to 
speak to this collective of DOE educators.
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2 Eia nae ka‘u wahi kauoha, ina he oluolu ko na hoa kumukula o keia paeaina, ke 
palapala mai i ka moolelo o kela aina keia aina, a paiia…alaila, he waiwai nui no ia 
i ka poe naauao, ke kuhikuhi nei kakou, a ke ao nei hoi i na haumana i ke ano o 
na aina haole…A pehea la ka hoi kakou e hoomaauea ai, i ke ao ana i na haumana, 
i ke ano o ko kakou mau aina, na lae, na kuahiwi, na papu (papa), na luapele, na 
kai kuono, na makani, na pohaku o kane, na heiau, na wahi noho mau a na’lii, 
na wai puna, na muliwai, na anemoku, na puali, na wahi pana, na wahi e Kaao ia 
nei, na mahina ko nui i keia manawa, na wai lele. Ina pela e kokua like ai kakou, 
alaila, e loaa no he Hoikehonua hou no ka pae aina Hawaii...ke manao nei au e 
kakau i ka moolelo no ka hele kaapuni ana ia Oahu nei, e like ke kakau ana me ko 
Molokai. Eia nae kahi e loihi ai keia, ina he moolelo Kaao ko kekahi aina, e hele 
loa ae anei ma ke Kaao, a me na wahi pana e ae, a me na kupua oia wahi, e nana i 
ka pohu malie a malino hoi a Laamaikahiki ma Kualoa, a me na hana kupanaha a 
Kamapuaa iuka o Kaliuwaa, a me ka moolelo o Kaneipolu ma Kailua. Ina nae he 
wa kaawale kupono, e hiki no ke hoolaha ia. Ke aloha aku nei au ia oukou me ka 
mahalo i ka Lunahooponopono a me ka poe kapalapala.

3 Nä Lei Na‘auao is a hui (alliance) of Hawaiian culturally based public charter 
schools across the state. For more information, see their Web site, www.naleinaauao.org. 

4 This is well documented. See Kahumoku (2002), Meyer (2003).

5 Multiple references from this site include Random House Unabridged Dictionary 
(Random House, 2006), Encyclopedia Britannica (2008), American Heritage Dictionary, 

4th edition (Houghton Mifflin, 2006), and Wordnet 3.0 (Princeton, 2006).

6 Hirsch is most noted for his “Core Knowledge” series of books and curricula 
that prescribe step-by-step standards of what children educated in the United 
States need to know in each subject level and at each grade level (i.e., “What 
Every First Grader Should Know,” “What Every Second Grader Should Know,” 
etc.). According to critics like education professor Roger Schank (n.d.), the critical 
literacy movement as advocated by Hirsch promotes standardized “literacy lists” 
for each grade, focusing on the dominant culture of American society (http://www.
engines4ed.org/hyperbook/nodes/NODE-91-pg.html).

7 This appears the focus of indigenous literacy movements across the Americas, 
particularly in meso-American cultures.
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8 The historical and cultural connection between Kanaka Maoli (Native 
Hawaiian) literacy in Hawaiian and English is an interesting one. By many 
accounts, when the Hawaiian alphabet was first created by missionaries in the 
1820s, Känaka Maoli took to reading and writing immediately and with great 
enthusiasm in the Hawaiian language; by the 1880s, reports by the Department 
of Public Instruction, missionary journals, and newspapers reported that Kanaka 
Maoli enjoyed one of the highest literacy rates in the world. Yet in contempo-
rary times, DOE statistics rank Kanaka Maoli students as having markedly lower 
literacy rates, particularly when compared with students of other ethnicities. One 
of the main factors appears to be the switch from Hawaiian-language medium 
education to English-language medium education around the turn of the 19th 
to 20th centuries. Kimura (1983) and others discuss how this cultural trauma, 
combined with the influx of new immigrant populations at the time and the rise 
of Hawai‘i Creole English (“pidgin”), eroded Hawaiians’ interest in excelling at 
English, viewed as the colonizer’s language. 

9 This point is supported by Kimura’s (1983) detailed discussion of ‘ölelo Hawai‘i 
history and cultural connections and nuances of language. 

10  Van Broekhuizen’s (2000) research on indigenous literacy in the Pacific concurs 
with these findings.

11  See discussions by Handy and Pukui (1972), Meyer (2003).

12  Although it would be short-sighted to not think of pöhaku ki‘i (petroglyphs), 
käkau (tattoo patterns), or käpala (stamped kïhei and kapa designs) as forms of 
written communication, albeit “nonlinguistic” ones.

13  Kimura (1983) has written in detail on this concept of naming.

14  Ho‘olauna Kaua‘i is an Explorations-type week-long experience sponsored by 
Kamehameha Schools Extended Education Division. The sixth-grade participants 
spend the week traveling to different areas of the island learning about cultural 
sites and participate in cultural activities. On the final day, they perform a hö‘ike 
about what they learned for parents, family members, friends, and other guests.

15  For more detailed information on the UHM strategic plan, see http://www.
manoa.hawaii.edu/vision/defining_our_destiny/pdf/scs_final.pdf (final report 2); 
http://www.manoa.hawaii.edu/vision/defining_our_destiny/planning_process/
resource_guide.htm#P; Defining Our Destiny, Strategic Plan 2002–2010.
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16  I am certainly not the only Hawaiian educator who finds value in the practice. 
Monica Ka‘imipono Kaiwi discusses her classroom practice of students introducing 
themselves on the second day of class with their mo‘okü‘auhau because “he or 
she does not come alone [into the classroom]—he or she comes with his or her 
‘ohana—those living and those who have passed” (Kaiwi, 2006, p. 35). Therefore, 
the inclusion of an oral mo‘okü‘auhau at the beginning of the semester functions 

“not necessarily for their classmates’ benefit but to remind them of who stands 
with them and to help me [as the teacher] understand who has been entrusted to 
my care” (Ka‘iwi, 2006, p. 35). 

17  An excerpt from this poem was used as an opening epigraph in this article; 
those stanzas are omitted here and are marked by a line of dots. 

18  This worksheet is adaptable to different ages and situations; I have used 
variations of it as part of Hälau Wänana’s summer session on Kaua‘i, June 
2006, and a Kamehameha Schools Keaukahi huaka‘i to Wailua, Kaua‘i, and as 
part of the Community Building Division retreat in December 2006. In all cases, 
there is an accompanying packet of information containing mo‘olelo, mele, oli, 
and so on for the ‘äina being studied. The final question is designed to incor-
porate student mana‘o in the improvement and updating of the accompanying 
information packets.
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Educators and policymakers in Hawaiÿi are exploring nontraditional 

school types such as charter schools and Hawaiian language and 

culture-based (HLCB) schools to address achievement differentials 

among students. This research examines student data across three 

school types (conventional public schools, Western-focused charters, 

and HLCB) and at three grade levels (5, 7, and 10). Overall, mean 

scores for reading and mathematics are not significantly different in 

most cases between conventional public schools and HLCB schools. 

Whereas in lower grades students score significantly higher in 

conventional public schools, in higher grades there are no signifi-

cant differences in means or HLCB students outperform their peers. 

Among both Hawaiian and non-Hawaiian students, mean scores are 

the highest in Western-focused charter schools. When proficiency 

statuses are examined under the No Child Left Behind Act, a signifi-

cantly higher percentage of students in HLCB schools move out of the 

lowest proficiency level (the Well Below status) than in conventional 

public schools.
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Preface

This paper first began while I was doing research for my master’s thesis in 
California. I had written papers on Hawaiian-focused education using published 
research, but I was limited to online resources because I was away from Hawai‘i. At 
Stanford University, even though I had access to leading researchers in sociology 
and education, very few had knowledge about my area of interest, Hawaiÿi. As a 
result, I did not have the opportunity to develop my ideas in close contact with 
others. Similarly, there are many students from Hawai‘i who are studying in the 
continental United States in a variety of fields ranging from education to engi-
neering. If our desire is for these students to return to the islands to work and 
strengthen our communities, then we must support them in every way possible 
with aloha,1 financial aid, and accessibility to ideas that are relevant to Hawaiÿi.

I moved back to the islands in summer 2007 to enroll in the Hoÿokuläiwi Master’s 
of Education in Teaching program at the University of Hawaiÿi–Mänoa. There I 
was able to sit at the feet of incredible indigenous and local kumu who shared 
brilliant ideas and a deep commitment to changing the face of education in 
Hawaiÿi. They challenged me to view research on Hawaiian-focused education 
with a more nuanced and critical eye. As a result, I came to understand research 
and education from new and exciting perspectives. 

At the same time, I began working at Kamehameha Schools in the Research and 
Evaluation (R&E) division and discovered that many of my personal interests paral-
leled the research of Kamehameha Schools. Although I did not have the knowledge 
to run the same kinds of statistical analyses that were being used, I nevertheless 
felt I was on track because my personal education and ideas led me in the same 
direction as the R&E group. I feel humbled to now work alongside individuals 
whose research I read and cite. 

Throughout my work I ask myself: who am I to evaluate the effectiveness of 
Hawaiian language and culture-based (HLCB) schools? As a non-Hawaiian, I am 
interested in how my own children may fare in Hawaiian-focused schools. Will 
they be able to learn, grow, and thrive in these settings? With a background in 
policy, research, and practice, and understanding Hawaiÿi’s sociopolitical context, 
I want to know the outcomes for the approximately 70% of students in the public 
education system in Hawaiÿi who are not Native Hawaiian (Hawaiÿi Department 
of Education, 2006). Are the strategies used in HLCB schools effective for both 
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Hawaiian and non-Hawaiian students? These questions motivate my research for 
both personal and public policy reasons, and my findings indicate that what is 
good for Hawaiians is indeed good for all of Hawaiÿi.

To me, research is only worthwhile if there are practical implications for positive 
change in our communities. My hope is that educators, policymakers, and 
providers of funding are encouraged and challenged by the research to make 
strategic decisions to improve the well-being of all students in Hawaiÿi.

Introduction

Under the No Child Left Behind Act of 2001, educators and policymakers across 
the United States are forced to confront educational differentials as they seek 
to increase student achievement. Schools are required to report test scores for 
specific subgroups of race, socioeconomic status, disability, and English ability. 
If any one of these subgroups fails to achieve predetermined state standards, 
the school does not meet Adequate Yearly Progress (AYP). Failure to meet AYP 
may place a school in restructuring status, which may result in state takeover.

Both locally and globally, stakeholders are looking to different mechanisms to 
improve education and academic achievement while calling for an overhaul in 
the settings and contexts of learning. One method of doing so can be seen in 
the creation of new schools that embrace a pedagogy integrating community and 
school, utilizing life applications, and delivering highly rigorous and relevant 
education. Such mechanisms often take the form of charter or other schools that 
serve a specific cultural purpose. 

In 1988, Albert Shanker, president of the American Federation of Teachers, called 
for the establishment of charter schools as autonomous public schools free from 
district and state regulations and held accountable more for student outcomes 
than educational inputs such as teacher certification (Brouillette, 2002). Minnesota 
followed suit in 1991 as the first state to establish charter school laws, and in 1994, 
Hawaiÿi passed its first law establishing charter schools (Hawaiÿi Association of 
Charter Schools, 2002).
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Recognizing academic differentials between majority and minority/indigenous 
students, culture-based schools and strategies attempt to close the achievement 
gap by increasing the relevance of education for specific groups. For example, 
schools and curricula have been used with American Indian and Alaska Native 
students to account for differences in language and worldview (e.g., Adams, Adam, 
& Opbroek, 2005; Demmert, 2005; see also Kanaÿiaupuni, 2007, for more examples). 
Additionally, Kanaÿiaupuni and Ishibashi (2003) argued that culturally relevant 
learning environments are important for Native Hawaiian students to address 
stereotypes and ethnic bias. 

Research Questions

This research specifically examines academic achievement differentials across 
three publicly funded school types in Hawaiÿi: conventional public schools, HLCB 
schools, and Western-focused charters.2 HLCB schools refer to kula kaiapuni, 
or Hawaiian language immersion schools within the Hawai‘i Department of 
Education, as well as Hawaiian-focused and Hawaiian-medium charter schools. 
Categorization of schools into these three groups reflects institutional and 
philosophical differences, which are evident in teacher practice (Ledward & 
Takayama, 2008).

Recognizing that there are significant differences in reading and mathematics 
test scores among ethnic groups in Hawaiÿi and that, among major ethnic groups, 
Hawaiians tend to have the lowest test scores (Takayama, 2007; Uyeno, Zhang, & 
Chin-Chance, 2006), I examine school type differentials for Hawaiian and non-
Hawaiian students. The Hawai‘i State Assessment (HSA) assigns students to one 
of four proficiency levels—Well Below, Approaches, Meets, or Exceeds proficiency—
based on their HSA results. Because previous ability is the highest predictor of 
academic achievement (Anderson & Keith, 1997), movement out of lower profi-
ciency statuses in test scores may show how well schools help students to achieve 
higher levels. Thus, in my research, I explored the following questions:

 
RESEARCH QUESTION 1: Do certain school types predict 
higher academic achievement among Hawaiians and 
non-Hawaiians in Hawaiÿi when controlling for small 
school size?
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RESEARCH QUESTION 2: Do certain school types predict 
greater movement out of the “Well Below” status among 
Hawaiians and non-Hawaiians in Hawaiÿi when controlling 
for small school size? 

Background

Academic achievement tends to be measured in two primary ways: school grades 
and performance on standard tests. While grades and test scores are potential 
markers of student learning, Coleman et al. (1966) noted that they are not “culture-
free” but rather culture-bound. Still, they are widely used for purposes of student 
assessment in schools. Other important outcomes for students, such as school 
engagement, quality community and school relationships, and civic engagement, 
are not yet available on a systemwide basis.

Researchers have investigated many variables that predict academic achievement. 
These variables can be categorized into three major groups: characteristics of the 
student, characteristics of the student’s environment, and demographic/back-
ground factors. It is crucial to note, however, that relationships exist across these 
variables as well. 

Characteristics of the student include ability and motivation. Ability, as measured 
by a number of variables including prior standard achievement test scores, prior 
school grades, and nonverbal tests of ability, has been found to be the strongest 
correlate of academic achievement and holds true for both White and minority 
students (Anderson & Keith, 1997). However, these measures of “ability” are clearly 
linked to experiences in school. Additionally, increased rigor of coursework is 
associated with higher levels of achievement (Cool & Keith, 1991). Characteristics 
of the student’s environment that predict academic achievement include those 
of the home and school, such as parental involvement (Steinberg, Dornbusch, & 
Brown, 1992), quality of instruction (Cool & Keith, 1991), and quantity of instruc-
tion (Alexander & Pallas, 1984). 

Demographic/background variables are often used as control variables or as inde-
pendent variables with one or more intervening variables and explain the largest 
part of total variance for academic achievement. The strongest associations with 
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test scores are family income, parental educational levels, and race/ethnicity 
(Grissmer, Flanagan, Kawata, & Williamson, 2000). Even when one controls for 
other background variables such as socioeconomic status and English ability, 
White students tend to score better on standard tests than minorities, and boys 
tend to score better than girls. However, in Hawaiÿi, girls often score higher than 
boys (Uyeno et al., 2006). Additionally, higher ability and higher socioeconomic 
status are associated with higher quality of instruction (Cool & Keith, 1991). Of 
particular interest to me is the intersection of ethnicity and school type in predicting 
academic achievement.

In response to the Civil Rights Act of 1964, James Coleman published the first 
exhaustive analysis of educational equality across major ethnic groups in the 
United States (Coleman et al., 1966). Coleman’s research revealed how school char-
acteristics affect student academic achievement. What came to be known as the 
Coleman Report sparked a surge in educational research about the intersections 
of school characteristics, family background, and educational outcomes (Gamoran 
& Long, 2006). 

Research has examined a plethora of intervening variables to better understand 
the relationship between race and academic achievement, including racial identity 
and psychological well-being (Arroyo & Zigler, 1995; Fordham & Ogbu, 1986), 
attention problems (Rabiner, Murray, Schmid, & Malone, 2004), segregation 
(Roscigno, 1999), family disadvantage (Phillips, Brooks-Gunn, Duncan, Klebanov, 
& Crane, 1998), effects of prejudice and stress (Gougis, 1986), and ethnic socializa-
tion (Marshall, 1995). 

When race is used as a variable in educational research, there tends to be a focus on 
African Americans because of historical injustices and noted underachievement 
as compared with Whites (Fordham & Ogbu, 1986; Gougis, 1986; Jencks & Phillips, 
1998; Roscigno, 1999). In Hawaiÿi, educational research has focused on four primary 
ethnic groups: Native Hawaiian, East Asian (Chinese, Japanese, Korean), Filipino, 
and Caucasian. It has been found that Native Hawaiian and Filipino students, on 
average, tend to score lower than East Asian and Caucasian students on standard 
tests (Uyeno et al., 2006). Prior research has also disaggregated students into five 
major ethnic groups in Hawaiÿi (Native Hawaiian, Japanese, Chinese, Filipino, 
and White), and also into Hawaiian and non-Hawaiian (Kanaÿiaupuni, Malone, & 
Ishibashi, 2005).
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School Type and Academic Achievement

Research has been done on the relationships between various school types and 
academic achievement. This body of work primarily compares outcomes for 
students in conventional public schools with their peers in religious schools 
(Sander, 1996; Willms, 1985), private schools (Sander, 1999; Witte, 1992), and 
charter schools (Hoxby, 2004; Nelson, Rosenberg, & Van Meter, 2004). Although 
culture-based schools are growing in size, little research exists on outcomes for 
students in these schools. Two types of schools are of particular interest in this 
study: charter schools and HLCB schools. There is overlap in the two types in that 
there are Hawaiian-focused charter schools but also non-Hawaiian-specific (i.e., 
Western-focused) charter schools as well. 

Charter Schools

Charter schools are publicly funded schools that operate under a contract (charter) 
that allows increased flexibility and autonomy, while still meeting federal and state 
accountability requirements (U.S. Department of Education, 2004). Proponents of 
charter schools argue that they represent opportunities for educational innova-
tion and offer alternatives to students and families in regular public schools that 
otherwise may be failing (Hoxby, 2004). However, current research on charter 
schools offers mixed conclusions. 

A study by the American Federation of Teachers compares the achievement of 
fourth- and eighth-grade charter school students with their counterparts in regular 
public schools on the 2003 National Assessment of Educational Progress. The 
results show that charter school students score lower than regular public school 
students for both reading and mathematics (Nelson et al., 2004). A similar trend of 
lower achievement occurs among low-income and minority students.

Hoxby (2004), on the other hand, reached a different conclusion after using a 
methodology that matches schools geographically. When charter schools were 
compared with nearby regular public schools with similar racial compositions, 
elementary school students enrolled in charter schools showed higher levels of 
proficiency on state assessments of both reading and mathematics. Moreover, 
Hoxby found that the charter school advantage was greater for Hispanics and low-
income students. The differences in findings between Hoxby and the American 
Federation of Teachers may be due to differences in assessments (national vs. 
state) and methodology (national sample vs. matched schools).
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Hawaiÿi’s first charter school law was passed in 1994 and used the phrase “student-
centered schools.” On May 27, 1999, the state legislature passed Act 62 formally 
establishing “New Century Charter Schools” (Hawai‘i Association of Charter 
Schools, 2002). Charter schools are run independently from the Hawaiÿi Department 
of Education and allow for more autonomy via decision making at the local level. 
However, admission policies must be nondiscriminatory and students are still 
required to meet the Hawaiÿi Content and Performance Standards. During school 
year 2005–2006, there were 27 charter schools in the state of Hawaiÿi, including 14 
Hawaiian language immersion and/or culture-based schools.

In Hoxby’s (2004) study, seven charter schools in Hawaiÿi were examined with a 
relative enrollment of 233. The study found that 14.3% more students in charter 
schools than matched regular public schools are proficient in reading on the 
Hawaiÿi State Assessment, and 12.1% more students in these charter schools are 
proficient in mathematics.

Kanaÿiaupuni and Ishibashi (2005) compared the academic achievement of Native 
Hawaiians in charter schools and in regular public schools. They found that 
Native Hawaiian students in charter schools tend to score as well or better on 
standard tests for reading and mathematics compared with their counterparts in 
regular public schools. After controlling for gender, socioeconomic status, grade, 
teacher credentials, and region, the authors found that Native Hawaiian students 
in charter schools also had significantly higher scores on the SAT-9 for reading 
and mathematics as well as the HSA for reading alone. Their data, however, do not 
distinguish between Hawaiian-focused and non-Hawaiian-specific charters, and 
the authors are not sure if such relationships are due to specific characteristics 
of charter schools or because of a smaller school size. It is also unclear if charter 
schools promote higher achievement among non-Hawaiians. 

Culture-Based Schools

Another type of school reform that continues to grow is culture-based schools, 
which oftentimes use language, content, contexts, and assessment strategies that 
are culturally relevant for students of indigenous and/or minority groups and 
integrate family and community into the learning experience (Kanaÿiaupuni, 2007). 
Recognizing that the United States typically views education through a Western 
lens, culture-based education seeks to use the cultures of indigenous and minority 
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students to address educational inequalities where Western-based education has 
failed. Research has shown culture-based models to be promising for Alaska 
Native students (Adams et al., 2005; Lipka, Sharp, Brenner, Yanez, & Sharp, 2005), 
Native American students (Demmert, 2001), and Native Hawaiian students (Kaiwi 
& Kahumoku, 2006; Kawakami & Aton, 2001; Tibbetts, Kahakalau, & Johnson, 
2007). Although there is a growing body of research on culture-based education, 
Demmert and Towner (2003) found that little statistically sound research exists 
that shows how culturally relevant strategies influence academic achievement.

In Hawai‘i, research has found that the development of a formalized education 
system based on Western values rather than on the transmission of traditional 
knowledge has alienated Native Hawaiian students, whose culture tends to focus 
on experience in authentic environments (Kanaÿiaupuni et al., 2005; Kawakami, 
2004). Prior to Western contact, Native Hawaiians—elites and commoners alike—
highly valued education that was skill-based, place-based, and practical. Keiki were 
taught by caregivers including older siblings and adults who were considered 
masters in their occupations. Additionally, values important to the shaping of 
education included the land as a natural classroom, ongoing pursuit of excellence, 
and respectful observation of the kumu. Oral tradition was especially valuable for 
the communication of history, beliefs, and technical skills and allowed for mastery 
in several areas, including agriculture, aquaculture, sea navigation, healing, and 
genealogy (Kanaÿiaupuni et al., 2005). It is upon these values and skills that 
Hawaiian-focused schools are based.

After Western contact, however, Native Hawaiians were made strangers in 
their homeland. In 1893, a group of American businessmen backed by United 
States armed forces illegally overthrew the Hawaiian monarchy. In order to 
avoid bloodshed Queen Liliÿuokalani, the reigning monarch of the time, allowed 
American occupation of the Hawaiian kingdom in hopes that US government 
leaders would correct the injustice upon her people, but this never happened 
(Benham & Heck, 1998). What followed was the effective banning of the use 
of Hawaiian language in both public and private schools in 1896 (Kawaiÿaeÿa, 
Housman, & Alencastre, 2007; Warner, 1999b; Warschauer & Donaghy, 1997; 
Wilson & Kamanä, 2006). This Western-focused education system threatened 
traditional teaching and learning.

Currently, Native Hawaiian families are nearly twice as likely to live in poverty 
as compared with the total population of Hawaiÿi and are half as likely to have a 
bachelor’s degree or higher. The media report that Native Hawaiians are also more 
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likely to be unemployed and less likely to have jobs in management, professional, 
and related occupations (Donnelly, 2006). Within this context, Hawaiian culture-
based schools seek to address historical injustices and current challenges facing 
Native Hawaiian students.

Culture-based schools focus on the strengths of Hawaiian students. Historians 
and scientists have long doubted and discredited the accomplishments of Native 
Hawaiians and have largely influenced the construction of knowledge around 
Hawaiian history. Kanaÿiaupuni (2005) recognized cultural biases in the construc-
tion of knowledge due to limited historical information. She called for strengths-
based educational models by Native Hawaiians that work against stereotypes of 
inherent inability. Such strengths include a “special sensitivity to the world around 
them,” aloha, and the expertise of küpuna (Kanaÿiaupuni, 2005, p. 30). Focusing 
on strengths rather than deficits also serves to reduce prejudice due to incorrect 
perceptions of Hawaiians. Strengths-based approaches are often the framework by 
which kula kaiapuni and Hawaiian-focused charter schools develop and operate 
(Tibbetts et al., 2007); they comprise a form of education that many Hawaiian 
students prefer (Kahakalau, 2004).

The first Hawaiian immersion school was founded in 1983 amidst a movement to 
reclaim Hawaiian culture (Kawaiÿaeÿa, Housman, & Alencastre, 2007; Warschauer 
& Donaghy, 1997; Wilson & Kamanä, 2006). In 1986 the Hawaiÿi Department of 
Education’s Ka Papahana Kaiapuni Hawaiÿi began the first two Hawaiian language 
immersion programs in public schools. At that time only 1,500 native speakers 
remained (most of whom were over age 50), and as a result a major goal of the 
program was to revitalize the Hawaiian language among the younger genera-
tions in the K–12 institutional setting (Kawakami, 2004). Kula kaiapuni, Hawaiian 
immersion schools, seek to provide “quality education based on knowledge of 
Hawaiian language and culture as the foundation upon which individuals become 
responsible, sensitive, and productive adults who contribute significantly to all 
levels of Hawaii’s community” (Office of Instructional Services, 1994, p. 4).

Kula kaiapuni are more than English-medium programs translated into Hawaiian. 
The worldview of a Hawaiian speaker is not the same as the worldview of an 
English speaker (Wong, 1999). Teachers in kula kaiapuni seek to transmit both 
language and culture, and for many of them, teaching in such a context is a part of 
a transformation in their own Hawaiian identity as they develop deeper relation-
ships with students and learn more about Hawaiian culture (Yamauchi, Ceppi, & 
Lau-Smith, 2000). As such, Hawaiian language schools are one way that Hawaiians 
are taking control of their futures and the education of their children (Benham & 
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Heck, 1998; Warner, 1999b; Yamauchi et al., 2000). In conventional public schools 
in Hawaiÿi where Hawaiian/Part-Hawaiian students constitute the largest ethnic 
group, Hawaiians only account for 9.9% of teachers (Hawaiÿi Department of 
Education, 2006).

Students enrolled in kula kaiapuni learn subject matter through the medium of 
the Hawaiian language; English is introduced in the fifth grade to ensure fluency. 
Warner (1990) found that students can learn a second language through total 
immersion without detriment to their English abilities. He reviewed literature 
on non-Hawaiian immersion programs and found that immersion students 
consistently perform at the same level or better than their peers on assessments 
of English. Being that English and Hawaiÿi Creole English (“Pidgin”) are the 
dominant languages of Hawaiÿi, many people have called for increased intergen-
erational and community use of Hawaiian language, which often requires political 
support through policy changes (Warner, 1999a; Wong, 1999).

As of 2006, there were 22 Hawaiian immersion schools or programs within schools, 
including 2 stand-alone schools, 15 schools-within-a-school, and 5 charter schools. 
Additionally, there was 1 partial immersion charter school and 7 Hawaiian culture-
based (but not immersion) charter schools (ÿAha Pünana Leo, 2006; Charter School 
Administrative Office, 2006). 

An element of HLCB schools that may influence academic achievement is the 
high level of family involvement. Ledward and Takayama (2008) found that 
HLCB schools such as kula kaiapuni and Hawaiian-focused charters integrate 
family and community into the learning environment at higher rates than that 
of conventional public schools, Western-focused charters, and private schools 
involved in the study. Parents have been strongly involved in kula kaiapuni since 
their inception by lobbying of the Board of Education and state legislature, partici-
pating in fundraisers to supplement teachers’ budgets from the Department of 
Education, and even cutting and pasting Hawaiian translations into English books 
(Kameÿeleihiwa, 1992).

On the basis of previous research on Hawaiian and charter schools, I hypothesize 
the following: On standard tests, Hawaiian students achieve comparable or higher 
levels in HLCB schools (kula kaiapuni and Hawaiian-focused charters) and show 
greater movement out of the Well Below proficiency status than in regular public 
schools. The literature is unclear of the effect of school type on non-Hawaiian 
students, so no hypotheses are made regarding their achievement and growth.
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Method

Participants

To assess Adequate Yearly Progress under the No Child Left Behind Act of 2001, 
the state of Hawai‘i requires students enrolled in Hawaiÿi public schools to take 
the HSA. Beginning in school year 2004–2005, students in Grades 3–8 and 10 were 
required to take the tests; in prior years, the HSA was only administered to students 
in Grades 3, 5, 8, and 10. 

This study compares academic achievement by school type for Native Hawaiian 
and non-Hawaiian students in Hawaiÿi’s public schools. To help ensure equitable 
comparisons, I limited the conventional public schools sample to students 
enrolled in small schools (defined as 60 or fewer students per grade). These 
small schools are ethnically mixed and constitute what I believe to be the most 
reasonable comparison group for the charter schools. The largest ethnic groups 
in the small public schools are Hawaiian/Part-Hawaiian (28.9%), Filipino (17.4%), 
Caucasian (14.5%), and Japanese (10.4%). Hawaiians comprise the majority of 
students in HLCB schools (89.6%), whereas Caucasians are the largest ethnic group 
in Western-focused charters (35.4%). Compared with conventional public schools, 
Filipino and Japanese students are underrepresented in HLCB schools and 
Western-focused charters. Schools with a mix of Hawaiian immersion programs 
and English-medium programs were excluded from analysis because there is no 
current indicator from the Hawaiÿi Department of Education databases to identify 
students who are enrolled in a kula kaiapuni within a conventional public school. 

Western-focused charter schools tend to enroll a lower proportion of students with 
various risk factors when compared with other school types. Students receiving 
free/reduced lunch account for one in four students (27%) in Western-focused 
charters (the lowest percentage of the three school types) but account for nearly 
two of three students (65%) in HLCB schools. The rate of enrollment of special 
education students in Western-focused charters (5%) is less than half that of 
conventional public schools (11%) and HLCB schools (12%). (See Figure 1.)
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FIGURE 1  Native Hawaiian and non-Hawaiian ethnicity and risk factors in Hawaiÿi’s public 
schools by school type 
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c. Risk factors by school type
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For the purposes of this study, I examined the scaled scores of students in Grades 
5, 7, and 10. These three grades were selected as indicators for elementary, inter-
mediate/middle, and high schools, respectively. As mentioned earlier, students are 
assigned to one of four proficiency levels based on their HSA results. Movement 
out of the Well Below proficiency status over 2 school years was examined for 
three aggregated cohorts progressing two grade levels (i.e., Grades 3 to 5, 5 to 7, 
and 8 to 10) between school years 2001–2002 and 2005–2006. To increase sample 
size and the robustness of the findings, the study aggregated 3 cohorts of students 
moving from Grades 3 (in school years 2001–2002 to 2003–2004) to 5 (in school 
years 2003–2004 to 2005–2006), 2 cohorts of students moving from Grades 5 (in 
school years 2002–2003 to 2003–2004) to 7 (in school years 2004–2005 to 2005–2006), 
and 3 cohorts of students moving from Grades 8 (in school years 2001–2002 to 
2003–2004) to 10 (in school years 2003–2004 through 2005–2006). The discussion 
of student characteristics in this section reflects data for all the cohorts examined 
(see Table 1).
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TAbLE 1  Student characteristics by school type

Conventional  
public schools

HLCB  
schools

Western-focused 
charters

Variable n % n % n %

Ethnicity

 African American 279 2.6 — — 11 1.8

 Caucasian 1,574 14.5 9 2.6 222 35.4

 Chinese 375 3.4 — — 16 2.6

 Filipino 1,895 17.4 6 1.7 43 6.9

 Hawaiian 454 4.2 130 37.6 19 3.0

 Part-Hawaiian 2,693 24.7 180 52.0 115 18.3

 Hispanic 299 2.7 1 0.3 13 2.1

 indo-Chinese 78 0.7 — — 2 0.3

 Japanese 1,137 10.4 4 1.2 56 8.9

 Korean 114 1.1 — — 5 0.8

 Native American 57 0.5 1 0.3 6 1.0

 Portuguese 255 2.3 5 1.5 6 1.0

 Samoan 293 2.7 5 1.5 5 0.8

 Other 1,392 12.8 5 1.5 109 17.4

Free/reduced lunch 5,577 51.6 223 64.8 165 26.5

Special education 1,236 11.4 42 12.2 32 5.1

Female 5,298 48.6 178 51.5 322 51.3

Grade       

 3–5 9,949 91.0 63 18.2 315 50.1

 5–8 527 4.8 119 34.4 116 18.4

 8–10 463 4.2 164 47.4 198 31.5

No. of schools       

 Grade 5 84  9  9  

 Grade 7 10  12  8  

 Grade 10 7  11  6  
 
Note: Small schools only, school years 2001–2002 to 2005–2006, for students who progress two 
grade levels where data are available for relevant grades.
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The low number of students taking the HSA and progressing from Grades 3 to 
5 in HLCB schools is reflective of the fact that students enrolled in Hawaiian 
language immersion programs take the Hawaiian Aligned Portfolio Assessment 
(HAPA) in Grades 3 and 4.3 Despite the fact that the HAPA and HSA are both 
aligned to the Hawaiÿi Content and Performance Standards, the two tests are very 
different. Therefore, students taking the HAPA are not included in this study, and 
the findings for the elementary school cohorts are reflective of Hawaiian-focused 
schools alone. 

Measures

DEPENDENT VARIAbLES. This study used data from the HSA to measure 
achievement in mathematics and reading based on the Hawaiÿi Content and 
Performance Standards. This study reports results on four dependent variables: 
level of achievement in reading and mathematics as represented by scaled 
scores at Time 2 and movement out of Well Below proficiency in reading and 
mathematics as represented by HSA proficiency levels. Scaled scores aggregated 
over the 2003–2004 through the 2005–2006 school years were used to compare 
achievement across school types and student ethnicity. The possible range of HSA 
scaled scores is 100–500. 

Longitudinal matching of test results from Time 1 to Time 2 (see Table 2) was 
used to determine movement out of Well Below status. A scaled score below 200 
indicates that a student’s achievement is Well Below proficient, and a score of 
300 indicates that a student is proficient in the respective subject (i.e., Meets or 
Exceeds proficiency). For the purpose of this study, proficiency was recoded as two 
levels: (a) Well Below and (b) not Well Below (Approaches, Meets, and Exceeds).4
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TAbLE 2  Hawaiÿi State Assessment administration by cohorts studied

Cohort Time 1 Time 2

Cohort 2006 Grade 8 (2002) Grade 10 (2004)

Cohort 2007 Grade 8 (2003) Grade 10 (2005)

Cohort 2008 Grade 8 (2004) Grade 10 (2006)

Cohort 2009 — —

Cohort 2010 Grade 5 (2003) Grade 7 (2005)

Cohort 2011 Grade 3 (2002) Grade 5 (2004)

Grade 5 (2004) Grade 7 (2006)

Cohort 2012 Grade 3 (2003) Grade 5 (2005)

Cohort 2013 Grade 3 (2004) Grade 5 (2006)
 
Note: Small schools only, school years 2001–2002 to 2005–2006, for students who progress two 
grade levels where data are available for relevant grades.

INDEPENDENT VARIAbLE. The analysis of variance (ANOVA) results reported here 
use one independent variable: school type. Schools were coded into three indepen-
dent groups: conventional public schools, Western-focused charters, and HLCB 
schools (kula kaiapuni and Hawaiian-focused charters). There are 14 Hawaiian-
focused charters and 2 stand-alone kula kaiapuni.5 Western-focused charters 
are not specifically Hawaiian language and/or culture-based, and other research 
asserts that all schools transmit instruction via a cultural lens, which by default 
tends to be a Western perspective (Kanaÿiaupuni, Ledward, & Takayama, 2009; 
Ledward & Takayama, 2008).

SAMPLING VARIAbLES. The Hawaiian ethnicity and grade variables, described 
below, were combined to create six samples: Hawaiian Grade 5, Hawaiian Grade 
7, Hawaiian Grade 10, non-Hawaiian Grade 5, non-Hawaiian Grade 7, and non-
Hawaiian Grade 10. In this study, independent analyses were conducted for six 
samples on each achievement level variable (scaled scores for reading and math-
ematics) for a total of 12 analyses. 
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Because the number of students who could be included in the analysis for 
movement out of the Well Below status was limited to those who had test scores 
at both Time 1 and Time 2 and who scored in the Well Below range at Time 1, 
Hawaiian ethnicity was not used to create the samples for these analyses. As a 
result, a total of six independent ANOVAs were performed to assess the relationship 
between school type and movement out of the Well Below status: three samples 
(one for each grade level at Time 2) by subject area (reading and mathematics).

HAWAIIAN ETHNICITY. Each student is classified into 1 of 13 ethnic groups in the 
Department of Education system: African American/Black, Caucasian/White, 
Chinese, Filipino, Hawaiian, Hispanic, Indochinese, Japanese, Korean, Native 
American, Part-Hawaiian, Portuguese, Samoan, and Other. The low numbers of 
students of non-Hawaiian ethnic groups in certain school types prevent reliable 
analyses by specific ethnicities. For the purposes of this study, students classi-
fied as Part-Hawaiian or Hawaiian were coded as Hawaiian; all others were coded 
as non-Hawaiian. 

GRADE. The variable grade is based on the student’s grade level at Time 2. 

Procedure

Twelve one-way ANOVAs were performed to test the relationship between school 
type and achievement levels at Time 2 in reading and mathematics. Following the 
ANOVAs, post hoc least significant difference (LSD) t tests were used to identify 
statistically significant differences in average reading and mathematics scaled 
scores for each pair of school types. Means and standard deviations are presented 
for both ethnic groups within a grade.

Another six one-way ANOVAs were performed to assess movement out of the Well 
Below status. The percentages of students moving from Well Below at Time 1 to 
not Well Below at Time 2 were used to identify significant differences between 
school types. To protect student confidentiality, I left blank any cell with 10 or 
fewer students, which effectively eliminated Western-focused charters from these 
analyses. Likewise, I was also interested in movement into the Well Below profi-
ciency level and between other proficiency levels, but small sample sizes in certain 
school types prevented reliable analyses.
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Results

Reading Scale Scores on the Time 2 Hawaiÿi State Assessment

With one exception, the ANOVA results for the relationships between school type 
and reading scale scores were statistically significant at the .05 level. The exception 
was for Hawaiian students in Grade 7. For Hawaiian students in Grades 5 and 10 
and non-Hawaiian students in Grades 7 and 10, mean reading scores in Western-
focused charters were significantly higher than those of students in both conven-
tional public schools and HLCB schools (see the Appendix, Table A1). For example, 
among non-Hawaiian 10th graders, students in Western-focused charters scored 
significantly higher than their counterparts in conventional public schools and 
HLCB schools (means = 347.8, 266.8, and 270.6, respectively). Non-Hawaiian 
students in Grade 5 in Western-focused charter schools also scored significantly 
higher than their peers in conventional public schools. This same comparison 
could not be performed for non-Hawaiians in HLCB schools because the number 
of students was too small for reliable analysis.

For all grades studied, there were no significant differences in reading scores 
for non-Hawaiian students in conventional public schools and HLCB schools. 
Among Hawaiian students, 5th graders in conventional public schools scored 
significantly higher than those in HLCB schools (with average scores of 273.3 and 
235.9, respectively). Like non-Hawaiian students, Hawaiian students in Grade 10 
in HLCB schools outperformed their counterparts in conventional public schools. 
Although the difference is not statistically significant, it does exceed the conven-
tional threshold for a small effect (a difference greater than .20 standard deviations; 
see Figure 2a).
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FIGURE 2  Reading and mathematics mean scores on the Hawaiÿi State Assessment, school years 
2003–2004 to 2005–2006 aggregated
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b. Mathematics
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Mathematics Scale Scores on the 2005–2006 Hawaiÿi State Assessment

The ANOVA results for the relationship between school type and mathematics scale 
scores were statistically significant at the .05 level. For both Hawaiian students 
in Grades 7 and 10 and non-Hawaiian students in Grades 5, 7, and 10, mean 
mathematics scores were significantly higher in Western-focused charters than 
in both conventional public schools and HLCB schools (see Figure 2b). As with 
reading, a comparison of the performance of non-Hawaiians in HLCB in Grade 5 
schools could not be completed because the number of students was too small for 
reliable analysis.

Among non-Hawaiians in 7th grade, students in conventional public schools 
scored significantly higher than those in HLCB schools (means = 250.5 vs. 212.8). In 
10th grade, however, there were no significant differences, with means differing 
by less than 1 point.
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For Hawaiians in the 5th grade, students in HLCB schools scored significantly 
lower on average than their counterparts in conventional public schools (with 
mean scores of 214.9 and 236.0, respectively). However, in the 7th grade, the scores 
of Hawaiian students in HLCB schools were not significantly different from those 
in conventional public schools. And, in the 10th grade, Hawaiian students in HLCB 
schools scored significantly higher than their counterparts in conventional public 
schools (with mean scores of 226.7 and 206.7, respectively). See the Appendix for 
means, standard deviations, and significant differences across school types.

Movement out of Well Below Status

The analyses examining movement out of the Well Below proficiency status aggre-
gated non-Hawaiian and Hawaiian students together because of the small sample 
sizes of non-Hawaiian students progressing 2 years in HLCB schools. Additionally, 
Western-focused charter schools dropped out of the analyses because of small 
sample sizes. 

For all three grade levels examined, a significantly greater proportion of students 
in the Well Below proficiency level for reading at Time 1 in HLCB schools moved 
out of that status at Time 2 when compared with students in conventional public 
schools. For example, from 8th to 10th grade, 49% of students in conventional 
public schools moved out of the Well Below status, compared with 74% of students 
in HLCB schools (see Figure 3a).  

For mathematics, there were no significant differences between conventional 
public schools and HLCB schools in movement out of the Well Below status for 
Grades 5 and 7. However, for Grade 10, differences were significant. In conven-
tional public schools, 48% of students in the Well Below category at Time 1 moved 
out of that status at Time 2, compared with 62% of students in HLCB schools 
(see Figure 3b). 

Figure 4 shows that for students moving from Grade 8 to 10, HLCB schools start 
with a higher percentage of students in the Well Below status at Time 1 than 
conventional public schools, but at Time 2, a smaller percentage of students 
remain in this same status.
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FIGURE 3  Percentage of students moving out of the Well Below proficiency level for reading 
and mathematics 
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FIGURE 4  Percentage of students moving out of the Well Below proficiency level for reading 
and mathematics 
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b. Mathematics 
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Discussion

Examining cross-sectional test scores on the HSA revealed that test scores were 
consistently highest in Western-focused charters in all grades studied for both 
Hawaiians and non-Hawaiians. However, students and families self-select into 
charter schools, and they may do so for reasons owing to preexisting high test 
scores as indicated by low rates of students in the Well Below proficiency level 
at Time 1. Additionally, high performances in Western-focused charters are, in 
part, explained by lower rates of low-income students and students in special 
education—commonly accepted predictors of lower academic achievement. 
Multivariate regressions are needed to control for these variables, as well as school 
size and ethnicity.

The fact that most of the one-way ANOVAs run in the study revealed no significant 
differences between HLCB schools and conventional public schools may suggest 
that there are no academic losses for those who choose Hawaiian immersion 
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schools or Hawaiian-focused charters schools as a preference over, or alternative 
to, traditional public education. While students in conventional public schools 
may have scored significantly higher than HLCB schools in lower grades, in higher 
grades either there were no significant differences or students in HLCB schools 
scored significantly higher. Additionally, the gap between students in conven-
tional public schools and HLCB schools lessened from elementary to high school, 
where scores in HLCB schools even surpassed those in conventional public schools 
among non-Hawaiian students for reading and Hawaiian students for reading 
and mathematics. 

Examining movement out of the Well Below status level across school types 
revealed that HLCB schools consistently showed greater movement out of Well 
Below status in all grade levels studied for reading when compared with conven-
tional public schools. For mathematics, movement out of the Well Below status 
was significantly higher in HLCB schools than conventional public schools from 
Grade 8 to 10, with no significant differences from Grade 3 to 5 and Grade 5 to 
7. HLCB schools thus seem to be a promising means of moving students out of 
the lowest achievement levels toward approaching and achieving proficiency for 
reading at all grade levels and for mathematics in higher grade levels. 

In addition, there may be other benefits to HLCB schools that influence Hawaiian 
and non-Hawaiian students and families to choose these learning environments 
over conventional public schools. These include increased Hawaiian language 
ability, cultural knowledge and practice, positive school relationships, and a high 
level of family involvement. 

The results of the study indicate that HLCB school types may make a significant 
difference in the academic achievement of Hawaiian students while not having 
significantly negative effects but rather having positive effects on non-Hawaiian 
students. The fact that over 80% of students enrolled in kula kaiapuni and Hawaiian-
focused charters are Hawaiian may be evidence of Kanaÿiaupuni and Ishibashi’s 
(2003) claim that Hawaiian-focused schools are important for reducing stereotypes 
and ethnic bias, and as a result, increasing academic achievement. Additionally, 
culture-based curricula and settings used by HLCB schools may increase school 
engagement and cultural identity through more relevant educational strategies that 
have direct and indirect influences on standard test scores. Ongoing work through 
the Hawaiian Cultural Influences in Education study from Kamehameha Schools 
in partnership with the Hawaiÿi Department of Education and Nä Lei Naÿauao 
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alliance of Hawaiian-focused charter schools is currently linking Hawaiian culture-
based educational strategies to student outcomes such as academic achievement, 
self-esteem, and cultural connectedness (see http://www.ksbe.edu/spi/cbe.php).

While HLCB schools show positive outcomes for Native Hawaiian students, they 
may bestow benefits to non-Hawaiians as well. Research shows that there is no 
trade-off between Hawaiian culture-based educational strategies and Western 
research-based “best practices.” Rather, culture-based education seems to parallel 
the principles of best practices while delivering instruction in culturally relevant 
and specific ways. School types that incorporate culture-based philosophies 
and methods more frequently (kula kaiapuni, Hawaiian-focused charters, and 
Hawaiian-medium charters) also integrate five standards set forth by the Center 
for Research on Education, Diversity and Excellence at the University of California, 
Berkeley at higher rates (Kanaÿiaupuni, Ledward, & Takayama, 2009; Ledward & 
Takayama, 2008). Additionally, non-Hawaiian students who may feel alienated by 
Western education systems may benefit from more relevant and applied learning 
environments as offered through HLCB schools.

It is important to remember, however, that test scores are only one means of 
assessing student learning. Standardized tests may be inherently culturally biased 
toward certain groups. Given that HLCB schools may validate alternative forms of 
knowledge, certain outcomes may not necessarily be captured through standard 
tests. For example, written and oral communication in the Hawaiian language 
are not evaluated through standardized tests, nor are environmental stewardship, 
civic responsibility, and abilities to perform in the workplace.

Implications and Recommendations 

This preliminary research shows that, in general, there are no academic losses 
in Hawaiian-focused charters and Hawaiian language immersion schools for 
students of Hawaiian and non-Hawaiian ethnicities. Cross-sectional data show 
that in lower grades, students of both Hawaiian and non-Hawaiian ethnicities in 
HLCB schools may score significantly lower than their counterparts in conven-
tional public schools, but in higher grades there are no significant differences 
or scores are significantly higher in HLCB schools. Additionally, results suggest 
that HLCB schools are more effective than conventional public schools at moving 
students out of the Well Below proficiency status for reading at all grade levels and 
for mathematics in higher grade levels.6 
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Financial and political support for HLCB schools could affirm and encourage 
the positive movement toward achieving proficiency on academic standards. 
Policymakers and educational leaders may look to these schools as examples 
of educational reform to serve the needs of diverse students and increase the 
movement toward academic proficiency. Since HLCB schools appear to draw 
more students of Hawaiian ethnicity while still having positive outcomes for non-
Hawaiian students, their models of integration of culture and education may be 
beneficial in other public schools as well.

More research is needed to identify specific characteristics of schools and 
school types (e.g., teaching strategies and school structure) that contribute to 
increased achievement by students of various ethnicities. However, at the time 
of the analyses the HSA tests were not vertically scaled, which prevents reliable 
growth analyses. Further research is needed to collect data on transitions between 
school types and length of duration in charter and HLCB schools to investigate 
this hypothesis.  

Furthermore, other educational outcomes could also be measured, such as school 
engagement, school relationships, and the ability to apply knowledge to relevant 
contexts, in order to assess other goals such as school persistence. Multivariate 
analyses controlling for demographic and school characteristics to predict these 
outcomes are needed to further examine issues presented in this article.

Hawaiian language immersion programs have been in existence in Hawaiÿi 
for over 20 years. Two kula kaiapuni are stand-alone schools that operate out of 
physical sites represented by unique school codes in the Hawai‘i Department of 
Education records. However, the majority of kula kaiapuni are schools-within-a-
school, sharing a location and school code with a mainstream English-medium 
program. Given this reality, there is no reliable system in place to track students 
enrolled in kula kaiapuni outside of the stand-alone schools. Kula kaiapuni, many 
of which are also charter schools, operate as nonconventional schools and are 
often scrutinized for funding; yet, data are not systematically available to track 
the progress of students enrolled in these settings. I recommend that the Hawaiÿi 
Department of Education add a variable to its student records to distinguish 
between students who are enrolled in kula kaiapuni and those who are not. Such a 
marker could be greatly beneficial to schools that have a mix of both English- and 
Hawaiian-medium programs to track outcomes for kula kaiapuni and English-
medium students. 
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Race and ethnicity are complicated labels that are not clearly defined, and they 
are complex, multidimensional constructs that have unclear boundaries (Phinney, 
1996). Even Hawaiians and Part-Hawaiians should not be viewed as a homoge-
nous group because of what Ledward (2007) identified as “multidentity,” or mixed 
heritage. In Hawaiÿi, the issue is further complicated with high rates of multieth-
nicity. According to the 2000 Census, over one in four people in Hawaiÿi self-iden-
tify with more than one race/ethnic group (see Figure 1.2 in Kanaÿiaupuni et al., 
2005). Following the trend that younger generations are increasingly identifying 
as multiracial, this percentage is probably even higher for those younger than 18 
years old (Population Reference Bureau, 2005). With growing multiethnicity, it 
is important to allow for such diversity to be captured in research data. However, 
the only indicator of multiethnicity from the Hawaiÿi Department of Education is 
in the value “Part-Hawaiian,” which is distinct from “Hawaiian” alone. However, 
such a value does not reveal other ethnicities/races of a student. Students who 
have multiple ethnicities may report only one ethnicity to the Hawaiÿi Department 
of Education, or they may choose “Other.” To accommodate the unique multi-
ethnic population of Hawaiÿi, the Hawaiÿi Department of Education could follow 
the lead of the United States Census Bureau in allowing students (or their parents) 
to select more than one ethnicity/race.

That a full 12.5% of students list “Other” as their ethnicity may indicate an addi-
tional problem. Students who may not identify with the 12 labels provided would 
presumably select “Other.” For example, Micronesian and Tongan students would 
most likely select “Other” for lack of an appropriate label. Among those reporting 
only one race in the 2000 Census, Vietnamese make up 0.6% of Hawaiÿi’s popula-
tion, Guamanian/Chamorro 0.1%, other Asians 3.5%, and other Pacific Islanders 
1.3%. In addition, certain groups that are relatively small in the overall popula-
tion are more highly represented among school-age children and may be more 
concentrated in certain areas, making data tracking and assessment more difficult. 
A more comprehensive selection of ethnic categories for students that reflect 
Hawaiÿi’s increasingly diverse population could alleviate this problem.

Limitations of Study

In certain school types, small sample sizes prevent reliable analyses. For example, 
analyses with school types with fewer than 10 cases were dropped. As such, data 
comparing school types and related findings may be inconclusive.
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Another limitation of this study concerns the sample of schools in the analyses. 
By limiting the sample of schools to a relatively small size, conventional public 
schools are narrowed to mostly rural schools. However, many HLCB schools 
and Western-focused charters are dispersed in rural areas as well. For example, 
Hawaiÿi Island has several HLCB schools and Western-focused charters. Ke Kula ÿo 
ÿEhunuikaimalino located in rural Kealakekua is one of only two stand-alone kula 
kaiapuni. Five of the 14 Hawaiian-focused charters are located in rural areas on 
Hawaiÿi Island as well.

Additionally, while there are Hawaiian language immersion programs within 
regular public schools, available data do not designate whether students are 
enrolled in one of these programs. As a result, in this study, conventional public 
schools with a mix of students enrolled in Hawaiian language immersion 
programs and English-medium programs are dropped from analyses, which may 
affect generalizations to school-within-a-school kula kaiapuni. 

Furthermore, small sample sizes for non-Hawaiian ethnic groups (i.e., Filipino, 
Japanese, Caucasian, etc.) enrolled in HLCB schools prevent reliable analyses, so 
the data on these students are aggregated for purposes of understanding achieve-
ment of non-Hawaiian students in HLCB school types. However, non-Hawaiian 
groups, or any group for that matter, should not be viewed as homogeneous 
because there is great diversity in language, sociopolitical patterns, and socioeco-
nomic status among and within the groups.

Conclusion

HLCB schools seem to be a promising means of raising student achievement for 
both Hawaiian and non-Hawaiian students. Although Western-focused charter 
schools have the highest levels of achievement, this type of educational success 
may be due to lower rates of low-income and special education students and 
high levels of students already achieving at levels of proficiency. Kula kaiapuni 
and Hawaiian-focused charter schools serve a higher percentage of students with 
initially low test scores, but positive achievement growth is consistent over time. 
Such a finding is noteworthy since HLCB schools serve higher rates of special 
education students and students who participate in free/reduced lunch. While 
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many students in HLCB schools do not yet show proficiency in reading and math-
ematics standards, their test scores do not differ from students in conventional 
public schools, and they demonstrate great progress toward becoming proficient.

Additionally, culturally relevant settings such as in HLCB schools appear to resonate 
more for Hawaiian students than non-Hawaiian students. Achievement levels are 
higher for both non-Hawaiians and Hawaiians in HLCB schools in higher grade 
levels, but only significantly so for Hawaiians in mathematics. This trend may 
indicate that it is important for Hawaiian students to be educated in Hawaiian 
contexts, which may also be beneficial to non-Hawaiian students.

Continued financial and political support for HLCB schools encourage the positive 
outcomes identified in this study. These schools can be looked to as produc-
tive models for educating the students of Hawaiÿi, for whom the integration of 
Hawaiian culture into school structure and curricula shows great promise in 
making progress toward Hawaiÿi’s educational goals.
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Notes

1 In this article, Hawaiian words are not italicized. Instead, meaning can be 
drawn from context since Hawaiian words used are in common usage in Hawaiÿi. 
Hawaiian is the ancestral language of Hawaiÿi; it is not a foreign language and 
should not be treated as such. If further clarification is needed, I recommend an 
online Hawaiian dictionary at http://wehewehe.org/.

2 I assert that no school is culture-free. Rather, I agree with Kanaÿiaupuni’s (2007) 
claim that schools that do not have a specific Hawaiian focus often have a default 
Western focus.

3 More information on the HAPA and the HSA may be found at http://sao.k12.
hi.us/assessment/index.htm. 

4 Samples of students in the Approaches, Meets, and Exceeds proficiency levels 
in certain schools types were too small for reliable analyses.

5 Of the 22 kula kaiapuni in Hawaiÿi in school year 2005–2006, 5 were charter 
schools, 15 were programs operated within English-medium schools, and 2 were 
stand-alone schools (not directly connected with an English-medium school).

6 Current data are too limited in sample size to make claims about school types, 
limiting movement into the Well Below status as well as among the other status 
levels. More research is needed examining these trends as data become available 
from the latest HSA tests.
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Native Hawaiian youth have higher smoking rates than other Hawaiÿi 

youth, a discrepancy that continues into adulthood. To inform the 

development of tobacco-related interventions for Native Hawaiian 

youth, we explored intervention preferences with adolescents (ages 

14–19) in a predominantly Native Hawaiian community in a rural area 

in Honolulu County. Five focus groups involved 26 adolescents identi-

fied by guidance counselors and teachers as current/former smokers. 

Data were transcribed and analyzed by the research team. Honest and 

candid discussion revealed that smoking was a small part of youth 

concerns. While not embraced, smoking and alcohol use were both 

preferable to using marijuana and ice (crystal methamphetamine), 

which were perceived as more dangerous to health and leading to 

family and community disintegration. Findings are discussed in the 

context of an ecological model that recognizes that complex problems 

need to be addressed on multiple fronts.
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Cigarettes remain the most frequently used substance on a daily basis by high 
school students nationally (Johnston, O’Malley, Bachman, & Schulenberg, 

2005). Adolescents become addicted to tobacco products faster than adults because, 
developmentally, their brains are more sensitive to nicotine (Zickler, 2005). 
Adolescents often misperceive smoking as being responsible for fewer combined 
deaths than from gunshots and automobile accidents, and being safer than using 
drugs and alcohol (Jamieson & Romer, 2001). Early initiation and regular use 
of cigarettes and alcohol are important predictors of substance use problems in 
young adulthood (Riala, Hakko, Isohanni, Jarvelin, & Rasanen, 2004). Although in 
the past 3 decades, adolescent smoking in the United States has declined, in 2005 
about 25% of high school seniors nationally report having smoked in the past 30 
days (Johnston et al., 2005).

Native Hawaiians (hereinafter Hawaiians) are the indigenous people of Hawaiÿi, 
comprising about 22% of the state’s population. Other major ethnic groups include 
Caucasians (21%), Japanese (22%), and Filipinos (16%; Office of Hawaiian Affairs 
[OHA], 2002). With Western contact and colonization, Hawaiians have sustained 
devastating loss of their population from infectious diseases, loss of land and 
sovereignty rights, and the disintegration of their cultural and healing systems 
(Andrade et al., 2006). These types of historical legacies contribute to ongoing 
intergenerational trauma, unresolved grief, and historical trauma response often 
linked to self-destructive behaviors such as suicide, substance abuse, depression, 
anxiety, and anger (Brave Heart, 2003; Brave Heart & DeBruyn, 1998), behaviors 
which are high for Hawaiian youth (Andrade et al., 2006; Else, Andrade, & Nahulu, 
2007; Goebert, Nishimura, & Hishinuma, 2005; Makini et al., 1996, 2001; Yuen et 
al., 1996; Yuen, Nahulu, Hishinuma, & Miyamoto, 2000). Cultural loss has resulted 
in socioeconomic losses that persist to present day for Hawaiians, who have 
the lowest mean family income that support larger households and the highest 
percentage of individuals living below poverty (one in six Hawaiians) of the major 
ethnic groups in Hawaiÿi (Kanaÿiaupuni, Malone, & Ishibashi, 2005).

Hawaiian adolescents initiate smoking earlier than other adolescents and have 
higher rates of monthly (30-day) and lifetime cigarette use at 6th, 8th, 10th, and 
12th grades when compared with state averages and rates for Asian, Black, and 
Hispanic youth (Pearson, 2003). The monthly (30-day) rate for Hawaiÿi high school 
students was higher for Hawaiians (17.4%) when compared with the state average 
(14.3%; Pearson, 2003). Cigarette use in Hawaiÿi youth has been linked with poor 
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school performance (Hishinuma et al., 2006), poor emotional health, suicide 
attempt, Hawaiian culture, and low socioeconomic status (Else, Hishinuma, 
Goebert, Nishimura, & Baker, 2008).

Discrepancies in smoking rates for Hawaiians continue into adulthood, where 
smoking prevalence rates have historically been higher than other groups in 
Hawaiÿi (Dachs et al., 2008; Hawaiÿi State Department of Health, 2004; Kaholokula, 
Braun, Kanaÿiaupuni, Grandinetti, & Chang, 2006). To illustrate, a study combining 
adult data from 19 studies in Hawaiÿi between 1975 and 2001 found that despite a 
small decline in smoking prevalence, ethnic differences in rates persisted with 
Hawaiians highest, Caucasians intermediate, and Japanese having the lowest 
levels of smoking (Maskarinec et al., 2005). Data from the 2007 Behavioral Risk 
Factor Surveillance System for Hawaiÿi show that 24.3% of Hawaiians are current 
smokers (Hawaiÿi State Department of Health, 2008) compared with national rates 
for Whites (21.9%), Blacks (23%), Hispanics (15.2%), American Indians/Alaska 
Natives (32.4%), and Asians (10.4%; Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, 
2006). Although smoking prevalence is high for Hawaiian adults, 44% of Native 
Hawaiian smokers reported that they would like to quit smoking, and 45% have 
already tried to quit but have found it difficult (Ichiho, 2001). In 2007, ‘Imi Hale–
Native Hawaiian Cancer Network received a grant from the American Legacy 
Foundation to implement a tobacco-cessation protocol across the five Native 
Hawaiian Health Care Systems. Preliminary demographic data showed that Native 
Hawaiian smokers who were ready to quit had been regular smokers by age 18 and 
had lower socioeconomic status of 12th grade education or less, were not currently 
employed, and had a household income of $20,000 or less (L. Santos, personal 
communication, July 28, 2008). Prevalence of diseases affected by smoking (e.g., 
cancer, cardiovascular disease, stroke, hypertension, pulmonary disorders, and 
childhood asthma) are high in Hawaiians (OHA, 2002).

Cessation studies are critical given the large number of adolescents who smoke 
(Prokhorov, Hudmon, & Stancic, 2003). Some teen smoking-cessation interven-
tions have been tested, including programs based on nicotine replacement, 
stages of change, motivational interviewing, and behavioral management 
(Grimshaw & Stanton, 2006). However, preferences for smoking prevention 
and cessation programs among Hawaiian youth have not been examined. As a 
first step in the development and testing of culturally appropriate programming 
for Hawaiian teens, we examined youth perspectives on health, smoking, and 
cessation interventions.
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Materials and Methods

Design

Focus groups were held to engage small teen groups to discuss tobacco use and 
cessation (Morgan & Kreuger, 1998). This method fits well with Hawaiian prefer-
ences for group learning and face-to-face meetings that give individuals an oppor-
tunity to meet researchers and gauge their intent and sincerity (Braun, Mokuau, 
Hunt, Kaÿanoÿi, & Gotay, 2002; Pukui, Haertig, & Lee, 1979).

Participants

We conducted focus groups in one high school, chosen because it was located in 
a predominantly Hawaiian community in a rural area in Honolulu County where 
researchers had an established and collaborative relationship with the high school 
and community. With principal approval of the project, high school counselors and 
teachers helped identify Hawaiian teens, current or former smokers, who would 
be willing to openly discuss cigarette use. School enrollment is approximately 
1,000 students, 80% of which are Asian and/or Pacific Islander. In all, 26 students 
(23 Native Hawaiian and 3 non-Hawaiian) participated in five focus groups.

Procedure

This project was approved by Institutional Review Boards of the University of 
Hawaiÿi and the Native Hawaiian Health Care Systems (the membership of which 
is 85% Hawaiian). Parents/guardians were notified of the study via a letter sent 
home with students. They were required to give written consent for their child’s 
participation, and students gave active, written assent prior to their participation.

Five focus groups were conducted in a 2-week period in May 2005 in a private 
room in the school, each session lasting approximately 1 hour. Two researchers, a 
Hawaiian female and a Japanese/Caucasian male, cofacilitated the groups. Three 
research associates (a Samoan female, Japanese/Filipino female, and Caucasian 
female) served as recorders. The facilitators and recorders ranged in age from 
24 to 35 years. Researchers were trained in conducting focus group facilitation 
and data coding (e.g., finding common themes and agreement among coders) by 
the ÿImi Hale–Native Hawaiian Cancer Network (Braun, Tsark, Santos, Aitaoto, & 
Chong, 2006).
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Before each focus group, a survey collected data on age, gender, grade, and tobacco 
and alcohol use (see the Appendix). Participants were informed that the findings 
would be presented in aggregate with no one comment attributed directly to a 
specific student. Focus group questions were open-ended, proceeding from broad 
to specific. For example, participants were first asked, “What is a healthy teen?” 
We then asked “Why do teens smoke?” and “If you were to design a program to 
help teens stop smoking, what would it be like?” We asked follow-up questions 
about emerging topics, some of which were not directly related to smoking but 
were relevant to participants. Recorders wrote key concepts on posted paper to 
assure that members’ comments were accurately captured and noted nonverbal 
behaviors (facial expressions, body language). Participants received a $25 gift 
certificate from a book/music store.

Audio-recordings and notes were transcribed with statements attributed to the 
speaker. Three researchers independently read each transcript and collaborated 
on developing a codebook. Once developed, researchers reread the transcripts, 
noting which participants supported which topic and highlighting passages that 
illustrated the topic. There was high agreement among researchers on themes and 
which individuals supported them. Disagreements were discussed until consensus 
was reached. Researchers collaborated on consolidating results and selecting the 
best quotes to illustrate specific themes.

Results

Participants were 13 male and 13 female students with a mean age of 16.6 years 
(range = 14–19). Most were in their junior year; 23 (88%) were Hawaiian, 1 was 
Filipino, 1 was Vietnamese, and 1 was mixed non-Hawaiian. Nine participants 
(34.6%) reported that they “drank too much beer or other alcoholic drink.” Despite 
recruitment by teachers and guidance counselors of only current and former 
smokers, none of the 26 participants answered “yes” when asked in the survey 

“Do you smoke cigarettes regularly?” (Table 1). However, 18 (69.2%) reported that 
family members smoked regularly.
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TAbLE 1  Demographic information of focus group participants

Gender Total (N = 26)

Male 
(n = 13)

 
%

Female 
(n = 13)

 
%

 
N

 
%

Ethnicity

 Hawaiian/Part Hawaiian 11 84.62 12 92.31 23 88.46

 Filipino 0 0.00 1 7.69 1 3.85

 Mixed non-Hawaiian 1 7.69 0 0.00 1 3.85

 Vietnamese 1 7.69 0 0.00 1 3.85

Mean age (in years) 16.77 16.38 16.58

Parental education       

 less than high school 0 0.00 1 7.69 1 3.85

 High school diploma 5 38.46 9 69.23 14 53.85

 Some college 4 30.77 1 7.69 5 19.23

 College graduate 4 30.77 2 15.38 6 23.08

Cigarette and alcohol questions       

 Regular cigarette smoker 0 0.00 0 0.00 0 0.00

 Family members who  
 smoke regularly 9 69.23 9 69.23 18 69.23

 Drank too much beer or other  
 alcoholic drink 3 23.08 6 46.15 9 34.62

Perceptions of a Healthy Teen

Youth were first asked a broad question: “What is a healthy teen?” Answers 
covered multiple domains, from personal behaviors to family and peer influ-
ences, school environment, and neighborhood and community realities. Healthy 
teens were perceived as being active, eating a balanced diet, being physically 
and emotionally balanced, able to deal effectively with peer pressure, and 
having goals for their future. Participants agreed that a healthy teen did not 
smoke cigarettes, drink alcohol, or do drugs (specifically marijuana and crystal 
methamphetamine [ice]). Youth reported that teen health was influenced by 
the following factors: family members, who could be either good or bad role 
models; the school, which could provide (or not) a secure environment and an 
expectation of respect; teachers, who could be supportive (or not) of student 
health; and their community. Youth reported the school’s inability to always 
enforce policies against smoking and drug sales on campus.
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General Reasons for Using Cigarettes, Alcohol, and Other Substances

When asked about healthy teens, all groups noted that healthy teens did not smoke 
cigarettes. Peer pressure, experimentation, wanting to belong to a clique, poor 
role modeling from family and friends, and image (e.g., being cool) were given as 
reasons why teens smoked.

 
Some people they get pressured like their friends. They 
see them smoke and then…they tell them that they should 
smoke too, but a lot of the times they don’t want to, but just 
to see everybody doing it, they just wanna be part of the 
group. (Hawaiian male)

 
There were several known locations on the school campus where youth smoked.

While participants brought up smoking first and without prompting, they did not 
limit themselves to discussing smoking. Youth saw smoking as one facet of a 
larger, more dangerous problem—substance abuse in their families and commu-
nities that included using alcohol, marijuana, and ice. Alcohol use was related to 
celebrations and family drinking norms.

 
Oh yeah the old man gave me a drink last night…we’re 
gonna go drink there again tonight [said sarcastically]. 
That’s just the base of it…[they’re] going to be doing that…
by themselves or with friends…peer pressuring them 
into it. Maybe if [they] have a kid one day, [they say] “oh, 
my aunty gave a drink…it’s okay to give my kid a drink.” 
(Hawaiian male)

 
Families modeled alcohol use as stress relief and relaxing after work and illustrate 
how alcohol consumption can be normalized in families and communities.
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My Dad, after work, he’ll drink every day and stuff. His 
body’s sore, but then [it] gives him relief…my whole family 
always drink, yeah? (Hawaiian male)

That’s how some people are, they just like to relax…from a 
hard day’s work. (Hawaiian male)

 
Smoking marijuana was more common than smoking cigarettes for participants.

 
[Smoking cigarettes], it’s there…but not as big as marijuana. 
(Hawaiian female)

Yeah, I think it’s growing…I see a lot. (Hawaiian female)

 
Main reasons for marijuana use were peer pressure and liking the “high,” and it 
was perceived as more dangerous than cigarettes in that it impaired functioning 
and led to loss of initiative.

 
Basically, when they’re stoned…it’s so obvious. People 
come to class like that. It’s…not right…they act so different, 
because you know they’re so good when they’re sober. 
Makes me so disappointed when they’re all stoned and 
they make like they’re stupid and give up on themselves. 
(Hawaiian female)

 
Additionally, participants believe that parents would rather their child smoke ciga-
rettes than marijuana:

 
I think the parents would be more accept[ing] of smoking 
cigarettes more than smoking marijuana. The kids will 
start smoking cigarettes then the parents [say], “oh well, I 
guess its alright to smoke cigarettes.” They look at it as just 
cigarette, as if it’s not that bad. (Hawaiian male)
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Ice was seen as very different from cigarette, alcohol, or marijuana use. Youth 
reported that ice was very easy to get, very inexpensive, and scarier than 
marijuana because it destroyed family and community and increased the 
user’s dangerousness.

 
I think ice [is] just gonna break the community down…[it] 
can break the family apart. It’s so cheap. It’s so easy to make. 
It’s so accessible…you can tell...the ice areas…ice is just a 
scary drug…it’s just scary. (Hawaiian male)

 
Youth also clearly saw the impact of parental/family ice use on children. Several 
teens talked about the increased need for children to assume parental roles for 
siblings and not trusting parents and others who use ice.

 
My friend…her mom does it [ice]…her friends come over to 
the house and they steal the daughter’s money. They steal 
her stuff so she has to lock all her things in her room. She 
raises her two little brothers ’cause her mom can’t do it. 
(Hawaiian female)

 
Participants noted that children of parents who used ice were likely to pick up the 
habit and talked about ice leading a family to homelessness.

 
Their parents do it, and then they end up doing it…I haven’t 
seen these kids for the last two years and they came to school 
for the week and then…I always see them at the beach…they 
sleep there now. (Hawaiian female)

 
Drug use also was seen as destroying pride in one’s family and heritage. Several 
students talked about the transferring of shame associated with drug use and 
poverty to one’s ethnicity.
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There started to be drug influence in certain members 
of the family and then slowly the family started to break 
apart. A lot of people are forgetting the…Polynesian culture. 
Some kids are ashamed of their Polynesian [heritage]…we 
encounter racism, but you gotta handle it. Some people are 
ashamed [because] they’re Samoan or Mäori…but I think 
some people forget where they came from, forget their 
culture. (Hawaiian male)

 
Youth also discussed their perception that family substance abuse has become 
normalized and that abuse is starting at younger and younger ages.

 
In my neighborhood, I see kids 6 years old, lighting up 
a cigarette walking…down the road like that. I seen their 
houses…it’s a four-bedroom house…[they] got a good 20 
people living in there. They’re smoking, they’re doing drugs, 
and they’re drinking, and I see an influence on…the kids or 
the people around them. (Hawaiian male)

 
The effects of use were clearly seen on school grounds, including selling. Students 
displayed physical and emotional withdrawal symptoms at school, including 
twitching, perceived invincibility, anger, and irritability. Some students drew 
attention to, and perhaps exaggerated, withdrawal symptoms as a way to enhance 
their image (i.e., withdrawal symptoms are “cool”).

 
[It’s] like third class and “I need a cigarette”…and then if 
you don’t get it, “oh I need one now!” And [then] be angry. 
(Hawaiian male)

Where they’re all like…they’re all twitching or what 
not…“you have a cigarette? I need a cigarette now.” 
(Hawaiian male)

 
Other students saw withdrawal symptoms as a sign of powerful addiction and 
expressed a respectful fear about the effects that cigarettes and other substances 
could have on a person’s mind and body.
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Prevention and Treatment Interventions

When we asked about interventions for youth, all five groups were adamant that 
treatment interventions would not work unless a person wanted to quit.

 
You’re not gonna get help if you don’t want it. You gotta 
accept it first. Even if you take a friend, you cannot force him 
to get rehabilitated. It’s all on the person. (Hawaiian male)

 
Despite these beliefs, youth listed a variety of intervention options. They suggested 
programs featuring guest speakers with real-life examples and hands-on activities, 
such as role playing, learning new skills, saying “no” to peer pressure, and setting 
realistic goals for their future. Helping youth develop a plan for after high school 
(such as pursuing further education) was cited as a way to facilitate goal setting.

 
They have plans and goals and…then they won’t let anything 
stop them. (Hawaiian female)

 
The participants suggested that these components be incorporated into their 
existing health classes because that would be the best way to reach students.

 
I know students that smoke and drink and everything 
but they still…have to go to class. That’s the only way 
to get them…’cause they’re not gonna go to programs. 
(Hawaiian female).

 
Professional, family, and peer counseling was a preferred treatment option, and 
success would depend on the ability to establish and maintain trust.

 
If you trust the person enough then, I guess you can 
develop a bond between either a peer or…a parent or a 
teacher, or a coach…[it] just depends on the level trust 
that you have…[and] the quality of your relationship. 
(Hawaiian female)
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School and community activities, including participation in organized sports, 
were suggested as ways to create structure, discipline, and something positive for 
all students.

 
High school kids are more likely to do drugs in that time 
period from 3 to 6 p.m. If you fill…your day with positive 
activities, then you’ll [be] less likely to smoke or drink. 
(Hawaiian male)

 
Participants also stated that those who sold illegal substances, especially youth, 
made very good money. In Hawaiÿi, with the high cost of living, the profitability of 
selling ice increases its attractiveness.

 
They just sell just to get the money, but they don’t wanna 
do it. I know some people they just sell it. They don’t do it 
anymore, they know it’s bad, but they need money so they 
sell. (Hawaiian male)

When I watch a movie, they show the drug dealer…, they 
[have] a nice house, mansion, cars, everything. They can 
get money and everything. Maybe if they made it look 
like stupid…like people who do ice,…make it look dumb. 
(Hawaiian male)

 
Youth saw the media’s portrayal of drug use and selling as sensational, especially 
getting “rewarded” for selling. They suggested more realistic portrayals of users 
and sellers, not a glamorized version in movies.
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Discussion

What started as an investigation of teen smoking yielded valuable information 
about the complex lives of teens in a rural community in Honolulu County. The 
general question “What is a healthy teen?” stimulated rich discussion of a number 
of topics, including smoking, diet, alcohol, and illicit substance use; peer pressure; 
and difficulties with families, school, and community. Redirecting group conver-
sation to tobacco was more difficult than anticipated. Rather, discussion was free 
flowing, jumped from topic to topic, and was very honest and candid.

In the end, students cast cigarette smoking as a small part of their concerns about 
substance use and its contributory factors. Within the larger context of normative 
use of alcohol/marijuana and ice-related family/community disintegration, 
smoking cigarettes was seen as rather benign. This was reinforced by parents 
who, according to participants, viewed cigarette smoking as preferable to other 
substance use. 

Interventions on Multiple Fronts

These findings support an ecological model of health behavior. Ecological models 
recognize that individuals cannot be separated from their environments and that 
both individuals and environments need to be targets of change (National Institute 
on Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism [NIAAA], 2004–2005). Successful ecological inter-
ventions address multiple levels of influence, including those at the individual, 
interpersonal, and community/institutional levels (Glanz, Lewis, & Rimer, 2005; 
McLeroy, BiBeau, Steckler, & Glanz, 1988). Our participants suggested a variety 
of interventions that can be categorized at the individual, family, or community 
levels (Table 2).
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Our participants suggested that individual interventions be focused on changing 
youth knowledge, attitudes, and skills to resist tobacco, alcohol, and other 
substances. However, students were adamant that a person cannot quit unless 
they want to. The stages of change (transtheoretical) model was developed by 
Prochaska and DiClemente (1982) after examining smokers who were able to quit 
on their own and those who sought professional treatment. The premise of the 
transtheoretical model is that behavioral change is an ongoing process and that 
a person moves through five stages of change: precontemplation, contemplation, 
preparation, action, and maintenance. Each stage varies and requires a different 
message and approach. In precontemplation, a person has no intention of taking 
action, and the relevant change strategy is to increase the person’s awareness for 
change by sharing information about risks and benefits. If a person is contem-
plating quitting, he or she needs to be helped toward setting a quit date. Once the 
person is preparing to quit, he or she may need help identifying potential barriers 
and ideas for overcoming them. This could include the use of pharmacological 
agents and a support system (e.g., counselor, friend, family member, peer group, 
church group), and these supports need to continue through the action phase. In a 
review of tobacco cessation interventions for youth, Grimshaw and Stanton (2006) 
found moderate success of programs based on the transtheoretical model at 1 and 
2 years postintervention.

Youth were overwhelmingly concerned with poor family role modeling of tobacco, 
alcohol, and substance use. This concurs with research findings that regular (vs. 
experimental) smokers are more likely to have parents who smoked (Flay, Hu, & 
Richardson, 1998). Parental smoking, low parental involvement, and low parent–
child bonding encourage smoking initiation (Fleming, Kim, Harachi, & Catalano, 
2002; Hill, Hawkins, Catalano, Abbott, & Guo, 2005). Poor parental support is asso-
ciated with progressive, regular smoking from young adolescence into adulthood 
(Tucker, Ellickson, & Klein, 2003). Family poverty over the life course increases 
chance of smoking (Gilman, Abrams, & Buka, 2003), as does the number of 
smokers in an adolescent’s environment (Taylor, Conrad, O’Byrne, Haddock, & 
Poston, 2004). Similarly, parents who drink and view alcohol use favorably have 
children who drink more (NIAAA, 2004–2005). For marijuana, early onset and more 
frequent use among youth are linked to less time spent with parents and more 
time spent with peers who used drugs (Best et al., 2005).
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Thus, a successful intervention for youth in this community should include 
family outreach. Previous research with parents also identified parents’ desire 
for family-centered, culturally appropriate, nonstigmatizing, and community-
based services to reduce substance abuse (Bouterie, Bell, & Goebert, 2003). 
Family interventions can increase parents’ awareness of tobacco/alcohol/drug 
risks, teach them how to communicate, clarify their expectations, set rules and 
consequences about use, and monitor their child’s behavior (NIAAA, 2004–2005). 
Educating parents is critical because parents often dramatically underestimate 
cigarette, alcohol, marijuana (Substance Abuse and Mental Health Services 
Administration, 2008), and illicit drug use (National Center on Addiction and 
Substance Abuse at Columbia University, 2006) by youth.

Neighborhoods with high levels of family and community violence, drug use, crime, 
unemployment, poor housing, negative role models, and limited opportunities for 
the future put youth at high risk (Burt, Resnick, & Novick, 1998). Despite living 
in a high-risk environment, resilience can be promoted by strengthening youths’ 
knowledge of health behaviors and risks, competence, positive coping styles, sense 
of humor, connectedness to others (including schools), and caring and supportive 
relationships with adults other than parents (Burt et al., 1998). Protective factors 
against smoking for Hawaiÿi youth were higher levels of education and employ-
ment of the main wage earner, family support, parental expectations, and higher 
grade point average (Else et al., 2008), sense of coherence (Glanz, Maskarinec, & 
Carlin, 2005), and parents and peers not smoking (Glanz, Mau, Steffen, Maskarinec, 
& Arriola, 2007). Programs can counter family/community disintegration by 
focusing on the functional organization of behavior (smoking, drinking, school 
attendance, etc.), as well as psychosocial risk and protective factors that have been 
shown to influence problem behaviors (Turbin, Jessor, & Costa, 2000). 

Schools with comprehensive policies have been shown to reduce youth smoking 
(Moore, Roberts, & Tudor-Smith, 2001; Pentz et al., 1989) and promote a culture 
that does not tolerate alcohol (Roundtree & Clayton, 1999). School programs 
that provide youth the skills to resist peer pressure are also successful (Hurry 
& McGurk, 1997). Schools can act at both the individual and environmental 
level by providing students with critical skills and knowledge and discouraging 
tobacco/alcohol/substance use on their campuses. Schools also can help foster 
positive youth relationships with teachers, counselors, and coaches; these 
are especially important for youth with absent and/or nonsupportive parents 
and guardians.
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Community interventions that reduce tobacco, alcohol, and other drug availability 
and increase penalties for selling tobacco, alcohol, and drugs to minors such 
as increasing costs and taxes for cigarettes and implementing communitywide 
antismoking media campaigns have been shown to reduce community smoking 
prevalence (Fishman et al., 2005). Media campaigns that help change individual 
perceptions about tobacco use have the potential to change the image that 
smoking and withdrawal symptoms are cool. Our findings also support collabora-
tive community and university partnerships that examine large-scale, multilevel 
systemic intervention efforts (Jason, Pokorny, Ji, & Kunz, 2005).

Tobacco use is not a Hawaiian tradition. In select American Indian/Alaska 
Native tribes in which tobacco was considered sacred, it was used occasionally 
for ceremonial purposes where its cultural significance was taught at early ages 
(Unger, Soto, & Thomas, 2008). Comprehensive knowledge of sacred tobacco use 
among American Indian and Alaska Native adults was protective against commer-
cial tobacco use (Choi et al., 2006). Perhaps similar cultural messages (e.g., ‘Imi 
Hale’s [Native Hawaiian Cancer Network] “smoking is not a Hawaiian tradition”) 
can be effective with Hawaiian youth and adults as part of smoking prevention 
and cessation.

Following the focus groups, school officials reported that teen participants had very 
positive feedback about their feelings of safety and comfort with our researchers. 
This may be due, in part, to the local and ethnic backgrounds of researchers 
(Hawaiian, Samoan, Japanese, Filipino), representing ethnic groups in Hawaiÿi 
and supporting the development of researchers who are more representative of 
Hawaiÿi communities. The participating school has a long history of working 
with our department and its researchers. Building trust and keeping one’s word 
about how research is done and how findings are presented are essential in good 
community-based research (Braun et al., 2006).

Limitations of the Study

Limitations must be noted. First, participants were from a single school/
community in Honolulu Country, thereby limiting generalizability. Second, 
none of our 26 participants reported smoking regularly. Perhaps participants 
did not want to admit to cigarette use because smoking is not allowed at school 
and because of the presence of strong antitobacco messages. Indeed, smoking 
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behaviors and smokers themselves have been highly stigmatized and labeled as 
being deviant, resulting in isolation and severe embarrassment (Bayer & Stuber, 
2006). This stigma may explain why these youth did not disclose smoking but 
freely reported alcohol use (35%, n = 9). Youth also may have perceived themselves 
as occasional (vs. regular) smokers, especially if comparing themselves to family 
habits. Indeed, 69% (n = 18) of the participants reported having family members 
who “smoked cigarettes regularly.” By adulthood, Hawaiians have the highest 
smoking rate in Hawaiÿi (24.3%) and smoke between a half pack to a full pack a 
day, well above the adolescent average of two to five cigarettes daily (Ichiho, 2001). 
If a family member smokes a pack or more a day, Hawaiian youth may have a high 
standard for “regular smoking.” Finally, we asked for students willing to speak 
up in a focus group, so participants may have been among the more assertive 
and insightful of high school teens.

Conclusion

Our study joins a growing number of similar qualitative studies that add often 
overlooked teen voices to the issue of tobacco use (Amos, Wiltshire, Bostock, Haw, 
& McNeill, 2004; Highet, 2004). Our finding, that cigarette use is preferable to illicit 
drug use, is not a common one and adds further complexity to youth smoking. 
Future studies that include youth perspectives in other Hawaiian communities are 
needed before designing and testing a multiple-level youth intervention.

This study makes several contributions to youth health. First, we found that 
Hawaiian youth perceived smoking as harmful to health but felt it was prefer-
able to other more dangerous substances. Youth reported high levels of cigarette, 
alcohol, marijuana, and ice use among their friends and family and in their school 
and community. Students recognized that this was a complex problem that should 
be addressed on multiple fronts and, in line with the ecological model of behavior 
change, suggested interventions that could be developed at the individual, family, 
school, and community levels. Finally, our most important lesson learned was to 
openly listen to youth concerns. In this case, we assumed that cigarette smoking 
was a primary concern and instead found that youth saw smoking as one small 
part of larger systemic issues in their school, family, and community.
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Appendix  
Study Survey and Focus Group Questions

Except	where	blank	lines	are	provided,	please	CIRCLE	the	number	or	word	for	
your	answer	that	best	describes	you.

Today’s date: _____ / _____ / _____ 
           month           day             year

1. How old are you now? 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20

2. What is your date of birth? _____ / _____ / _____ 
           month           day            year

3. What is your gender? Male  Female

4. What is your grade in school right now? 9 10 11 12

5. On the average, what were your grades on your last report card?  
 (Please circle only one answer.)

 A A- B+ B B- C+ C C- D or less Don’t know

6. What is your biological mother’s ethnic background (“nationality” or race)?  
 Check all that apply.

 _____Hawaiian    _____Chinese 
 _____Japanese     _____Caucasian 
 _____Filipino     _____Portuguese 
 _____Korean     _____Hispanic 
 _____Samoan     _____Tongan 
 _____Black/African American  _____American Indian/Alaska Native 
 _____Puerto Rican    _____Don’t know 
 _____Other _____________ 
    (specify)
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7. What is your biological father’s ethnic background (“nationality” or race)?  
 Check all that apply.

 _____Hawaiian    _____Chinese 
 _____Japanese     _____Caucasian 
 _____Filipino     _____Portuguese 
 _____Korean     _____Hispanic 
 _____Samoan     _____Tongan 
 _____Black/African American  _____American Indian/Alaska Native 
 _____Puerto Rican    _____Don’t know 
 _____Other _____________ 
    (specify)

 
8. Which of the following do you strongly identify with? You may check more  
 than one.

 _____Hawaiian    _____Chinese 
 _____Japanese     _____Caucasian 
 _____Filipino     _____Portuguese 
 _____Korean     _____Hispanic 
 _____Samoan     _____Tongan 
 _____Black/African American  _____American Indian/Alaska Native 
 _____Puerto Rican    _____Don’t know 
 _____Other _____________ 
    (specify)

 
9. The main wage earner is the “breadwinner” who brings the main money  
 support into the family. How much school did the main wage earner have?  
 Circle only one.

 1 = 8th grade or less 
 2 = Some high school 
 3 = High school graduate or G.E.D. 
 4 = Some college or community college 
 5 = College graduate 
 6 = Master’s degree 
 7 = Doctoral degree (PhD, Medical, Law) 
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10. Yes No I have sometimes drunk too much beer or other alcoholic drinks. 
11. Yes No I smoke cigarettes regularly. 
12. Yes No Members of my family smoke cigarettes regularly.

Smoking and Alcohol Use Focus Group Questions

1. What is a healthy teen? 
  Do definitions of healthy vary by ethnicity (a healthy Hawaiian)?

2. Why do teens smoke? (why do youth smoke?) 
  Are reasons different for males and females? 
  Are reasons different by ethnicity (Hawaiians)?

3.  Do teens who smoke also drink? And vice versa? 
  Do you see patterns in: 
   Your family? 
   In Native Hawaiian culture? 
   By males and females?

4.  If you were to design a program for teens that would focus on health/ 
 wellness/safety, what would it be like? 
  Specific for Native Hawaiians? 
  Specific for males/females? 
  Would it be through your school? Community?

5.  Any other thoughts on smoking and drinking?
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As Hawaiians, we have an intimate relationship to place. This connec-

tion is informed to a large extent by knowledge and interaction with 

‘äina,1 ‘ölelo makuahine,2 and kaiäulu.3 While these relationships 

sustain us as a people, our connection to place must be continu-

ally fed in order to thrive. In this article, I describe Hawaiian cultural 

practices and beliefs related to land, language, and community. My 

research addresses the following questions: Why does place matter 

so much to Hawaiians and other indigenous peoples? What are some 

historic examples of the intimate connection Hawaiians have to their 

place(s)? How does the relationship between people and place persist 

despite colonization and development? Because place-making is so 

closely tied to personal and collective identity, I argue ‘äina, ‘ölelo,4 

and kaiäulu can be sites of reclamation for the increased well-being 

of our people.
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Indigenous ideas about land, community, and language are like the fine ribbons 
of makaloa that come together to make up a beautiful sleeping mat.5 Each 

ribbon is significant and vital in its own right, but when woven together create 
a masterpiece to be treasured for generations. The amount of passion, expertise, 
and talent that the master weaver has is only as important as the nurturing of the 
wild plant that produces leaves that then must be dried and prepared for weaving. 
Each component must work in conjunction with the other in a relationship 
of reciprocity. 

Land, language, and community are woven into the writings of many indigenous 
scholars.6 Child (1998), Cook-Lynn (2001), Deloria (1999), Kamakau (1991, 1996), 
Kame‘eleihiwa (1992), Momaday (1997), Osorio (2002), Pukui (1983), and Weaver 
(1997) each writes about these topics and ties them to issues of indigenous identity 
and well-being. My intention is to gather together these authors’ writings and 
weave them together into a mat for resting on, as I have found comfort, peace, and 
energy in them. 

The Relationship Between Känaka Maoli and ‘Äina

‘Äina—literally that which feeds—is where we as Hawaiians find life and suste-
nance. Place is where we go to ground ourselves, where our ancestors are buried, 
where we gather, where we love, where we remember, where we sing praises, and 
where we thread our genealogy. Geographer Kapä Oliveira has done extensive 
work on what place means for Hawaiians in her dissertation, Ke Alanui Kïke‘eke‘e 

O Maui: Na Wai Ho‘i Ka ‘Ole O Ke Akamai, He Alanui I Ma‘a I Ka Hele ‘Ia E O‘u 

Mau Mäkua (2006).7 She states that “One’s identity is undeniably linked to one’s 
place as is illustrated by the history of Kanaka Maoli8” (Oliveira, 2006, p. 12). She 
goes on to explain that prior to the unification of the Hawaiian archipelago people 
identified themselves by utilizing the island name from which they were born. So 
if one was born on Kaua‘i, they would say “He Kaua‘i au,” or if born on O‘ahu, “He 
O‘ahu au.” She argues that in doing this they were linking themselves to the ali‘i 
nui9 of that island. I agree and I extend her thoughts to explain that the “He ____ 
au” sentence pattern translates to “I am ____.” For instance, “he wahine au” means 

“I am a woman.” Therefore what a person is saying when they say “He Hawai‘i au” 
today, they are saying “I am Hawai‘i” or “I am Hawaiian,” and what Känaka Maoli 
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were saying prior to Kamehameha the first’s unification of Hawai‘i, is “I am Maui,” 
“I am Kaua‘i,” “I am O‘ahu.” They were literally saying I am place or ‘äina, I am the 
island from which I was born. I return to this notion throughout this article; we 
are the land and the land is us, irreversibly linked forever, inseparable. 

The significance of ‘äina for Hawaiians is made apparent through its abundance 
and prominence in mo‘olelo,10 mele,11 oli,12 and mo‘okü‘auhau.13 For instance, in 
beloved Native Hawaiian author, composer, and linguist Mary Kawena Pukui’s 

‘Ölelo No‘eau: Hawaiian Proverbs and Poetical Sayings (1983), there are 36 entries 
related to land and 1,200 entries on specific place names. Considering that there 
are a total of 2,942 ‘ölelo no‘eau14 included in the entire book, 1,236 is a remarkable 
number, representing 42% of the total entries. A familiar ‘ölelo no‘eau related to 
land is, “Hänau ka ‘äina, hänau ke ali‘i, hänau ke kanaka” (Pukui, 1983, p. 54). 
Pukui translates this as “born was the land, born were the chiefs, born were the 
common people.”15 Her explanation for this saying is “the land, the chiefs, and the 
commoners belong together.” Again there is a strong identification between people 
and ‘äina. This proverb also speaks to the hierarchy of a Hawaiian world order. In 
this proverb, first to be born is the land, then the chief, then the commoner. The 
‘äina is most important in the hierarchy, with the chief and commoner following.16 
Equally salient is the relationship of reciprocity that is implied, where each one 
needs the other in order to flourish.17 

The notion that land and people are intimately linked is apparent in many stories 
that have been passed down orally for millennia. An example of this is included 
in the story of Keaomelemele (Sterling & Summers, 1978). In Keaomelemele 
there is an excerpt that talks about a woman named Paliuli in ‘Ewa. Here is the 
story translated: 

 
In a very short time she (Paliuli) walked over the plain 
of ‘Ewa; ‘Ewa that is known as the land of the silent fish 
(oysters). After she had passed the sands of Kuilima 
(Waikele), she came to Pu‘unahewele (Punahawele) and 
down to the stream of Kipapa. She went off to the plain of 
Punalu‘u and turned to gaze at Maunauna point and the 
plain of Lihue. She reached the plain of Kokoloea and saw 
the road filled with men and women. Among the handsome 
young people were men and women noted for their good 
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looks in those olden days. Kalakoa and Malamanui were the 
young men and Kalena and Hale‘au‘au were young women 
and their names were given to places that bear them to this 
day. (Sterling & Summers, 1978, p. 21)18 

 
While carefully exploring this excerpt, one notices the heavy usage of place names 
in the story. This is typical of traditional Hawaiian stories, which is in contrast to 
the narratives that were created about Hawai‘i by nonindigenous people. In the 
story above we see that places in ‘Ewa got their names from people who resided 
there, a constant theme throughout this story and others written in Hawaiian 
language newspapers in the 1800s. Another example of naming places after people 
can be found in the story of Kumulio in Moke Kupihea’s Kahuna of Light (2001). 
The author explains that the waterfall where Kumulio has been known to appear 
is now called Kumulio Falls.19 

‘Äina is so important to Hawaiians that a variety of cultural practices exist to 
maintain the connection between people and place. The strategy of naming places 
after people is one such practice; a related approach is to name people after places. 
Both of these strategies are utilized in the story of Kahalaopuna of Mänoa: 

 
The parents of Kahalaopuna are the twin brother and 
sister Ka-au-kuahine (The rain of the mountain ridge) and 
Ka-hau-kani (which names the Manoa wind), children of 
Akaaka and Na-lehua-akaaka, names of a projecting spur of 
the ridge back of Manoa and the red lehua bushes that grow 
upon it. (Sterling & Summers, 1978, p. 289)20

 
In this segment of the story, the genealogy of Kahalaopuna is recited through the 
names of parents and grandparents in the first sentences, and following these lines 
place names are included as an extension of that genealogy. What is significant to 
the argument is the naming of the children after the wind of the area, the rain of 
the area, the physical landmark of the area, and the trees that grow there.21 

An interview with Mary Kawena Pukui on March 16, 1954, about the story of 
Kahalaopuna is included in the Mänoa section of Sites of O‘ahu. According to 
this entry: 
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When the girl was finally dead, her mother melted into 
the rain called Luahine-o-Manoa. Her father became two 
things, a hau tree and the wind in that valley. The hau 
tree (Kahaukane) existed until the time Queen Emma 
died. Whenever an ali‘i died the tree would groan and sigh. 
Afterwards someone acquired the property and destroyed 
the tree. But he still lives in the wind. (Sterling & Summers, 
1978, p. 289) 

 
So intimate is the relationship between land and people that here we have a story 
where the people become the land by melting into the rain of the area and by 
becoming a tree and wind of that place. Further, in reading this story I let out a 
moan of pain when I learned that someone destroyed this very tree. I am moved 
to tears when I read or hear of a landmark that was removed for development 
or other purposes because these features are potentially keepers of stories and 
spirits. It is not only iwi22 that should be protected but our places should be kapu23 
as well.24 

Another strategy connecting people to place involves planting something physical 
or personal from an individual at a place. Throughout Hawaiian history and litera-
ture, there are many stories detailing this cultural practice. For instance, The Plain 

of Punahawele talks about a famous rock named Pohaku-huna-palaoa (the whale-
tooth-ivory necklace hiding rock) and a woman of chiefly blood from Hawai‘i 
island. On her journey she landed at Pu‘uloa on O‘ahu, walked toward Waialua, 
and rested on a rock where she noticed two holes. She says: 

 
“Yes, I have worn you all the way from Hawaii to this spot 
and I am thinking of hiding you. You are a necklace that 
had been handed down from my ancestors to my parent 
and then it came to me, their descendant. So shall it go to 
my descendants. So I am leaving you here, and one of my 
descendants shall seek and find you.” (Sterling & Summers, 
1978, p. 21)25 
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She leaves the necklace there, and I assert that she does so in order that her descen-
dants will be drawn to the place. The story goes on to say that the words of this 
woman were “fulfilled much later by one of the great-grandsons of her grandchil-
dren who was called Kooka, a kauila tree of Puukapele, by the Kauaians” (Sterling 
& Summers, 1978, p. 22). By the woman’s actions, the physical item she left in the 
land forever connected her and her descendants to that place. 

Prolific author and Native Hawaiian historian Samuel Mänaiakalani Kamakau has 
written many accounts about the significance of place.26 Here is one such story 
from Ruling Chiefs of Hawai‘i: “The chiefess Kekela fled in secret to Kauai and 
is said to have carried with her sands from ‘Apuakehau, Kahaloa, Waia‘ula, and 
Kupalaha at Waikiki, and to have deposited them at Hulaia, Kulana, and Kane in 
Kauai” (Kamakau, 1992, p. 140). In this story Kekela flees to a new place taking with 
her the sands (physical environment) of the ‘äina she is from. My interpretation 
of this situation is that she was preserving the mana of her connection to place. 
By depositing the sands of O‘ahu on Kaua‘i, Kekela sought to create a connection 
between the two places, to link them in such a way as to give her strength in her 
new environment. 

Along similar lines, but perhaps not realizing it then, my husband and I have 
planted physical and personal items in the ‘äina. When we moved to ‘Aiea where 
we currently reside, we returned to our house in Hau‘ula to select a seedling from 
a beautiful kukui nut tree on that property and planted it at our new house. We 
also went back to Ähualoa and got an extremely rare pink ginger flower used for 
lei making along with its white and yellow counterparts from that property and 
planted them all at our house. In addition to the plants, we deposited personal 
physical items of our children with the lehua27 trees growing on our ‘Aiea property 
so that each of our children will be forever connected to the ‘äina and to our 
home there. 

‘O ka ‘Ölelo Makuahine

In societies where oral tradition is the focal point of literacy, language is critical to 
survival. So critical is language for Känaka Maoli that we have multiple proverbs on 
the topic that have been passed down for generations (Pukui, 1983). In Hawaiian 
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language where kaona28 is highly valued, multiple layers of meaning build critical 
thinking and interpretive skills. When used properly, language enlivens conversa-
tions and stimulates thought.

Here are three proverbs that demonstrate the magnitude of language. The first 
reads: I ka ‘ölelo no ke ola, i ka ‘ölelo no ka make (Pukui, 1983, p. 119). Pukui trans-
lates this to say: “Life is in speech; death is in speech” and interprets this as “words 
can heal, words can destroy.” My extension of this is that not only can things be 
spoken into existence, but that which comes out of your mouth is so powerful that 
you should be careful what you say, lest it come to pass. I was raised to know that 
once you say something, you can never take it back, so be careful what you say. In 
addition, this proverb can be interpreted to mean: We live by our language and 
without it, we will die. In other words, our language is what keeps us alive as a 
people and without that language, our existence as a unique people will end. 

Laguna author Leslie Marmon Silko, and Trinh Minh-ha who examines Silko’s 
construction of orality in “Grandma’s Story” from Storyteller, speak to this idea 
that words have power (Trinh, 1989). Such a concept crosses cultural boundaries, 
particularly within indigenous worlds, and I assert that much of that must have 
to do with an oral tradition in which words are intentional and must be spoken 
with care because when you rely completely on oracy, you don’t have the ability 
to go back to what you have said and revise. The first draft of what we speak is 
transmitted and absorbed, and we are immediately held accountable. In contrast, 
when writing, you may revise and revise many times before ever letting a single 
person see what you have written. We must be careful when relying too heavily on 
written tradition for the standards by which we practice oral tradition.

Another ‘ölelo no‘eau on the topic of language and the power and authority of 
oral tradition is: “Aia ke ola i ka waha; aia ka make i ka waha” (Pukui, 1983, p. 9). 
Pukui translates this to “life is in the mouth; death is in the mouth” and interprets 
it as “spoken words can enliven; spoken words can destroy.” Nearly identical to 

“life is in speech, death is in speech,” both evoke an ability to use the precious 
resource of words as a tool of dominance or a tool of empowerment. Underscoring 
such ideas, then, and following from Leslie Marmon Silko, N. Scott Momaday, 
and other indigenous scholars, is the philosophical principle that, unlike written 
words, oral tradition demands an immediacy and a reciprocity because within 
the fragility of the spoken word is also great power and responsibility. Spoken 
word has the ability to call into being, to name, and to identify—and it has the 
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power to harm, as demonstrated by Silko’s poem about witchcraft that serves as 
the center of her collection of stories, poems, and photographs that make up her 
Storyteller monograph.

In the Hawaiian context, my favorite modern ‘ölelo no‘eau on the topic of language 
is “E ola mau ka ‘ölelo Hawai‘i.” This statement has been interpreted in several 
ways. For example, “the Hawaiian language lives on,” or “long live the Hawaiian 
language,” or even “the Hawaiian language must live on.” This proverb was popu-
larized during the Hawaiian language revitalization movement, and it is my view 
that it powerfully motivates us to recognize how deeply our survival as Hawaiians 
depends on the perpetuation of our language.

Language is the keeper of culture. Native Hawaiian linguist Sam L. No‘eau Warner 
speaks of the impossibility of separating culture and language. He discusses trans-
lating curriculum for Hawaiian immersion schools versus creating new curriculum 
in Hawaiian that is culturally relevant in “Kuleana: The Right, Responsibility, and 
Authority of Indigenous Peoples to Speak” (1999). In my experience as a Hawaiian 
immersion teacher, I found this to be critical to the interest level of the students. 
When materials were translated from English to Hawaiian, it was business as usual 
for students; a non-Hawaiian worldview and values being perpetuated in Hawaiian 
with the language of instruction being the only differences between them and 
what their nonimmersion counterparts were getting in English-medium schools. 
In creating new curriculum in Hawaiian, it was the time we spent doing cultural 
activities in Hawaiian, such as cleaning fish and pounding poi, that lit the eyes 
and fire within the students. The times we read stories from Hawaiian language 
newspapers of the 1800s were meaningful to students because through the history, 
values, and lives of Känaka Maoli now passed, students are able to relate and yearn 
to be a part. When culture and language are compartmentalized, much is lost; it is 
as if the yarn of the lei has been severed in half so you are left with flowers sewn on 
string that make up half a lei but without anything to wear around your neck—the 
value of what the lei was meant to be is left unrealized.

Many Hawaiian immersion and Hawaiian language teachers have described 
language as the keeper of culture, and they have reminded us of the need to 
perpetuate our culture through our language and vice versa.29 Language gives us 
the context and framework from which we see and interpret the world. At the same 
time, language builds a sense of community and nationhood. For the purposes of 
this article, language gives us the power to better understand place. In our ability 
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to speak and/or understand Hawaiian language, we are able to interpret the names 
of place and glean from them information that helps us to relate to that place. For 
example, in the name Hau‘ula, we may understand that red pandanus was or is 
prolific in the area called Hau‘ula.  

Jace Weaver, Cherokee attorney and professor of American and Religious Studies 
at University of Georgia, Athens, states that “Louis Owens contends that Native 
writers recover authenticity by incorporation and invocation of the oral tradition 
in their texts” (Weaver, 1997, p. 239). This pivotal concept lays the foundation 
for a narrative style of academic writing. This is an empowering concept by 
which many students find strength in their oral tradition and lends merit to that 
endeavor in academia.

For Kiowa novelist, poet, and essayist N. Scott Momaday in Man Made of Words, 
oral tradition provides a fourth dimension that links speech and language to the 
power and prayer of ceremony:

 
Oral tradition is the other side of the miracle of language. As 
important as books are—as important as writing is, there is 
yet another, a fourth dimension of language which is just 
as important, and which, indeed, is older and more nearly 
universal than writing: the oral tradition, that is, the telling 
of stories, the recitation of epic poems, the singing of songs, 
the making of prayers, the chanting of magic and mystery, 
the exertion of the human voice upon the unknown—in 
short, the spoken word. In the history of the world nothing 
has been more powerful than that ancient and irresistible 
tradition vox humana. (Momaday, 1997, p. 81)

 
For many centuries the written form of literacy has been valued above that of the 
oral—and indeed has often underscored justifications of colonialism that have 
transformed indigenous peoples into peoples without history (Mignolo, 2000; 
Trouillot, 1995). Written tradition has been inappropriately used against indig-
enous peoples around the world, and until we nurture oral traditions and recenter 
them within our education system by placing them at the same level as writing, our 
students will continue to be ill equipped and unfairly measured. Thus, as Weaver 
(1997) says: “Even in this image-dominated age, language—the word, written 
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and spoken—retains a special power to move and affect” (p. 161). Let our people 
be equipped with the power to move and affect so that our communities heal. 
Stories, poems, prayers, narrative, oli, mele, hula, mo‘olelo, and mo‘okü‘auhau 
are all cultural expressions with a foundation in a strong oral tradition. It is our 
responsibility to perpetuate them in whatever way is most useful to our families 
and community.

A Kaiäulu Concept of Land

On the topic of land ethic from an indigenous perspective, N. Scott Momaday 
talks about the effects of the technological revolution on his people. I argue his 
mana‘o30 can be extended to Native Hawaiians as well. Momaday (1997) states:

 
One effect of the technological revolution has been to 
uproot us from the soil. We have become disoriented, I 
believe; we have suffered a kind of psychic dislocation of 
ourselves in time and space. We may be perfectly sure of 
where we are in relation to the supermarket and the next 
coffee break, but I doubt that any of us knows where he 
is in relation to the stars and to the solstices. Our sense of 
the natural order has become dull and unreliable. Like the 
wilderness itself, our sphere of instinct has diminished in 
proportion as we have failed to imagine truly what it is. And 
yet I believe that it is possible to formulate an ethical idea 
of the land—a notion of what it is and must be in our daily 
lives—and I believe moreover that it is absolutely necessary 
to do so. (pp. 47–48)

 
There are numerous Hawaiians who know the locations of the stars in relation to 
the rising and setting of the sun thanks to all the change makers who were and 
continue to be instrumental in the sailing of the Höküle‘a.31 Today there are gener-
ations of Native Hawaiian children who are able to experience Native Hawaiian 
voyaging and learn the locations of stars and other ancestral knowledge associated 
with navigation. Still, this is a relatively small group of individuals when compared 
with the Hawaiian population. There are Hawaiian families who have their ëwe32 
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planted in the ground in places that they belong. But again, this is perhaps a small 
fraction of the Hawaiian community as a whole. Therefore, let us reclaim our 
places, first by giving them back their names, then telling their stories, and by 
planting the piko33 and ëwe of our children in the ‘äina. 

Native Hawaiian historian and scholar Lilikalä Kame‘eleihiwa articulates in Native 

Land and Foreign Desires: How Shall We Live in Harmony? Ko Hawai‘i ‘Äina a 

me nä Koi Pu‘umake a ka Po‘e Haole: Pehea Lä e Pono Ai? (1992) that Hawaiians’ 
relationship to the land at the time of Western contact was alive and conscious 
and did not at all resemble foreign traits of individualism or capitalism. In my 
own experience, I have lived in many places, places of my ancestors, places of 
others’ ancestors, places that my immediate family has called home. Each place 
breathes. Each place has its own spirit. I am connected to each of those places, but 
some more deeply than others. When I consider the places that I am more deeply 
connected to, it doesn’t necessarily have to do with the amount of time I lived there. 
It has more to do with the extent to which I interacted with the land. Interestingly, 
the places I lived that were located in urban centers with very little or no land due 
to zoning or development are the ones I fondly remember yet do not long for. 
Where my family lived before me, I have strong connections, and the places that 
I frequented with my family and actively participated in cultural activities, I yearn 
for; they are the ones I feel compelled to return to time and time again. 

There are two places that I have cried for in the middle of the night or in my 
husband’s arms. Those places are Hau‘ula and Ähualoa. We lived on 1 acre in 
Hau‘ula on the island of O‘ahu and that place was a place of my husband’s ancestors. 
Hau‘ula breathes like the smell of rain and sea mixed with the mist of the early 
morning mountains. It is calm and caresses the spirit. The land there nourishes 
the soul. The house was ugly, but the land was deep and loving. Ähualoa was 5 
acres in the mountains outside of chilly Waimea on the Big Island.34 The weather 
was made for sweatpants, rubber boots, and picking white ginger for lei. Forty or 
so lehua trees framed the ocean view from the house. They were old trees, old in a 
sense that they were wise, tall, and strong. That land was land that fed our family, 
land that nourished our creativity and healed us. When there, you feel cradled by 
the chilled air and warmed by the land. 

Native Hawaiian musician and historian Jonathan Osorio (2002) examines 
the Mahele35 in great depth in Dismembering Lähui, analyzing the procession 
of laws and events that made privatized land ownership so disastrous for the 
maka‘äinana.36 Of importance is the fact that he details all of the circumstances 
surrounding the ultimate disenfranchisement of Hawaiians via the loss of land.
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Indigenous people around the world hold land to be sacred, and that value is 
constantly in direct conflict with capitalistic notions of progress, ownership, and 
materialistic growth. Capitalism devours native lands with an insatiable appetite 
feeding on oil, precious metals, and, in Australia, uranium (Ivison, Patton, & 
Sanders, 2000). In For This Land, Standing Rock Sioux, renowned historian, 
political scientist, and activist Vine Deloria Jr., writes:

 
Almost every tribal religion was based on land in the sense 
that the tribe felt that its lands were specifically given to it 
to use. The proceedings of treaty councils are filled with 
protest and declarations by Indians to the effect that lands 
cannot be sold since no human has the power or right to 
own them. (Deloria, 1999, p. 127)

 
Deloria goes on to say that the lands were sacred because ancestors had been 
buried on them and sacred events had taken place on them, and he discusses the 
exploitation of natural resources on sacred lands. So intimate is the relationship, 
Deloria notes, that just as we would protect our sibling, we are compelled to be 
enraged by the desecration of our ‘äina. 

So strong is the connection of Native Hawaiians to the land that even when 
Hawaiians leave Hawai‘i, they and their children and their children’s children 
sometimes feel an intense need to “come home.” Recently my cousin Davelyn, 
who grew up in Waialua but moved to Oregon, was home in Hawai‘i and shared 
a story about her physical need to come home. She tried to explain this yearning 
to her husband who has lived in Oregon for most of his adult life and who is 
a Kamehameha Schools graduate. She explained that she thought maybe her 
husband did not fully understand her feelings; to her it is more than a desire, it is 
an actual physical need. 

My cousin talked about her rural connection to place through a lifestyle of raising 
and riding horses and believes that her interaction with the environment has 
created a stronger connection between her and Hawai‘i. I understand this and 
believe it to be true. Once connected to ‘äina, it physically pulls at us and calls us 
to return. This is why so many Hawaiians who have relocated to other parts of the 
world have a need to return to Hawai‘i, even Hawaiians who have been removed 
from ‘äina for a generation or more. There is an ‘ölelo no‘eau that articulates this 
notion: Ho‘i hou i ka iwi kuamo‘o; Pukui (1983, p. 109) translates this statement 
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to mean “return to the backbone.” She explains this as a return to the homeland or 
family after being away. I interpret this to mean to return to where your ancestors 
have been buried, to the land where your genealogy lives on in that which has been 
deposited in the ground and the stories of place.

Kaiäulu Ho‘i37

Just as land and place are critical to the well-being of our people, so is community. 
The concept of community has many definitions. For me, community is where we 
are validated, where we go for advice, comfort, and safety. From a native standpoint, 
community is the natural extension of our families. Above all it is a site of reci-
procity. We are responsible to our community, and our community is responsible 
for us. We gain strength from our community, and our community challenges us 
to be stronger. We are vested in the well-being of our community and are called 
to ensure that every member is held accountable and kept safe. ‘Äina and people 
together in a healthy relationship can become community.

So necessary is community for Känaka Maoli that Native Hawaiian communities 
exist across the globe. There are significant numbers of Hawaiians in Oregon, 
Washington, California, Nevada, and many other places where Native Hawaiians 
congregate, find each other, eat Hawaiian food together, dance hula, and marry 
each other because the need for community and culture is so compelling.

Jace Weaver articulates community in a powerful way in That the People Might Live: 

Native American Literature and Native American Community (1997). Below I quote 
Weaver, who is discussing Robert Warrior’s work in Tribal Secrets, to highlight 
how American Indian scholars have used scholarship as a means to engage a 
commitment to community. What emerges out of the exemplary paragraph below, 
and to which I add my own voice, is an example of how native scholars draw upon 
the centrality of community as a means to affirm the past, present, and future of 
indigenous lifeways:

 
As Warrior claims for Vine Deloria Jr. and John Joseph 
Mathews, “Both contend in their work that the success or 
failure of American Indian communal societies has always 
been predicated not upon a set of uniform, unchanging 
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beliefs, but rather upon a commitment to the groups and the 
groups’ futures.” Not to be committed to Native American 
community, affirming the tribes, the people, the values, is 
tantamount to psychic suicide. (Weaver, 1997, p. 43)

 
Being committed to and engaging in community thus fostering the bonds of family 
and community is an act that nourishes the collective well-being for Känaka Maoli. 
As indicated above, those who do not engage in community wander and wander, 
often times feeling unfulfilled at best and committing “psychic suicide” at worst.

In her work, Brenda Child also conveys such commitment to community in 
several ways. At the beginning of Boarding School Seasons (1998), Child talks about 
quilting at the Carlisle Boarding School. She says that the star quilt for which 
Native American women have become renowned is symbolic of the close collective 
of pan-Indian identity that naturally evolved in the boarding situation. So strong 
is the need for community among Native peoples that tribe members learned bits 
and pieces of other tribe members’ languages and became a community of their 
own. Child speaks of the intense homesickness of the children and the sickness 
that the families felt with their children so far away from home and community. 
Children wrote of the separation from community when they returned and the 
intense grief they felt as a result. For these people, community was like a family 
member that they mourned when they did not fit back in upon returning from the 
boarding experience. 

Following Child’s discussion of quilting and community building in boarding 
schools, Weaver’s (1997) arguments in That the People Might Live recenter 
community in relation to oration and how “most Amer-European analysis of 
Native texts have focused on those texts’ relation to orature” (p. 163). He then 
explains how he deliberately refocuses the discussion to content and commitment 
to community, a resistance to that movement: 

 
I have attempted to situate the literary moment in historical 
and political context in terms of the writer’s communitism. 
It is clear that Native literatures differ from dominant 
discourse in their commitment to community. This includes 
a shared sense of story, the orature that first served to define 
and shape tribal realities. The play of language becomes a 
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common bond. In some fashion, works by Native writers, 
though often highly Western in form, may mimic, perhaps 
even unconsciously, the tribal stories their authors heard as 
children. (Weaver, 1997, p. 163)

 
He indicates that story is community building and that by invoking oral traditions, 
a writer, even if subconsciously, invokes community. Further, Weaver states:

 
Words cannot be killed. Thoughts cannot be silenced. 
Identity, ultimately, cannot be suppressed. Native writers, 
as they have for over 200 years, reflect and shape Native 
identity and community in a reciprocal relationship with 
their communities. They are finding their voices in ever 
increasing numbers, and as they write they help “create a 
new tribal presence in stories.” They help “push things” on 
to another place. (p. 168)

 
Most indigenous authors discuss community in relation to language, land, or 
responsibility. We are responsible to our community, our land, and our language 
because we are those things. It is impossible to separate one from the other. We 
are the land, the language, and community collectively. All these things create a 
beautiful makaloa mat to be treasured for generations to come. As a shared experi-
ence and entity, community is diverse and multilayered. If ‘äina is the foundation 
and community the roof, then language is the pillar that comes from the ‘äina and 
supports the roof. 

Wahi Pana38: Place and Hawaiian Well-Being

What is it that you know about the place you are from, the place you live now, and 
how is it that you arrived upon that knowledge? Did you learn it from listening to 
the breath of ‘äina, from your küpuna,39 from your interactions, or from paying 
close attention to the patterns day after day? How do you know that the wind is 
Nounou‘ili, Po‘olipilipi, or Kïpu‘upu‘u? Have you felt it on your skin and fully 
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comprehended the meaning, or does all rain feel basically the same? These are 
questions you must answer for yourself and questions that speak to the specificity 
of ‘äina. Consider the following mele written to honor the place called Waikïkï and 
those ocean places linked to it.

 
Mele of Waikïkï as relayed by Samuel M. Kamakau

I nui kai mai Kahiki 
The great sea from Kahiki

I miha kai i ka ‘äina; 
Quietly surrounds the island;

I po‘i ke kai i kohola, 
The sea breaks on the reef flats,

I nehe ke kai i ka ‘ili‘ili; 
The sea whispers to the pebbles;

I kïkï ke oho i ke kai, 
The hair is dressed with seawater,

I ‘ehu ke oho i ke kai li‘u, 
The hair is reddened by the salty sea,

I lelo ke oho i ke kai loa. 
The hair is yellowed by the foamy sea.

He kai lihaliha kö ka pua‘a, 
A savory sea is that of pigs,

He kai likoliko kö ka moa. 
An oily sea is that of fowl.

He kai he‘e nalu kö Kahaloa, 
Kahaloa has a sea for surf riding,

He kai ho‘opuni kö Kälia, 
Kälia has a surrounding sea,

He kai ‘au kohana Mämala,  
A sea for swimming naked is Mämala,
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He kai ‘au ‘o Kapu‘eone. 
A sea for sandbar swimming is Kapu‘eone.

He kai kä ‘anae kö Ke‘ehi, 
Ke‘ehi has a sea for kicking out full-sized mullet,

He kai ‘elemihi i Leleiwi;  
A sea for ‘elemihi crabs is at Leleiwi,

He kai awalau ke‘e Pu‘uloa, 
A sea of crooked channels is Pu‘uloa,

He kai puhi nehu, puhi lala, 
A sea that blows up nehu fish, lala fish,

Ke kai ‘o ‘Ewa e noho i ka la‘i nei. 
In the sea of ‘Ewa, there is the calm.

Na ‘Ewa-nui-a-La‘akona, 
From ‘Ewa-nui-a-La‘akona,

Küikealaikauaokalani…  
Küikealaikauaokalani…[Küali‘i] 
(Kamakau, 1991, pp. 44–45)

 
In hearing and passing down the stories of place the ‘ike40 of our küpuna is perpet-
uated: This gives sustenance to the next generation and power to the land. The 
stories of place teach us values, give us wisdom and knowledge about the intrica-
cies of that specific place, and make us aware of what will and won’t thrive in that 
area and what to be careful of, just as demonstrated in the mele above. Through 
place names and the names of winds and rains, we can better know a place and 
ground ourselves in the value of dialogue between land and people.

Samuel Mänaiakalani Kamakau talked about land extensively in Hawaiian 
language newspapers in the 1860s. Some of his work was translated by Mary 
Kawena Pukui and became the book, Tales and Traditions of the People of Old: Nä 

Mo‘olelo o ka Po‘e Kahiko (Kamakau, 1991). In it Kamakau constructs place in a 
very familiar way. Typically, he stands upon a place and sees a landmark, and that 
visual feature evokes a story about the place and those who lived, loved, fought, 
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and died there. Place is sacred because it holds our memories and reveals them to 
us again and again. Kamakau (1991) states: “If I were to tell the story of each place 
in this archipelago from Hawai‘i to Ni‘ihau, I would not be finished in twenty 
years” (p. 16). What Kamakau is saying, in essence, is that each and every place in 
Hawai‘i has its own stories, dozens if not hundreds. To remember our future, we 
must know the stories of place, they inform us of tomorrow, yesterday, and today. 
To appreciate and fully comprehend the stories, we must become intimate with 
the ‘äina of those stories. One way to do this is to live and breathe those places 
every day, to listen and to be in conversation with ‘äina. 

Where we are in relation to ‘äina matters because there are layers upon layers of 
knowing and understanding that are built into having a spatial understanding 
of where one is located. My upbringing and relationship with ‘äina has directly 
influenced the way I remember things. When I want to recall what I said at a 
particular moment in time and begin to think about the conversation, I always am 
first struck with a visual of where I was located physically at the time the conver-
sation took place. Once I am able to visualize my surroundings, the memories 
of the conversation and actual words come back. Locating oneself in relation to 
place in stories is a strategy that has been used time and time again in traditional 
Kanaka Maoli stories and a practice that continues regardless of attempts to erase 
our memories by erasing our places. We must continue this tradition, and when 
we tell our children stories, the names and physical characteristics of the places 
associated with the story need to be the veins of those stories. We must never get 
to the point where the genealogy of place is lost in the telling of our mo‘olelo. 

Kupihea (2001) talks of an old-timer named Samuel Ka‘ili Naumu, a half Hawaiian 
and half Irish man, who was confused about his heritage and identity. Unable to 
choose between the two sides of his heritage, Ka‘ili was tormented. 

 
Ka‘ili once told me that he spent seven years as a dedicated 
Seventh-Day Adventist. During this time his family and 
friends referred to him as a religious fanatic. After this period, 
he took up the bottle, drinking for many years. Eventually 
he was committed to a treatment center for alcoholics in 
Kaneohe, on the island of Oahu. There he spent another 
seven years of his life overcoming alcohol abuse. 
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Upon returning to Kauai he also returned to the mountains 
and the lifestyle of his youth, and here he found happiness. 
He often repeated the following words to me while we 
traveled in the mountains of Waialae and Ka‘aha. “I spent 

seven years in that tunnel looking for the light on the other end. 

But I couldn’t find it so I came out the same way I went in. And 

saw the same light that I’d seen before I went in.” (Kupihea, 
2001, pp. 199–200)

 
Kupihea uses this experience to talk about an individual’s light within. I would 
like to point out that Ka‘ili’s grounding in the places of his childhood and youth is 
the force that brought him back to a state of happiness and reconciliation. When 
the umbilical cord between the ‘äina and our people is cut, suffering often occurs. 
Unlike our grandparents’ generation who met at the beach or in the open fields, 
today, coffee bars and the mall are where people see each other. In an effort to 
maintain an intimate connection to place, we need to create spaces where we 
interact with each other in cultural learning environments.

We sustain and grow our connection to the land by sharing stories of place. By 
learning the names of the places we claim and opening a dialogue with ‘äina, we 
come to understand the deeper meaning of place. Learn the names of the winds 
and rains, feel them on your bare skin with your eyes closed and enjoy them, let 
them tell you their mea hünä,41 and share them with all who will listen. Plant the 
ëwe of your children in the place you want them to be connected to. If you live on 
the ‘äina of your ancestors, then you are blessed; plant the ëwe of your children 
there and they will forever be connected to that place. If you live on ‘äina that 
you are new to, but where you want to become rooted and where you want your 
children rooted, plant their ëwe there. 
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Notes

1 For this article I have intentionally chosen to not italicize Hawaiian words or put 
the translation for them in parentheses. I ascribe to the belief that Hawaiian is not 
a foreign language and therefore should not be italicized. I place the translation 
for the Hawaiian words in these endnotes so that the reader has the opportunity 
to learn the Hawaiian word from the context in which it is used, and if that is not 
possible at first, then the translation is provided here. My hope is that by the end 
of the article, the reader may have learned several Hawaiian words in the process.

‘Äina Land or that which feeds

2 ‘Ölelo makuahine Hawaiian language, literally, mother tongue

3 Kaiäulu Community or collective

4 ‘Ölelo Language
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5 The makaloa mat is a fine mat that was woven from the makaloa plant 
and reserved primarily for ali‘i (chiefs). If the mat had a päwehe design it was 
highly prized. 

6 Operating outside of Western conventions, there are many native scholars 
whose research and writings are helping reshape the way we have been trained 
to think about the world and our relationship to it. In my work, I draw upon a 
community of scholars and indigenous concepts to obtain a better understanding 
of the meaning and value of place for native peoples and Hawaiians specifically. 
When constructing my arguments I deliberately use direct quotations—the actual 
words—of authors for three reasons. First, to invoke a feeling of community, a 
concept that is a part of an indigenous worldview and a fundamental Hawaiian 
value. (The idea of native scholars invoking community in their writings was 
first articulated to me by Professor Jodi Byrd in a writing class. Mahalo nui e 
Jodi.) Bringing a hui (group) of native academics into the conversation allows a 
community discussion to take place. In turn, I see my role to be that of the host 
or facilitator of the conversation. In the Hawaiian context, this action represents 
aspects of ho‘okipa, hospitality, and haku, the art of weaving/creating. 

The second reason I use direct quotations from writers has to do with the difficulty 
inherent in condensing someone else’s words and thoughts without misinterpre-
tation, which could potentially change their meanings. Again, from a Hawaiian 
perspective, words have mana (power, sacredness), and paraphrasing or selecting 
only small portions of text can alter the speaker’s status and intention. Sometimes 
it is best to leave the words alone and let the authors speak for themselves because 
to change them seems hö‘oio (conceited).

The “power of the collective voice” is the final reason for using quotations exten-
sively. So much stronger is a chorus of voices working toward a goal than that of 
a single individual. A Hawaiian expression of this concept is “alu like,” where 
everyone brings their expertise to the table and works together toward a common 
goal to accomplish something much bigger and better than a single person could.

7 For a full treatment of Kapä Oliveira’s work on place in relationship to my 
arguments, see chapter 2 of my dissertation (Näone, 2008).

8 Kanaka Maoli A descendant of the first inhabitants of Hawai‘i; an aboriginal or 
indigenous person of Hawai‘i (Känaka Maoli Plural of Kanaka Maoli)

9 Ali‘i nui High chief or king
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10  Mo‘olelo Stories

11  Mele Songs

12  Oli Chants

13  Mo‘okü‘auhau Genealogies

14  ‘Ölelo no‘eau Proverb, wise saying

15  It should be noted that this book was first published in 1983 but that the infor-
mation for this project was collected and translated between 1910 and 1960. In 
addition, I have followed Kate Turabian’s style of referencing (from A Manual for 

Writers of Term Papers, Theses, and Dissertations) and therefore instead of the ‘ölelo 
no‘eau number, I have included the page on which the ‘ölelo no‘eau is placed.

16  In Western academia, hierarchy has a negative connotation; however, from 
a Hawaiian perspective I believe this term is appropriate and not oppressive in 
nature. Instead, the hierarchy where nature is put first is necessary for the ultimate 
survival of humans.

17  Another ‘ölelo no‘eau on the topic of land is “He ali‘i ka ‘äina, he kauwä ke 
kanaka” (Pukui, 1983, p. 62). Pukui translates this: “The land is a chief; man is 
its servant.” Her explanation of this proverb is “Land has no need for a man, but 
man needs the land and works it for a livelihood.” My extension is that it is the 
responsibility of people to treat the land with respect, to nourish it, feed it, listen 
to it, and ensure that it is cared for.

18  After finding the story in Sites of O‘ahu, I went to the original source in 
the Hawaiian newspaper Ka Nupepa Kuokoa (December 13, 1884; Hawaiian 
Ethnological Notes, Vol. II, p. 829). Then Noenoe Silva introduced me to the newly 
published story of Keaomelemele by Moses Manu, translated by Mary Kawena Pukui 
in 2002. Although there were many options in the entire book of Keaomelemele 
to choose that would exemplify this strategy, I kept with the original selection 
because it was such a good example with few lines.

19  I ascribe kahakö and ‘okina (Hawaiian diacritical marks to indicate long vowels 
and glottal stops, respectively) for all Hawaiian words that I use in my text. If the 
author did not use them in their text, I do not include them out of respect for the 
author. For example, Pukui does not use an ‘okina in her name, so I do not place 
one in her name.
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20  This selection originally was located in a book by Martha Beckwith titled 
Hawaiian Mythology on pages 152–153. This was a condensation from Fornander’s 

Collection (Vol. V, pp. 188–193); Nakuina, in Thrum’s Tales (pp. 118–132); Kaläkaua, 
The Legends and Myths of Hawai‘i (pp. 509–522); Westervelt, Gods and Ghosts 
(pp. 84–93).

21  According to this version of the story, Kahalaopuna is wrongfully beaten to 
death but is brought back to life by her parents when her spirit rises up to the 
top of the nearby lehua tree and chants her location and plight. The relationship 
between the woman and the environment is intertwined, and the tree (or environ-
ment) assists the woman and her family so that she can be saved.

22  Iwi Bones

23  Kapu Taboo

24  An example of how strongly I feel about this is when ABC’s Extreme Makeover 

Home Edition came to build on the agency I worked for up until October 2007’s 3 
acres of land in Kalihi. I went to make sure that, one, the natural spring that was 
to feed our lo‘i (irrigated terrace) was preserved and, two, that not a single stone or 
any of the native trees were destroyed or removed from the property. It was a bit 
complicated to explain to people from Hollywood, but they agreed to comply. Now 
that I articulate this, I understand that I was compelled to ensure that no one was 
removed.

25  The original location of this story was included in “Na Wahi Pana o Ewa,” Ka 
Loea Kalaiaina, July 14, 1899, newspaper.

26  Samuel Mänaikalani Kamakau (1815–1876) was one of the most prolific 
Hawaiian authors of all times. Between 1866 and 1871, he wrote more than 200 
historic articles in Hawaiian language newspapers and is honored for his contri-
bution to our understanding of our past through a native lens.

27  Lehua More commonly referred to as ‘öhi‘a, lehua is an indigenous tree of 
Hawai‘i and is the first to grow after a lava flow. The flowers are beautiful and used 
to make lei. Red is the most common; however, Hawai‘i island has many colors 
naturally, including red, salmon, pink, yellow, and some say white. 

28  Kaona The underlying meaning of a word or thought often utilized in songs. 
For example, a song might make reference to a pua (flower) that really is a child. 
Or a song might make reference to a wind that actually is referring to a woman 
who comes from the area where that particular wind blows.
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29  Waiau Elementary 1992–1993, 1994–1995 meetings and personal commu-
nication with Kalani Akana, Kahele Dukelow, Kehau Llanos, Leilani Makekau, 
Ka‘oi Nu‘uanu, and Ka‘umealani Walk. Personal communications with Puakea 
Nogelmeier between 1988 and 1991. 

30  Mana‘o Thoughts

31  The Höküle‘a is a replica of a traditional double-hulled canoe built in 1975 by 
the Polynesian Voyaging Society that has sailed by traditional Polynesian star 
navigation and without modern sailing instruments numerous times in the last 
20 years.

32  Ëwe This is what medical doctors call the afterbirth.

Unless one fights for it in the hospital after delivery, afterbirth is disposed of as 
medical waste. Our people planted it at the place they were born or had familiar 
and relational connections to. We need to reclaim that practice and make it wide-
spread so that our people continue to have a physical connection to the land.

33  Piko In this case, it is the umbilical cord and core that fall off shortly after birth. 
(There are also other piko on the body.) 

34  I use the word was instead of is out of immense sentiment and connection to 
Ähualoa. Ähualoa will always be a part of me, but I am pained that we no longer 
have a legal claim to it.

35  The Mahele is often referred to as the Great Mahele; I intentionally do not use 
the word great with it because it was the polar opposite of great for Känaka Maoli. 
The Mahele was the land division of 1848 whereby land tenure in Hawai‘i was 
changed from historical and traditional land stewardship to land ownership and 
has had a devastating impact on Känaka Maoli.

36  Maka‘äinana Commoner

37  Kaiäulu ho‘i Community indeed

38  Wahi pana Place; I also extend this to the specificity of ‘äina

39  Küpuna Grandparents or elders

40  ‘Ike Wisdom

41  Mea hünä Secrets, hidden things
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Teaching to the Fourth Power is an educational framework focused 

on exponentially drawing out students’ unique human potential. 

This multidimensional paradigm involves pedagogical processes of 

T1ransmission, T2ransaction, T3ransmediation, and T4ransformation. 

These intertwined processes work as an ecosystem, utilizing the 

learner’s home culture, host/indigenous culture, local culture, and 

global culture. Our concerns are to integrate culturally endemic, 

relevant processes grown from within. Therefore, it is a vision of 

education that moves toward engaging students in active application 

of relevant, hands-on experiences, connecting them to their cultural 

roots to affirm their identity, native language, and appreciation for 

the ÿäina (land) from which they come. It is a vision where teachers, 

students, and families become producers of knowledge and agents of 

social change.
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The educational system is constantly faced with calls for greater accountability 
and insistence on standards, “fail-proof” scripted curricula, and well-trained, 

highly qualified teachers. Many of these concepts are necessary; however, most 
of them have been in existence in various shapes and forms since the 1950s but 
have not resulted in large-scale improvements for native people, minorities, or 
students from low socioeconomic classes in the United States. Blaming an educa-
tional system striving to improve is a red herring. It distorts reality and distracts 
the public’s attention from revealing a complex web of overarching issues and 
root causes that do not get revealed, discussed, or ameliorated. Benham and Heck 
(1998) wrote, 

 
We believe that the longest war in history has been the war 
against indigenous peoples. Modern industrial countries 
have dominated, enslaved, and colonized, thereby defining 
the native role and place at the bottom of the socioeconomic 
hierarchy. In these primarily capitalistic economies, value 
is placed on property and economic gain, and the health of 
a society is measured by its gross national product, gross 
domestic product, and income level. (p. 3)

 
The rhetoric of “solving” social problems by restructuring schools and promoting 
educational reform blinds the public from the macro levels of economic, social, and 
political structures that create the basic oppression, malfunction, and inequality 
within a society. There is an urgent need to recognize how Hawaiÿi’s public 
education is situated within the legacy of colonialism and a plantation mentality 
that continues to wrest control over our children’s futures. 

Reading the work and learning from the intellectual inquiry of scholars in the 
area of culture (Benham & Cooper, 2000; Kaomea, 2003), critical theory (Freire, 
1970; Giroux, 1988), and critical literacy (Luke, 1988; McLaughlin & DeVoogd, 2004), 
we share evolving theoretical underpinnings that very much challenge the status 
quo. Undergirding this inquiry is the valued belief that if we awaken our intel-
lectual growth as teachers, we in turn will do the same for our students, and for 
the larger educational community of learners. Freire (1970) stated that genuine 
learning occurs when students are actively involved through praxis in controlling 
their own education.
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In the Hawaiian language, the word aÿo is used for both “teaching” and “learning.” 
Fundamentally, it is a continuous reciprocity of learning whereby one tries 
something new, gets feedback, and learns from the experience. Harste (2001) 
described this interdependent relationship as “education as inquiry and inquiry 
as education.”

In 2003, this interface of intellectual inquiry was exercised by staff members of 
Kamehameha Schools, Extension Education–Literacy Enhancement Department 
in Honolulu, Hawaiÿi. Consisting of 10 teachers, a cultural arts specialist, and 
10 educational assistants, we worked in partnership with the Hawaiÿi State 
Department of Education in Native Hawaiian charter schools and six high-
poverty, low-performing public schools with concentrations of 50% or more Native 
Hawaiian students. Providing professional development, instructional materials, 
tutoring support, and parent education workshops, our goal was to find culturally 
relevant pedagogical methods that intrinsically motivated lifelong learning and 
literacy achievement among K–12 learners and their families.

FIGURE 1  A young student in the third grade deeply engrossed in his work. 

meleanna a. meyer
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Our intention was to develop on and expand the notion of aÿo as the pursuit of 
inspiring insight and creating relevant knowledge. We envisioned education 
moving toward lively work that engaged students in applying knowledge and 
hands-on experiences that actively connected students to their cultural roots in 
order to affirm their identity, native language, and sense of place, or the ÿäina 
(land), from which they come. It is a vision of academic success where teachers, 
students, and families become agents of social change—for the good of the whole, 
not only for one dominant group in power.

One Voice Speaking for All

In the past, educational practice has focused primarily on a transmission “fill the 
empty vessel” model of education dealing with dominant, mainstream, Western 
ideology. Because this model often alienated student learners due to the absence 
of cultural relevance, what we explored were ways to offer a more viable, educa-
tional model that built on the cultural strengths of our students. 

We found that Bourdieu’s (2001) theories of social and cultural reproduction framed 
the institution of schools as mechanisms that control access to cultural and social 
capital. As a result, schools have committed a kind of “symbolic violence” by disal-
lowing marginalized discourses. Narrow scripted programs and testing mandated 
through the federal No Child Left Behind policy have further restricted minority 
voices and privileged dominant discourses through prescribed reading instruc-
tion and materials. Literacy research by Purcell-Gates (2007) also corroborates that 
dominant discourses perpetuate and reproduce “a frustratingly closed discourse/
power loop” (p. 6). These findings were critical to our ongoing discussions as we 
attempted to build a new kind of critical discourse among our colleagues.

What the brilliant educational theorist Paolo Freire (1998) clarified in this conver-
sation was what he called an “ideological fog that obfuscates reality” and “undeni-
ably serves the interests of the dominant class. The dominant ideology veils reality; 
it makes us myopic and prevents us from seeing reality clearly. The power of the 
dominant ideology is always domesticating” (p. 6) and maintains a hegemonic 
silence upon the oppressed. 
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Mired in an ideological fog that marginalizes Hawaiian worldviews, how do we 
unwrap and lift our minds from it? Social change occurs when a group of people 
has a metacognitive awareness of the problem. Collectively, once the group recog-
nizes the oppression, they no longer have to participate in it and can envision new 
possibilities. This is where we collaborated to conceptualize a theoretical paradigm, 
Teaching to the Fourth Power (T4): T1ransmission, T2ransaction, T3ransmediation, 
and T4ransformation. What exactly is it? It is a perspective that clarifies various 
educational processes to better assist educators in understanding the synergistic 
nature of teaching and learning. These four dynamic, pedagogical processes 
have the capacity to exponentially build upon one another—transforming 
education as many know it by allowing for an authentic learning experience, a 
life-changing experience.

Teachers as Intellectuals Versus Teachers  
as Technicians

Giroux (1988) described the political climate as one in which reform movements 
ignore the role of teachers as intellectuals. Instead, teachers are reduced to high-
level technicians of scripted reading programs, crowding out their role in preparing 
students to be active and critical citizens. As director of the department, Anna 
Sumida was enrolled in a doctoral program at the University of Hawaiÿi in the 
area of curriculum studies focused on culture, critical theory, and critical literacy. 
As a staff member, this led her to an ethnographic self-study, through readings, 
discussions, observations, and written reflections to metacognitively examine our 
beliefs, values, practices, behaviors, and language in an effort to demystify Freire’s 
notion of “ideological fog.” 

As educators working in the contexts of scripted reading programs, we exercised 
intellectual inquiry at our weekly meetings as a process to self-critique and question 
our own thinking about teaching and learning. If we promoted a curriculum that 
students did not feel engaged and successful with, were we not complicit in a kind 
of social injustice that disenfranchised learners whom we wished to serve? If we 
were not empowered to think more critically and envision a critical educational 
democracy, how could we support students in empowering themselves to liberate 
their own thinking to become more thoughtful, active citizens in their global and 
economic futures? What role should literacy serve in this ongoing debate? What is 
education for and whom should it benefit?
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We felt that a dominant, mainstream school curriculum was an incomplete and 
biased model because it provided only one view of the world. Privileging Western, 
White, middle-class values and beliefs in these predominantly Hawaiian commu-
nities alienated many students because of the absence of culturally relevant 
materials, contributing to disengagement with schooling, comprehension/vocab-
ulary gaps, and high dropout rates. Current Department of Education curricula 
often fail to honor students who come to school socialized and prepared with a 
different, yet equally important set of cultural values and beliefs. In this light, the 
insights we share about Native Hawaiians have broad application to any group 
of learners, such as Native Americans, Mexican Americans, African Americans, 
Asian Americans, alienated youths, learners in low economic social classes, and 
other global communities in which Western, mainstream ideology inundates and 
controls much of the educational discourse. 

Rather than serving Hawaiian students from a deficit paradigm, our profes-
sional inquiry focused on uncovering the root causes of underachievement and 
productive ways to rectify it. Unless these causes are critically identified, analyzed, 
unpacked, and deconstructed, we have found that systemic, educational reform 
and success cannot realistically occur. 

The Erasure of Culture in Education

Because Native Hawaiians have been historically marginalized and education-
ally disenfranchised through the process of colonization in the islands, we then 
intended to delve more deeply into the root causes of continuing underachieve-
ment in the Hawaiian community, knowing that the constellation of issues is 
much broader and more debilitating than has been acknowledged. Benham and 
Heck (1998) explained that in the 1840s Hawaiians were among the most literate 
people in the world. Hawaiÿi had the highest literacy rate west of the Rockies 
(Kamehameha Schools, 1991). Hawaiian was the official language used in govern-
ment, schools, and the home. Nearly 100 newspapers were printed in Hawaiian. 
However, in 1893, the Hawaiian government was overthrown by Western colo-
nizers. Additionally, in 1896, language and culture were stripped away when the 
use of Hawaiian as the medium of instruction was forbidden in public schools. 
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Cumulatively, the destruction and erasure of Hawaiian governance, social relations, 
and language have had devastating effects. Some of these detrimental effects 
included lack of self-esteem and cultural esteem, ethnic stereotyping, breakdowns 
in the family unit, alcohol and substance abuse, increased criminal acts, high rates 
of suicide, child and spouse abuse, overrepresentation in special education, over-
representation in low-status service occupations, lower life expectancies, high teen 
pregnancy rates, and higher rates of diabetes, heart disease, hypertension, and 
cancer (Benham & Heck, 1998). 

Poets have expressed this demise as “Pua i ÿako ÿia,” meaning “a flower has been 
plucked” (Benham & Heck, 1998, p. 1), and “Malihini no nä keiki o ka läkou ÿäina 

ponoÿï iho,” meaning “the children of the land are strangers in their own land” 
(Benham & Heck, 1998, p. 122). Our remedy and response to this ongoing tragedy 
was to create a means to assist and support educators in the Hawaiian community 
to creatively find additional venues and platforms, working more productively 
with our youngsters and their parents to build them up, to empower them to have 
a voice, to support their growth in community and beyond.

T4 = Teaching to the Fourth Power

We named four broad categories of teaching and learning to view the landscape 
of education from a macro lens of praxis. When multiplied together, the net 
effects become: Transmission x Transaction x Transmediation x Transformation, 
or T4. Teaching to the Fourth Power, as symbolized by T4, works as an interde-
pendent system with an additional cultural context. Although each process and 
their examples will be characterized and defined separately, we make clear an 
important caveat—we feel that these processes are not linear and should not be 
viewed as nonintersecting planes. The mathematical representation is intended. 
Each process exponentially increases when each part is factored together with the 
others. Cumulatively, they are deeply interdependent and layered as integrated 
processes within shared space and time. Each layer is nested and inclusive of each 
other, exponentially increasing the potential of teaching and learning when they 
interdependently coexist as a system. To capture the complex and important 
dynamic of this synergistic model, we utilize a valuable metaphor embedded 
within Hawaiian culture to explain the particular nuances found within T4. 
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A Culturally Relevant Example: Stirring the Waters 
of Kai and Wai

Along Hawaiÿi’s coastal shoreline are protected ecosystems called loko iÿa, or 
fishponds (see Figure 2), where the freshwater (wai) system from the mountains 
flow into the saltwater (kai) system of the sea. The stirring of these waters create 
a delicate balance of 97 elements—identical to the life-giving blood within our 
human bodies (Machado, 1999). These waters of the loko iÿa harvest a rich and 
diverse abundance of marine life, such as shrimp, crabs, fish, seaweeds, and plants 
to sustain a part of the local food supply for islanders. 

 
FIGURE 2  Freshwater and saltwater blend together
 

Using the seamless ecosystem of a healthy loko iÿa as a cultural metaphor, we 
liken the T4 processes as necessary elements for a healthy environment of learning 
and working within cultural contexts. Like all ecological systems, relationships 
are interdependent, contingent, and not strictly hierarchical. Most important, all 
elements of pedagogy and culture are valuable and critical to produce healthy 
and thriving environments. Similarly, as in educational contexts, teaching and 
learning communities are complex ecosystems and environments with multiple 
entry/exit points. They have the dynamic ability to change and respond in relation 
to the context and to the learner’s needs or educational situation. 

1990, bruce lum, kamehameha schools
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For the sake of readability, Table 1 graphically illustrates the T4 processes in a linear 
format, and each is explained in further detail. Although the table is depicted as a 
matrix, it is important to reiterate that the four processes are not linear in design. 
They are interdependent and inclusive, like the stirring of waters in Hawaiÿi’s loko 
iÿa ecosystems. 

T1 (Teaching to the First Power) = Transmission  
(Learners Consuming Knowledge)

The Transmission process focuses on building a teacher’s professional toolkit. 
Teachers usually acquire instruction on the “what” and “how” of essential 
practices, through education courses at universities or staff development 
in-service workshops. These workshops include various degrees of transmission 
or direct instruction about teaching methods and strategies such as reading aloud, 
phonics, language experience, craft lessons in writing, conventions, skills, spelling, 
shared and guided reading, comprehension strategies, literature circles, reader 
response, training on computer software, and the list goes on. Usually taught by a 
highly experienced instructor, multiple techniques are used and include lectures, 
videos, training manuals, handouts, articles, textbooks, and software. The larger 
the repertoire of a teacher’s toolkit, the better. In this context, competing debates 
of whole language versus phonics become irrelevant because both sides of the 
debate are necessary. On the basis of experience and practice with various tools, 
the teacher as an intellectual skillfully differentiates and appropriates instruction 
to meet the needs of a range of learners.

Within a classroom context, a brief snapshot of transmission as a pedagogical 
process would look like drill and skill on blends and digraphs using practice work-
sheets. Other examples would include direct instruction on spelling, conventions 
of grammar, paragraphs, and instructing students on the usage of dictionaries, 
glossaries, table of contents, and indexes. 

These are important “tools” for students to acquire; however, tools in a toolkit 
are necessary but not sufficient. Without a practical, working knowledge of 
how to use these tools, authentic, productive, and sustaining work cannot go on. 
Transmission, representing the “what” of teaching, sets the stage for the second 
eddy of this educational pooling—the process of Transaction.
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T2 (Teaching to the Second Power) = Transaction 
(Learners Using Knowledge)

Transaction is the application of knowledge within a social context of learning 
based on social constructivist theories of language and literacy (Scribner & Cole, 
1981; Vygotsky, 1978; Wells, 1986). The Transactional process fosters a fluid, collec-

tive relationship with others as well as a self-reflective relationship with oneself. We 
actually borrow the term transaction from Rosenblatt’s (1978/1994) transactional 
theory, which states that any reading event is a back-and-forth transaction between 
a reader and text to make meaning. Dewey and Bentley (1949) also believed that 
learning is a transactional process or mutual interplay of reciprocity and rela-
tionship to others, whether it be in the classroom, family, or broader society. 
In constructing knowledge, social engagement, dialogue, and communities of 
practice (Lave & Wenger, 1991) are at the heart of the process and are the portal to 
a culture of learning. 

Historically, educational models focused on Transmission, positioning learning 
as an individual process with the goal of mastering facts, information, and skills. 
Learners are placed in comparative or competitive environments with ability 
tracking determined by test scores and where learners are viewed as empty vessels 
to be filled. 

Learning is enhanced when applying and using information and factual knowledge. 
Therefore, Transaction is inclusive of and animates the “what” of Transmission. 
Examples include literature circles where students discuss various perspectives 
and may even have differing opinions about a character or solution in a story. It is 
about access and is dialogic, where making sense of disparate points of view allows 
voice to emerge. It fosters educationally democratic principles that engender and 
support diverse worldviews. 

Examples of transactional learning experiences include writing conferences. In 
one classroom, where writing workshops are held each day, Anna Sumida observed 
Kristi, a first grader, share a one-sentence story she had written about her new 
puppy with another peer in her class named Joshua. Kristi had written, “I love my 
dog and his chest is pure white.” 
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Immediately after the sharing, Joshua curiously asked, “What’s your dog’s name 
and does he do tricks?” This interaction between writer and audience enabled 
Kristi to revise and write a more detailed and interesting piece with her audience in 
mind. Later that morning, she added, “His name is Kea because Kea means white 
in Hawaiian. He plays with me and my sister and sometimes I hold out a biscuit 
and make him bark three times and roll over. We think he is very smart.” Her 
writing and illustration were eventually published and displayed in the classroom 
library. This interactive process of peer conferencing enhances writing quality and 
encapsulates the dual relationship of T1ransmission nested within T2ransaction, 
because Kristi used her emerging skills and concepts of print to write a more 
descriptive story that was shared with her classmates.

Transactional learning is wide ranging and could include group projects to write 
a class play, an anthology of family stories, letter writing or e-mailing pen pals in 
another state or country, and interviewing elders for a community oral history 
project. Inherently, transactional learning within a social context frequently 
includes hands-on experiences, engagement with problem-based inquiry, goal 
setting, dialogue journals, reflections, and peer debriefing/feedback loops for eval-
uation. In this way, learners have access to learning communities and networks 
established through an experience-based, reflective process that opens pathways for 
creative and collaborative innovation. Transaction expands teaching and learning 
into contexts ranging from individual to communal processes of expression, which 
is much more culturally congruent in many non-Western educational models. 

T3 (Teaching to the Third Power) = Transmediation 
(Learners Interpreting Knowledge)

We define Transmediation as an interpretive process whereby knowledge is recon-
structed by learners in order to take personal ownership of their learning based on 
their potentials, strengths, multiple intelligences (Gardner, 2000), and creativity. It 

is the pivotal turning point when teachers must trust the learner to take responsibility 

for their own learning. Expressed through a variety of forms, Transmediation opens 
interpretive spaces that bridge and connect knowledge as a meaning-making 
process to personal experiences. 
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Leland and Harste (1994) wrote about their definition of transmediation:

 
The movement between and among sign systems is known 
as transmediation. Transmediation occurs when meanings 
formed in one communication system are recast in the 
context and expression planes of a new sign system (for 
example, we take something we know verbally and recast 
it in art). We see transmediation as a fundamental process 
in literacy. Movement between and among sign systems 
provides the opportunity for new perspectives on our 
knowing and, hence, for the expression of an expanded 
range of meanings. Transmediation encourages reflection 
and supports learners in making new connections. (p. 340)

 
The medium of transmediation is poorly understood in linear circles, yet for all 
creative nonlinear art types, this right hemisphere is the open arena for working out 
all substantive things—philosophical, emotional, life threatening, or altering. This 
rich arena of transmediation is the most important ground for making sense of 
larger issues, working out of lingering questions, and testing newfound insights.

Meleanna Meyer also incorporates in her work with the children an additional 
point of view that allows for a sixth sense, the naÿau, or intuition/emotion. This 
gives us the permission to go beyond the limitations of one cultural canon. The 
potential, then, is to not only reunite the Cartesian mind-body split but also 
demonstrate that the foundation of an educationally democratic point of view 
has the freedom to include animated spirituality. In this way, knowledge is not 
always objective, tangible, or easy to measure. In many ways, it is more powerful 
than numbers or words can tell because it liberates creative imagination, fosters 
a passionate voice, and nurtures soulful contemplation. We feel that transmedi-
ating knowledge comes from a different place, has a language of its own, and isn’t 
always located exclusively in the mind. It is full-bodied and includes the naÿau, or 
intestinal “gut” feelings. It is multifaceted, but for the purpose of this article, only 
a few examples are highlighted.

For example, as part of an open house at the beginning of the year, students painted 
self-portraits and wrote about themselves and what their Hawaiian names meant 
to them. Iaone, an 11th grader, wrote a piece (see Figure 3) that was mundane, but 
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when interviewed about his painting, he realized that the art form (see Figure 4) 
took him beyond the assignment in terms of his cultural sense of identity. 

FIGURE 3  Ioane’s writing 

Ioane Kahuapono Goodhue

My name is Ioane Kahuapono Goodhue. Ioane was given to me by my mother because 

she liked the name. My middle name, Kahuapono, means the strong and righteous foun-

dation. My grandmother gave me this name. And finally my last name. Goodhue, the 

name I got from my father.

 
FIGURE 4  Ioane’s self-portrait 
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Here are excerpts from his interview:

 
I started with the hair—two different styles. Up and then 
down. I was having a conversation with myself and this 
drawing reads all sorts of ways. This piece touches lots 
of things and shows different aspects of me. I wanted to 
show the different sides of me. In a traditional sense, on 
the right expresses more the internal feelings I have now. 
How I’m unhappy with the way much of society is, how it 
ruins us, and this is the state of being for lots of Hawaiians. 
I’m weeping, I was going to put tears. The background is 
empty, kind of buried or gone. And then on the left a more 
full side—the background, representing 3 piko, or centers 
of past, present, and future [note the three rainbow arches 
in drawing]. The environment and family things are at the 
center of me, both right and left represent the full sides 
of me.

 
When Meleanna asked how he got to this consciousness of himself, he replied, 

“You and me, we got there together, you were willing to trust me to take it and 
go—I was willing to go there.” The sign system of “arting” encouraged reflection 
and interpretation, and it transmediated the essence of the writing assignment to 
communicate and convey Iaone’s feelings, thus expanding his sense of identity 
beyond words. 

This notion of interpretation is crucial to settle because this stage of learning is the 
most potent, the most messy, the most mysterious, chaotic, and open to diverse 
avenues that bring the learner to an “aha” moment of understanding and compre-
hension. For creativity to work, risk taking and innovation are part of the equation, 
and here is where the mind, heart, and intuition all converge.

Interdisciplinary learning is another facet of the Transmediation process. For 
example, fourth-grade students produced a play on endangered Native Hawaiian 
birds for an integrated science and social studies unit. Students researched 
information and transmediated the information into a story utilizing mele 
(song), hula (dance), and hula kiÿi (puppetry). In this way, learning is not frag-
mented into discrete disciplines in the Aristotelian sense. The power of teaching 
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is exponentially enlarged because T1ransmission and T2ransaction are nested 
within T3ransmediation. Assisting our young to make connections, creating open 
opportunities for pleasure and passion, allows for a real exchange of commu-
nication to take place beyond words and numbers, among divergent groups, 
across difference. 

Anna’s nephew, a kindergartner at a local elementary school, learned to read 
iconic visuals and initial consonant sounds through his interest and fascination 
with a chart of 50 Pokemon characters’ names and their defensive/offensive 
combat techniques. His deep interest enabled him to navigate and decode this 
highly sophisticated genre of literacy that is not accepted as a sanctioned literacy 
of schools (in fact, in many schools, it is censured). Cope and Kalantzis (2000, p. 
6) explained this as “crossing linguistic boundaries” through an “ever broadening 
range of specialist registers and situational variations, be they technical, sporting, 
or related to groupings of interest and affiliation” as a form of meaning-making 
and form of literacy. 

It is important that educators expand on their own homegrown notions of literacy 
to build bridges that better connect to specialized literacies, or multiliteracies, 
that are relevant to today’s learner. These should accompany school-sanctioned 
literacies so that learners feel engaged in meaningful ways that have application 
to their lives.

Because there is no efficient, standardized, one quick fix or way to arrive at a 
“right” or single answer, holding space in T3 is often the best thing that anyone 
can do—until an answer is found, discovered, created, or conjured. Because 
there are often multiple answers to complex problems, or a constellation of ideas 
that are required to bring the explorer to a new level of understanding, patience 
and courage are also requisite. It is about the richness of human diversity and 
education that is at once elevating and humane.

Transmission, Transaction, and Transmediation integrate and interact with fluidity 
and become the potent mixture and ground for students to transform their worlds 
in substantive ways that are potentially life changing. However, the process does 
not stop at Transmediation. T4 invites and engages learners into a more relevant 
educational experience that supports moving toward a Transformative process 
where learners empower themselves to create new knowledge and become agents 
of social change. 
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T4 (Teaching to the Fourth Power) = 
Transformative (Learners Producing Knowledge)

Transformative pedagogy has the broadest application to the real world and is 
inclusive of T1ransmission, T2ransaction, and T3ransmediation. Exponentially, 
it is the most powerful when all four elements interact as a dynamic system of 
interdependence. Transformative pedagogy, based on the work of Freire (1970), 
connects the classroom to the political, economic, historical, cultural, ecological, 
and social issues of real life. At the heart of teaching and learning, an educated 
citizen is viewed as one who can “read the world,” think critically, question rela-
tionships of power, and become an agent of social change.

Reflecting on our traditional school experiences as a staff, we knew that we had 
never been supported to learn and think in this way. As a learning community, 
we needed to learn and experiment with the process ourselves. Drawing upon 
readings from critical literacy (Fehring & Green, 2001; Lankshear & McLaren, 1993; 
Muspratt, Luke, & Freebody, 1997), we saw that popular culture (movies, TV serials, 
toys, fashions, MTV) and the media (magazines, commercials, newspapers) were 
obvious starting points because we are constantly bombarded and saturated with 
images and messages attempting to influence and construct our identities and 
desires. Our reading allowed us to view the world through a lens of critique, ques-
tioning who benefits, who is marginalized, and whose voice is and is not repre-
sented for what reasons. 

The following reflective questions and comments indicate the growing critical 
consciousness within our staff while we examined demographic data, literature, 
and websites for various research purposes.

 
• “The word ‘minority’ gives the impression that certain ethnicities  
  are minor versus major, creating the connotation that a minority is  
  less important.”

• While examining oil paintings by Herb Kane (1997) in his book, 
Ancient Hawaiians, depicting life in Hawaiÿi during the late 1700s, 
Malia exclaims, “Heh, here’s Captain Cook and other European 
sailors but they don’t call them ‘ancient Europeans’? Why are only 
the Hawaiians ‘ancient’? They were living at the same time.”
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• “Can you believe that the only information I found on the  
  Internet pertaining to Queen Kapiÿolani was about the hotel  
  in Waikïkï, discount rates, and fly ‘n drive vacation packages?  
  As a famous Hawaiian monarch it’s so shameful that she  
  is not represented as royalty and embodied only in economic  
  tourism and commercialization.”

 
These are just a few examples revealing how Hawaiian history, culture, and racial 
identity are and are not represented in various forms of “texts,” such as population 
census data, print, electronic, and visual media. They illustrate how we as teachers 
and educational assistants began learning to unpack, or deconstruct, dominant 
social, political, and cultural ideologies that are often embedded in language, 
go unquestioned, infiltrate our psyche, and silently shape our social identities, 
cultural, and political relationships with one another. We began to understand 
how words such as ancient erases a cultural heritage as if it were nonexistent and 
buried as ancient civilizations of Greece and Egypt. We helped each other to reveal 
or deconstruct how negative stereotypes and racism are often projected and reified 
in dominant mainstream texts and forms of media. We have found that Native 
Americans are stereotypically depicted as savages, people from China as kung-fu 
experts, Hawaiian males as primitive cavemen, Hawaiian females as hula dancers 
in grass skirts entertaining tourists, and African Americans as criminals.

Transformative praxis urges us to deconstruct these stereotypes and reconstruct 
them by researching, interviewing, reading, writing, illustrating, and producing 
culturally relevant instructional materials to offer the world positive and realisti-
cally authentic representations to use in classrooms. This position allows multiple 
voices and worldviews to enter the picture. 

Transformation is a rare phenomenon. It is not specifically linked to education, 
although this is very much the kind of experience we would like to support and 
even encourage. The notion of transformation as an instrument of profound, 
positive, personal, and societal change allows learners to process more deeply with 
invested thought, time, effort, and emotion. 

Transformation is about acknowledging relationships, seeing things differ-
ently, feeling our diversity in our universality, challenging old assumptions with 
extraordinary insight and intent. Learners are encouraged to actively get beyond 
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prescribed answers and to discover ideas that speak to new and novel thoughts and 
answers. It infuses relevancy to learning and challenges teachers and students to 
address today’s pressing needs and the major difficult issues of our time. 

A truly transformative educational experience has the capacity of assisting all of us 
to vision ways of building a better world and understanding our mutual place in 
it. What causes homelessness? Why do we have wars? Is capitalism a good thing? 
What is good and bad about it? Real-world relevant learning experiences tug and 
pull the innate potential of students’ curiosity to innovate and create as a profound 
experience of discovery. 

Educate originates from the Latin root, edos, meaning to educe or draw out. This 
is what education should be about. Standardized testing and rote learning are 
not what education should be about. Transformation is the zone where new 
knowledge and ideas are generated. We envision education and a deeper under-
standing and appreciation of culture(s) as engines for social change, projecting 
humane futures—futures in which a democratic ideal is realized for all.

Transformative processes produce the most powerful exponential effects of praxis 
because of its broader application beyond the walls of the classroom. The T4 process 
does not exist in a vacuum, nor can it function successfully without its animating 
principle—culture—and all that this rich word conjures for various groups in 
divergent settings. While T4 explicates a pedagogical framework that defines the 
form of teaching and learning, we want to define the function of teaching and 
learning, thus reinstating a cultural context. 

Culture as Education

All learning environments constitute a unique blending of cultures. The word 
culture originates from the Latin root, cultus, to care and to cultivate. Many of the 
most experienced caretakers of our children understand what it means to cultivate 
and care for the unique gift in every child. Therefore, culture is really getting into 
the deepest part of our educational waters. Culture as education is about caring 
for our children in order to draw out their potentials and acknowledge the deepest 
wellspring from which our children create and make meaning.
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As social beings, our need to interact and to be in relationship with one another 
and to find the context for our stories is critically important, not only to the success 
and flourishing of our species but also to a broadening appreciation of views of the 
world that may be different from our own. Because systems are infinitely complex 
as they overlap with one another, culture as an educational foundation plays a 
central role within a successful 21st century context. Culture can be more broadly 
viewed as constituting four key elements that interface with the T4 process as 
holistic influences moving toward a more democratic education of understanding 
systems of interdependence. 

Home Culture

Home is the first and immediate part of our cultural ground. It is the compelling 
origin of who the learner is and where she or he comes from. It is about self and 
family, as well as the learner’s ethnic identity, cultural heritage, genealogy, family 
background, and home language. A curriculum based on democratic principles 
begins with what learners know in such a way that affirms their identity, family 
stories, and cultural resources, or what Moll, Amanti, Neff, and Gonzales (1992) 
called “funds of knowledge.” This opens the door to schooling where each learner 
comes to the educational conversation fully able to participate. 

Host/Indigenous Culture

Second, this cultural continuum leads into a relationship of place. Each locale 
around the world has a host people or native/indigenous culture. Native and 
indigenous peoples of a particular geographic location are the original “hosts” of 
a geographic locale in which others are “guests.” The host/indigenous culture of 
Hawaiÿi is Hawaiian. Host/indigenous cultures within the continental United 
States are the various Native American tribes. These cultures were defined by 
a sentient respect for all living things, of the land, its bodies of water, and the 
heavens above.

Historically, colonizers and settlers have not had the distinction of maintaining 
equitable and just relationships with the host/indigenous cultures they have come 
into contact with, and in no way would they be considered hosts of any place other 
than the home-ground from which they came. Perhaps host/indigenous cultures 
by nature were too hospitable, too gracious as hosts tend to be. To respect and 
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acknowledge the existence of a host/indigenous culture is critical because it sets 
into motion a mutually defined relationship of caring that should have been main-
tained and never erased. The hope for the future is that this idea will become rein-
stated and supported as foundational to educational curriculum for the continuing 
health of the world. 

For some, the notion of being a “guest” is awkward. However, if understood in 
its proper context, as guests, perhaps a more equitable and sustainable rapport 
with the host/indigenous culture and their environment would necessitate a 
dramatically different kind of relational orientation that would mutually benefit 
all of society. 

Local Culture

Local culture, the third point on the cultural ground, honors the questions: Who 
are our neighbors? Who do we go to school with? Who do we work with? What 
clubs or social groups do we belong to? Local culture is about hybridity and 
defined by the dynamic, blended mixtures of people, ethnicities, and associations 
that are unique, intimate, and personal. It is a multifaceted community within 
a geographic region, city, island (as Hawaiÿi), or even smaller settings such as 
schools, neighborhoods, workplaces, interest groups, chat rooms, learning teams, 
churches, clubs, and others. Local culture sets the stage for understanding rela-
tionship and interdependence, cultivating a mindset of respect, compromise, and 
exchange. Local culture is an extraordinarily rich amalgam defined by purpose, 
place, and the people within that community. 

Global Culture

Finally, the fourth point of our cultural ground is what lies beyond our shores, 
the culture(s) of our global community. This intersection is also one of myriad 
differences, yet the notion of a global culture sets all of us in some kind of inter- 
and intradependent relationship orchestrated on a larger scale. Through honoring 
each distinct culture as having value, no more or less than any other, we can arrive 
at a deeper appreciation for what each of us has to contribute to the rich tapestry 
of the world. 
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Conventional education often privileges a dominant Euro-American or Western 
cultural frame of reference. A wider cultural lens interdependently framed as 
home, host/indigenous, local, and global cultures envisions an educational center 
that is not dominated by any one group but held open, where discussion is invited 
and where all are asked to participate. 

Multiple views of the world reside on the contingent intersection of the T4 processes 
with this cultural ground. Absent culture portends the absence of diversity; 
therefore, honoring culture is honoring difference, and, as in all of nature, healthy 
ecosystems such as the loko iÿa thrive on a rich tapestry of diversity as an intercon-
nected cultural ground of our humanity.

So What Does Teaching to the Fourth Power  
Look Like?

What does it look like when T4 is multiplied by the effect of culture? An example 
comes from Kanu O Ka ÿÄina, a Native Hawaiian Charter School in Waimea, 
Hawaiÿi. As you will see, all the elements blend together as a fluid, nonlinear, 
responsive system to the teaching and learning environment. We italicized each 
element within the system to highlight it in the text.

A combination of elementary, middle, and high school students became producers 

of knowledge when they published The Fish and Their Gifts (Stender, 2004) for a 
global community (see Figure 5). The story was written by Joshua Kaiponohea 
Stender, based on his experiences of fishing with his father from a very young age, 
and draws upon his home, host, and local cultures. It is about a young boy named 
Kekoa who is swept into the sea by a large wave while gathering shellfish. Kekoa 
is rescued and brought to the safety of his father by various fishes of the ocean. 
In return, Kekoa and his father pray to the god, Kanaloa, Protector of Fishermen, 
to bless the fishes. In answer to their prayers, Kanaloa grants each fish a gift of 
protection to keep them safe from their respective predators.
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To write the book, Joshua made sure he had accurate and factual information by 
interviewing local fishermen and conducting research on the Internet and through 
books. In this way, he was consuming knowledge and illustrating T1ransmission in 
action. T1ransmission was embedded and visible throughout the writing process 
by attending to skills, convention, and mechanics, such as spelling, punctuation, 
vocabulary, organization, and story elements. This was a requirement in English 
as well as in Hawaiian because the book is published as a bilingual format. As 
a T3ransmediational process, Joshua drafted and crafted his story by interpreting 

knowledge and his experiences into narrative form. In a collaborative, T2ransactional, 
multiage learning environment, a team of elementary, middle, and high school 
students worked with Joshua and Meleanna Meyer to use their knowledge to illus-
trate the book. Once again, through the process of T1ransmission, they researched 
the physical characteristics of the fishes and their environment. In addition, they 
learned about the indigenous palette (coral-white, turmeric-yellow, charcoal-black, 
and dirt-red) and techniques of collage. This book was then submitted and accepted 
for publication in order to touch a global community.

This example demonstrates the dynamic, responsive movement between T1 and 
T4 as interfaced with culture. Like the waters of the loko iÿa, all the elements are 
inclusive of each other and blend into a responsive, rich, healthy, learning envi-
ronment working as a complex, interdependent system.

FIGURE 5  Student-published book 
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Implications for Teaching and Learning

What have we learned from our self-reflexive examination? How have we moved 
from theory to practice in order to make a difference? We find that often theory 
attempts to name and figure things out before actual practice and application. 
Theory prefigures word or text because it comes from a different place—intui-
tively, emotionally—that is pregutteral. Action makes theory concrete and expres-
sive. Action comes from purposeful inquiry. Although still in the initial stages of 
empirically measuring the impact of this ecological, theoretical framework, we 
share what the journey has revealed thus far.

First and foremost, we realized that we had to “name” and articulate what T1, T2, T3, 
and T4 looked like. On the basis of our personal experiences, the classroom practice 
of others, and professional readings, we saw glimpses of good practice but never 
as a cohesive, conceptual heuristic. The examples in this article helped us piece 
together and “see” a progression of higher order thinking skills and what each “T” 
looked like. We became aware of the educational ceiling at the T1ransmission level 
and how it so often distracts us because of its testable and measurable outcomes. 
It was not sufficient in and of itself, as a stand-alone. 

Breakthroughs came when teaching and learning were connected to the outside 
world, where students and teachers were really making a difference or contribu-
tion in authentic ways, as producers of knowledge as in The Fish and Their Gifts. 
All of the Ts became evident as a nested, cumulative phenomenon. The great thing 
about T4 is once you get there, often, you never want to go back; you want to know 
how to get there again and, perhaps, be able to take others along! We feel that this 
is an exploration of possible futures. For us, it shifted our consciousness about the 
purpose of schooling.

Second, cultural relationships are organic and cannot be categorized as a one-
size-fits-all. The form and function of democratic, educational spheres must 
not be void of the valuable contexts of the world’s richly nuanced and complex 
cultural arena. Therefore, we have synthesized our educational inquiry into an 
exponentially powerful, integrated theory in which culture is a foundational piko 
of pedagogy as an interdependent, dynamic, and thus transformative system. The 
cultural metaphor of the nutrient-rich loko iÿa assists us in shifting our conscious-
ness and remembering the importance of this coexistence, much like its blending 
of freshwater and saltwater systems. As teachers, we continue to question and 
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search for ways to envision an interconnected global community as related to 
cultural sensitivity and diversity in the global future of our students. Thus far, our 
inquiry helps us to see that literacy in its myriad forms, curriculum, and instruc-
tion must serve broader functions beyond that which is often rendered from sterile, 
scripted programs. 

Third, we are learning that allowing students to make connections between disci-
plines as interpretive spaces complicates testing and assessment of learning beyond 
what exists in quantitative terms. Evaluation is no longer neat and contained 
within the boundaries of a single domain. A creative and liberated mind is not 
necessarily measurable. Measurement works effectively on mechanical objects so 
they can be replicated. If the purpose of education is to create thinkers, lifelong 
learners, and future leaders as educators, administrators, and policymakers, the 
gaze of accountability and surveillance should be recast on those who thwart the 
exponential powers of teaching, creativity, and liberated thinking.

Finally, as we share and present this multidimensional, ecological framework 
with other educators at research conferences, there has been broad appeal from 
university through elementary levels, as well as practitioners from all disciplines. 
Although we first conceptualized the theory for social justice purposes and for 
the need of culturally relevant pedagogy, we have received encouraging feedback 
that this heuristic is a life model with broad and far-reaching ramifications. 
Teaching to the Fourth Power with a cultural piko is helpful and relevant to any 
life context, applicable for all learners, including those in dominant, mainstream 
educational contexts. 

Seen in its totality, the meaning of aÿo, teaching and learning, is profoundly about 
transformative interrelationships. You’ll know you’ve gotten there because awe, 
gratitude, and wisdom are the byproducts of such a learning experience of such 
depth. Educators engaged in searching for ways to sustain healthy learning envi-
ronments and supportive points of view nurture unique voices and contributions 
that are central to education as positive social change. One of our staff members, 
Kuÿulei Laumauna, commented that perhaps the next T is “Transelevation,” the 
place from which revelation and wisdom emerge. Such thinking is an indication 
that our conversations will continue to keep us on our journey. Herein lies our 
humanity and hope for the future.
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